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COBA has now made 6 written submissions since October 31, 2019 on the subject of
creating and amending rules impacting the safety of COBA’s members (denominated
Rulemaking on “Restrictive Housing” but going further). These most recent letters, ignored
just as those many prior, are as follow: 1
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November 4, 2019 dealing with CAPA irregularities;
November 21, 2020 requesting a six-month moratorium to study years of
submissions by all channel partners;
November 27, 2019 again requesting a tempered and less hasty rule-making process
in light of false figures coming out of the Department of Correction;
November 19, 2019 FOIL request (resent on December 3, 2019); and,
January 29, 2020mnletter from the President of COBA regarding the Board’s bias and
partiality.

The Board has not only usurped the right of the Correction Commissioner, but invaded
matters central to collective bargaining currently underway between the City and the union.
This has forced the hand of the union’s General Counsel to protect the rights of COBA
members by filing an Improper Practice Petition against the City.2
The concerted rush by this Board’s members – some more than others – and of the vast
majority of advocates of so-called reform – some of whom sit on this Board (manifesting a
conflict of interest) – is clearly intended to implement a jail security system that does not
reflect the realities in this country and specifically in New York City.
While principled, reflecting goals rooted in aspirations about the best of humanity, these
rules are based on dangerous misunderstandings. The United States is not Norway,

1
2

Attachment 1, COBA Letters; included are two earlier letters ignored by the BOC.
Attachment 2, Improper Practice Petition.
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UN Guidelines aimed at despotic oligarchs are inapplicable, and New York State does not mirror
those states where reforms have been made to house a minority of egregiously violent inmates who
deviate from the normal person in custody awaiting trial. Nor do the rules proposed echo those
jurisdictions such as Los Angeles,3 as has been claimed.
Changes made by the BOC since 2015 to safety-related rules in the DOC have undeniably
resulted in the opposite of “safe reform.” We have seen greater injuries to staff and inmates alike;
greater costs per inmate; greater numbers of mentally ill inmates not being treated – certainly not
humanely - by CHS; greater pay outs to lawyers and consultants. The results of “changes” in the past
5 years would all indicate a flamed-out social experiment based on the data, and yet this Board’s new
rules and amendments to rules would add fuel to the failure. So much for evidence – based solutions
so loudly demanded and touted in 2014 and 2015 by advocates for “reform.”
These changes have ignored all recommendations by those who most intimately understand
the system – members of this union. The union has inexplicably been kept out of all advisory
committees. It is simply a lie (double actually) as the Board claims on its website and in publications:
the “Board's rulemaking process commenced in 2017 and included discussions with . . . COBA.4 The
Jails Action Coalition – yes. COBA – no. Nor any other union whose members face violence daily in
the jails.
The proposed changes even gloss over the recommendations of the federal monitor on how
jails must place primacy on safety.5 The changes ignore the reality of decreased safety and feeling of
security repeatedly reported by this union to the Board for years.6 This Board has continued to act as
if staff were not humans also deserving humane treatment – even ignoring that a crime committed in
the jails is not reported as a “Criminal Act” unless the victim is a non-uniformed staff member. The
changes are predicated on debunked “voodoo statistics” which go back years. Most recently they
were either justified or created by a highly paid private firm championed by the former Chief of Staff
and current kitchen cabinet member of DeBlasio – Jeff Thamkittikasem.7 These are changes that run
against the expert opinions of such seasoned correctional professionals as (former Commissioner)
Joseph Ponte, Dr. David Fullard, Martin F. Horn and Dan Pacholke.8

3

See Attachment 3, LA County Materials - result of FOIL request to the BOC.
https://www1.nyc.gov/site/boc/jail-regulations/rulemaking-2017.page
5
See Second Monitor’s Report at 142, questioning the wisdom of eviscerating the tool of
segregation without properly fleshing out other disciplinary sanctions.
6
See Monthly Video “testimony” at the BOC’s website.
7
See Attachment 4, September, 2019 Article and August, 2016 Article.
8
See Attachment 5, Expert Materials.
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The Department – a creature of this mayoral administration no less than the Board– has itself
ignored the numerous submissions to take on this Board’s continued usurpation of the role of the
DOC Commissioner.9 If only the DOC could have the courage to mount a legal challenge of this Board
largely made up of jail abolitionists with a staff of young well-educated and well-meaning amateurs.
The sweeping rulemaking ignores the pre-emptive authority of the State Commission on
Correction.10 In this regard the staffing of that State Agency or perhaps a lack of knowledge or will
by it and the Governor may soon be rectified by making that Agency oversee this jail system as is
intended by its mandate.
It ignores a state Court judge finding that
the [Department of Correction] has not shown that the DOC has implemented
the controls mandated by the [Workplace Violence Prevention Law] WVPP, or
conducted risk assessments for incidents of violence, or diffused areas of
concern by taking mitigating steps, such as considering the propensities of a
part of the jail population, as well as properly training and equipping correction
officers to address some of these problems. This court's interpretation of the
WVPP is that the statute was implemented to ensure that agencies like DOC
meet their statutory obligations, allowing for limited judicial review.11
One most glaring blow to safety presented is pretending that the Department of Correction
can or will house inmates within 30 days of being properly adjudicated to be placed in segregation.
Ever since the announcement by Joseph Ponte in October 2016 that the City had reduced those in
segregation to roughly 125 persons12, the DOC has kept this number artificially low by allowing an
ever-mounting backlog of people who – under the proposed rule changes- will receive a “get out of
segregation card” if still not placed in segregated housing in 30 days.
Why is there not a facility run by CHS dedicated to the extremely large population of
mentally ill persons in custody like in enlightened jurisdictions? Where is the Academy promised for
years by multiple administrations and directed by the current Monitor? Where is the actual Crisis
Intervention Training that has been utilized in other jurisdictions? Where are the robust programs
and mental health collaborations to reduce poor outcomes with the mentally ill and marginalized
persons in custody? Where is the post-release follow-up with both those mentally ill and those
whose situation in the “real world” may lead to recidivism?

9

See Attachment 6, COBA submissions to DOC.
See Attachment 7, SCOC materials.
11
See Attachment 8, Order of Judge Ruben Franco.
12
See Attachment 4, Op Ed of Joseph Ponte.
10
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Why is Mayor DeBlasio able to instantly send to Bellevue a broken woman needing
medication and observation - in an abbreviated “William Horton” move that allowed fascicle attacks
on bail reform- but Correction Staff cannot as a matter of course?13 Being able to do so would
guarantee the jails would be half as full as now, but forced medication is frowned upon. Why is this
subject of security and humanity being abused for political gain? All but the decision makers are
going to suffer the outcome ahead.
As for the actual rules proposed, as it is likely that this matter will end up resolved in a
judicial forum, COBA offers the following – place a moratorium on this rule-making for robust
investigation into alternatives rather than winnow down and throw out discipline needed to keep
order in the jails.
The first lie or lack of transparency comes in the very beginning of the “Statement of Basis
and Purpose.” No collaboration with COBA or another Unions was had. See. Pp. 1-5 Rulemaking
package.
Second, the alternatives to segregation are not evaluated: Second Chance Housing Unit
(“Second Chance”), Transitional Restorative Unit (“TRU”) (adolescents and young adults ages 18-21),
Secure Unit (“Secure”), and Young Adult ESH (“YA-ESH”) (young adults ages 18-21). How well are
these programs working as alternatives? What is their Capacity? Again, no transparency. Id. at 5
Third, the BOC claims that Vendors are being evaluated for operation tracking and
“corrective action” (discipline). This impacts terms and conditions of employment of COBA’s
members and needs to be bargained by the City of New York. It is void ab initio.
The first of the 4 Core principles is to protect the safety of people in DOC custody and the
staff who work in DOC facilities. pp. 6 – 9 What is the evidence based or objective correlation
between respect, dignity, demeaning custody, etc. with the stated goal of creating SAFETY? How are
these implemented on a two-way spectrum (inmate to staff/ staff to inmate)? As this impact’s safety
directly, it too is subject to bargaining by the City, and is therefore not appropriate for rulemaking.
The second core principle aims to place people in custody into restrictive housing or restrictive statuses in
accordance with due process and procedural and restorative justice principles. The third core principle
strives to promote the rehabilitation of people in custody and reintegrate them into

13
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the community. The 3 “ways to achieve” the second and third core principles are redundant. They
exist already in the Standards or the case state regulations and statutory law. Indeed, they are
already the subject of prior consent decrees about reintegrating inmates- all ignored by the City for
decades and largely in the hands of agencies not part of the BOC’s “advisory” purview.
The Definitions section is a shamble of administrative rule-making. Vague. Subject to
arbitrary and capricious application and unscientific. This is all that should be said at this time as
much of the 128 pages published by the BOC will, as previously said, end up on the desk of a Judge.
That said, COBA’s favorite (and that of one of the attorneys at Legal Aid who went on the record at
one CAPA hearing to applaud it, is “Structurally Restrictive.” This reminds lawyers of the

infamous definition of pornography “I know it when I see it.” The very epitome of vague and
overbroad.
Sections 6-04 through 6-06 are particularly disruptive of safety considerations. Id. pp. 10-16.
These sections make clear that the Board wishes to run the DOC. Policies sometimes have to change,
and some flexibility is required in housing (“unregulated housing”) both “normal” detainees and the
incredible minority that deviate from “normal.” This overreaching paternalistic imposition of values
over reality may be largely to blame for the mass exodus of those uniformed staff who have climbed
high enough to leave, or have opportunities with other agencies. Who knows? But a Warden or
Chief with enough service to retire is making the most insightful move possible, and more will follow
should BOC have what they seek.
Another disturbing section deals with EMERGENCY lock-ins. They are called EMERGENCY for a
reason, and yet the Board’s tabulating cadre of staff find “58%, (n=768) of all emergency lock-ins still
resulted in nine (9) or more hours of continuous lock-in time . . . Board analyses find that lock-ins
contribute to perceptions of unfair and excessive punishment.” Yet another is where the Board orders
the DOC to “do something.” They know not what, but DOC and CHS are supposed to issue a written
directives to staff regarding the requirements of § 6-06 and provide the directive to the Board for its
review and feedback prior to finalization. Again, this is not only poorly conceived and worded but also
runs afoul of collective bargaining rights of COBA. I suggest at this juncture that Bobby Cohen take over
and see if he still perceives the world through the smudged lenses of someone who has no relevant
experience when faced with 21st Century realities of gangs and the millennially ultraviolent.
For all of the voodoo math utilized by the BOC staff in justifying these rule changes, the most
flagrant statistical nonsense concerns populations in segregation “Between 2012 — when the
average daily population (“ADP”) in PSEG reached its peak (n=868) — and the first three quarters
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of 2019 -- when the ADP in PSE was 123 people.” Id. at 16. The metrics are faulty. Comparing 2012 with
2018 ignores the artificial suppression by the DOC. Only a certain number of beds have been “given” to
segregate inmates and the rest lie in a state of stasis, which now will evaporate if the Board and HALT has
their way14. Why is BOC not challenging the numbers provably false when dealing with this discrete
matter?15
Much can be said of the clever rule change that those not placed in restrictive custody in 30 days
walk free. Pp. 36-37
The Department reported that, as of July 31, 2019, 815 people in custody were waiting
to be held in PSEG I, PSEG II, and RHU. Historically, people in DOC custody have
experienced significant delays between adjudication and placement into segregation,
which result in a disciplinary system that “appears arbitrary” and negatively “impact[s]
transparency and perceptions of fairness and legitimacy.”
Vera analyzed 9,793 infractions committed in 2015 that resulted in a segregation
sanction and discovered that by the end of 2015 nearly half of those cases had not
resulted in an admission into PSEG. For those who were eventually admitted to PSEG,
the average time between the issuance of a sanction and admission into PSEG was 13
days. One third of admissions into PSEG came after two or more infractions had been
adjudicated
...
To address this issue, proposed rule § 6-30(e)(2) requires that placement in disciplinary
segregation occur within 30 days of adjudication of guilt. If the Department does not
place a person into punitive segregation within this 30-day period, DOC may not place
the person in PSEG at a later time. The purpose of this rule is to ensure that, in keeping
with procedural justice and due process principles underlying Chapter 6, punishment is
“swift, certain, and fair.”
While it is true that swift certain and fair repercussions should be meted out, this Board knows
that the DOC has not had the intention to make it so since Ponte took over. This approach actually
violates SCOC regulations. This is evidenced in the prior findings under this administration and the
leadership of Ponte that the backlog of inmates not being made to serve their time in segregation was
a violation of the law. This is clear from a 2014 admonition by the SCOC, attached in 7.

14

See p. 17, fn. 55, inserting language created by someone not employed by the Board –
Scott Victor Palkowitz.
15
See McKinsey article, Attachment 4.
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Delaying imposition of sanctions indefinitely undermines both the legitimacy of the
Department's disciplinary program and the ability of staff to meaningfully enforce the
Departments rules of inmate conduct. It by no means punishes misbehavior fairly,
impartially or consistently. Allowing violent and otherwise serious rule offenders whose
offense(s) warrant confinement away from the general population to continue at large in
the general population threatens the general safety and security of the facility and
the well-being of inmates and staff alike.
The language as written in this rule completely absolves inmates if they are not placed in
segregation by the DOC in a timely fashion - thus inverting the purpose of the State regulations. Playing
on the failings of the DOC and the orders coming down on the Commissioner from “on high” is very very
clever. And pernicious.
The expansion of “serious mental illness” exclusions at § 6-07(A)(1) and § 6-07(B)(1) could be
welcome if properly defined and CHS did their jobs and REMOVED from Rikers all those with Serious
Mental Illness. Id. at 17. What are the ill-defined (not defined actually) “People with ‘Intellectual
Impairments?’” This is strangely unscientific and – while the CHS may do what they wish in their
current practice – should ramp up their presence and remain in residence in the MO units where their
charges live eat and have programming. Dr. Cohen should acknowledge this before he recuses himself
from voting if he values his skills as a clinician.
CHS, in consultation with the Board, has agreed to identify certain medical conditions
and corresponding markers of acuity and advancement of disease for which separation
could present a higher level of risk. Such conditions include, but are not limited to,
asthma, seizure, diabetes, heart disease, lung disease, liver disease, kidney disease,
organ transplants, treatment with anticoagulants, and involuntary hospitalizations. The
Board will approve this list of conditions and markers, and all future modifications to
it.
CHS has expressed concern that despite Board Standards meant to exclude individuals
at elevated risk in segregation, there is no body of medical literature that reliably
guides the assignment of risk to any individual patient. Therefore, proposed rules §§ 607(a)(1)(iv) (PSEG I) and 6-07(b)(1)(iv) (PSEG II) require that DOC provide one-on-one
constant supervision for anyone placed in disciplinary housing units (and other
restrictive housing units, discussed below), for the first 24 hours of their placement
into such units. The proposed rules also make clear that after an individual is placed
into PSEG I or II, CHS has the authority to determine if that person should be
transferred to a therapeutic unit. “

Id. at 18-19.

Finally, CHS argues that health staff to undue pressure from DOC. This claim is outrageous
and the accusation betrays a bias that mirrors that of some members of the Board. Indeed, it
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underscores the reason why this Board cannot make rules objectively and without prejudice. Let the
Board take over the Bulova Building and the CHS care for the 40-50% of ill, deficient, and impaired.
That is the only fair proposal that should be considered. Either that, or that the entire board resign
and allow an objective balanced and fair group to take sober reflection before endangering further
the inmate staff safety that is the natural outcome of this work of aspirational fiction.
In conclusion it is clear that some on this Board have shown prejudgment in matters that
require objective and sober reflection. They know who they are and should resign or recuse
themselves from any rule-making while sitting on this advisory Board. It is also clear that the fait
acompli laid out in the 128 page proposal published on October 31, 2019 (claiming to go back to 2017
somehow) is rife with aspects that warrant a judicial review. Finally, were the Board serious and not
a creature of jail abolitionists and fantasists in office, it would have exhaustive studies done by those
who are truly disinterested in the outcomes – except placing a primacy on safety and security in a jail
setting unlike any in the world.
Respectfully Submitted,

Marc Alain Steier, Esq.
Director of Legal Affairs

Carl Heastie, NYS Assembly Speaker
Andrea Stewart-Cousins, NYS Senate Speaker
Patrick Ferraiuolo, CCA President
Joseph Russo, DWA/WA President
Frederic Fusco, Legislative Chairman, COBA
Liz Glazer, Mayor’s Office of Criminal Justice
NYC First Deputy Mayor Dean Fuleihan
New York State Commission on Correction
Scott Stringer, NYC Comptroller
Chief of Department Hazel Jennings
Department of Correction Commissioner Cynthia Brann
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Legislative Chairman
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To Interim Chair Sherman, Ms. Ovesey and Members of the Board:
I am the President for the Correction Officers’ Benevolent Association,
Inc. (“COBA”). Neither I nor the legal Director of COBA have gotten
acknowledgments of receipt of prior Emails, let alone received substantive
requests requesting that the Board be more deliberate in the rule-making
process and put off the dates announced for public comment and hearings.

ALBERT CRAIG
First City-Wide Trustee

2014 to 2016- THE EXPERTS SPEAK

ANGEL CASTRO
Manhattan Borough Trustee
PAULETTE BERNARD
Brooklyn Borough Trustee
TYSON JONES
Bronx Borough Trustee
MARK MACK
Queens Borough Trustee
BISHOP WILLIAM
RAYMOND WHITAKER II
Chaplain
WILLIAM KWASNICKI
Retiree Consultant
KOEHLER & ISAACS , LLP
COBA Attorney

COBA’s 3rd submission in Response to
BOC’s Draft Restrictive Housing Rulemaking

It would be too easy to dust off old letters and white papers produced by
COBA over the years to try to convince the DOC to take back its power from the
Board of Correction. The BOC, and others without the power or expertise to run
a large system let alone a jail system, have run roughshod over an imperfect
system. However, it is a system which worked better fifteen years ago than
today. We do not want- yet again – to parade opinions from COBA. The Board
should tap experts in the field. It claims to do so but none are cited and
provided in the rule-making package. Therefore, COBA will tap predecessors of
Ms. Brann and others who were qualified candidates for her job.
The following is from former Commissioner Martin Horn to former BOC
Commissioner Gordon Campbell.1 This erudite letter did, and continues to,
support the position that COBA has maintained:
When the Board first adopted its rules, it included Sec 1-02 (e)
(v) that states, “Prisoners placed in the most restrictive security
status shall only be denied those rights, privileges and
opportunities that are directly related to their status and which
A copy of Martin Horn’s December 11, 2014 letter to former BOC Chairman
Gordon Campbell is annexed as Ex. “D.”
1
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cannot be provided to them at a different time or place than provided to
other prisoners.” It is clear that the Board acknowledged that there
might well be a classification of prisoners whose management
would require limitation of the rights, privileges and
opportunities afforded general population prisoners.
...
In many jails throughout the U.S. and even within New York State,
prisoners are not routinely out and about for more than an hour a day.
New York City is an anomaly by providing that prisoners are allowed to
“lock out” of their cell for up to 16 hours a day. The Minimum Standards
of the State Commission on Corrections that govern the operation of
the City’s jails and those of all other jails in the State nowhere require
that length of “lock out” time. Only New York City affords that “privilege”
to its prisoners.
The proposal for ESH is most definitely not solitary confinement and
should not be seen as such. Those, like the Jail Action Coalition who
conflate what the Department is proposing for ESH with solitary
confinement do a disservice to the campaign against solitary
confinement. They diminish the importance of our national
conversation about solitary confinement by alleging that ESH is, and
they misguidedly imperil the very prisoners they purport to care about
by trying to deprive the Department of this sensible tool.
Indeed, Joseph Ponte, the very person picked by Mayor DeBlasio to make the changes
envisioned found the tool of segregation a necessity in 20162:
The Department continues to make a good faith effort to comply with the
minimum standards, but additional time is needed to develop alternative
options to ensure the safety and security of the facilities. In the interim,
it is imperative that the Department be equipped with the various
tools necessary to immediately and safely respond to violent acts.
We therefore ask that the Board take up for immediate consideration the
requested limited variance renewal for six (6) months.

See June 3, 2016 letter from Commissioner Ponte to Chairman Brezenoff,
Limited Variance Regarding Implementation of Young Adult Plan, Ex. “E.”
2
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options.”

Still and all, neither the BOC nor the DOC have developed any “alternative

Again, at the very time when false numbers were being reported out by the DOC, at the
July 20163 BOC meeting Commissioner Ponte still asked the Board allow him to do his job of
maintaining safe jails:
However. . . a marked shift occurred shortly after the first week in June
when the Department started to increase the number past 700 of young
adults housed together in GMDC. In particular, this included an
exceptionally high increase in the number of high-risk young adults
(young adult inmates with particularly violent histories or strong gang
involvement) . . .. When daily alarms remain low, they can be addressed
without significantly affecting day-to-day operations, however as the
number of incidents and alarms increased exponentially it had a facilitywide impact.
...
Since the beginning of June 2016, there was a pronounced spike in the
number of incidents, particularly concerning, the rise in serious
and violent incidents. This rise in incidents -- ranging from
inmates refusing orders to slashings -- has been attributed to the
increased number of “high risk of violence” young adults moved to
GMDC in early June.
...
The Monitor and his team of experts - who have experience eliminating
the use of punitive segregation in other jurisdictions - have continuously
advised the Department on the need to be thoughtful and deliberate in our
approach to punitive segregation reforms, and have cautioned that
moving too quickly towards the ultimate goal of ending punitive
segregation can undermine the success the Department has already
achieved . . ..
...

3
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When Ponte resigned amidst the scandal of his “no show” leave-taking and abuse of city
resources, the first name floated for his possible replacement was a corrections innovator -Dan Pacholke. Lacking “jailing” experience like Ponte before him, he yet had a seeming
willingness to follow the Mayor’s insistence on being the first system in the nation to rid a jail
system of a necessary tool. However, not unlike Ponte prior to his seeing the scale of the
problem outlined above, Pacholke co-wrote a thoughtful paper U.S. Department of Justice.
Dan Pacholke4 described his many suggestions for segregation reform that undercut
the Mayor’s reactionary rush to be first at all costs. That paper tacitly critiqued the Mayor’s
knee-jerk abolition of punitive segregation as merely “emptying beds.” Published in 2016,
“More Than Emptying Beds: A Systems Approach to Segregation Reform5,” acknowledges the
need for segregation as a tool even while seeking its abolition:
Segregation has been and will continue to be a tool that is necessary
to manage legitimate safety concerns. Reforms in the use of this
practice will only be successful if the safety of inmates and staff is
maintained or improved in the process. To impact the health and
well-being of people under correctional control, reducing the use of
segregation on its own by only “emptying beds” is of limited value. To
make an impactful change, a systems approach to this complex issue is
essential.
THE ROLE AND POWER OF THE BOARD OF CORRECTION
The Board does not have the power it has self-ascribed. The members of that body as a
whole, and their entire staff (surprisingly few of which have any corrections experience),
certainly do not have the skillset needed to oversee one of the largest jail system (not a
“prison”) in the world. However, the Board misses this distinction between a jail and a
prison, and insists that somehow reforms can be made to detainees in the six-week average
Regrettably Mr. Pacholke has himself been implicated just this year in
controversies with the premature release of inmates leading to poor – even fatal
-- results for the public. See,
https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2019/feb/25/corrections-agencydiscovers-sentence-calculation-/ and
https://www.injurytriallawyer.com/blog/report-on-doc-early-release-scandalfinds-state-employees-to-blame.cfm, both last accessed December 2, 2019.
4

See “F,” Dan Pacholke and Sandy Felkey Mullins, J.D., More than Emptying Beds:
A Systems Approach to Segregation Reform, NCJ-24958, BJA.
5
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stay of an increasingly mentally ill and criminally culpable population in custody. This is – of
course- absurd, but adding insult to injury the Board would “vet” practical correction methods
against their aspirations of a more humane jail system. More to the point, it is insulting that
the DOC itself will not assert itself as the NYPD does when anti policing methods are imposed.
As a case in point, look to the criticism leveled by Dr. Bobby Cohen during the Board’s May,
20176 discussion of restraints placed on inmates for their protection and that of their codetainees. As taken from the Board’s edited minutes (rather than the shriller soundtrack
better seen/heard in the live video of that meeting):
Member Cohen said he was glad that DOC had agreed to implement a due
process procedure regarding the use of restraints in Secure; however, he
was disturbed to find out that the Department had been using threepoint restraints in the Unit without any discussion with the Board or
medical staff. A while ago, DOC did not place anyone in desk restraints,
but now, an increasing number of people were being placed in two-point
restraints, and the Board just found out that young adults were being
placed in three-point restraints in the Secure Unit. Member Cohen said
he found this practice very disturbing, particularly since it occurred
without any directive describing the use of such restraints and, he
believed, without any discussion with medical staff. He also noted that
the Department’s restraint policy permits the use of restraint chairs,
which is a very dangerous device.
Taking another case in point – this one a legal case previously mentioned in another letter–
the Legal Aid Society and the Board of Correction wanted legal “assistants” to be given access
to the jails. The Commissioner denied access based wholly on a safety analysis of those
individuals. The Court held “We conclude that at least in this area the decisions of the Board
of Correction can have no more than advisory force.” Legal Aid Soc. v. Ward, 457 N.Y.S.2d 250
(1982), aff'd, 61 N.Y.2d 744 (1984). Rather than being found to be acting arbitrarily and
capriciously, the powers granted to the Commissioner were analyzed on the basis of basic
rationality. Moreover, the powers of the Board to circumscribe the Commissioner’s primary
goal of gainsaying safety in the jails were affirmed by New York State’s highest Court.

See Minutes of BOC May 2017 meeting at page 5.
http://www1.nyc.gov/assets/boc/downloads/pdf/Meetings/2017/May-92017/May%209%20%202017%20Board%20Meeting%20Minutes%20%20APPROVED.pdf
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Although not limited to Dr. Cohen, nearly monthly he or another of our Board members
expresses surprise and consternation at not first being asked for permission to keep jails safe.
This is infuriating to watch when those at COBA in this business since before Board Staff were
born know that the responsibility and rights lay with the Commissioner of the DOC. Period.
Can the BOC litigate or enjoin Department action or inaction? No. Can the BOC put a halt to
necessary safety policies and directives that are accepted practice in jails around the world?
No. Are the U.N.’s Mandela Rules reasonably related to the population in our jails? No. What
is more it is insulting to utter Mandela’s name in the same breath as the kind of population the
advocates seek to apply those rules to.
THE BOARD OF CORRECTON IS NOT A THRESHOLD “COURT”
TO JUDGE SAFETY MATTERS DETERMINED
BY THE DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION.
The BOC is an advisory body only. And, at that, to the City Council and to the Mayor,
who in turn are supposed to take actions and make laws. The Board of Correction is meant to
make recommendations and set “minimum standards” for conditions of confinement and
correctional health and mental health care in all City correctional facilities. However, the
advisory nature of the Board seems to have suffered from “mission creep” when compared to
the traditional supervision of the SCOC – which ironically was the subject of an Article 78
proceeding filed by DeBlasio on March 5, 2018. Notwithstanding, the powers of the Board of
Correction are limited:
The board, or by written designation of the board, any member of it, the
executive director, or other employee, shall have the following powers
and duties:

1

The preparation for submission to the mayor, the council, and the
commissioner of proposals for capital planning and improvements;
studies and reports concerned with the development of the department's
correctional program planning; and studies and reports in regard to
methods of promoting closer cooperation of custodial, probation, and
parole agencies of government and the courts; and, the evaluation of
departmental performance.

New York City, N.Y., Charter § 626, New York City, N.Y., Charter § 626 (c)(3)(4).
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Although this may be excessive, by means of comparison with the above it is worth
quoting (with emphasis) the language of the City’s Charter granting Brann the authority that
has been given away to the BOC.
The commissioner shall have:
1. Charge and management of all institutions of the city, including all
hospital wards therein for the care and custody of felons,
misdemeanants, all prisoners under arrest awaiting arraignment who
require hospital care, including those requiring psychiatric observation
or treatment and violators of ordinances or local laws and for the
detention of witnesses who are unable to furnish security for their
appearance in criminal proceedings, except such places for the detention
of prisoners or persons charged with crime as are by law placed under
the charge of some other agency.
2. Sole power and authority concerning the care, custody and control
of all court pens for the detention of prisoners while in the criminal
courts of the city of New York, the family court of the state of New York
within the city of New York, the supreme court in the counties of New
York, Bronx, Kings, Queens and Richmond and of all vehicles employed in
the transportation of prisoners who have been sentenced, are awaiting
trial or are held for any other cause.
3. Charge and management of persons or any other institution of the
city placed under his jurisdiction by law.
4. All authority, except as otherwise provided by law, concerning the
care and custody of felons, misdemeanants and violators of local laws
held in the institutions under his charge.
5. All authority in relation to the custody and transportation of
persons held for any cause in criminal proceedings and all prisoners
under arrest awaiting arraignment who require hospital care, including
those requiring psychiatric observation or treatment, in any county
within the city.
6. General supervision and responsibility for the planning and
implementation of re-training, counseling and rehabilitative programs
for felons, misdemeanants and violators of local laws who have been
sentenced and are held in institutions under his charge.
N.Y.C. Charter, Chapter 25 Section 623.
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The Commissioner and the Chief of the Department MISTAKENLY believe that they
have to answer to this Mayoral Agency, and that often actually boils down to the
recommendations by inmates’ rights advocates (with combined budgets and staffs far
exceeding that of the Board of Correction). Why would one of the largest City Agencies need
to “kowtow” to a tiny oversight group unlike any other uniformed service in The City of New
York (or other large agencies like the departments of Education, Mental Health and Hygiene or
Housing)? The answer is - - - THE DOC DOES NOT. Just imagine the FDNY or NYPD sitting
monthly for the type of scolding unqualified appointees give the DOC.
The Appropriate agency for monitoring the actual running of jails is the SCOC. As was
recently shown, (and was in litigation) that body and the Governor have the power to shutter
jails, deny plans to build housing units and make architectural/ engineering changes, (and as
they have done several times), and find the City DOC in violation of long published and
enforced STATE minimum standards. Indeed, the State Commission on Correction has issued
violation letters to the New York City Department of Correction for the failure to properly
punish violative inmates and maintain a backlog of hundreds who owe “bing” time. This was
during this very administration under Ponte. And yet, the backlog of inmates who – after due
process hearings- owe time in segregation continues at staggering rates.
Moreover, in a New York Times article dated May 5, 2017 it was announced that New York
City jails were considered so dangerous that the state ceased allowing inmates in state
custody to be transferred into the custody of the City.7 The State Commission of Correction
ordered a halt to all inmate transfers from county jails outside the five boroughs. Such
transfers typically involve special categories of inmates, like former correction officers or
gang leaders, who face an increased risk of violence at jails in their home counties.
MENTAL HEALTH ISSUES
New York City Correction Officers are not Health Care professionals. Even though best
practices, as outlined by Dan Pacholke in his paper referenced above, would expand the
information shared with COs – this is not done. It is asidiously avoided by the DOC. And yet –
despite being kept in the dark about individual triggers and diagnosis— my members are
caring for more mentally ill human beings than anyplace on the East Coast of the United
States. And yet they are deprived of critical information when dealing with this population.

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/05/05/nyregion/rikers-island-transferredinmates.html?mtrref=undefined&gwh=F1C26863BAFB4789A1CDD68CC7D339
33&gwt=pay
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At a talk at New York Law School’s “Citylaw” breakfast 8 former Commissioner Ponte
admitted to New York City running the largest mental health hospital on the East Coast. He
stated that DOC is “managing well” with mentally ill offenders. To the extent that certain new
programs may be experiencing positive outcomes for a few inmates this claim is true. That said,
it does not take into account the majority who are mentally ill but go untreated, or the extremely
violent who may be deemed to have need of psychiatric treatment in a proper non-jail facility.
At a Board of Correction meeting at of September 13, 2016 the DOC was sharply criticized for
failing in managing the mental health needs of inmates. The DOC/HHC /DOHMH partnership9
was standing still or moving at a snail’s pace at getting those in need to their mental health
appointments. This has not changed. However, and crucially - nowhere in the discourse are
persistent violent offenders discussed. Here we reference those unfortunate few who have
scant chance at being rehabilitated in one of the model units touted by Correctional Health and
are not one of those lucky few handpicked due to predictions that they may benefit.
Nonetheless, the most violent >100 individuals like “John Doe” are certainly in need of a mental
health solution for their persistent acts of destruction of property and assaults on other
persons.
With the largest mental health institution on the East Coast, why is it that the “Doe” inmates
are not being diagnosed and appropriately housed in a mental health facility where illness
may be treated? We now have the capacity to have entire jails dedicated to the spectrum of
mentally ill in the system. But the mental health staff at the DOC has been unable to grapple
with these most violent inmates and the proposed rules do not help. Rather the powers that
be unrealistically expecting miracles of minimally trained Correction Officers rather than
mental health professionals according to BOC minimum standards. Why have we not
investigated medical solutions to these violent mentally unsound individuals? The violence
caused, as well as destruction to city property exhibited, are NOT the actions of individuals
NOT suffering from mental health problems – though untreated/ undiagnosed. Can we not
find mental health solutions such as they do with violent inmates in other jurisdictions? After
all, it is your CHARGE to deal with these individuals: “Charge and management of all
institutions of the city, including all hospital wards therein for the care and custody of felons,
misdemeanants, all prisoners under arrest awaiting arraignment who require hospital care,
including those requiring psychiatric observation or treatment.” See, N.Y.C. Charter,
Chapter 25 Section 623.

8http://nyls.mediasite.com/mediasite/Play/7431d6d421434e46aa43dd11c38

075941d at 23:00 - 26:00.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mJ8NQ0lkECM&feature=youtu.be
beginning at 44:00.
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Sincerely,

Elias Husamudeen,
President
Enclosures
Cc: Marc Alain Steier, Esq. Director of Legal Affairs of COBA
NYC Board of Correction Members
DOC Correction Captain’s Association
DOC Warden and Deputy Warden’s Association
New York City Police Benevolent Association
New York City Corporation Counsel
DOC Commissioner Cynthia Brann
NYC Mayor’s Office of Criminal Justice
Steve Martin, Esq., Nunez Monitor
DOC non- uniformed unions
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CORRECTION OFFICERS' BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION, INC.
" PATROLLING THE TOUGHEST PRECINCTS IN NEW YORK "

May 15, 2019

ELI AS H USAMUD EEN
President

JOSEP H BRACCO
1st Vice President
ELI ZABE TH CAST RO
2nd Vice President

KAREN TYSON
3rd Vice President

MICHAE L MA IELLO
Treasurer
AMELIA WARNER
Financial Secretary

VIA Email
Martha W. King
Executive Director
NYC Board of Correction
1 Centre Street - 2213
New York, New York 10007
Re: Violence at Rikers Island

FREDER IC FUSCO
Legislative Chairman

KENYATTA JOHNSON
Corresponding Secretary

Dear Ms. King:

DANIE L PALMIERI

I write on behalf of Elias Husamudeen, President, in order to ask of the
BENNY BOSC IO
Board a modest request to follow-up on the meeting held at your Office in
Sergeant-At-Arms
April 2019. If you will recall, that meeting was aimed at a program rolled out
ALBERT CRAIG
by the Department to monitor the violence fueled by housing inmates by
First City-Wide Trustee
Security Risk Group status. This does play a big piece in fueling violence no
ANGE L CASTRO
Manhattan Borough Trustee
matter the actual population (i.e. total count) but COBA feels that it can
PAULETTE BERNARD
contribute
far more to the Board and public’s understanding of the bigger
Brooklyn Borough Trustee
puzzle.
TYSON JONES
Recording Secretary

Bronx Borough Trustee

MARK MACK
Queens Borough Trustee

BIS H OP W IL LIAM
RAYMOND W H ITAKER II
Chaplain
W ILLI AM KWASN ICKI
Retiree Consultant

KOEHLER & ISAACS , LLP
CO BA Attorney

President Husamudeen has requested the Board grant COBA 10-15
minutes at the regular June meeting to make a presentation similar in nature
to those routinely made at Board meetings. With this real insider’s view to
possible solutions to persistent problems the cooperation we began at the
April meeting can be expanded with a proactive demonstrative presentation.
Please feel free to reach out to me or to the President’s office with any
questions. I look forward to your anticipated reply. On behalf of the union,
and the thousands of men and women it represents, I thank you for
courtesies extended by you and the Board in this matter.
Sincerely yours,
/s/
Marc Alain Steier
Director of Legal Affairs

Cc: Elias Husamudeen, President

REQUEST DENIED
COBA MAIN OFFICES
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CORRECTION OFFICERS' BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION, INC.
"PATROL LI NG THE TOUG H EST PRECI N CTS IN NEW YORK"

November 19, 2019 (resent 12/3/19)
ELIAS HUSA MUDEEN
President
JOSEPH BRACCO
1st Vice Preslden1

VIA Email
Records Access/ FOIL Officer
NYC Board of Correction
Re:

FOIL REQUEST

ELIZABETH CASTRO
2nd Vice President

Dear Records Access Officer:

KARl:N TYSON
3rd Vice President

Under the provisions of the Personal Privacy Protection Law, Article 6-A of the Public
Officers Law, the New York Freedom of Information Law, N.Y. Pub. Off. Law sec. 84 et seq, the
Correction Officers' Benevolent Association hereby requests any and all information
concerning the Board of Correction's noticed rule making and rule amendments denominated
"Restrictive Housing in Correctional Facilities" (however reaching far beyond restrictive
housing itself) including but not limited to:

MICHAEL MAIELLO
Treasurer

AMEL IA WAR N ER
Financial Secretary

THOMAS FA RR ELL
Legislative Chairman
KENYATTA JOHNSO N
Corresponding Secretary
DAN IEL PA LM IERI
Recording Secretary
BENN Y BOSC IO
Sergeant-At-Arms
A LBERT CRA IG
First City-Wld<> Truste<>
ANGIEL CASTRO
Manhattan Borough Trustee
FR EDER IC FUSCO
Ou<><>ns Borough Trust<><!!
PAULETTE BERNARD
Brooklyn Borough Trustee

BISHOP WILL IAM
RAYMOND WH ITAKER II
Chaplain

WI LLIAM KWASNICKI
Retiree Consultant
KOEHL ER & ISAACS , LLP
COBA Altorney

•

All submissions, correspondence, data, documents, draft rules submitted or offered by
"30 organizations and individuals - the local defense bar, criminal justice advocates, national
criminal justice organizations and oversight entities, Correction Officers' Benevolent
Association (COBA), correctional experts, and academics - and (y)our City partners, DOC and
CHS" during the "extensive fact-finding in 2017-2018;"

•

All items referred to in the rule making and amending package concerning "literature
review and examination of DOC directives, policies, and reports" and rule drafts submitted by
any individuals or organizations;
•
All "[b]oard staff research, analyses, and reports; consultation of model restrictive
housing standards at the national and international level; and study of restrictive housing in
jails and prisons nationwide."
If all or any part of this request is denied, please cite the reason(s) which you think
justifies your refusal to release the information. As you know, the Personal Privacy Protection
Law requires that an agency respond to a request within five business days of its receipt. Also,
please inform me of your agency's appeal procedure. Should any or all of this material be
available in electronic form we would prefer to receive it in that form at
marc.steier@cobanyc.org.
Very truly yours,

/sf
Marc Alain Steier
Cc:

Elias Husamudeen, President, COBA
Steven Isaacs, COBA General Counsel
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CORRECTION OFFICERS' BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION, INC.
" PATROLLING THE TO U GHEST PREC INC TS IN NEW YORK''

ELIAS HUSAMU0EEN

January 29, 2020

PP:'S!li~nt

JOSEPH BRACCO
l!,.I V i,.;e ? r e sl ~HH'lt

Via Email
Margaret Egan, Executive Director
Jacqueline Sherman, Interim Chairperson
Stanley Richards, Vice Chairperson
Members, NYC Board of Correction

ELIZABETH CASTRO
'2n~i Vice P n::•.W:J\?nt

KAREN TYSON
3rd Vlc.:-a ?11.?S1d <: nt

MICHAELMAIELLO
T1t,OSU h"'r

AMELIA WARNER

Re: Stakeholding Parties

FREDERIC FUSCO
L,:>gls!uO •JU C h .a!rm:rn

KENYATTA JOHNSON

Dear Board:

C cr, ~spond1n9 S E ..:-1!.:l .riry

First, I offer congratulations to Ms. Egan for her courage in taking a posting
which seems to have a built-in revolving door at an agency that has become the
BENNYBOSCIO
surrogate of jail abolitionists. This was never so clear as in the closing minutes of
the
last December, 2019 CAPA hearing when Vice Chair Richards went out of his
ALBERT CRAIG
F'1'"1 c:1ty-W1d,, -r,,,,:,,."
way to address, on live video[ll, the small ad-hoc group sitting in the auditorium
ANGEL cAsrRo
known as the Jails.Action Coalition ("JAC"), stating that something "crystalized for
Menli,rn,rn B,,,o ugh T
ntc-l<>Cme when We went and met with the Jails Action Coalition." Although an off-shoot
\~;~Es:,e,,~~~;~
of the Urban Justice Center, which otherwise does good work for the und erTYsoN JoNEs
represented, the "JAC" is not a legal organization that even has any clients in the
Hrcnx 8 <>r•,~gh Trn stM criminal justice system. And yet "members" sit on City-sponsored committees,
MARK MACK
advisory boards, and meet in secret private meetings with the BOC and other policy
() u o -:-n7- B,>rVi.1:Jh lrw•, t ·N..makers.
BISHOP WILLIAM
RAYMOND WHITAKER 11
C h ,;fJ ltHfl
As far back as 2015 COBA demanded to know the procedure that the Board is
WILLIAM KWASNICKI
bound
by law to establish "for the hearing of grievances, complaints or requests for
Pe t1r!!-c Constil l c1rtt
KOEHLER & ISAACS. LLP assistance . . . (2) by any employee of the department." Then-Chair Brezenoffs
COB A At!0rn 0y
response was a snub. He relegated a Chartered constituency of the Board - DOC
staff-- to the "public." He indicated that the public comment period is open for one
and all, no matter how confidential the need for employees of the DOC to speak in
confidence. This is simply unacceptable as COBA is the representative of 90% of the
uniformed staff of this Department. This is especially true in light of how JAC and
other constituent - free "groups" of overlapping memberships have undue influence
over policies touching on the safety of others. This denigrates the role of staff, and
J !
underscores this Board's disdain for the rule of law. Yet since 2013 this union has
continued to appear monthly before the Board.
I
DANIEL PALMIERI

: ~,~ 0
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No longer. The BOC Is not an adjudicatory and does not employ any criminal justice
experts. COBA will no longer give legitimacy to what an advisory body is doing to usurp the
DOC's Chartered obligation. Submissions on rulemaking and litigation made necessary shall
continue Oust as Legal Aid' s Prisoner Rights' project finds necessary) but BOC meetings do
not warrant this union continuing to denigrate its members by appearing at the "public"
comment period to air concerns of 10,000 people in 3 minutes.
The BOC has abdicated its responsibilities under the New York City Charter to the
DOC's employees. It is for this reason that COBA was obliged to bring an action in New York
State Supreme Court - to which the City of New York's response was not to address
dangerous inmates but rather seek dismissal of the suit as "assaults on staff are completely
unavoidable and inherent dangers."
The City lost that Motion months ago, and has yet to seek to sit down and negotiate
the dangers pointed out by COBA in attempts to settle the case.
The City has systematically failed to do what is necessary to keep City workers
safe. The Board - as another agency of the City - is a hair's breadth from reaffirming itself as
being part of that system that the Judge found so inadequate. As such, COBA is weighing its
legal options concerning any set of jail-abolitionist inspired rules which will only see a
furtherance of the past four year's increase in serious injuries to staff, in creased payouts in
Workers' Compensation, increased costs in the jails, larger pay-outs to inmates due to
violence in the jails, and continued disdain for the job of the Commissioner of the
Department of Correction to run Her jails without undue social experimental interference.
In closing, should the BOC want to take its charge under the City Charter seriously,
and forge a future that is truly respectful of "stakeholders," I suggest a complete moratorium
until we meet outside of the public comment period to discuss the serious security concerns
raised by these changes just like the Board met with JAC.

~l

I

z«__ytl:,..,.~--Elias ·Husam~een
President

Cc:

Carl Heastie, NYS Assembly Speaker
Andrea Stewart-Cousins, NYS Senate SpeakerPatrick Ferraiuolo, CCA President
Joseph Russo, DWA/WA President
Frederic Fusco, Legislative Chairman, COBA
Mayor's Office of Criminal Justice
NYC First Deputy Mayor Dean Fuleihan
New York State Commission on Correction
Scott Stringer, NYC Comptroller
Chief of Department Hazel Jennings
Department of Correction Commissioner Cyntha Brann
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CORRECTION OFFICERS' BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION, INC.
"PATR O LLI N G THE TO UGHE ST PRE CINCTS IN N EW YORK"

ELIAS HUSAMUDEEN
Prc,s1den1
JOSEPH BRACCO
1st v,ce President
ELIZABETH CASTRO
2nd Vice Prc,s,uent
MICHAEL MAIEL LO
Treasurt!'r

February 9, 2018
Martha King
Director, NYC Board of Correction
1 Centre Street
New York, NY 10007

AMELIA WARNER
Finunclal Secrett.lry

THOMAS FA RRELL
Legislnllvt' Chrlirtrldn

Dear Director King,

KENYATTA JOHNSO N
Corresponding Sc-cre,tary

KAREN TYSON
Rccordrn~J SecrcliHY
BENNY B OSCIO
Serg(l,c1n1- At Arms
ALBERT CRAIG
First Clty-W,d<.' TtuSl<!L'
AN GEL CASTRO
Manniltt,"ln Borough Trusre~·
DANIEL PALMI ERI
Bron., Borough Tru::;terFREDERIC FUSCO
OueC"ns Borough Trustf'<?'
PAU LETTE BERNARD
Brooklyn Borough TruSkf'.>
BISHOP W ILLIAM
RAYMOND WHITAKER I I
Chopin In
WILLIAM KWASNICKI
Retiree Consult.int

KOEHLER & ISAACS. LLP
COBA Allorney

As President of the Correction Officers Benevolent Association, I have
watched with, great disappointment, the continued struggles of the
Department of Correction. I have listened to the constant rhetoric of
government officials, outside consultants, federal monitors, corporations
with their own agendas and the news media denigrate the officers of the New
York City Department of Correction. While there has been much talk, there
has been little accomplished. The time to end this cycle of insanity is now.
The safety and security of every officer, every civilian and every inmate is at
stake. The time has come to engage in serious conversations, to put egos and
ideology aside, and act in the best interests of the citizens you have sworn to
serve.
I have attached to this letter an outline of what we believe to be a path
to a safe and secure environment within every facility operated by the New
York City Department of Correction. I hope you will take the time to carefully
read our proposals. I also will be asking you, in the near future, to attend a
summit of stakeholders so we can meet and discuss ways to improve the
safety, security and the overall mission of the Department of Correction.
Sincerely,

COBA H EADQU ARTERS
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INTRODUCTION
It's been said that the definition of insanity is doing the same thing
over and over again and expecting a different result.
It's also been said that we reproduce what we don't resolve.
The Department of Correction is guilty of both these principles. First, the Department of
Correction is still attempting to resolve the issue of jail violence through the creation of so called
specialized inmate housing units/programs.

However, regardless of whether we call them

restrictive housing units, enhanced supervision housing, enhanced housing, transitionalrestorative units, secure unit, enhanced supervision-restart, these housing units have done
nothing to decrease jail security during the last four years. Further, in many cases, these units
and how they are run have led to an increase in jail violence. The Department of Correction thinks
that the mere creation of housing units/programs with fancy names somehow means they are
creating something different or new. They are not. They have changed nothing during the last
four years and continuing these units/programs and expecting a change is the definition of
insanity.
Second, despite the fact that these units and other "reform policies" have been in place for four
or more years, very little progress has been made to ensure jail safety. (Mayor's Management
Report 2013-2017). Correction Officers, staff and inmates continue to be assaulted at alarmingly
increasing rates on a daily basis without accountability or sanctions placed upon the inmates
committing these assaults (Federal Monitor's Reports I-IV). The Department of Correction has
been unable to lower the violence across every major category. (Mayor's Management Report
2013-2017). Astoundingly, despite a clear record of these policies, the Department of Correction
continues to stand by them and have not developed any new or effective initiatives. Thus, the
Department of Correction has failed to learn from recent history and continues to repeat its
mistakes --- at the expense of Correction Officers, staff, inmates, and the public.
Correction Officers have been doing this job for decades. We've been dealing with the same
population for decades. We are dealing with an age-old problem (jail violence) that is not new
to anyone, except to those who have never faced it. Thus, Correction Officers deserve leadership
that understands how to deal with an age-old problem in different ways. The Department
deserves leadership that can not only think outside of the box, but can also think inside of the
box as well. It deserves leaders and managers who are not pre-programmed with an ideology
that has accomplished zero results. It deserves leaders that will actually work to accomplish what
should be the Department of Correction's number one priority: safer jails.
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We believe the foremost reason the Department of Correction has been unable to reduce the
violence in the jails is because it has failed to implement deterrents to criminal behavior in the
absence of punitive segregation, and continues to implement faulty policies that only serve to
embolden those that would do us harm. Simply put, inmates should be held accountable when
they violate the law or rules established to maintain safe jails.
So far, there's been a lot of talk about solving the problem and that's great; everyone's been
great at talking about it. But, virtually no one has been able to actually fix the problem. More
resolve must be shown for the Officers behind the gate. For four years, the Department of
Correction has churned out policies that look good on paper and present good optics to those on
the outside but it's been a living hell to those subject to these policies--- both Correction Officers,
civilians and inmates alike.
Here are some of the other things the Department of Correction has failed to effectively address
in the last four years:
•

Making each individual jail accountable for its own problematic inmates.

•

Empowering Wardens to be responsible for running their own facilities

•

Creating more front-line supervisors, specifically Captains and ADWs

The one light of hope in these dark times is that the Department is now re-arresting inmates who
commit criminal acts and the Bronx DA is now prosecuting inmates who commit acts of violence
while in jail. However, we cannot rely on the DA's office to address the root causes of the
problem. That responsibility falls on the Department of Correction and the solution begins with

disciplinary sanctions and restrictive measures for inmates when rules are broken or not adhered
to.
Case in point: On January 21, 2018, inmate Kaymel Taylor, 20, was accused of slashing another
inmate. He slashed former inmate Joseph Troiano, 28, who needed 22 stitches to close a 6-inch
slash across his face. Inmate Taylor, 20, because of his age, cannot be placed in punitive
segregation. Although he will be re-arrested, he can only be placed in programs such as ESH, TRU,
Secured Unit and Second Chance which are void of any real disciplinary sanctions to address the
reason for being placed in such a program. He will still be allowed Visits, Commissary,
Barbershop, Law Library, Recreation, Property, Telephones, Television, Religious Rights, Attorney
Access, Mail, Magazines, Newspapers and Packages. The Board of Correction's Rules and the
Department of Correction's own misguided policies are responsible for allowing him the
opportunity to cut another inmate. Because OF HIS AGE, he can't be segregated from other

inmates. It defies logic that there are more restrictions placed on Correction Officers rather
than on violent inmates who commit crimes while incarcerated.
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OVERVIEW
The Department should no longer look outside of itself to fix its problems. It shouldn't have to
outsource the management, operations, and control of our agency to private companies
exacting large price tags who don't know anything about jailing. The Commissioner and
uniformed managers needs to take responsibility and ownership of the Department and not be
bullied into doing something that fully jeopardizes the safety and security of the jails. It also
needs to use what they have available to address the behavior of the inmates in our custody
before we create more programs and policies that in the last four years have been proven
unsuccessful in ensuring our number one priority: safer jails.
The Commissioner of the New York City Department of Correction is authorized by Sections 389,
623 and 1043 of the City Charter and Section 9-114 of the Administrative Code to adopt rules
relating to the management of the Department of Correction facilities and the conduct of
inmates in such facilities. However, a review of Directive 6500R-D entitled "Inmate Disciplinary
Due Process" as well as a review of the "Inmate Rule Book "reveals that the department has failed
to enforce its own written policies, thus leaving line staff without any means, support or recourse
when dealing with inmates who commit infractions and violate Department rules.
Recently released Directive 4495 "Solo Housing", which sets forth the reasons an inmate may be
placed into solo housing, nowhere mentions as a basis for placement into solo housing violent
acts by adolescents and young adults who against Correction staff. The only criteria in regard to
violence, addresses violence against other inmates, or fear of reprisals from violence from other
inmates. See Section IV (A) (1) a-e.
Former Department of Correction's policies expressly made clear that inmates would be
accountable for violating the rules of conduct or law. Use of Force policy #5005 dated 8/30/90

stated; "The Department expects all inmates to obey the law and Department/Facility rules of

conduct. Those inmates who do not comply with the rules face disciplinary sanctions including
punitive segregation and/or the loss of good time. Those inmates who violate the law also face
arrest and criminal prosecution". For some reason this common-sense statement reflecting New
York State Law was removed from the new Directive.
Although this policy has been superseded, in no way should anyone think the same expectations
of accountability do not apply. However, the Department' s current policies leave much to be
desired in terms of inmate accountability.
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When an inmate violates the jail rules, the process available to the department is detailed in
Directive 6500R-D (Inmate Disciplinary Due Process), Section Ill "Procedures". Under this policy,
if inmate infractions are proven, the recourse is the following:
1) Reprimand
2) Loss of privileges
3) Loss of good time if sentenced
4) Punitive Segregation for up to thirty (30) days per each applicable individual charge
5) Restitution for intentionally damaging or destroying city property, a twenty-five ($25) dollar
disciplinary surcharge will be imposed on all inmates found guilty of a Grade I or Grade II offense,
as found in Directive 6500R-D (page 20) and in Inmate Rule Book (10/12/2007) under penalties
1-05.
There are no other disciplinary sanctions placed upon inmates' privileges who commit infractions
and crimes while incarcerated. Inmates have the privileges of Law Library, Recreation, Property,
Visits, Telephones, Television, Religious Rights, Attorney Access, Mail, Magazines, Newspapers,
Packages and Commissary. Thus, regardless of the violence or crimes an inmate commits while
in jail, none of their privileges are revoked and if they are, it is done in only very narrow
circumstances or with unreasonable stipulations from the Board of Correction and at times the

Department of Correction itself that renders it an ineffective means of punishment. The clear
lack of collaboration between the Board of Correction and the Department has resulted in a
dilemma that has increased violence.

Indeed, the New York State Commission on Correction has previously issued violation letters to
the New York City Department of Correction for the failure to properly punish violent inmates.
This was during this very administration. And yet, the backlog of inmates who - after due
process hearings- continues to owe time in segregation at staggering rates.
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PROPOSALS
COBA PROPOSAL #1:

Inmate Disciplinary Sanctions on

Inmate

Privileges
In an all-out effort to reduce violence while holding inmates accountable for committing crimes
and infractions during incarceration, COBA recommends placing disciplinary sanctions upon
inmate privileges. We recommend that the Department of Correction Task Managers with
effectively and judiciously utilizing the existing inmate discipline measures and analyzing their
effectiveness. They should begin tracking COBA's proposed sanctions in like manner to those
indicators tracked on the Monthly Facility Management Reports so that their effectiveness can
be comparatively evaluated. The use of COBA's proposed inmate disciplinary sanctions will serve
as a powerful deterrent - the sheer perception to the inmates is that it is just not worth it to
engage in such activity.

If inmate disciplinary sanctions have their desired effect, either in whole

or in part, we can envision a Department with less restrictive housing, greater compliance, fewer
injuries to staff and inmates, and a real change in morale and culture. Implementing these
disciplinary sanctions may even have an impact on recidivism .
By way of a few examples:

We must consider that certain aspects of the Board of Correction Minimum Standards and
Directive 2007R-C, "Inmate Visit Procedures", effectively work against the Department and its
efforts to deter violence and directly puts staff, visitors and members of the public at risk. The
Department cannot limit or deny a visit to an inmate or visitor unless the criminal act is
committed (or reasonably expected to be committed) in conjunction with a visit.
We can only limit or deny a visit if a litany of parameters is met and then there is the appeal
process where the Board too often acts as an inmate/visitor advocate than an objective entity.
The Board must relax the constraints put on the Department and permit it to temporarily
suspend visits even in cases where the inmates offending act of is not directly or indirectly in
conjunction with the visit. This type of inmate disciplinary sanction will serve as a powerful
deterrent. This will help to send the message that it is just not worth it to engage in acts the
violate inmate rules. It may even have an impact on recidivism. That would be a great joint

Board of Correction-Department of Correction initiative that would have a direct impact on
safety. The impact we can have here is beyond measure.
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Telephones

Let's consider telephone use by the detainee population. The Board mandates that detainees
be permitted one call per day at a minimum of six minutes per call. Beyond arguably the right
to speak by telephone to counsel, phone use is a privilege. This privilege should be curtailed
when inmates commit acts of violence. Such action would serve to deter violent criminal
activity.
The Department should be able to deny or limit access to telephones for rule violations.
Haircuts

Currently, the Board of Correction mandates that inmates must be afforded haircuts. It does not,
however, stipulate where and when these haircuts take place. The Department of Correction
should be able to remove the privilege aspect of taking a trip to the barbershop.
We recommend that when found guilty of rule violations, inmates be charged for haircuts
except when going to court.
Commissary

Commissary access is a privilege. Immediate sanctions to deny commissary access to any inmate
who commits any act of violence should be implemented or commissary being limited to personal
hygiene products. Such denial should be extended for violent acts committed during a denial
period.
We recommend that the Department implement disciplinary sanctions to deny commissary
access for inmates that violate Department rules and regulations.
Recreation

Currently, the Board of Correction mandates, " recreation may only be denied only upon
conviction of an infraction for misconduct on the way to, from, or during recreation." This rule
is outdated. As a deterrent to violence, the Department needs to have the ability to deny or limit
recreation for any violation of inmate rules.
We recommend the Department of Correction have the ability to deny or limit recreation as a
disciplinary sanction for violation of inmate rules and regulations.
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Law Library
The COBA does not seek to limit or deny any inmate the right to legally defend him or herself.
We believe the Board's current rule that inmates be permitted access for at least two hours each
day the law library is open to be sufficient. Currently the Department of Correction may only deny
access to the Law Library for disrupting the orderly function of the Library or using it for a purpose
other than for what it is intended. Even if an inmate is prohibited from physically accessing the
Law Library, the Board permits the Department of Correction to develop alternate access to legal
materials for effective legal research. The Department of Correction needs more latitude to
effectively deter the violent inmate.

We recommend the Department of Correction be able to deny or limit access to the Law Library
for rule violations even if such violations do not occur in the Library itself.

Disciplinary Sanctions for Splashing and Spitting Incidents
While no crimes against a Correction Officer should be tolerated, particularly egregious and sadly
frequent are splashing and spitting incidents. To be clear these are incidents where inmates
assault Correction Officers with hot water, saliva, urine, semen, and feces. The Board and the
Department must take these incidents seriously and impose serious deterrence measures like
the above proposed inmate disciplinary sanctions. The Department of Correction needs to be
able to sanction an inmate's use of telephone, recreation, visits, law library, and haircuts when
an inmate subjects our staff to potential pathogens. Inmates who splash or spit on staff should

be denied everything except basic minimum standards for a finite period of time. Only this way
will the Department of Correction be able to truly stop the increasing incidents of spitting and
splashing.
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COBA PROPOSAL #2: Restoration of Punitive Segregation in Limited
Circumstances
The City of New York widely publicized its goal of "reforming" the Department of Correction. One
of these "reform" measures was to eliminate the use of punitive segregation --- a tool widely
misrepresented as solitary confinement---- for 16-21-year olds. The use of punitive segregation
for the adult inmate population over age 21 was also severely limited. We do not seek to debate

the pros and cons of punitive segregation. However, the elimination and limitation of punitive
segregation has directly led to an increase in violence (as reported in the Mayor's Management
Report 2013-2017). The problem is clear: in an unbelievable display of poor management and
oversight both the Department of Correction and Board of Correction eliminated punitive

segregation - an effective violence deterrence tool --- without a plan to fill the void that was
left. The Department of Correction failed to implement any alternate measures that could

effectively deter violence and violation of the rules. Programs such as Secured Unit, ESH, the

Transitional Restorative Unit {TRU) or Second Chance are void of disciplinary sanctions and fail
to address the underlying reason for why an inmate is being placed in such programs or units.

Thus, the Department of Correction's mission to reduce the use of punitive segregation has
actually empowered inmates to further commit crimes while incarcerated because they know that
there is no further penalty, accountability or deterrent to his/her unlawful behavior beyond being
detained in jail or criminally prosecuted.
COBA recommends that the Department of Correction consider reinstating some form of punitive
segregation for 19 to 21-year-old inmates in very limited circumstance - against those who
commit serious offenses. We recommend this measure be used only when absolutely necessary
and for the shortest duration and in the least restrictive manner possible. We also ask that its use
be coupled with what we refer to above as "inmate disciplinary sanctions". For example, if
inmate disciplinary sanctions don't work then and only then should punitive segregation be used

Further, if punitive segregation doesn't work inmates
(regardless of age), should be removed from our custody and turned over to the DOH/MH or a
separate facility should be created to house them. This facility should be operated by the
on inmates 19-21 years of age.

DOH/MH and other health care professionals with Correction Officers providing security and
escort only (Los Angeles has a model of such a facility).
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COBA PROPOSAL #3: Inmate Idleness Reduction
As an incentive and deterrent, COBA recommends that the Board of Correction consider
standards for idleness reduction for inmates. Too often Department of Correction programs
come and go with little measurable effect. In fact, the Department of Correction implements
many of its programs in a bubble. Further, we understand that the Department of Correction has
earned a less than optimal track record for submitting Monthly Management Reports in a timely
and accurate manner and has been reluctant to enact measures to truly measure program
effectiveness. We urge the Board of Correction to hold the Department of Correction
accountable for that.

If programs are to be continued, we need programs that will stand longer than any one
administration and provide stability for staff and inmates. The Department of Correction should
mandate programs that foster teamwork and good sportsmanship.

COBA PROPOSAL #4: Other Disciplinary Sanctions
There are many other disciplinary sanctions such as 1.) Being locked in their cells for 4, 6, 8 hours
or an entire tour 2.) Receiving a non-contact visit for a specified number of times and other
disciplinary sanctions to be explored by all parties involved.

COBA PROPOSAL #5: A Summit of all Stakeholders
While we believe that our overview accurately reflects how to improve the security and safety
for Correction Officers, staff and inmates alike, it is time for all the stakeholders to be in the same
room, at the same time to discuss these issues of great importance. Through real conversation
and dialogue, we are confident we can obtain great results and stop the insanity. In the near
future we will be inviting each of you to attend a meeting of all stakeholders to address these
issues.
In closing, we urge you to say "NO" to the current slate of failing progr.ams and policies, and
say "YES" to true progress as embodied in COBA's proposals. These proposals are the real

deterrents. These proposals are real measures that will effectively curb jail violence and
increase safety. These proposals will, if given a chance to succeed, have a tremendous positive
impact on the New York City Department of Correction. Please give these proposals serious
consideration.
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References:
Operations Order #04/14 (effective 4/25/14)
Directive 4104R-C (effective 3/24/17)
Directive 6500R-D (effective 10/5/16)
Directive 2007R-C (effective 7/14/17)
Directive 4016R
SCOC Minimum Standards
Board of Correction, Minimum Standards- Section 10
Board of Correction, Title 40 Chapter 1 Correctional Facilities
Federal Monitor's Reports I-IV
COBA's NIC Proposal July 2017

Mayor's Management Reports (2013-2017)
Directive 4495 - Solo Housing
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INTRODUCTION: SEGREGATION
Segregating inmates for infractions should only be used as a last resort where it
will adjust aberrant behavior or keep others safe. It was a practice often overused by
the New York City Department of Correction (“DOC”) for a wider degree of infractions
than necessary, and the backlash in rulemaking at the New York City Board of
Correction (“BOC”) during the past several years has been just as exaggerated as its
prior overuse.
Except for a short time in mid-summer 2017, the rate of violent incidents at the
DOC has increased in each period documented by the Judicially appointee Nunez
monitor and his team. Then again, we have all recently learned that the DOC’s figures
themselves have been questioned within the DOC as bogus.1

1

“Rikers Con Job”, NY Daily News, September 10, 2018, Annexed as Ex. “A.”
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According to the DOC, the rate of violence is calculated using a facility’s average daily
population. That rate now stands at twice what it was when the consent decree went into
effect in 2015.
This is not correlated to increased violence at the hands of staff towards inmates at all.
So, what are the other variables that have changed besides the decreased number of inmates?
One factor is that the remanded detainee population face more egregious charges and often
gang affiliated. Another aspect is that young detainees – mostly men - have been moved into
an environment for their improvement and benefit. However the violence statistics for youth
have spiked as well.
Of course, segregation has been abolished, reduced, and expunged in many cases.
COBA has long warned that this removal of consequences could give free rein for inmates to
hurt one other and staff. Could there be a correlation, let alone some causation mixed in? To
ignore this possibility continues a factually false and flawed revisionist narrative. This, in the
face of reformers insisting upon evidenced-based solutions. The evidence is in and should end
for the moment any discussion of revising any housing changes for violent inmates unless it is
to restore more restrictive housing alternatives. As discussed below, the very falsified figures
propelling further change needs a deep dive before any security-impacting changes are made.

THE LAW
The principled approach informing the zeitgeist against incarceration is not misplaced.
However, not everyone has gotten the message and people continue to be arrested for some
very serious matters. Judges often remand them into the custody of the DOC without bail for
a variety of issues – largely based on keeping the public safe. Insofar as safety in jails, the DOC
is legally bound to take reasonable measures to protect ALL inmates from violence.
Historically, and throughout this country and similarly situated countries, violent individuals
have been controlled by separation, restricted movement and limited access to vulnerable
inmates and staff.
The United States Supreme Court has ruled that if jail officials know of a substantial
risk of harm to a person in custody, but knowingly disregard the risk by failing to take
reasonable measures to abate it, the officials may be found liable. Indeed, federal courts in
New York have squarely addressed this as concerns the DOC and Rikers.2

See, Shuford v. City of New York, 09 Civ. 0945 (PKC)(SDNY) and Fisher v. Koehler, 83 Civ. 2128
(MEL)(SDNY).
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As the record of settlements and suits against the City have borne out, the inability to
take reasonable measures to protect inmates from violence in this “reform era” has cost lawabiding taxpayers more than ever before.
Constitutional protections for inmates aside, state law applies to protect DOC
employees – Correction Officers – according to a recent decision by Hon. Ruben Franco in
Correction Officers’ Benevolent Association v. City of New York:
[ The] DOC has failed to address what is a small population of predatory
inmates who cause the largest number and gravest types of injuries to
correction officers, as well as others within
the system.
...
[The City] has not shown that DOC has implemented the controls
mandated by the WVPP, or conducted risk assessments for incidents of
violence, or diffused areas of concern by taking mitigating steps, such as
considering the propensities of a part of the jail population . . ..
These propensities for violence were the subject of that 2016 lawsuit. These issues
were of particular concern since October 11, 2016. That is the date on which Mayor DeBlasio
usurped his own Commissioner’s authority and unilaterally announced an end to punitive
segregation for young adults aged 19-21.3
Lawsuits and settlements against the City and DOC workman’s compensation claims
have spiked. And yet the Mayor has offered no effective replacement, and no replacement has
since been found. Yet all indications suggest this shuttering of restrictive housing, as an
option is at least one factor upon which the spike of violence has hinged.
While DeBlasio’s press release4 touted it as a reform -- “New York City becomes first in
nation to reform practice for young adults”-- it ought to have been titled “New York City
recklessly abolishes crucial tool relied upon to keep City workers safe.”

3

See, Ex.“B” – annexed- Opinion by Joseph Ponte (Fmr. Commissioner NYC DOC) Leading the Way on
Ending Punitive Segregation, Gotham Gazette, October 11, 2016.
4

See Mayor’s Press Release of October 11, 2016, annexed as Ex. “C.”
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The rushed reform enterprise was undermined by the data we know now proves how
wrong the term “reform” was in this case. As one sorely missed New York politician put it,
“everyone is entitled to his own opinion, but not entitled to his own facts.” Again, it bears
pointing out that only by “fudging” the facts was the opinion even “entitled” to be uttered.
To date neither the Mayor nor any of those “assuming” supervisory and security roles
over the DOC have had even a spark of an effective suggestion to replace segregating violent
individuals. Indeed, the BOC itself in its rulemaking is inert. Throughout the lengthy rulemaking package the Department is directed to “do something” in the most difficult of areas.
They expect this in the face of the DOC’s inability to have reform options work during the
2015 – 2019 period. The Board then has the temerity to reserve the right to “veto” security
measures. This, based on the thinking of those like Dr. Bobby Cohen – a professional amateur
in the world of Jail oversight.
These issues will be further discussed when appropriate in a future submission by
COBA. However others have yet to be heard in pointing out the deficiencies of these proposed
changes to how inmates are housed. And, again, it would be useful to this ongoing public
comment period to know what correction professionals have informed the Board’s principled
rule-making in order to weigh those opinions properly.
The Mayor, so-called “reform” advocates and the BOC have a fuzzy goal in mind. They
just don’t have a soupçon of a hint of how to achieve that goal besides turning New York City into
Oslo5. And, while all of this uncertainty continues, the City of New York continues to rack up
larger and larger pay-outs in inmate lawsuits because the DOC has little will and fewer tools to keep
inmates safe as the law requires.
THE FACTS
It comes as no surprise to DOC staff that since 2015 a tiny and violent population has
ramped up assaults since “reform.” After spending $27 million dollars on private consultants
the City was left holding a bag of hot air and little else. Hired in 2015, and concluding their
magic act in 2017, the McKinsey group produced figures showing a drop in violence that were
unable to be verified. Expensive Smoke and Mirrors.

5

New York’s Jails Are Failing. Is the Answer 3,600 Miles Away?, New York Times November 12, 2019,
last accessed November 19, 2019. https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/12/nyregion/nyc-rikersnorway.html
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In the same period when an expensive private contractor was making facts up, the DOC
lost almost its entire senior staff:
* DOC Commissioner Joseph Ponte;
* Chief of Staff Jeffrey Thamkittikasem;
* Chief of Department Martin Murphy;
* Chief of Security Turhan Gumusdere;
* Deputy Commissioner for Strategic Planning Shirvahana Gobin;
* Deputy Commissioner of the Investigative Division Gregory Kuczinski;
* Senior Deputy Commissioner Charles Daniels;
* Deputy Commissioner of Operations Errol Toulon;
* Assistant Commissioner Keith Taylor; and,
* Deputy Commissioner Nichole Adams-Flores.
It is more than fair to aver that the results of the “Restart” and other programs paraded by
the above individuals during the 2015 – 2018 period were lies, failures and downplayed a rise in jail
violence which put everyone in DOC’s facilities at serious risk. In fact, according to the Nunez
Monitor’s April 2017 report, the five jails where the “Restart” program was a crowning jewel
“account for the largest amount of missing documentation for incidents analyzed from August
to October 2016 . . . (and) account for the largest number of incidents.” Indeed, Ponte and
Thamittikasem testified to the City Council in March 2017 during budget hearings using these
already questioned and debunked numbers. Those figures were never since used to support
reform efforts.
The perverse fact is that the historic removal of a necessary tool – punitive segregation
for the tiny (>100) minority of very violent young adults and adults – has since caused the
increased need to use of punitive segregation. Under the Bloomberg administration the BOC
tried to tie the use of punitive segregation to an increase in violence. Now, Bloomberg is going
national and all that is clear from that period is that the drop in punitive segregation has been
met with an increase in serious violence against staff. This is because – notwithstanding the
valid argument that the mental health of a NORMAL young person may be impacted by
segregation – the mentality of these young mostly gang-affiliated members is already well set.
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To ignore out of hand the possibility that these offenders defy the studies relied on by
principled critics is provable brinksmanship. And yet the only option offered is to head
further down the rabbit hole.
So, notwithstanding reform efforts, the poor oversight and pretended management of
the DOC by the BOC (and reliance upon input by anonymous inmate advocates) has resulted
in increased violence. The irony is not missed on Correction Officers that the attempt to
reform and “humanize” the jails has lead to increased infractions where inmates dehumanize
themselves and others– especially where inmate-on-inmate violence is concerned. Four years
into this social experiment, academic arguments about the wholesale ineffectiveness of
segregation have now been tested and found wanting.
COBA finds that the DOC and BOC have failed to keep people safe. This current rulemaking process is rushed. Such a security matter is being rushed. That rush is very
dangerous. It is not rooted in best outcomes for those concerned and only can benefit some
individuals and politicians who never interact with the jails or their population.
Respectfully Submitted,
/s/
Marc Alain Steier, Esq.
Director of Legal Affairs, COBA
Encl.
Cc: Elias Husamudeen, President of COBA
COBA Executive Board
NYC Board of Correction Members
DOC Correction Captain’s Association
DOC Warden and Deputy Warden’s Association
New York City Police Benevolent Association
DOC Commissioner Cynthia Brann
Steve Martin, Esq., Nunez Monitor
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EXHIBIT “A”
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Staff concerns about sketchy data ignored
in McKinsey’s mysterious $27 million
mission to rein in violence on Rikers Island
By Chelsia Rose Marcius and Stephen Rex Brown
New York Daily News |
Sep 09, 2019 | 10:00 PM
Department of Corrections Commissioner Joseph
Ponte (right) and his chief of staff, Jeff Thamkittikasem (left) at a hearing on
Corrections issues in 2017. (Jefferson Siegel/New York Daily News)

Department of Correction brass publicly touted data showing a sharp decline

in jail violence produced by the controversial consulting firm McKinsey &
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Company — and ignored internal concerns that the numbers were bogus,
emails obtained by the Daily News reveal.
Then-Commissioner Joseph Ponte hired consultant McKinsey in 2015 to help
implement “an anti-violence reform agenda” as the troubled agency adjusted to
oversight by a federal monitor. The first contract with the consulting firm was for
$5.9 million. By the time McKinsey’s work was complete in April 2017, its contract
had ballooned to $27 million.
But internal DOC emails and court documents obtained by The News show
staffers repeatedly questioned the McKinsey figures showing a drop in violence in
some Rikers jails — including one stat touted by Ponte and Chief of Staff Jeff
Thamkittikasem that reported a miraculous 70% decline in violence through what
was called the “Restart” initiative at two Rikers facilities.
Senior DOC staff, including current Commissioner Cynthia Brann, appear to
have given up referring to the 70% figure. The Restart program hasn’t been
referenced publicly by the agency since mid-2017.

In this file photo, New York City Mayor Bill de Blasio, second from left, listens as Department of
Corrections Commissioner Joseph Ponte speaks during a news conference as on Rikers Island in
New York, Thursday, March 12, 2015. The mayor unveiled a comprehensive plan to curb jail
violence after a visit to the problem-plagued Rikers Island jail complex. (Seth Wenig/AP)
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“We found there were significant errors in the McKinsey formulas,” a former senior
DOC official said.
“We realized these numbers were not accurate.”
The “Restart” project involved emptying and renovating portions of troubled jail
facilities. In theory, McKinsey’s sophisticated metrics helped determine the ideal
inmate population that would return to a gleaming new facility overseen by retrained
staff offering new programs and services.
Behind the scenes, emails show Thamkittikasem and Ponte were included in
discussions in early 2017 about McKinsey’s “erroneous metrics” that could not be
reproduced by DOC staff.
“We are waiting on the documentation related to the nature of the queries and the
methodology used to manipulate the data," then-Deputy Commissioner Shirvahana
Gobin wrote in an email to McKinsey senior partner Benjamin Cheatham, in April
2017. She copied the note to Ponte and Thamkittikasem.
“As you can imagine, frustrations are brewing and time is running out.”
Two months later, DOC project specialist Kyle McDonnell wrote colleagues that
serious disparities between McKinsey and Correction Department data sets “still
persist.”
“Validity of currently reported data is questionable, and is not liable to stand up to
audit,” he wrote.
Correction officials alerted McKinsey to the "erroneous metrics as early as March
2017,” he noted.
Gobin was among at least five DOC staffers who argued an invoice from McKinsey
should not be paid because problems with its data were not resolved, emails show.
Despite the concerns, Thamkittikasem signed off on a $973,941 payment to
McKinsey on June 5, 2017.
“We stand by the 70% number and consider this matter closed. Any allegation that
DOC falsified data is patently false,” a DOC spokesman told The News on Monday.
The agency said it could not withhold payments to McKinsey because the firm had
fulfilled the terms of its contract.
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Gobin, who resigned and was recently fined $20,000 for misuse of city resources in
an unrelated matter, declined comment.
Thamkittikasem, now the director of the Mayor’s Office of Operations, is part of a
task force dedicated to one of Mayor de Blasio’s most important initiatives: closing
Rikers Island.
He played dumb in a Nov. 2018 deposition when asked if staff had ever questioned
the data.
“Did anyone at DOC ever tell you that they did not believe the numbers or they
thought the numbers were not accurate in any way?” attorney Rocco Avallone
asked.
“No,” Thamkittikasem replied.
Avallone, questioning Thamkittikasem in connection with a discrimination suit
brought by three high-ranking former DOC officials, continued to prod.
“Did anybody complain that the numbers were inaccurate?” Avallone asked.
“Internally, I don’t believe so,” he answered.
“Whatever data we brought we believed was accurate,” he added, referring to City
Hall briefings on violence.
The emails and deposition were provided by former DOC sources who wished to
remain anonymous. Thamkittikasem declined comment.
A top correction officer union official said it should have been a crime for Correction
Department officials to play down the seriousness of Rikers violence with inaccurate
data.
“If one of our Correction Officers did this, they would have been fired and
immediately charged with a crime,” said Elias Husamudeen, president of the
Correction Officers Benevolent Association. “Downplaying the rise in jail violence
puts the lives of everyone in our facilities at serious risk.”
Sources working for DOC at the time said Thamkittikasem’s advocacy for McKinsey
perplexed colleagues who questioned the quality of the firm’s work.
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The company, which made $10 billion in revenue in 2018, has recently faced
scrutiny for helping polish the image of authoritarian governments around the world.
McKinsey did not respond to requests for comment.
In public testimony, Thamkittikasem touted the incredible decline in violence at the
George R. Vierno Center and George Motchan Detention Center, which were pilots
for the Restart model.
Thamkittikasem “reported violence in these units is down by over 70% and assaults
on staff are down by 82%, as compared to other housing units,” according to
minutes from an Oct. 2016 Board of Correction meeting.
The sketchy stat was cited again in a March 2017 budget report by the City
Council’s Committee on Fire and Criminal Justice Services.
“Violence was down approximately 70% in the GRVC [George R. Vierno Center]
Model Facility units in 2016 with McKinsey’s support,” the report noted.

A correction officer at Rikers Island's George R. Vierno Center. (James Keivom/New York Daily
News)

On May 8, 2017 – over a month after being alerted to the issues with the violence
stats — Ponte went before the same committee and cited the same figure to
describe declines in violence at four Rikers facilities.
A source said DOC abandoned those stats only one month later. The News was
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unable to find any mention of the figures in public testimony or reports to various
oversight agencies after that period.
Commissioner Brann described a “sudden spike in violence” at GMDC [George
Motchan Detention Center] in the summer of 2016 in a July letter to the Board of
Correction, seemingly contradicting earlier statements about the decline in
bloodshed.
The claim of a 70% reduction in violence does not appear in any of the federal
monitor reports.
Around the same time Ponte and Thamkittikasem touted the decline in violence
through the Restart model to the Board of Correction and City Council, the federal
monitor reported violence in many of those same facilities was up — and missing
documentation.
Rikers facilities involved in the Restart program were among five jails that “account
for the largest amount of missing documentation for incidents analyzed from August
to October 2016. Not surprisingly, they also generally account for the largest
number of incidents,” the monitor, Steve Martin, wrote in April 2017.
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EXHIBIT “B”
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Leading the Way on Ending Punitive Segregation
by Joseph Ponte

Today, the New York City Department of Correction formally ended the practice of punitive segregation for
young adults ages 19 through 21 years old, resulting in the complete elimination of punitive segregation, which
some call solitary confinement, for inmates ages 16 through 21 in our custody. This is an unprecedented
milestone in New York State correctional history and, even more important, across the nation. To date, no
other city or state has accomplished comparable punitive-segregation reforms for the 19-21 year-old age group.
As Commissioner of the NYC Department of Correction, I understand this has not been easy, and something
that has required us to methodically implement, test, and refine options that ensure the safety of our staff and
inmates. However, I am extremely proud of what our uniform and non-uniform staff have accomplished by
reforming our punitive-segregation practices and policies.
When I became Commissioner in April 2014, there were almost 600 people in punitive segregation and a
backlog of over 1,700 people. And violence in our jails was on the rise. On October 6, we had 124 inmates in
all forms of punitive housing -- a reduction of nearly 80% over two years. We accomplished this by creating
non-punitive, incentive-based alternatives to safely manage inmate behavior.
And we have done all this while still reducing violence in our jails.
We started our reforms even before the U.S. Attorney for the Southern District, Preet Bharara, issued a report
in August 2014 that concluded that “DOC relies far too heavily on punitive segregation as a disciplinary
measure” and before we negotiated the agreement in the federal lawsuit Nunez v. City of New York, which
was approved by a judge in October 2015.
Through a raft of initiatives, we fundamentally transformed the use of punitive segregation for all age groups.
When we ended punitive segregation for adolescent inmates aged 16-17 in December 2014, and later, for 18year-old inmates in June 2016, we created therapeutic alternatives to help them manage their behavior.
For the adolescents, these comprise Second Chance Housing and Transitional Restorative Units (TRU), which
feature higher staffing levels – one officer to five inmates in Second Chance and one to two or even one to one
in TRU. The officers in these units receive training on youth brain development, crisis prevention and
management, and trauma-informed care practices for adolescents.
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Inmates in these programs are afforded enhanced programming and counseling to better their life skills and job
prospects and a behaviorally based incentive system enables them to earn privileges and commissary points.
For young adults aged 18-21, we have also created Second Chance and TRU units, but we have added two
levels of management.
“Secure Housing” is designed to safely house young adults who are engaging in serious violence and assaultive
behavior -- closely supervising them while providing individualized therapeutic programming for their
behavioral needs.
For persistently violent young adult offenders, such as those who have seriously assaulted staff or stabbed or
slashed other inmates, we have created special young adult units of Enhanced Supervision Housing, where
inmates spend seven structured hours daily out of cell. Similar to adolescents, they are provided a behaviorally
based incentive system that enables them to earn more privileges and eventually move back into the general
population.
Using punitive segregation less means using it as a more targeted and meaningful tool.
Through rule-making with our partners at the Board of Correction, our oversight body, we have made punitive
segregation more effective and fair.
Inmates no longer serve any time that was accrued during a previous incarceration. A tiered system ensures
that only serious, violent infractions earn full punitive-segregation time.
With few exceptions, we have capped the maximum sentence to 30 days and have limited the number of days
one can spend in segregation to 60 days in any single six-month period.
It’s a significant accomplishment to have done this while continuing to push a downward trend in violence
throughout the Department through comprehensive reform.
In the first eight months of the year, from January to August, the most serious assaults on staff have dropped
40% compared to the same period last year. Overall assaults on staff dropped 17% in that period. Even one
assault on our staff is one too many, so we have a lot of work to do, but the trend is moving in the right
direction.
These reforms also increase inmate safety. Uses of force by officers on inmates that result in serious injury
dropped by 40% in the first eight months of the year, largely because of our de-escalation training.
The bottom line is that, contrary to the assertions of some, you don’t need overwhelming numbers of inmates
in punitive segregation to make jails safer. Heavy use of segregation does not prevent violence or deter it,
particularly in the younger age groups. In fact, it may make matters worse. The latest research on brain
development shows that punitive segregation is inappropriate for individuals aged 21 and under.
In New York, we are proud to have made history by ending punitive segregation for our youngest offenders
and curtailing its overuse for all others – all while providing safer alternatives that support both staff and
inmates.
***
Joseph Ponte is New York City Correction Commissioner. On Twitter @CorrectionNYC.
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EXHIBIT “C”
Mayor de Blasio and Commissioner Ponte Announce NYC Department of
Correction has Ended Punitive Segregation for Inmates 21 and Under
October 11, 2016
New York City becomes first in nation to reform practice for young adults
NEW YORK—Mayor Bill de Blasio and Commissioner Joseph Ponte today announced the Department of
Correction has ended the practice of punitive segregation for inmates 21 years old and under. The Department
of Correction has created alternative, rehabilitative approaches for managing young inmates’ behavior that
have paved the way for ending a practice that can be counterproductive to the development of young adults.
“Today’s announcement shows that New York City is leading the nation down a new path toward
rehabilitation and safety. Commissioner Ponte has established viable options for managing and disciplining
young inmates that can bring about better outcomes while reducing violence – and has done so years ahead of
other jurisdictions. New Yorkers can be proud that their correctional facilities are pioneering these smarter,
more humane approaches,” said Mayor Bill de Blasio.
“This accomplishment culminates much hard work on the part of our dedicated staff. During the last two years,
the Department created and tested a number of models for safely managing our youngest inmates. Each step of
the way, we assessed our progress and setbacks with safety for staff and inmates foremost in mind.
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Our ending of punitive segregation today is founded upon thoughtful evaluation, flexibility and adjustments
with the needs and safety concerns of staff and young adults front and center,” said Correction Commissioner
Joseph Ponte.
This announcement represents an unprecedented milestone in New York State correctional history and puts the
DOC at the forefront of correctional reform across the nation. No other state has accomplished comparable
punitive-segregation reforms for inmates ages 19 through 21.
The Department ended punitive segregation for 16 and 17 year olds in December 2014 and in June 2016 ended
punitive segregation for 18 year olds. The number of inmates serving punitive segregation sentences has
dropped almost 80 percent since Commissioner Ponte arrived on the job in April 2014, from about 600 to 123
as of October 6. Along with the elimination of punitive segregation for inmates ages 21 and under, the
Department has capped punitive-segregation sentences. The reform comes as violence is dropping throughout
the City’s jails, with two of the most serious violence indicators down 40 percent this year as compared to a
year earlier.
The Department accomplished the reform by creating three therapeutically oriented alternative housing models
for managing the behavior of young inmates, who are responsible for a disproportionate amount of jail
violence. Each housing option – Second Chance, Transitional Restorative Unit (TRU) and Secure – provides a
progressively therapeutic and structured approach for incentivizing positive behavior, with heightened staffing,
programming, and inmate engagement. Today, the Department announced that it is working to adapt its
Enhanced Supervision Housing (ESH) to meet the needs of 18-21 year olds. Transferring the last few young
adults into ESH officially ends punitive segregation for the Department. Young adults ages 18-21 comprise
about 10-12 percent of the jail population but commit about a third of the violence in the City’s jails.
After years of departmental neglect and rising violence under previous administrations, Mayor de Blasio and
Commissioner Ponte embarked on a 14-point anti-violence reform agenda in March 2015. Through an
unprecedented $200 million investment in officer safety reforms to reduce violence in specific facilities and
throughout the Department, DOC has registered a 40 percent drop in the most serious assaults on staff and uses
of force through the first eight months of 2016 as compared to the same period in 2015. “Even a single assault
on staff is unacceptable, but our numbers are moving in the right direction,” said Commissioner Ponte.
Mayor de Blasio and Commissioner Ponte announced a series of officer safety measures in September,
including new contraband scanners, Tasers for supervisors in the Emergency Service Unit and an infusion of
1,200 recruits – the largest class of new officers ever – to decrease overtime
“When young people interact with the correctional system, the stakes are the highest they can be – lives can be
restored or irrevocably derailed by what happens in our jails,” said Manhattan Borough President Gale A.
Brewer. “I thank the mayor and Commissioner Ponte for working to promote more rehabilitative approaches
and phasing out policies that we know have done more harm than good.”
Assembly Member Danny O’Donnell, Chair of the Committee on Corrections, said, “I support the
mayor’s decision to end punitive segregation for young adults in New York City. With this change, this often
vulnerable population will instead participate in rehabilitative programming. I applaud these efforts and hope
that we continue to see progressive changes for young incarcerated adults across the state.”
“New Yorkers in the Big Apple can be proud of today’s announcement which separates New York City from
other state and city administrations where punitive segregation is unfortunately the cruel but usual treatment
meted out to adolescent offenders in their prison systems. Empirical research has repeatedly found such
treatments to be more harmful than useful in positively altering behavior.
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The new approach will not only reduce violence, but will also make our terrible prison systems more humane
and safer for employees who must interact with prisoners regularly throughout their time of incarceration. It is
the right thing to do, and I commend the Mayor and the New York City Department of Corrections for this
bold initiative, which certainly makes New York City a leader in ensuring the respect of human rights in our
prison system,” said Assembly Member Nick Perry, Chair of the Black, Latino and Asian Caucus.
“As a member of the state Assembly Committee on Correction and chair of the Subcommittee on Transitional
Services for released inmates, I applaud this historic move by Mayor de Blasio and Correction Commissioner
Ponte. For too long, our city's correctional system has lagged behind in dealing with serious issues that affect
not only inmates, but the reputation of our city as a forward thinking, progressive urban center. I look forward
to working with Mayor de Blasio and his administration to bring about even further – and much needed –
reforms to the city's correctional system,” said Assembly Member Luis Sepulveda.
"I commend Mayor De Blasio and the NYC Department of Correction for ending punitive segregation for our
incarcerated young adults. This is a well thought out, thoroughly examined plan that brings meaningful reforms
to confinement. Said Assembly Member Jeffrion Aubry. "The torture of punitive confinement and its
negative effects on our youngsters in particular are damaging, long-lasting, and can significantly permeate their
adult years. I'm thrilled that the Mayor and the Commissioner have put forth a plan that balances the safety of
staff and the rehabilitation of our youth. Though this change has been a longtime coming, it is no doubt a
significant milestone on the road to a more humane form of confinement."
“Ending punitive segregation for our youngest inmates is a victory for due process and prisoners’ rights,” said
Council Member Corey Johnson, Chair of the Committee on Health. “Our goal must be to build a
correctional system that reduces recidivism. Inhumane punishments will not help us bring down rates of
recidivism and they do not make our City safer, so this reform is wise and much needed. I commend Mayor de
Blasio, Commissioner Ponte and our City’s correctional officers for leading our city in the direction of
progress and justice.”
“JustLeadershipUSA (JLUSA) and our allies have adamantly called for the Mayor to eliminate the practice of
punitive segregation for young adults. Prolonged segregation for anyone, but especially for young people, is
counter-productive as well as cruel. This form of confinement makes people suffer without making Rikers safe
for detainees or correction officers. While we continue to demand the closure of Rikers Island, JLUSA thanks
the Mayor for his leadership in moving New York City’s jail system towards being more fair, humane and
just,” said Glenn E. Martin, President of JustLeadershipUSA.
pressoffice@cityhall.nyc.gov
(212) 788-2958
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CORRECTION OFFICERS' BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION, INC.
"PATROLLING THE TOUGHEST PRECINCTS IN NEW YORK"

November 20, 2019
ELIAS HUSAMUDEEN
President
JOSEPH BRACCO
1st Vice President
ELIZABETH CASTRO
2nd Vice President
KAREN TYSON
3rd Vice President
MICHAEL MAIELLO
Treasurer

VIA EMAIL
New York City Board of Correction
One Centre Street
New York, NY 10007
Re:

AMELIA WARNER
Financial Secretary
FREDERIC FUSCO
Legislative Chairman
KENYATTA JOHNSON
Corresponding Secretary
DANIEL PALMIERI
Recording Secretary
BENNY BOSCIO
Sergeant-At-Arms
ALBERT CRAIG
First City-Wide Trustee
ANGEL CASTRO
Manhattan Borough Trustee
PAULETTE BERNARD
Brooklyn Borough Trustee
TYSON JONES
Bronx Borough Trustee
MARK MACK
Queens Borough Trustee
BISHOP WILLIAM
RAYMOND WHITAKER II
Chaplain
WILLIAM KWASNICKI
Retiree Consultant
KOEHLER & ISAACS, LLP
CO BA Alto rn ey

COBA’s 1st submission in Response to
BOC’s Draft Restrictive Housing Rulemaking
Request to Extend Rulemaking Period

To Interim Chair Sherman, Ms. Ovesey and Members of the Board:
I am the Director of Legal Affairs for the Correction Officers’ Benevolent
Association, Inc. (“COBA”) whose 10,000 plus active members are continuing to
bear the brunt of the myopic and lemming-like march into the abyss that this
Board confuses with real jail reform.
This submission is the first of several from this union concerning the
proposed rulemaking first announced on October 29, 2019 with public
comment extended until January 3, 2020 and a public hearing inexplicably
scheduled prior to the end of the written comment period on December 2, 2019.
COBA again – after repeated emails, conversations and one published
letter to this Board– respectfully requests that the Board publicly announce that
it will extend this process at least 6 months – until June, 2020 – so as to weigh
the many issues at play. This is a process, like the prior one in 2014-15, that
requires thoughtful and careful analysis prior to improvidently making any
rules that may make things worse for all concerned. The BOC proposes a
package of comprehensive rule changes that clearly took many months to put
together; so why the need to cram down rule-making in two months? Is this
rush by the Board fueled by purely political considerations? If so it is almost
certain to spur litigation by either or both inmate advocates and the unionized
workers. What is certain is that the unions and their membership have had no
say in the complex process thus far prior to announcing a rushed process.
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These concerns include but are hardly limited to:
*- Historic highs of violence by inmates on staff and other inmates;1
*- Flawed self-serving mis-reporting of violence figures by the Department of
Correction;2
*- COBA’s recent victory in defeating the City’s Motion to Dismiss in a State Supreme
Court matter concerning the Department’s failure to keep its workers safe;3 and,
*- The complete failure or the Board of Correction to disclose to the public the identity
and input from the “30 organizations and individuals” mentioned4 in the BOC’s
Housing Revision package.
The published claims by the BOC that input was had from this union is
disingenuous. Once again the Board’s narrative begins on a false and sour note. In
addition to being untrue, the BOC also ignores over 20 unions in the DOC’s system.
Nothing in the 128 pages posted the day before the October BOC meeting reflects
anything that might be considered to protect the rights of workers to a safe workplace
– let alone any non-existent input from the uniformed members of service so
thoroughly vilified in and out of Board meetings and in the press.
Were COBA to have had any input, it would have included working correction
professionals, and not only academics. Instead, the Board seemingly relied on cherrypicked information such as what was gleaned in the recent bizarre junket to visit the
1 Correction Bd., Others Upbraid DOC Reply to Federal Monitor's Report, November 14, 2019,
The Chief Leader last accessed November 19, 2019.
https://thechiefleader.com/news/news_of_the_week/correction-bd-others-upbraid-doc-replyto-federal-monitor-s/article_bc426c56-0746-11ea-8dc5-3b500e3fa4cc.html

“Rikers Con Job”, NY Daily News, September 10, 2018 last accessed November 19, 2019.
https://www.nydailynews.com/new-york/ny-mckinsey-rikers-violence-data-201909103mwj7vmocba35cqhv4wto2sqpa-story.html
2

3 See Decision of Judge Ruben Franco in Correction Officers v. City of New York, Bronx Supreme,
0024054/2016, a true and correct copy of which is annexed.

[

4 Page 4, “(t)he proposed rules are the result of extensive fact-finding in 2017-2018, including
discussions with 30 organizations and individuals . . . [and the] Correction Officers’ Benevolent
Association (COBA). A list of these individuals and organizations would be useful – for the sake
of actual transparency – and are the subject of a FOIL request on the Board of Correction.
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prisons (not jails) in Norway—a country whose civil society in every way is the polar
opposite of that here in New York City.5
The request here is simple: please announce a robust and realistic period for
actual debate and discussion of the values and expected outcomes at play in current
rule-making by the Board. The safety of real people – not volunteer board members
and politicians- is at stake in the criminal justice system in New York City.

Respectfully Submitted,
/s/
Marc Alain Steier, Esq.
Director of Legal Affairs, COBA
Encl.
Cc: Elias Husamueen, President of COBA
NYC Board of Correction Members
DOC Correction Captain’s Association
DOC Warden and Deputy Warden’s Association
New York City Police Benevolent Association
New York City Corporation Counsel
DOC Commissioner Cynthia Brann
NYC Mayor’s Office of Criminal Justice
Steve Martin, Esq., Nunez Monitor
DOC non- uniformed unions

New York’s Jails Are Failing. Is the Answer 3,600 Miles Away?, New York
Times November 12, 2019, last accessed November 19, 2019.
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/12/nyregion/nyc-rikers-norway.html

5
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CORRECTION OFFICERS' BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION, INC.
" PATROLLING THE TOUGHEST PRECINCTS IN NEW YORK "

December 2, 2019
ELIAS HUSAMUDEEN
President

JOSEPH BRACCO
1st Vice President

ELIZABETH CASTRO
2nd Vice President

VIA EMAIL
New York City Board of Correction
One Centre Street
New York, NY 10007

KAREN TYSON
3rd Vice President

Re:

MICHAEL MAIELLO
Treasurer

AMELIA WARNER
Financial Secretary
FREDERIC FUSCO
Legislative Chairman
KENYATTA JOHNSON
Corresponding Secretary
DANIEL PALMIERI
Recording Secretary
BENNY BOSCIO
Sergeant-At-Arms

To Interim Chair Sherman, Ms. Ovesey and Members of the Board:
I am the President for the Correction Officers’ Benevolent Association,
Inc. (“COBA”). Neither I nor the legal Director of COBA have gotten
acknowledgments of receipt of prior Emails, let alone received substantive
requests requesting that the Board be more deliberate in the rule-making
process and put off the dates announced for public comment and hearings.

ALBERT CRAIG
First City-Wide Trustee

2014 to 2016- THE EXPERTS SPEAK

ANGEL CASTRO
Manhattan Borough Trustee
PAULETTE BERNARD
Brooklyn Borough Trustee
TYSON JONES
Bronx Borough Trustee
MARK MACK
Queens Borough Trustee
BISHOP WILLIAM
RAYMOND WHITAKER II
Chaplain
WILLIAM KWASNICKI
Retiree Consultant
KOEHLER & ISAACS , LLP
COBA Attorney

COBA’s 3rd submission in Response to
BOC’s Draft Restrictive Housing Rulemaking

It would be too easy to dust off old letters and white papers produced by
COBA over the years to try to convince the DOC to take back its power from the
Board of Correction. The BOC, and others without the power or expertise to run
a large system let alone a jail system, have run roughshod over an imperfect
system. However, it is a system which worked better fifteen years ago than
today. We do not want- yet again – to parade opinions from COBA. The Board
should tap experts in the field. It claims to do so but none are cited and
provided in the rule-making package. Therefore, COBA will tap predecessors of
Ms. Brann and others who were qualified candidates for her job.
The following is from former Commissioner Martin Horn to former BOC
Commissioner Gordon Campbell.1 This erudite letter did, and continues to,
support the position that COBA has maintained:
When the Board first adopted its rules, it included Sec 1-02 (e)
(v) that states, “Prisoners placed in the most restrictive security
status shall only be denied those rights, privileges and
opportunities that are directly related to their status and which
A copy of Martin Horn’s December 11, 2014 letter to former BOC Chairman
Gordon Campbell is annexed as Ex. “D.”
1
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cannot be provided to them at a different time or place than provided to
other prisoners.” It is clear that the Board acknowledged that there
might well be a classification of prisoners whose management
would require limitation of the rights, privileges and
opportunities afforded general population prisoners.
...
In many jails throughout the U.S. and even within New York State,
prisoners are not routinely out and about for more than an hour a day.
New York City is an anomaly by providing that prisoners are allowed to
“lock out” of their cell for up to 16 hours a day. The Minimum Standards
of the State Commission on Corrections that govern the operation of
the City’s jails and those of all other jails in the State nowhere require
that length of “lock out” time. Only New York City affords that “privilege”
to its prisoners.
The proposal for ESH is most definitely not solitary confinement and
should not be seen as such. Those, like the Jail Action Coalition who
conflate what the Department is proposing for ESH with solitary
confinement do a disservice to the campaign against solitary
confinement. They diminish the importance of our national
conversation about solitary confinement by alleging that ESH is, and
they misguidedly imperil the very prisoners they purport to care about
by trying to deprive the Department of this sensible tool.
Indeed, Joseph Ponte, the very person picked by Mayor DeBlasio to make the changes
envisioned found the tool of segregation a necessity in 20162:
The Department continues to make a good faith effort to comply with the
minimum standards, but additional time is needed to develop alternative
options to ensure the safety and security of the facilities. In the interim,
it is imperative that the Department be equipped with the various
tools necessary to immediately and safely respond to violent acts.
We therefore ask that the Board take up for immediate consideration the
requested limited variance renewal for six (6) months.

See June 3, 2016 letter from Commissioner Ponte to Chairman Brezenoff,
Limited Variance Regarding Implementation of Young Adult Plan, Ex. “E.”
2
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options.”

Still and all, neither the BOC nor the DOC have developed any “alternative

Again, at the very time when false numbers were being reported out by the DOC, at the
July 20163 BOC meeting Commissioner Ponte still asked the Board allow him to do his job of
maintaining safe jails:
However. . . a marked shift occurred shortly after the first week in June
when the Department started to increase the number past 700 of young
adults housed together in GMDC. In particular, this included an
exceptionally high increase in the number of high-risk young adults
(young adult inmates with particularly violent histories or strong gang
involvement) . . .. When daily alarms remain low, they can be addressed
without significantly affecting day-to-day operations, however as the
number of incidents and alarms increased exponentially it had a facilitywide impact.
...
Since the beginning of June 2016, there was a pronounced spike in the
number of incidents, particularly concerning, the rise in serious
and violent incidents. This rise in incidents -- ranging from
inmates refusing orders to slashings -- has been attributed to the
increased number of “high risk of violence” young adults moved to
GMDC in early June.
...
The Monitor and his team of experts - who have experience eliminating
the use of punitive segregation in other jurisdictions - have continuously
advised the Department on the need to be thoughtful and deliberate in our
approach to punitive segregation reforms, and have cautioned that
moving too quickly towards the ultimate goal of ending punitive
segregation can undermine the success the Department has already
achieved . . ..
...

3
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When Ponte resigned amidst the scandal of his “no show” leave-taking and abuse of city
resources, the first name floated for his possible replacement was a corrections innovator -Dan Pacholke. Lacking “jailing” experience like Ponte before him, he yet had a seeming
willingness to follow the Mayor’s insistence on being the first system in the nation to rid a jail
system of a necessary tool. However, not unlike Ponte prior to his seeing the scale of the
problem outlined above, Pacholke co-wrote a thoughtful paper U.S. Department of Justice.
Dan Pacholke4 described his many suggestions for segregation reform that undercut
the Mayor’s reactionary rush to be first at all costs. That paper tacitly critiqued the Mayor’s
knee-jerk abolition of punitive segregation as merely “emptying beds.” Published in 2016,
“More Than Emptying Beds: A Systems Approach to Segregation Reform5,” acknowledges the
need for segregation as a tool even while seeking its abolition:
Segregation has been and will continue to be a tool that is necessary
to manage legitimate safety concerns. Reforms in the use of this
practice will only be successful if the safety of inmates and staff is
maintained or improved in the process. To impact the health and
well-being of people under correctional control, reducing the use of
segregation on its own by only “emptying beds” is of limited value. To
make an impactful change, a systems approach to this complex issue is
essential.
THE ROLE AND POWER OF THE BOARD OF CORRECTION
The Board does not have the power it has self-ascribed. The members of that body as a
whole, and their entire staff (surprisingly few of which have any corrections experience),
certainly do not have the skillset needed to oversee one of the largest jail system (not a
“prison”) in the world. However, the Board misses this distinction between a jail and a
prison, and insists that somehow reforms can be made to detainees in the six-week average
Regrettably Mr. Pacholke has himself been implicated just this year in
controversies with the premature release of inmates leading to poor – even fatal
-- results for the public. See,
https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2019/feb/25/corrections-agencydiscovers-sentence-calculation-/ and
https://www.injurytriallawyer.com/blog/report-on-doc-early-release-scandalfinds-state-employees-to-blame.cfm, both last accessed December 2, 2019.
4

See “F,” Dan Pacholke and Sandy Felkey Mullins, J.D., More than Emptying Beds:
A Systems Approach to Segregation Reform, NCJ-24958, BJA.
5
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stay of an increasingly mentally ill and criminally culpable population in custody. This is – of
course- absurd, but adding insult to injury the Board would “vet” practical correction methods
against their aspirations of a more humane jail system. More to the point, it is insulting that
the DOC itself will not assert itself as the NYPD does when anti policing methods are imposed.
As a case in point, look to the criticism leveled by Dr. Bobby Cohen during the Board’s May,
20176 discussion of restraints placed on inmates for their protection and that of their codetainees. As taken from the Board’s edited minutes (rather than the shriller soundtrack
better seen/heard in the live video of that meeting):
Member Cohen said he was glad that DOC had agreed to implement a due
process procedure regarding the use of restraints in Secure; however, he
was disturbed to find out that the Department had been using threepoint restraints in the Unit without any discussion with the Board or
medical staff. A while ago, DOC did not place anyone in desk restraints,
but now, an increasing number of people were being placed in two-point
restraints, and the Board just found out that young adults were being
placed in three-point restraints in the Secure Unit. Member Cohen said
he found this practice very disturbing, particularly since it occurred
without any directive describing the use of such restraints and, he
believed, without any discussion with medical staff. He also noted that
the Department’s restraint policy permits the use of restraint chairs,
which is a very dangerous device.
Taking another case in point – this one a legal case previously mentioned in another letter–
the Legal Aid Society and the Board of Correction wanted legal “assistants” to be given access
to the jails. The Commissioner denied access based wholly on a safety analysis of those
individuals. The Court held “We conclude that at least in this area the decisions of the Board
of Correction can have no more than advisory force.” Legal Aid Soc. v. Ward, 457 N.Y.S.2d 250
(1982), aff'd, 61 N.Y.2d 744 (1984). Rather than being found to be acting arbitrarily and
capriciously, the powers granted to the Commissioner were analyzed on the basis of basic
rationality. Moreover, the powers of the Board to circumscribe the Commissioner’s primary
goal of gainsaying safety in the jails were affirmed by New York State’s highest Court.

See Minutes of BOC May 2017 meeting at page 5.
http://www1.nyc.gov/assets/boc/downloads/pdf/Meetings/2017/May-92017/May%209%20%202017%20Board%20Meeting%20Minutes%20%20APPROVED.pdf
6
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Although not limited to Dr. Cohen, nearly monthly he or another of our Board members
expresses surprise and consternation at not first being asked for permission to keep jails safe.
This is infuriating to watch when those at COBA in this business since before Board Staff were
born know that the responsibility and rights lay with the Commissioner of the DOC. Period.
Can the BOC litigate or enjoin Department action or inaction? No. Can the BOC put a halt to
necessary safety policies and directives that are accepted practice in jails around the world?
No. Are the U.N.’s Mandela Rules reasonably related to the population in our jails? No. What
is more it is insulting to utter Mandela’s name in the same breath as the kind of population the
advocates seek to apply those rules to.
THE BOARD OF CORRECTON IS NOT A THRESHOLD “COURT”
TO JUDGE SAFETY MATTERS DETERMINED
BY THE DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION.
The BOC is an advisory body only. And, at that, to the City Council and to the Mayor,
who in turn are supposed to take actions and make laws. The Board of Correction is meant to
make recommendations and set “minimum standards” for conditions of confinement and
correctional health and mental health care in all City correctional facilities. However, the
advisory nature of the Board seems to have suffered from “mission creep” when compared to
the traditional supervision of the SCOC – which ironically was the subject of an Article 78
proceeding filed by DeBlasio on March 5, 2018. Notwithstanding, the powers of the Board of
Correction are limited:
The board, or by written designation of the board, any member of it, the
executive director, or other employee, shall have the following powers
and duties:

1

The preparation for submission to the mayor, the council, and the
commissioner of proposals for capital planning and improvements;
studies and reports concerned with the development of the department's
correctional program planning; and studies and reports in regard to
methods of promoting closer cooperation of custodial, probation, and
parole agencies of government and the courts; and, the evaluation of
departmental performance.

New York City, N.Y., Charter § 626, New York City, N.Y., Charter § 626 (c)(3)(4).
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Although this may be excessive, by means of comparison with the above it is worth
quoting (with emphasis) the language of the City’s Charter granting Brann the authority that
has been given away to the BOC.
The commissioner shall have:
1. Charge and management of all institutions of the city, including all
hospital wards therein for the care and custody of felons,
misdemeanants, all prisoners under arrest awaiting arraignment who
require hospital care, including those requiring psychiatric observation
or treatment and violators of ordinances or local laws and for the
detention of witnesses who are unable to furnish security for their
appearance in criminal proceedings, except such places for the detention
of prisoners or persons charged with crime as are by law placed under
the charge of some other agency.
2. Sole power and authority concerning the care, custody and control
of all court pens for the detention of prisoners while in the criminal
courts of the city of New York, the family court of the state of New York
within the city of New York, the supreme court in the counties of New
York, Bronx, Kings, Queens and Richmond and of all vehicles employed in
the transportation of prisoners who have been sentenced, are awaiting
trial or are held for any other cause.
3. Charge and management of persons or any other institution of the
city placed under his jurisdiction by law.
4. All authority, except as otherwise provided by law, concerning the
care and custody of felons, misdemeanants and violators of local laws
held in the institutions under his charge.
5. All authority in relation to the custody and transportation of
persons held for any cause in criminal proceedings and all prisoners
under arrest awaiting arraignment who require hospital care, including
those requiring psychiatric observation or treatment, in any county
within the city.
6. General supervision and responsibility for the planning and
implementation of re-training, counseling and rehabilitative programs
for felons, misdemeanants and violators of local laws who have been
sentenced and are held in institutions under his charge.
N.Y.C. Charter, Chapter 25 Section 623.
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The Commissioner and the Chief of the Department MISTAKENLY believe that they
have to answer to this Mayoral Agency, and that often actually boils down to the
recommendations by inmates’ rights advocates (with combined budgets and staffs far
exceeding that of the Board of Correction). Why would one of the largest City Agencies need
to “kowtow” to a tiny oversight group unlike any other uniformed service in The City of New
York (or other large agencies like the departments of Education, Mental Health and Hygiene or
Housing)? The answer is - - - THE DOC DOES NOT. Just imagine the FDNY or NYPD sitting
monthly for the type of scolding unqualified appointees give the DOC.
The Appropriate agency for monitoring the actual running of jails is the SCOC. As was
recently shown, (and was in litigation) that body and the Governor have the power to shutter
jails, deny plans to build housing units and make architectural/ engineering changes, (and as
they have done several times), and find the City DOC in violation of long published and
enforced STATE minimum standards. Indeed, the State Commission on Correction has issued
violation letters to the New York City Department of Correction for the failure to properly
punish violative inmates and maintain a backlog of hundreds who owe “bing” time. This was
during this very administration under Ponte. And yet, the backlog of inmates who – after due
process hearings- owe time in segregation continues at staggering rates.
Moreover, in a New York Times article dated May 5, 2017 it was announced that New York
City jails were considered so dangerous that the state ceased allowing inmates in state
custody to be transferred into the custody of the City.7 The State Commission of Correction
ordered a halt to all inmate transfers from county jails outside the five boroughs. Such
transfers typically involve special categories of inmates, like former correction officers or
gang leaders, who face an increased risk of violence at jails in their home counties.
MENTAL HEALTH ISSUES
New York City Correction Officers are not Health Care professionals. Even though best
practices, as outlined by Dan Pacholke in his paper referenced above, would expand the
information shared with COs – this is not done. It is asidiously avoided by the DOC. And yet –
despite being kept in the dark about individual triggers and diagnosis— my members are
caring for more mentally ill human beings than anyplace on the East Coast of the United
States. And yet they are deprived of critical information when dealing with this population.

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/05/05/nyregion/rikers-island-transferredinmates.html?mtrref=undefined&gwh=F1C26863BAFB4789A1CDD68CC7D339
33&gwt=pay
7
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At a talk at New York Law School’s “Citylaw” breakfast 8 former Commissioner Ponte
admitted to New York City running the largest mental health hospital on the East Coast. He
stated that DOC is “managing well” with mentally ill offenders. To the extent that certain new
programs may be experiencing positive outcomes for a few inmates this claim is true. That said,
it does not take into account the majority who are mentally ill but go untreated, or the extremely
violent who may be deemed to have need of psychiatric treatment in a proper non-jail facility.
At a Board of Correction meeting at of September 13, 2016 the DOC was sharply criticized for
failing in managing the mental health needs of inmates. The DOC/HHC /DOHMH partnership9
was standing still or moving at a snail’s pace at getting those in need to their mental health
appointments. This has not changed. However, and crucially - nowhere in the discourse are
persistent violent offenders discussed. Here we reference those unfortunate few who have
scant chance at being rehabilitated in one of the model units touted by Correctional Health and
are not one of those lucky few handpicked due to predictions that they may benefit.
Nonetheless, the most violent >100 individuals like “John Doe” are certainly in need of a mental
health solution for their persistent acts of destruction of property and assaults on other
persons.
With the largest mental health institution on the East Coast, why is it that the “Doe” inmates
are not being diagnosed and appropriately housed in a mental health facility where illness
may be treated? We now have the capacity to have entire jails dedicated to the spectrum of
mentally ill in the system. But the mental health staff at the DOC has been unable to grapple
with these most violent inmates and the proposed rules do not help. Rather the powers that
be unrealistically expecting miracles of minimally trained Correction Officers rather than
mental health professionals according to BOC minimum standards. Why have we not
investigated medical solutions to these violent mentally unsound individuals? The violence
caused, as well as destruction to city property exhibited, are NOT the actions of individuals
NOT suffering from mental health problems – though untreated/ undiagnosed. Can we not
find mental health solutions such as they do with violent inmates in other jurisdictions? After
all, it is your CHARGE to deal with these individuals: “Charge and management of all
institutions of the city, including all hospital wards therein for the care and custody of felons,
misdemeanants, all prisoners under arrest awaiting arraignment who require hospital care,
including those requiring psychiatric observation or treatment.” See, N.Y.C. Charter,
Chapter 25 Section 623.

8http://nyls.mediasite.com/mediasite/Play/7431d6d421434e46aa43dd11c38

075941d at 23:00 - 26:00.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mJ8NQ0lkECM&feature=youtu.be
beginning at 44:00.
9
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Sincerely,

Elias Husamudeen,
President
Enclosures
Cc: Marc Alain Steier, Esq. Director of Legal Affairs of COBA
NYC Board of Correction Members
DOC Correction Captain’s Association
DOC Warden and Deputy Warden’s Association
New York City Police Benevolent Association
New York City Corporation Counsel
DOC Commissioner Cynthia Brann
NYC Mayor’s Office of Criminal Justice
Steve Martin, Esq., Nunez Monitor
DOC non- uniformed unions
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CORRECTION OFFICERS' BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION, INC.
" PATROLLING THE TOUGHEST PRECINCTS IN NEW YORK "

May 15, 2019

ELI AS H USAMUD EEN
President

JOSEP H BRACCO
1st Vice President
ELI ZABE TH CAST RO
2nd Vice President

KAREN TYSON
3rd Vice President

MICHAE L MA IELLO
Treasurer
AMELIA WARNER
Financial Secretary

VIA Email
Martha W. King
Executive Director
NYC Board of Correction
1 Centre Street - 2213
New York, New York 10007
Re: Violence at Rikers Island

FREDER IC FUSCO
Legislative Chairman

KENYATTA JOHNSON
Corresponding Secretary

Dear Ms. King:

DANIE L PALMIERI

I write on behalf of Elias Husamudeen, President, in order to ask of the
BENNY BOSC IO
Board a modest request to follow-up on the meeting held at your Office in
Sergeant-At-Arms
April 2019. If you will recall, that meeting was aimed at a program rolled out
ALBERT CRAIG
by the Department to monitor the violence fueled by housing inmates by
First City-Wide Trustee
Security Risk Group status. This does play a big piece in fueling violence no
ANGE L CASTRO
Manhattan Borough Trustee
matter the actual population (i.e. total count) but COBA feels that it can
PAULETTE BERNARD
contribute
far more to the Board and public’s understanding of the bigger
Brooklyn Borough Trustee
puzzle.
TYSON JONES
Recording Secretary

Bronx Borough Trustee

MARK MACK
Queens Borough Trustee

BIS H OP W IL LIAM
RAYMOND W H ITAKER II
Chaplain
W ILLI AM KWASN ICKI
Retiree Consultant

KOEHLER & ISAACS , LLP
CO BA Attorney

President Husamudeen has requested the Board grant COBA 10-15
minutes at the regular June meeting to make a presentation similar in nature
to those routinely made at Board meetings. With this real insider’s view to
possible solutions to persistent problems the cooperation we began at the
April meeting can be expanded with a proactive demonstrative presentation.
Please feel free to reach out to me or to the President’s office with any
questions. I look forward to your anticipated reply. On behalf of the union,
and the thousands of men and women it represents, I thank you for
courtesies extended by you and the Board in this matter.
Sincerely yours,
/s/
Marc Alain Steier
Director of Legal Affairs

Cc: Elias Husamudeen, President

REQUEST DENIED
COBA MAIN OFFICES
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CORRECTION OFFICERS' BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION, INC.
"PATROL LI NG THE TOUG H EST PRECI N CTS IN NEW YORK"

November 19, 2019 (resent 12/3/19)
ELIAS HUSA MUDEEN
President
JOSEPH BRACCO
1st Vice Preslden1

VIA Email
Records Access/ FOIL Officer
NYC Board of Correction
Re:

FOIL REQUEST

ELIZABETH CASTRO
2nd Vice President

Dear Records Access Officer:

KARl:N TYSON
3rd Vice President

Under the provisions of the Personal Privacy Protection Law, Article 6-A of the Public
Officers Law, the New York Freedom of Information Law, N.Y. Pub. Off. Law sec. 84 et seq, the
Correction Officers' Benevolent Association hereby requests any and all information
concerning the Board of Correction's noticed rule making and rule amendments denominated
"Restrictive Housing in Correctional Facilities" (however reaching far beyond restrictive
housing itself) including but not limited to:

MICHAEL MAIELLO
Treasurer

AMEL IA WAR N ER
Financial Secretary

THOMAS FA RR ELL
Legislative Chairman
KENYATTA JOHNSO N
Corresponding Secretary
DAN IEL PA LM IERI
Recording Secretary
BENN Y BOSC IO
Sergeant-At-Arms
A LBERT CRA IG
First City-Wld<> Truste<>
ANGIEL CASTRO
Manhattan Borough Trustee
FR EDER IC FUSCO
Ou<><>ns Borough Trust<><!!
PAULETTE BERNARD
Brooklyn Borough Trustee

BISHOP WILL IAM
RAYMOND WH ITAKER II
Chaplain

WI LLIAM KWASNICKI
Retiree Consultant
KOEHL ER & ISAACS , LLP
COBA Altorney

•

All submissions, correspondence, data, documents, draft rules submitted or offered by
"30 organizations and individuals - the local defense bar, criminal justice advocates, national
criminal justice organizations and oversight entities, Correction Officers' Benevolent
Association (COBA), correctional experts, and academics - and (y)our City partners, DOC and
CHS" during the "extensive fact-finding in 2017-2018;"

•

All items referred to in the rule making and amending package concerning "literature
review and examination of DOC directives, policies, and reports" and rule drafts submitted by
any individuals or organizations;
•
All "[b]oard staff research, analyses, and reports; consultation of model restrictive
housing standards at the national and international level; and study of restrictive housing in
jails and prisons nationwide."
If all or any part of this request is denied, please cite the reason(s) which you think
justifies your refusal to release the information. As you know, the Personal Privacy Protection
Law requires that an agency respond to a request within five business days of its receipt. Also,
please inform me of your agency's appeal procedure. Should any or all of this material be
available in electronic form we would prefer to receive it in that form at
marc.steier@cobanyc.org.
Very truly yours,

/sf
Marc Alain Steier
Cc:

Elias Husamudeen, President, COBA
Steven Isaacs, COBA General Counsel
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CORRECTION OFFICERS' BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION, INC.
" PATROLLING THE TO U GHEST PREC INC TS IN NEW YORK''

ELIAS HUSAMU0EEN

January 29, 2020

PP:'S!li~nt

JOSEPH BRACCO
l!,.I V i,.;e ? r e sl ~HH'lt

Via Email
Margaret Egan, Executive Director
Jacqueline Sherman, Interim Chairperson
Stanley Richards, Vice Chairperson
Members, NYC Board of Correction

ELIZABETH CASTRO
'2n~i Vice P n::•.W:J\?nt

KAREN TYSON
3rd Vlc.:-a ?11.?S1d <: nt

MICHAELMAIELLO
T1t,OSU h"'r

AMELIA WARNER

Re: Stakeholding Parties

FREDERIC FUSCO
L,:>gls!uO •JU C h .a!rm:rn

KENYATTA JOHNSON

Dear Board:

C cr, ~spond1n9 S E ..:-1!.:l .riry

First, I offer congratulations to Ms. Egan for her courage in taking a posting
which seems to have a built-in revolving door at an agency that has become the
BENNYBOSCIO
surrogate of jail abolitionists. This was never so clear as in the closing minutes of
the
last December, 2019 CAPA hearing when Vice Chair Richards went out of his
ALBERT CRAIG
F'1'"1 c:1ty-W1d,, -r,,,,:,,."
way to address, on live video[ll, the small ad-hoc group sitting in the auditorium
ANGEL cAsrRo
known as the Jails.Action Coalition ("JAC"), stating that something "crystalized for
Menli,rn,rn B,,,o ugh T
ntc-l<>Cme when We went and met with the Jails Action Coalition." Although an off-shoot
\~;~Es:,e,,~~~;~
of the Urban Justice Center, which otherwise does good work for the und erTYsoN JoNEs
represented, the "JAC" is not a legal organization that even has any clients in the
Hrcnx 8 <>r•,~gh Trn stM criminal justice system. And yet "members" sit on City-sponsored committees,
MARK MACK
advisory boards, and meet in secret private meetings with the BOC and other policy
() u o -:-n7- B,>rVi.1:Jh lrw•, t ·N..makers.
BISHOP WILLIAM
RAYMOND WHITAKER 11
C h ,;fJ ltHfl
As far back as 2015 COBA demanded to know the procedure that the Board is
WILLIAM KWASNICKI
bound
by law to establish "for the hearing of grievances, complaints or requests for
Pe t1r!!-c Constil l c1rtt
KOEHLER & ISAACS. LLP assistance . . . (2) by any employee of the department." Then-Chair Brezenoffs
COB A At!0rn 0y
response was a snub. He relegated a Chartered constituency of the Board - DOC
staff-- to the "public." He indicated that the public comment period is open for one
and all, no matter how confidential the need for employees of the DOC to speak in
confidence. This is simply unacceptable as COBA is the representative of 90% of the
uniformed staff of this Department. This is especially true in light of how JAC and
other constituent - free "groups" of overlapping memberships have undue influence
over policies touching on the safety of others. This denigrates the role of staff, and
J !
underscores this Board's disdain for the rule of law. Yet since 2013 this union has
continued to appear monthly before the Board.
I
DANIEL PALMIERI

: ~,~ 0
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,

No longer. The BOC Is not an adjudicatory and does not employ any criminal justice
experts. COBA will no longer give legitimacy to what an advisory body is doing to usurp the
DOC's Chartered obligation. Submissions on rulemaking and litigation made necessary shall
continue Oust as Legal Aid' s Prisoner Rights' project finds necessary) but BOC meetings do
not warrant this union continuing to denigrate its members by appearing at the "public"
comment period to air concerns of 10,000 people in 3 minutes.
The BOC has abdicated its responsibilities under the New York City Charter to the
DOC's employees. It is for this reason that COBA was obliged to bring an action in New York
State Supreme Court - to which the City of New York's response was not to address
dangerous inmates but rather seek dismissal of the suit as "assaults on staff are completely
unavoidable and inherent dangers."
The City lost that Motion months ago, and has yet to seek to sit down and negotiate
the dangers pointed out by COBA in attempts to settle the case.
The City has systematically failed to do what is necessary to keep City workers
safe. The Board - as another agency of the City - is a hair's breadth from reaffirming itself as
being part of that system that the Judge found so inadequate. As such, COBA is weighing its
legal options concerning any set of jail-abolitionist inspired rules which will only see a
furtherance of the past four year's increase in serious injuries to staff, in creased payouts in
Workers' Compensation, increased costs in the jails, larger pay-outs to inmates due to
violence in the jails, and continued disdain for the job of the Commissioner of the
Department of Correction to run Her jails without undue social experimental interference.
In closing, should the BOC want to take its charge under the City Charter seriously,
and forge a future that is truly respectful of "stakeholders," I suggest a complete moratorium
until we meet outside of the public comment period to discuss the serious security concerns
raised by these changes just like the Board met with JAC.
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As President of the Correction Officers Benevolent Association, I have
watched with, great disappointment, the continued struggles of the
Department of Correction. I have listened to the constant rhetoric of
government officials, outside consultants, federal monitors, corporations
with their own agendas and the news media denigrate the officers of the New
York City Department of Correction. While there has been much talk, there
has been little accomplished. The time to end this cycle of insanity is now.
The safety and security of every officer, every civilian and every inmate is at
stake. The time has come to engage in serious conversations, to put egos and
ideology aside, and act in the best interests of the citizens you have sworn to
serve.
I have attached to this letter an outline of what we believe to be a path
to a safe and secure environment within every facility operated by the New
York City Department of Correction. I hope you will take the time to carefully
read our proposals. I also will be asking you, in the near future, to attend a
summit of stakeholders so we can meet and discuss ways to improve the
safety, security and the overall mission of the Department of Correction.
Sincerely,

COBA H EADQU ARTERS
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INTRODUCTION
It's been said that the definition of insanity is doing the same thing
over and over again and expecting a different result.
It's also been said that we reproduce what we don't resolve.
The Department of Correction is guilty of both these principles. First, the Department of
Correction is still attempting to resolve the issue of jail violence through the creation of so called
specialized inmate housing units/programs.

However, regardless of whether we call them

restrictive housing units, enhanced supervision housing, enhanced housing, transitionalrestorative units, secure unit, enhanced supervision-restart, these housing units have done
nothing to decrease jail security during the last four years. Further, in many cases, these units
and how they are run have led to an increase in jail violence. The Department of Correction thinks
that the mere creation of housing units/programs with fancy names somehow means they are
creating something different or new. They are not. They have changed nothing during the last
four years and continuing these units/programs and expecting a change is the definition of
insanity.
Second, despite the fact that these units and other "reform policies" have been in place for four
or more years, very little progress has been made to ensure jail safety. (Mayor's Management
Report 2013-2017). Correction Officers, staff and inmates continue to be assaulted at alarmingly
increasing rates on a daily basis without accountability or sanctions placed upon the inmates
committing these assaults (Federal Monitor's Reports I-IV). The Department of Correction has
been unable to lower the violence across every major category. (Mayor's Management Report
2013-2017). Astoundingly, despite a clear record of these policies, the Department of Correction
continues to stand by them and have not developed any new or effective initiatives. Thus, the
Department of Correction has failed to learn from recent history and continues to repeat its
mistakes --- at the expense of Correction Officers, staff, inmates, and the public.
Correction Officers have been doing this job for decades. We've been dealing with the same
population for decades. We are dealing with an age-old problem (jail violence) that is not new
to anyone, except to those who have never faced it. Thus, Correction Officers deserve leadership
that understands how to deal with an age-old problem in different ways. The Department
deserves leadership that can not only think outside of the box, but can also think inside of the
box as well. It deserves leaders and managers who are not pre-programmed with an ideology
that has accomplished zero results. It deserves leaders that will actually work to accomplish what
should be the Department of Correction's number one priority: safer jails.
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We believe the foremost reason the Department of Correction has been unable to reduce the
violence in the jails is because it has failed to implement deterrents to criminal behavior in the
absence of punitive segregation, and continues to implement faulty policies that only serve to
embolden those that would do us harm. Simply put, inmates should be held accountable when
they violate the law or rules established to maintain safe jails.
So far, there's been a lot of talk about solving the problem and that's great; everyone's been
great at talking about it. But, virtually no one has been able to actually fix the problem. More
resolve must be shown for the Officers behind the gate. For four years, the Department of
Correction has churned out policies that look good on paper and present good optics to those on
the outside but it's been a living hell to those subject to these policies--- both Correction Officers,
civilians and inmates alike.
Here are some of the other things the Department of Correction has failed to effectively address
in the last four years:
•

Making each individual jail accountable for its own problematic inmates.

•

Empowering Wardens to be responsible for running their own facilities

•

Creating more front-line supervisors, specifically Captains and ADWs

The one light of hope in these dark times is that the Department is now re-arresting inmates who
commit criminal acts and the Bronx DA is now prosecuting inmates who commit acts of violence
while in jail. However, we cannot rely on the DA's office to address the root causes of the
problem. That responsibility falls on the Department of Correction and the solution begins with

disciplinary sanctions and restrictive measures for inmates when rules are broken or not adhered
to.
Case in point: On January 21, 2018, inmate Kaymel Taylor, 20, was accused of slashing another
inmate. He slashed former inmate Joseph Troiano, 28, who needed 22 stitches to close a 6-inch
slash across his face. Inmate Taylor, 20, because of his age, cannot be placed in punitive
segregation. Although he will be re-arrested, he can only be placed in programs such as ESH, TRU,
Secured Unit and Second Chance which are void of any real disciplinary sanctions to address the
reason for being placed in such a program. He will still be allowed Visits, Commissary,
Barbershop, Law Library, Recreation, Property, Telephones, Television, Religious Rights, Attorney
Access, Mail, Magazines, Newspapers and Packages. The Board of Correction's Rules and the
Department of Correction's own misguided policies are responsible for allowing him the
opportunity to cut another inmate. Because OF HIS AGE, he can't be segregated from other

inmates. It defies logic that there are more restrictions placed on Correction Officers rather
than on violent inmates who commit crimes while incarcerated.
2

OVERVIEW
The Department should no longer look outside of itself to fix its problems. It shouldn't have to
outsource the management, operations, and control of our agency to private companies
exacting large price tags who don't know anything about jailing. The Commissioner and
uniformed managers needs to take responsibility and ownership of the Department and not be
bullied into doing something that fully jeopardizes the safety and security of the jails. It also
needs to use what they have available to address the behavior of the inmates in our custody
before we create more programs and policies that in the last four years have been proven
unsuccessful in ensuring our number one priority: safer jails.
The Commissioner of the New York City Department of Correction is authorized by Sections 389,
623 and 1043 of the City Charter and Section 9-114 of the Administrative Code to adopt rules
relating to the management of the Department of Correction facilities and the conduct of
inmates in such facilities. However, a review of Directive 6500R-D entitled "Inmate Disciplinary
Due Process" as well as a review of the "Inmate Rule Book "reveals that the department has failed
to enforce its own written policies, thus leaving line staff without any means, support or recourse
when dealing with inmates who commit infractions and violate Department rules.
Recently released Directive 4495 "Solo Housing", which sets forth the reasons an inmate may be
placed into solo housing, nowhere mentions as a basis for placement into solo housing violent
acts by adolescents and young adults who against Correction staff. The only criteria in regard to
violence, addresses violence against other inmates, or fear of reprisals from violence from other
inmates. See Section IV (A) (1) a-e.
Former Department of Correction's policies expressly made clear that inmates would be
accountable for violating the rules of conduct or law. Use of Force policy #5005 dated 8/30/90

stated; "The Department expects all inmates to obey the law and Department/Facility rules of

conduct. Those inmates who do not comply with the rules face disciplinary sanctions including
punitive segregation and/or the loss of good time. Those inmates who violate the law also face
arrest and criminal prosecution". For some reason this common-sense statement reflecting New
York State Law was removed from the new Directive.
Although this policy has been superseded, in no way should anyone think the same expectations
of accountability do not apply. However, the Department' s current policies leave much to be
desired in terms of inmate accountability.
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When an inmate violates the jail rules, the process available to the department is detailed in
Directive 6500R-D (Inmate Disciplinary Due Process), Section Ill "Procedures". Under this policy,
if inmate infractions are proven, the recourse is the following:
1) Reprimand
2) Loss of privileges
3) Loss of good time if sentenced
4) Punitive Segregation for up to thirty (30) days per each applicable individual charge
5) Restitution for intentionally damaging or destroying city property, a twenty-five ($25) dollar
disciplinary surcharge will be imposed on all inmates found guilty of a Grade I or Grade II offense,
as found in Directive 6500R-D (page 20) and in Inmate Rule Book (10/12/2007) under penalties
1-05.
There are no other disciplinary sanctions placed upon inmates' privileges who commit infractions
and crimes while incarcerated. Inmates have the privileges of Law Library, Recreation, Property,
Visits, Telephones, Television, Religious Rights, Attorney Access, Mail, Magazines, Newspapers,
Packages and Commissary. Thus, regardless of the violence or crimes an inmate commits while
in jail, none of their privileges are revoked and if they are, it is done in only very narrow
circumstances or with unreasonable stipulations from the Board of Correction and at times the

Department of Correction itself that renders it an ineffective means of punishment. The clear
lack of collaboration between the Board of Correction and the Department has resulted in a
dilemma that has increased violence.

Indeed, the New York State Commission on Correction has previously issued violation letters to
the New York City Department of Correction for the failure to properly punish violent inmates.
This was during this very administration. And yet, the backlog of inmates who - after due
process hearings- continues to owe time in segregation at staggering rates.
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PROPOSALS
COBA PROPOSAL #1:

Inmate Disciplinary Sanctions on

Inmate

Privileges
In an all-out effort to reduce violence while holding inmates accountable for committing crimes
and infractions during incarceration, COBA recommends placing disciplinary sanctions upon
inmate privileges. We recommend that the Department of Correction Task Managers with
effectively and judiciously utilizing the existing inmate discipline measures and analyzing their
effectiveness. They should begin tracking COBA's proposed sanctions in like manner to those
indicators tracked on the Monthly Facility Management Reports so that their effectiveness can
be comparatively evaluated. The use of COBA's proposed inmate disciplinary sanctions will serve
as a powerful deterrent - the sheer perception to the inmates is that it is just not worth it to
engage in such activity.

If inmate disciplinary sanctions have their desired effect, either in whole

or in part, we can envision a Department with less restrictive housing, greater compliance, fewer
injuries to staff and inmates, and a real change in morale and culture. Implementing these
disciplinary sanctions may even have an impact on recidivism .
By way of a few examples:

We must consider that certain aspects of the Board of Correction Minimum Standards and
Directive 2007R-C, "Inmate Visit Procedures", effectively work against the Department and its
efforts to deter violence and directly puts staff, visitors and members of the public at risk. The
Department cannot limit or deny a visit to an inmate or visitor unless the criminal act is
committed (or reasonably expected to be committed) in conjunction with a visit.
We can only limit or deny a visit if a litany of parameters is met and then there is the appeal
process where the Board too often acts as an inmate/visitor advocate than an objective entity.
The Board must relax the constraints put on the Department and permit it to temporarily
suspend visits even in cases where the inmates offending act of is not directly or indirectly in
conjunction with the visit. This type of inmate disciplinary sanction will serve as a powerful
deterrent. This will help to send the message that it is just not worth it to engage in acts the
violate inmate rules. It may even have an impact on recidivism. That would be a great joint

Board of Correction-Department of Correction initiative that would have a direct impact on
safety. The impact we can have here is beyond measure.
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Telephones

Let's consider telephone use by the detainee population. The Board mandates that detainees
be permitted one call per day at a minimum of six minutes per call. Beyond arguably the right
to speak by telephone to counsel, phone use is a privilege. This privilege should be curtailed
when inmates commit acts of violence. Such action would serve to deter violent criminal
activity.
The Department should be able to deny or limit access to telephones for rule violations.
Haircuts

Currently, the Board of Correction mandates that inmates must be afforded haircuts. It does not,
however, stipulate where and when these haircuts take place. The Department of Correction
should be able to remove the privilege aspect of taking a trip to the barbershop.
We recommend that when found guilty of rule violations, inmates be charged for haircuts
except when going to court.
Commissary

Commissary access is a privilege. Immediate sanctions to deny commissary access to any inmate
who commits any act of violence should be implemented or commissary being limited to personal
hygiene products. Such denial should be extended for violent acts committed during a denial
period.
We recommend that the Department implement disciplinary sanctions to deny commissary
access for inmates that violate Department rules and regulations.
Recreation

Currently, the Board of Correction mandates, " recreation may only be denied only upon
conviction of an infraction for misconduct on the way to, from, or during recreation." This rule
is outdated. As a deterrent to violence, the Department needs to have the ability to deny or limit
recreation for any violation of inmate rules.
We recommend the Department of Correction have the ability to deny or limit recreation as a
disciplinary sanction for violation of inmate rules and regulations.
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Law Library
The COBA does not seek to limit or deny any inmate the right to legally defend him or herself.
We believe the Board's current rule that inmates be permitted access for at least two hours each
day the law library is open to be sufficient. Currently the Department of Correction may only deny
access to the Law Library for disrupting the orderly function of the Library or using it for a purpose
other than for what it is intended. Even if an inmate is prohibited from physically accessing the
Law Library, the Board permits the Department of Correction to develop alternate access to legal
materials for effective legal research. The Department of Correction needs more latitude to
effectively deter the violent inmate.

We recommend the Department of Correction be able to deny or limit access to the Law Library
for rule violations even if such violations do not occur in the Library itself.

Disciplinary Sanctions for Splashing and Spitting Incidents
While no crimes against a Correction Officer should be tolerated, particularly egregious and sadly
frequent are splashing and spitting incidents. To be clear these are incidents where inmates
assault Correction Officers with hot water, saliva, urine, semen, and feces. The Board and the
Department must take these incidents seriously and impose serious deterrence measures like
the above proposed inmate disciplinary sanctions. The Department of Correction needs to be
able to sanction an inmate's use of telephone, recreation, visits, law library, and haircuts when
an inmate subjects our staff to potential pathogens. Inmates who splash or spit on staff should

be denied everything except basic minimum standards for a finite period of time. Only this way
will the Department of Correction be able to truly stop the increasing incidents of spitting and
splashing.
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COBA PROPOSAL #2: Restoration of Punitive Segregation in Limited
Circumstances
The City of New York widely publicized its goal of "reforming" the Department of Correction. One
of these "reform" measures was to eliminate the use of punitive segregation --- a tool widely
misrepresented as solitary confinement---- for 16-21-year olds. The use of punitive segregation
for the adult inmate population over age 21 was also severely limited. We do not seek to debate

the pros and cons of punitive segregation. However, the elimination and limitation of punitive
segregation has directly led to an increase in violence (as reported in the Mayor's Management
Report 2013-2017). The problem is clear: in an unbelievable display of poor management and
oversight both the Department of Correction and Board of Correction eliminated punitive

segregation - an effective violence deterrence tool --- without a plan to fill the void that was
left. The Department of Correction failed to implement any alternate measures that could

effectively deter violence and violation of the rules. Programs such as Secured Unit, ESH, the

Transitional Restorative Unit {TRU) or Second Chance are void of disciplinary sanctions and fail
to address the underlying reason for why an inmate is being placed in such programs or units.

Thus, the Department of Correction's mission to reduce the use of punitive segregation has
actually empowered inmates to further commit crimes while incarcerated because they know that
there is no further penalty, accountability or deterrent to his/her unlawful behavior beyond being
detained in jail or criminally prosecuted.
COBA recommends that the Department of Correction consider reinstating some form of punitive
segregation for 19 to 21-year-old inmates in very limited circumstance - against those who
commit serious offenses. We recommend this measure be used only when absolutely necessary
and for the shortest duration and in the least restrictive manner possible. We also ask that its use
be coupled with what we refer to above as "inmate disciplinary sanctions". For example, if
inmate disciplinary sanctions don't work then and only then should punitive segregation be used

Further, if punitive segregation doesn't work inmates
(regardless of age), should be removed from our custody and turned over to the DOH/MH or a
separate facility should be created to house them. This facility should be operated by the
on inmates 19-21 years of age.

DOH/MH and other health care professionals with Correction Officers providing security and
escort only (Los Angeles has a model of such a facility).
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COBA PROPOSAL #3: Inmate Idleness Reduction
As an incentive and deterrent, COBA recommends that the Board of Correction consider
standards for idleness reduction for inmates. Too often Department of Correction programs
come and go with little measurable effect. In fact, the Department of Correction implements
many of its programs in a bubble. Further, we understand that the Department of Correction has
earned a less than optimal track record for submitting Monthly Management Reports in a timely
and accurate manner and has been reluctant to enact measures to truly measure program
effectiveness. We urge the Board of Correction to hold the Department of Correction
accountable for that.

If programs are to be continued, we need programs that will stand longer than any one
administration and provide stability for staff and inmates. The Department of Correction should
mandate programs that foster teamwork and good sportsmanship.

COBA PROPOSAL #4: Other Disciplinary Sanctions
There are many other disciplinary sanctions such as 1.) Being locked in their cells for 4, 6, 8 hours
or an entire tour 2.) Receiving a non-contact visit for a specified number of times and other
disciplinary sanctions to be explored by all parties involved.

COBA PROPOSAL #5: A Summit of all Stakeholders
While we believe that our overview accurately reflects how to improve the security and safety
for Correction Officers, staff and inmates alike, it is time for all the stakeholders to be in the same
room, at the same time to discuss these issues of great importance. Through real conversation
and dialogue, we are confident we can obtain great results and stop the insanity. In the near
future we will be inviting each of you to attend a meeting of all stakeholders to address these
issues.
In closing, we urge you to say "NO" to the current slate of failing progr.ams and policies, and
say "YES" to true progress as embodied in COBA's proposals. These proposals are the real

deterrents. These proposals are real measures that will effectively curb jail violence and
increase safety. These proposals will, if given a chance to succeed, have a tremendous positive
impact on the New York City Department of Correction. Please give these proposals serious
consideration.
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I am the Director of Legal Affairs for the Correction Officers’ Benevolent
Association, Inc. (“COBA”). I write on behalf of President Elias Husamudeen. Neither I
nor the President of COBA have received any reply to our November 20, 2019 letter
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INTRODUCTION: SEGREGATION
Segregating inmates for infractions should only be used as a last resort where it
will adjust aberrant behavior or keep others safe. It was a practice often overused by
the New York City Department of Correction (“DOC”) for a wider degree of infractions
than necessary, and the backlash in rulemaking at the New York City Board of
Correction (“BOC”) during the past several years has been just as exaggerated as its
prior overuse.
Except for a short time in mid-summer 2017, the rate of violent incidents at the
DOC has increased in each period documented by the Judicially appointee Nunez
monitor and his team. Then again, we have all recently learned that the DOC’s figures
themselves have been questioned within the DOC as bogus.1
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“Rikers Con Job”, NY Daily News, September 10, 2018, Annexed as Ex. “A.”
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According to the DOC, the rate of violence is calculated using a facility’s average daily
population. That rate now stands at twice what it was when the consent decree went into
effect in 2015.
This is not correlated to increased violence at the hands of staff towards inmates at all.
So, what are the other variables that have changed besides the decreased number of inmates?
One factor is that the remanded detainee population face more egregious charges and often
gang affiliated. Another aspect is that young detainees – mostly men - have been moved into
an environment for their improvement and benefit. However the violence statistics for youth
have spiked as well.
Of course, segregation has been abolished, reduced, and expunged in many cases.
COBA has long warned that this removal of consequences could give free rein for inmates to
hurt one other and staff. Could there be a correlation, let alone some causation mixed in? To
ignore this possibility continues a factually false and flawed revisionist narrative. This, in the
face of reformers insisting upon evidenced-based solutions. The evidence is in and should end
for the moment any discussion of revising any housing changes for violent inmates unless it is
to restore more restrictive housing alternatives. As discussed below, the very falsified figures
propelling further change needs a deep dive before any security-impacting changes are made.

THE LAW
The principled approach informing the zeitgeist against incarceration is not misplaced.
However, not everyone has gotten the message and people continue to be arrested for some
very serious matters. Judges often remand them into the custody of the DOC without bail for
a variety of issues – largely based on keeping the public safe. Insofar as safety in jails, the DOC
is legally bound to take reasonable measures to protect ALL inmates from violence.
Historically, and throughout this country and similarly situated countries, violent individuals
have been controlled by separation, restricted movement and limited access to vulnerable
inmates and staff.
The United States Supreme Court has ruled that if jail officials know of a substantial
risk of harm to a person in custody, but knowingly disregard the risk by failing to take
reasonable measures to abate it, the officials may be found liable. Indeed, federal courts in
New York have squarely addressed this as concerns the DOC and Rikers.2

See, Shuford v. City of New York, 09 Civ. 0945 (PKC)(SDNY) and Fisher v. Koehler, 83 Civ. 2128
(MEL)(SDNY).
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As the record of settlements and suits against the City have borne out, the inability to
take reasonable measures to protect inmates from violence in this “reform era” has cost lawabiding taxpayers more than ever before.
Constitutional protections for inmates aside, state law applies to protect DOC
employees – Correction Officers – according to a recent decision by Hon. Ruben Franco in
Correction Officers’ Benevolent Association v. City of New York:
[ The] DOC has failed to address what is a small population of predatory
inmates who cause the largest number and gravest types of injuries to
correction officers, as well as others within
the system.
...
[The City] has not shown that DOC has implemented the controls
mandated by the WVPP, or conducted risk assessments for incidents of
violence, or diffused areas of concern by taking mitigating steps, such as
considering the propensities of a part of the jail population . . ..
These propensities for violence were the subject of that 2016 lawsuit. These issues
were of particular concern since October 11, 2016. That is the date on which Mayor DeBlasio
usurped his own Commissioner’s authority and unilaterally announced an end to punitive
segregation for young adults aged 19-21.3
Lawsuits and settlements against the City and DOC workman’s compensation claims
have spiked. And yet the Mayor has offered no effective replacement, and no replacement has
since been found. Yet all indications suggest this shuttering of restrictive housing, as an
option is at least one factor upon which the spike of violence has hinged.
While DeBlasio’s press release4 touted it as a reform -- “New York City becomes first in
nation to reform practice for young adults”-- it ought to have been titled “New York City
recklessly abolishes crucial tool relied upon to keep City workers safe.”

3

See, Ex.“B” – annexed- Opinion by Joseph Ponte (Fmr. Commissioner NYC DOC) Leading the Way on
Ending Punitive Segregation, Gotham Gazette, October 11, 2016.
4

See Mayor’s Press Release of October 11, 2016, annexed as Ex. “C.”
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The rushed reform enterprise was undermined by the data we know now proves how
wrong the term “reform” was in this case. As one sorely missed New York politician put it,
“everyone is entitled to his own opinion, but not entitled to his own facts.” Again, it bears
pointing out that only by “fudging” the facts was the opinion even “entitled” to be uttered.
To date neither the Mayor nor any of those “assuming” supervisory and security roles
over the DOC have had even a spark of an effective suggestion to replace segregating violent
individuals. Indeed, the BOC itself in its rulemaking is inert. Throughout the lengthy rulemaking package the Department is directed to “do something” in the most difficult of areas.
They expect this in the face of the DOC’s inability to have reform options work during the
2015 – 2019 period. The Board then has the temerity to reserve the right to “veto” security
measures. This, based on the thinking of those like Dr. Bobby Cohen – a professional amateur
in the world of Jail oversight.
These issues will be further discussed when appropriate in a future submission by
COBA. However others have yet to be heard in pointing out the deficiencies of these proposed
changes to how inmates are housed. And, again, it would be useful to this ongoing public
comment period to know what correction professionals have informed the Board’s principled
rule-making in order to weigh those opinions properly.
The Mayor, so-called “reform” advocates and the BOC have a fuzzy goal in mind. They
just don’t have a soupçon of a hint of how to achieve that goal besides turning New York City into
Oslo5. And, while all of this uncertainty continues, the City of New York continues to rack up
larger and larger pay-outs in inmate lawsuits because the DOC has little will and fewer tools to keep
inmates safe as the law requires.
THE FACTS
It comes as no surprise to DOC staff that since 2015 a tiny and violent population has
ramped up assaults since “reform.” After spending $27 million dollars on private consultants
the City was left holding a bag of hot air and little else. Hired in 2015, and concluding their
magic act in 2017, the McKinsey group produced figures showing a drop in violence that were
unable to be verified. Expensive Smoke and Mirrors.

5

New York’s Jails Are Failing. Is the Answer 3,600 Miles Away?, New York Times November 12, 2019,
last accessed November 19, 2019. https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/12/nyregion/nyc-rikersnorway.html
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In the same period when an expensive private contractor was making facts up, the DOC
lost almost its entire senior staff:
* DOC Commissioner Joseph Ponte;
* Chief of Staff Jeffrey Thamkittikasem;
* Chief of Department Martin Murphy;
* Chief of Security Turhan Gumusdere;
* Deputy Commissioner for Strategic Planning Shirvahana Gobin;
* Deputy Commissioner of the Investigative Division Gregory Kuczinski;
* Senior Deputy Commissioner Charles Daniels;
* Deputy Commissioner of Operations Errol Toulon;
* Assistant Commissioner Keith Taylor; and,
* Deputy Commissioner Nichole Adams-Flores.
It is more than fair to aver that the results of the “Restart” and other programs paraded by
the above individuals during the 2015 – 2018 period were lies, failures and downplayed a rise in jail
violence which put everyone in DOC’s facilities at serious risk. In fact, according to the Nunez
Monitor’s April 2017 report, the five jails where the “Restart” program was a crowning jewel
“account for the largest amount of missing documentation for incidents analyzed from August
to October 2016 . . . (and) account for the largest number of incidents.” Indeed, Ponte and
Thamittikasem testified to the City Council in March 2017 during budget hearings using these
already questioned and debunked numbers. Those figures were never since used to support
reform efforts.
The perverse fact is that the historic removal of a necessary tool – punitive segregation
for the tiny (>100) minority of very violent young adults and adults – has since caused the
increased need to use of punitive segregation. Under the Bloomberg administration the BOC
tried to tie the use of punitive segregation to an increase in violence. Now, Bloomberg is going
national and all that is clear from that period is that the drop in punitive segregation has been
met with an increase in serious violence against staff. This is because – notwithstanding the
valid argument that the mental health of a NORMAL young person may be impacted by
segregation – the mentality of these young mostly gang-affiliated members is already well set.
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To ignore out of hand the possibility that these offenders defy the studies relied on by
principled critics is provable brinksmanship. And yet the only option offered is to head
further down the rabbit hole.
So, notwithstanding reform efforts, the poor oversight and pretended management of
the DOC by the BOC (and reliance upon input by anonymous inmate advocates) has resulted
in increased violence. The irony is not missed on Correction Officers that the attempt to
reform and “humanize” the jails has lead to increased infractions where inmates dehumanize
themselves and others– especially where inmate-on-inmate violence is concerned. Four years
into this social experiment, academic arguments about the wholesale ineffectiveness of
segregation have now been tested and found wanting.
COBA finds that the DOC and BOC have failed to keep people safe. This current rulemaking process is rushed. Such a security matter is being rushed. That rush is very
dangerous. It is not rooted in best outcomes for those concerned and only can benefit some
individuals and politicians who never interact with the jails or their population.
Respectfully Submitted,
/s/
Marc Alain Steier, Esq.
Director of Legal Affairs, COBA
Encl.
Cc: Elias Husamudeen, President of COBA
COBA Executive Board
NYC Board of Correction Members
DOC Correction Captain’s Association
DOC Warden and Deputy Warden’s Association
New York City Police Benevolent Association
DOC Commissioner Cynthia Brann
Steve Martin, Esq., Nunez Monitor
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EXHIBIT “A”
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Staff concerns about sketchy data ignored
in McKinsey’s mysterious $27 million
mission to rein in violence on Rikers Island
By Chelsia Rose Marcius and Stephen Rex Brown
New York Daily News |
Sep 09, 2019 | 10:00 PM
Department of Corrections Commissioner Joseph
Ponte (right) and his chief of staff, Jeff Thamkittikasem (left) at a hearing on
Corrections issues in 2017. (Jefferson Siegel/New York Daily News)

Department of Correction brass publicly touted data showing a sharp decline

in jail violence produced by the controversial consulting firm McKinsey &
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Company — and ignored internal concerns that the numbers were bogus,
emails obtained by the Daily News reveal.
Then-Commissioner Joseph Ponte hired consultant McKinsey in 2015 to help
implement “an anti-violence reform agenda” as the troubled agency adjusted to
oversight by a federal monitor. The first contract with the consulting firm was for
$5.9 million. By the time McKinsey’s work was complete in April 2017, its contract
had ballooned to $27 million.
But internal DOC emails and court documents obtained by The News show
staffers repeatedly questioned the McKinsey figures showing a drop in violence in
some Rikers jails — including one stat touted by Ponte and Chief of Staff Jeff
Thamkittikasem that reported a miraculous 70% decline in violence through what
was called the “Restart” initiative at two Rikers facilities.
Senior DOC staff, including current Commissioner Cynthia Brann, appear to
have given up referring to the 70% figure. The Restart program hasn’t been
referenced publicly by the agency since mid-2017.

In this file photo, New York City Mayor Bill de Blasio, second from left, listens as Department of
Corrections Commissioner Joseph Ponte speaks during a news conference as on Rikers Island in
New York, Thursday, March 12, 2015. The mayor unveiled a comprehensive plan to curb jail
violence after a visit to the problem-plagued Rikers Island jail complex. (Seth Wenig/AP)
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“We found there were significant errors in the McKinsey formulas,” a former senior
DOC official said.
“We realized these numbers were not accurate.”
The “Restart” project involved emptying and renovating portions of troubled jail
facilities. In theory, McKinsey’s sophisticated metrics helped determine the ideal
inmate population that would return to a gleaming new facility overseen by retrained
staff offering new programs and services.
Behind the scenes, emails show Thamkittikasem and Ponte were included in
discussions in early 2017 about McKinsey’s “erroneous metrics” that could not be
reproduced by DOC staff.
“We are waiting on the documentation related to the nature of the queries and the
methodology used to manipulate the data," then-Deputy Commissioner Shirvahana
Gobin wrote in an email to McKinsey senior partner Benjamin Cheatham, in April
2017. She copied the note to Ponte and Thamkittikasem.
“As you can imagine, frustrations are brewing and time is running out.”
Two months later, DOC project specialist Kyle McDonnell wrote colleagues that
serious disparities between McKinsey and Correction Department data sets “still
persist.”
“Validity of currently reported data is questionable, and is not liable to stand up to
audit,” he wrote.
Correction officials alerted McKinsey to the "erroneous metrics as early as March
2017,” he noted.
Gobin was among at least five DOC staffers who argued an invoice from McKinsey
should not be paid because problems with its data were not resolved, emails show.
Despite the concerns, Thamkittikasem signed off on a $973,941 payment to
McKinsey on June 5, 2017.
“We stand by the 70% number and consider this matter closed. Any allegation that
DOC falsified data is patently false,” a DOC spokesman told The News on Monday.
The agency said it could not withhold payments to McKinsey because the firm had
fulfilled the terms of its contract.
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Gobin, who resigned and was recently fined $20,000 for misuse of city resources in
an unrelated matter, declined comment.
Thamkittikasem, now the director of the Mayor’s Office of Operations, is part of a
task force dedicated to one of Mayor de Blasio’s most important initiatives: closing
Rikers Island.
He played dumb in a Nov. 2018 deposition when asked if staff had ever questioned
the data.
“Did anyone at DOC ever tell you that they did not believe the numbers or they
thought the numbers were not accurate in any way?” attorney Rocco Avallone
asked.
“No,” Thamkittikasem replied.
Avallone, questioning Thamkittikasem in connection with a discrimination suit
brought by three high-ranking former DOC officials, continued to prod.
“Did anybody complain that the numbers were inaccurate?” Avallone asked.
“Internally, I don’t believe so,” he answered.
“Whatever data we brought we believed was accurate,” he added, referring to City
Hall briefings on violence.
The emails and deposition were provided by former DOC sources who wished to
remain anonymous. Thamkittikasem declined comment.
A top correction officer union official said it should have been a crime for Correction
Department officials to play down the seriousness of Rikers violence with inaccurate
data.
“If one of our Correction Officers did this, they would have been fired and
immediately charged with a crime,” said Elias Husamudeen, president of the
Correction Officers Benevolent Association. “Downplaying the rise in jail violence
puts the lives of everyone in our facilities at serious risk.”
Sources working for DOC at the time said Thamkittikasem’s advocacy for McKinsey
perplexed colleagues who questioned the quality of the firm’s work.
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The company, which made $10 billion in revenue in 2018, has recently faced
scrutiny for helping polish the image of authoritarian governments around the world.
McKinsey did not respond to requests for comment.
In public testimony, Thamkittikasem touted the incredible decline in violence at the
George R. Vierno Center and George Motchan Detention Center, which were pilots
for the Restart model.
Thamkittikasem “reported violence in these units is down by over 70% and assaults
on staff are down by 82%, as compared to other housing units,” according to
minutes from an Oct. 2016 Board of Correction meeting.
The sketchy stat was cited again in a March 2017 budget report by the City
Council’s Committee on Fire and Criminal Justice Services.
“Violence was down approximately 70% in the GRVC [George R. Vierno Center]
Model Facility units in 2016 with McKinsey’s support,” the report noted.

A correction officer at Rikers Island's George R. Vierno Center. (James Keivom/New York Daily
News)

On May 8, 2017 – over a month after being alerted to the issues with the violence
stats — Ponte went before the same committee and cited the same figure to
describe declines in violence at four Rikers facilities.
A source said DOC abandoned those stats only one month later. The News was
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unable to find any mention of the figures in public testimony or reports to various
oversight agencies after that period.
Commissioner Brann described a “sudden spike in violence” at GMDC [George
Motchan Detention Center] in the summer of 2016 in a July letter to the Board of
Correction, seemingly contradicting earlier statements about the decline in
bloodshed.
The claim of a 70% reduction in violence does not appear in any of the federal
monitor reports.
Around the same time Ponte and Thamkittikasem touted the decline in violence
through the Restart model to the Board of Correction and City Council, the federal
monitor reported violence in many of those same facilities was up — and missing
documentation.
Rikers facilities involved in the Restart program were among five jails that “account
for the largest amount of missing documentation for incidents analyzed from August
to October 2016. Not surprisingly, they also generally account for the largest
number of incidents,” the monitor, Steve Martin, wrote in April 2017.
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EXHIBIT “B”
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Leading the Way on Ending Punitive Segregation
by Joseph Ponte

Today, the New York City Department of Correction formally ended the practice of punitive segregation for
young adults ages 19 through 21 years old, resulting in the complete elimination of punitive segregation, which
some call solitary confinement, for inmates ages 16 through 21 in our custody. This is an unprecedented
milestone in New York State correctional history and, even more important, across the nation. To date, no
other city or state has accomplished comparable punitive-segregation reforms for the 19-21 year-old age group.
As Commissioner of the NYC Department of Correction, I understand this has not been easy, and something
that has required us to methodically implement, test, and refine options that ensure the safety of our staff and
inmates. However, I am extremely proud of what our uniform and non-uniform staff have accomplished by
reforming our punitive-segregation practices and policies.
When I became Commissioner in April 2014, there were almost 600 people in punitive segregation and a
backlog of over 1,700 people. And violence in our jails was on the rise. On October 6, we had 124 inmates in
all forms of punitive housing -- a reduction of nearly 80% over two years. We accomplished this by creating
non-punitive, incentive-based alternatives to safely manage inmate behavior.
And we have done all this while still reducing violence in our jails.
We started our reforms even before the U.S. Attorney for the Southern District, Preet Bharara, issued a report
in August 2014 that concluded that “DOC relies far too heavily on punitive segregation as a disciplinary
measure” and before we negotiated the agreement in the federal lawsuit Nunez v. City of New York, which
was approved by a judge in October 2015.
Through a raft of initiatives, we fundamentally transformed the use of punitive segregation for all age groups.
When we ended punitive segregation for adolescent inmates aged 16-17 in December 2014, and later, for 18year-old inmates in June 2016, we created therapeutic alternatives to help them manage their behavior.
For the adolescents, these comprise Second Chance Housing and Transitional Restorative Units (TRU), which
feature higher staffing levels – one officer to five inmates in Second Chance and one to two or even one to one
in TRU. The officers in these units receive training on youth brain development, crisis prevention and
management, and trauma-informed care practices for adolescents.
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Inmates in these programs are afforded enhanced programming and counseling to better their life skills and job
prospects and a behaviorally based incentive system enables them to earn privileges and commissary points.
For young adults aged 18-21, we have also created Second Chance and TRU units, but we have added two
levels of management.
“Secure Housing” is designed to safely house young adults who are engaging in serious violence and assaultive
behavior -- closely supervising them while providing individualized therapeutic programming for their
behavioral needs.
For persistently violent young adult offenders, such as those who have seriously assaulted staff or stabbed or
slashed other inmates, we have created special young adult units of Enhanced Supervision Housing, where
inmates spend seven structured hours daily out of cell. Similar to adolescents, they are provided a behaviorally
based incentive system that enables them to earn more privileges and eventually move back into the general
population.
Using punitive segregation less means using it as a more targeted and meaningful tool.
Through rule-making with our partners at the Board of Correction, our oversight body, we have made punitive
segregation more effective and fair.
Inmates no longer serve any time that was accrued during a previous incarceration. A tiered system ensures
that only serious, violent infractions earn full punitive-segregation time.
With few exceptions, we have capped the maximum sentence to 30 days and have limited the number of days
one can spend in segregation to 60 days in any single six-month period.
It’s a significant accomplishment to have done this while continuing to push a downward trend in violence
throughout the Department through comprehensive reform.
In the first eight months of the year, from January to August, the most serious assaults on staff have dropped
40% compared to the same period last year. Overall assaults on staff dropped 17% in that period. Even one
assault on our staff is one too many, so we have a lot of work to do, but the trend is moving in the right
direction.
These reforms also increase inmate safety. Uses of force by officers on inmates that result in serious injury
dropped by 40% in the first eight months of the year, largely because of our de-escalation training.
The bottom line is that, contrary to the assertions of some, you don’t need overwhelming numbers of inmates
in punitive segregation to make jails safer. Heavy use of segregation does not prevent violence or deter it,
particularly in the younger age groups. In fact, it may make matters worse. The latest research on brain
development shows that punitive segregation is inappropriate for individuals aged 21 and under.
In New York, we are proud to have made history by ending punitive segregation for our youngest offenders
and curtailing its overuse for all others – all while providing safer alternatives that support both staff and
inmates.
***
Joseph Ponte is New York City Correction Commissioner. On Twitter @CorrectionNYC.
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EXHIBIT “C”
Mayor de Blasio and Commissioner Ponte Announce NYC Department of
Correction has Ended Punitive Segregation for Inmates 21 and Under
October 11, 2016
New York City becomes first in nation to reform practice for young adults
NEW YORK—Mayor Bill de Blasio and Commissioner Joseph Ponte today announced the Department of
Correction has ended the practice of punitive segregation for inmates 21 years old and under. The Department
of Correction has created alternative, rehabilitative approaches for managing young inmates’ behavior that
have paved the way for ending a practice that can be counterproductive to the development of young adults.
“Today’s announcement shows that New York City is leading the nation down a new path toward
rehabilitation and safety. Commissioner Ponte has established viable options for managing and disciplining
young inmates that can bring about better outcomes while reducing violence – and has done so years ahead of
other jurisdictions. New Yorkers can be proud that their correctional facilities are pioneering these smarter,
more humane approaches,” said Mayor Bill de Blasio.
“This accomplishment culminates much hard work on the part of our dedicated staff. During the last two years,
the Department created and tested a number of models for safely managing our youngest inmates. Each step of
the way, we assessed our progress and setbacks with safety for staff and inmates foremost in mind.
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Our ending of punitive segregation today is founded upon thoughtful evaluation, flexibility and adjustments
with the needs and safety concerns of staff and young adults front and center,” said Correction Commissioner
Joseph Ponte.
This announcement represents an unprecedented milestone in New York State correctional history and puts the
DOC at the forefront of correctional reform across the nation. No other state has accomplished comparable
punitive-segregation reforms for inmates ages 19 through 21.
The Department ended punitive segregation for 16 and 17 year olds in December 2014 and in June 2016 ended
punitive segregation for 18 year olds. The number of inmates serving punitive segregation sentences has
dropped almost 80 percent since Commissioner Ponte arrived on the job in April 2014, from about 600 to 123
as of October 6. Along with the elimination of punitive segregation for inmates ages 21 and under, the
Department has capped punitive-segregation sentences. The reform comes as violence is dropping throughout
the City’s jails, with two of the most serious violence indicators down 40 percent this year as compared to a
year earlier.
The Department accomplished the reform by creating three therapeutically oriented alternative housing models
for managing the behavior of young inmates, who are responsible for a disproportionate amount of jail
violence. Each housing option – Second Chance, Transitional Restorative Unit (TRU) and Secure – provides a
progressively therapeutic and structured approach for incentivizing positive behavior, with heightened staffing,
programming, and inmate engagement. Today, the Department announced that it is working to adapt its
Enhanced Supervision Housing (ESH) to meet the needs of 18-21 year olds. Transferring the last few young
adults into ESH officially ends punitive segregation for the Department. Young adults ages 18-21 comprise
about 10-12 percent of the jail population but commit about a third of the violence in the City’s jails.
After years of departmental neglect and rising violence under previous administrations, Mayor de Blasio and
Commissioner Ponte embarked on a 14-point anti-violence reform agenda in March 2015. Through an
unprecedented $200 million investment in officer safety reforms to reduce violence in specific facilities and
throughout the Department, DOC has registered a 40 percent drop in the most serious assaults on staff and uses
of force through the first eight months of 2016 as compared to the same period in 2015. “Even a single assault
on staff is unacceptable, but our numbers are moving in the right direction,” said Commissioner Ponte.
Mayor de Blasio and Commissioner Ponte announced a series of officer safety measures in September,
including new contraband scanners, Tasers for supervisors in the Emergency Service Unit and an infusion of
1,200 recruits – the largest class of new officers ever – to decrease overtime
“When young people interact with the correctional system, the stakes are the highest they can be – lives can be
restored or irrevocably derailed by what happens in our jails,” said Manhattan Borough President Gale A.
Brewer. “I thank the mayor and Commissioner Ponte for working to promote more rehabilitative approaches
and phasing out policies that we know have done more harm than good.”
Assembly Member Danny O’Donnell, Chair of the Committee on Corrections, said, “I support the
mayor’s decision to end punitive segregation for young adults in New York City. With this change, this often
vulnerable population will instead participate in rehabilitative programming. I applaud these efforts and hope
that we continue to see progressive changes for young incarcerated adults across the state.”
“New Yorkers in the Big Apple can be proud of today’s announcement which separates New York City from
other state and city administrations where punitive segregation is unfortunately the cruel but usual treatment
meted out to adolescent offenders in their prison systems. Empirical research has repeatedly found such
treatments to be more harmful than useful in positively altering behavior.
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The new approach will not only reduce violence, but will also make our terrible prison systems more humane
and safer for employees who must interact with prisoners regularly throughout their time of incarceration. It is
the right thing to do, and I commend the Mayor and the New York City Department of Corrections for this
bold initiative, which certainly makes New York City a leader in ensuring the respect of human rights in our
prison system,” said Assembly Member Nick Perry, Chair of the Black, Latino and Asian Caucus.
“As a member of the state Assembly Committee on Correction and chair of the Subcommittee on Transitional
Services for released inmates, I applaud this historic move by Mayor de Blasio and Correction Commissioner
Ponte. For too long, our city's correctional system has lagged behind in dealing with serious issues that affect
not only inmates, but the reputation of our city as a forward thinking, progressive urban center. I look forward
to working with Mayor de Blasio and his administration to bring about even further – and much needed –
reforms to the city's correctional system,” said Assembly Member Luis Sepulveda.
"I commend Mayor De Blasio and the NYC Department of Correction for ending punitive segregation for our
incarcerated young adults. This is a well thought out, thoroughly examined plan that brings meaningful reforms
to confinement. Said Assembly Member Jeffrion Aubry. "The torture of punitive confinement and its
negative effects on our youngsters in particular are damaging, long-lasting, and can significantly permeate their
adult years. I'm thrilled that the Mayor and the Commissioner have put forth a plan that balances the safety of
staff and the rehabilitation of our youth. Though this change has been a longtime coming, it is no doubt a
significant milestone on the road to a more humane form of confinement."
“Ending punitive segregation for our youngest inmates is a victory for due process and prisoners’ rights,” said
Council Member Corey Johnson, Chair of the Committee on Health. “Our goal must be to build a
correctional system that reduces recidivism. Inhumane punishments will not help us bring down rates of
recidivism and they do not make our City safer, so this reform is wise and much needed. I commend Mayor de
Blasio, Commissioner Ponte and our City’s correctional officers for leading our city in the direction of
progress and justice.”
“JustLeadershipUSA (JLUSA) and our allies have adamantly called for the Mayor to eliminate the practice of
punitive segregation for young adults. Prolonged segregation for anyone, but especially for young people, is
counter-productive as well as cruel. This form of confinement makes people suffer without making Rikers safe
for detainees or correction officers. While we continue to demand the closure of Rikers Island, JLUSA thanks
the Mayor for his leadership in moving New York City’s jail system towards being more fair, humane and
just,” said Glenn E. Martin, President of JustLeadershipUSA.
pressoffice@cityhall.nyc.gov
(212) 788-2958
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COBA’s 1st submission in Response to
BOC’s Draft Restrictive Housing Rulemaking
Request to Extend Rulemaking Period

To Interim Chair Sherman, Ms. Ovesey and Members of the Board:
I am the Director of Legal Affairs for the Correction Officers’ Benevolent
Association, Inc. (“COBA”) whose 10,000 plus active members are continuing to
bear the brunt of the myopic and lemming-like march into the abyss that this
Board confuses with real jail reform.
This submission is the first of several from this union concerning the
proposed rulemaking first announced on October 29, 2019 with public
comment extended until January 3, 2020 and a public hearing inexplicably
scheduled prior to the end of the written comment period on December 2, 2019.
COBA again – after repeated emails, conversations and one published
letter to this Board– respectfully requests that the Board publicly announce that
it will extend this process at least 6 months – until June, 2020 – so as to weigh
the many issues at play. This is a process, like the prior one in 2014-15, that
requires thoughtful and careful analysis prior to improvidently making any
rules that may make things worse for all concerned. The BOC proposes a
package of comprehensive rule changes that clearly took many months to put
together; so why the need to cram down rule-making in two months? Is this
rush by the Board fueled by purely political considerations? If so it is almost
certain to spur litigation by either or both inmate advocates and the unionized
workers. What is certain is that the unions and their membership have had no
say in the complex process thus far prior to announcing a rushed process.
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These concerns include but are hardly limited to:
*- Historic highs of violence by inmates on staff and other inmates;1
*- Flawed self-serving mis-reporting of violence figures by the Department of
Correction;2
*- COBA’s recent victory in defeating the City’s Motion to Dismiss in a State Supreme
Court matter concerning the Department’s failure to keep its workers safe;3 and,
*- The complete failure or the Board of Correction to disclose to the public the identity
and input from the “30 organizations and individuals” mentioned4 in the BOC’s
Housing Revision package.
The published claims by the BOC that input was had from this union is
disingenuous. Once again the Board’s narrative begins on a false and sour note. In
addition to being untrue, the BOC also ignores over 20 unions in the DOC’s system.
Nothing in the 128 pages posted the day before the October BOC meeting reflects
anything that might be considered to protect the rights of workers to a safe workplace
– let alone any non-existent input from the uniformed members of service so
thoroughly vilified in and out of Board meetings and in the press.
Were COBA to have had any input, it would have included working correction
professionals, and not only academics. Instead, the Board seemingly relied on cherrypicked information such as what was gleaned in the recent bizarre junket to visit the
1 Correction Bd., Others Upbraid DOC Reply to Federal Monitor's Report, November 14, 2019,
The Chief Leader last accessed November 19, 2019.
https://thechiefleader.com/news/news_of_the_week/correction-bd-others-upbraid-doc-replyto-federal-monitor-s/article_bc426c56-0746-11ea-8dc5-3b500e3fa4cc.html

“Rikers Con Job”, NY Daily News, September 10, 2018 last accessed November 19, 2019.
https://www.nydailynews.com/new-york/ny-mckinsey-rikers-violence-data-201909103mwj7vmocba35cqhv4wto2sqpa-story.html
2

3 See Decision of Judge Ruben Franco in Correction Officers v. City of New York, Bronx Supreme,
0024054/2016, a true and correct copy of which is annexed.

[

4 Page 4, “(t)he proposed rules are the result of extensive fact-finding in 2017-2018, including
discussions with 30 organizations and individuals . . . [and the] Correction Officers’ Benevolent
Association (COBA). A list of these individuals and organizations would be useful – for the sake
of actual transparency – and are the subject of a FOIL request on the Board of Correction.
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prisons (not jails) in Norway—a country whose civil society in every way is the polar
opposite of that here in New York City.5
The request here is simple: please announce a robust and realistic period for
actual debate and discussion of the values and expected outcomes at play in current
rule-making by the Board. The safety of real people – not volunteer board members
and politicians- is at stake in the criminal justice system in New York City.

Respectfully Submitted,
/s/
Marc Alain Steier, Esq.
Director of Legal Affairs, COBA
Encl.
Cc: Elias Husamueen, President of COBA
NYC Board of Correction Members
DOC Correction Captain’s Association
DOC Warden and Deputy Warden’s Association
New York City Police Benevolent Association
New York City Corporation Counsel
DOC Commissioner Cynthia Brann
NYC Mayor’s Office of Criminal Justice
Steve Martin, Esq., Nunez Monitor
DOC non- uniformed unions

New York’s Jails Are Failing. Is the Answer 3,600 Miles Away?, New York
Times November 12, 2019, last accessed November 19, 2019.
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/12/nyregion/nyc-rikers-norway.html
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NEW YORK CITY BOARD OF COLLECTIVE BARGAINING

-----------------

---------------------------X

CORRECTION OFFICERS' BENEVOLENT
ASSOCIATION,

VERIFIED IMPROPER
PRACTICE PETITION

Petitioner
-againstTHE CITY OF NEW YORK,
Respondent.

----------------------------------------------·---------X
CORRECTION OFFICERS' BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION ("COBA" or "union"), by
its attorneys, KOEHLER & ISAACS LLP, as and for a Verified Improper Practice Petition
pursuant to Section 12-306 of the New York City Collective Bargaining Law ("CBL") and
Section 1.07 of Title 61 of the Rules of the City of New York, aver and allege as follows:

INTRODUCTION
1.

This Verified Improper Practice Petition seeks an order from the New York City Board of
Collective Bargaining requiring New York City ("City") and its Board of Corrections
("BOC" or "Department") to cease and desist from considering, passing or enforcing its
proposed rule pertaining to Restrictive Housing. The proposed rule will continue the
BOC's several year practice of tying the hands of Department of Correction ("DOC")
officials in attempting to reign in the most violent individuals subject to DOC detention.
The BOC has restricted the use of punitive segregation without adequate alternatives and,
as documented the City's own management reports violence against COBA represented
Correction Officers continues unabated in the City's jails.

This violence is directly

related to the absence and limitations on punitive segregation and threatens everyone in
the jail community, whether civilian employees, uniformed staff or other incarcerated

persons. As there are direct, present, ongoing and substantial threats to the safety of
COBA represented Correction Officers, the City must bargain with the union prior to the
adoption or implementation of any rules by the BOC, a City agency, that restricts or
eliminates this valuable safety tool. For these reasons, as explained in greater detail
below, this Petition should be granted.

PARTIES
2.

COBA is certified employee organization as that term is defined by Section 12-303(1) of
the CBL representing DOC employees in the civil service title of Correction Officer.

3.

The City is a public employer as that term is defined by Section 12-303(g) of the CBL
and the sole employer of CO BA-represented employees.

AS AND FOR A VIOLATION OF THE CBL
4.

The BOC is a nine member panel with three appointees of the Mayor, three appointees of
the New York City Council and three appointees selected by the Mayor following joint
nomination by the presiding justices of the First and Second Departments of Appellate
Division of the New York State Supreme Court. NYC Charter,§ 626(a).

5.

The BOC is empowered under the New York City Charter to establish "minimum
standards" for the operation of the municipal jails under the DOC's jurisdiction. NYC
Charter,§ 626(e). Specifically,
The board shall establish minimum standards for the care, custody,
correction, treatment, supervision, and discipline of all persons
held or confined under the jurisdiction of the department; and it
shall promulgate such minimum standards in rules and regulations
after giving the mayor and commissioner [of Correction] an
opportunity to review and comment on the proposed standards, or
amendments or additions to such standards.
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6.

The BOC is an agency of the City under applicable provisions of the City Charter. See
NYC Charter§§ 1041(2), 1150(2).

7.

The BOC has long disregarded the safety and security of Correction Officers. It has done
so by removing disincentives and preventative measures to prevent inmates from
assaulting Correction Officers without providing meaningful replacements. The seminal
act, which has had wide ranging repercussions, in this pattern of disregard was the
adoption of Rule 1-17 (effective February 20, 2015). 40 RCNY § 1-17. That Rule
eliminated punitive segregation for adolescents and young adults and provided no
substitute punitive measures. 40 RCNY 1-17(6)(1 ). Rule 1-17 also limited the amount of
time inmates eligible for punitive segregation could be placed there. 40 RCNY 1-17(d).
Although the Rule permits extensions of time in punitive segregation, the burdens placed
on management and BOC's general hostility to punitive segregation has had a chilling
effect on DOC management's willingness to extend the time spent in punitive
segregation. Rule 1-1 7 also prevents the DOC from implementing punitive segregation
on re-incarcerated inmates from violations occurring from prior incarcerations. 40 RCNY
1-17(g). Thus, even though DOC management may know, based on a prior incarceration,
that an inmate has a propensity for assaultive behavior, the DOC may not place that
inmate in punitive segregation until s/he commits a current violation.

8.

An inmate in punitive segregation is "held under lock in for up to twenty three (23) hours
a day, except when participating in daily recreation or other mandated services." See
Exhibit A, at p. 1. This lock-in severely limits the inmate's opportunity for interaction
with others consequently limiting the opportunity to assault others, including, obviously,
Correction Officers. Punitive segregation is the "most restrictive security status." Id., at p.
3

17. Inmates in punitive segregation receive their meals while locked in their cells through
a food slot with a device designed to "prevent inmates from disturbing the institutional
feeding by placing their hands in the food slots. Id., at pp. 17, 22. These inmates are
subject to heightened search requirements including strip and electronic searches of their
person and "regular and frequent" searches of their living quarters. Id. Additionally,
when leaving their cell, these inmates are subject to behind the back handcuffing. Id. at p.
18. All of these precautions significantly limit the likelihood of an assault on staff and,
consequently, restrictions or exclusions from punitive segregation creates a less safe work
environment for officers.
9.

Having drastically curtailed the effective tool of punitive segregation, the BOC was
forced to develop alternatives so that highly assaultive inmates could be housed in a
manner that would separate them from more compliant inmates. 40 RCNY § 1-17. Rule
1-16 (also effective February 20, 2015) established "Enhanced Supervision Housing"
("ESH") for such inmates. Rule 1-16, however, contains no punitive component either as
a response to the conduct that caused the ESH assignment or for misconduct committed
while housed in ESH. Even assuming ESH housing to constitute a punitive action, the
Rule contains an arbitrary cap of 250 inmates who may be housed in ESH at any time. 40
RCNY § 1-l 7(c)(4). This cap eliminates whatever minimal deterrent effect ESH may
have. Additionally, adolescents and young adult inmates, who were and are responsible
for a disproportionate amount of jail violence, are excluded from ESH again limiting the
rule's deterrent effect. 40 RCNY § 1-17(c)(l).

Instead, inmates prone to violence are

placed in programs with a reward component, programs not available to those inmates
who refrain from violent activities. These programs reward assaults with pizza parties,
4

guest

speakers,

including fonner National

Football

League quarterback Colin

Kaepemick, drama lessons from the Stella Adler Studio of Acting, video games and cable
television.
10.

Under pressure from the BOC, the DOC, has failed to use punitive segregation even
where it is available. The DOC's effort to instill alternatives to punitive segregation
through the adoption of special housing units, its decision to house particularly violent
inmates in a former infirmary, and its use of a reward without punishment system to
incentivize inmates have all failed to quell violent behavior, failed to protect officers, and
failed to prevent intradepartmental recidivism. The DOC's reform agenda, known as the
"14 Point Plan," adopted under former Commissioner Joseph Ponte and continued under
current Commissioner Cynthia Brann further disregards officer safety.

The DOC's

reluctance to place inmates accused of violating jail rules, including assaults on staff and
weapon possession, in pre-hearing detention pending infraction hearings further
empowers them to commit acts of violence against officers. All these acts of neglect are
a result of the BOC's failed efforts with respect to punitive segregation.
11.

The absence of punitive segregation and effective alternative housing directly
immediately lead to assaults on staff. Examples are many and a review of inmate assaults
on officers since the adoption of Rule 1-17 reveals a disturbing pattern of dimini.shed
offer safety.

12.

On March 3, 2015, eleven days after the adoption of Rule 1-17, inmate Raleek Young,
who was convicted for raping a 13 year old girl broke into the "control bubble,"
physically assaulted a female correction officer and attempted to rape her. Ultimately, the
officer was rescued by other inmates. Upon information and belief Young would have
5

been eligible for punitive segregation on the dates of the assaults absent Rule 1-17 and,
consequently, but for the rule, the assaults would not have occurred
13 .

On or about June 9, 2016, Anthony Romano was assaulted by inmate Sentwali
Laviscount at the Manhattan Detention Center when Romano attempted to conduct a
search of Laviscount prior to a court appearance. However, Laviscount ignored multiple
orders and became hostile, striking Romano in the face. Romano sustained lacerations to
his arm, neck, and face, a knot on forehead (contusion) and ultimately had to be treated
for concussion-like symptoms. Four days later Romano was leaving the MDC clinic
while Laviscount was being evaluated by a doctor. Upon seeing Romano, Laviscount ran
up to him and punched him in the face. Romano fell to the ground and the inmate
continued to assault him. As a result, Romano sustained a fractured nose, laceration to lip
requiring 8 stitches, and a head contusion. Upon information and belief Leviscount would
have been eligible for punitive segregation on the dates of the assaults absent Rule 1-17
and, consequently, but for the rule, the assaults would not have occurred

14.

On August 6, 2016, inmate Mathew Whittington, who was incarcerated on several
charges including assault and arson, assaulted Correction Officer Brian Nurse at the West
Facility, punching him and causing his face to hit the cell door. The next day,
Whittington attacked two more Correction Officers in West Facility. First, he punched
Correction Officer Malik Medina and knocked him unconscious. Then, when Correction
Officer Corey Hughes arrived to assist, Whittington slashed Hughes across his right arm
with a scalpel creating a gash requiring at least 16 stitches. Upon information and belief
Whittington would have been eligible for punitive segregation on the dates of the assaults

6

absent Rule 1-17 and, consequently, but for the rnle, the assaults would not have
occurred.
15.

On October 14, 2016, inmate Jose Hernandez attacked Correction Officer Tiffani Dublin
in the Eric M. Taylor Center ("EMTC"). Hernandez came up to Officer Dublin, and
without any provocation attacked her and knocked her out by throwing multiple punches
hitting her above the left eyebrow, above the right eye, on her left cheek, her right check,
her mouth and chin. As a result of this attack, Officer Dublin sustained two black eyes, a
concussion and permanent injuries to her cervical and thoracic spine including several
bulging discs and inversion of the cervical spine. According to Officer Dublin's doctors,
Hernandez's punches "shook her brain" and they have warned that if she is hit again she
will become paralyzed.

Upon information and belief, Hernandez would have been

eligible for punitive segregation on the date of the assault absent Rule 1-17 and,
consequently, but for the rule, the assault would not have occurred.
16.

On Tuesday, May 9, 2017, there were four assaults at the DOC's Vernon C. Bains
Center. Upon information and belief all the assailants would have been eligible for
punitive segregation on the date of the assaults absent Rule 1-17 and, consequently, but
for the rule, the assault would not have occurred. During August, 2017, inmate Joseph
Cannon attacked a Correction Officer. Upon information and belief, Cannon would have
been eligible for punitive segregation on the date of the assault absent Rule 1-17 and,
consequently, but for the rule, the assault would not have occurred. On Wednesday,
September 6, 2017, Inmate James Casey attacked an officer with a razor blade at
Manhattan Criminal Court. Upon information and belief, Casey would have been eligible
for punitive segregation on the date of the assault absent Rule 1-17 and, consequently, but
7

for the rule, the assault would not have occurred. On Thanksgiving Day, 2017 fift een
gang members, Jed by Jason Reid, Maurice Hennigan and Lyemel Summerville, engaged
in a coordinated assault on Correction Captain Awais Ghauri . Upon information and
belief, Reid, Hennigan and Summerville, among other involved in this assault, would
have been eligible for punitive segregation on the date of the assault absent Rule 1-17
and, consequently, but for the rule, the assault would not have occurred. On December 6,
2017, Elvin Hernandez led a gang attack at the Anna M. Kross Center with two other
inmates during which he threw an officer to the floor and repeatedly punched him in the
face. Upon information and belief, Hernandez and the other assailants would have been
eligible for punitive segregation on the date of the assault absent Rule 1-17 and,
consequently, but for the rule, the assault would not have occurred. During February
2018, Correction Officer Jean Souffrant was brutally attacked by five inmates affiliated
with the Bloods gang, including Steven Espinal, at the George Motchan Detention
Center, breaking his back and causing life threatening brain bleeding. Upon information
and belief, Espinal, among others involved, would have eligible for punitive segregation
on the date of the assault absent Rule 1-17 and, consequently, but for the rule, the assault
would not have occurred. During March 2018, a Correction Officer sustained a broken
nose when attacked by Xavier Blount who punched her in the face when she tried to
break up an inmate fight at the George R. Viemo Center. Upon information and belief,
Blount would have been eligible for punitive segregation on the date of the assault absent
Rule 1-17 and, consequently, but for the rule, the assault would not have occurred. A
week later, two other Correction Officers were assaulted inside the George R. Vierno
Center, with one being slashed several times by inmate Benjamin McMillan.
8

Upon

infonnation and belief, McMillan would have been eligible for punitive segregation on
the date of the assault absent Rule 1-17 and, consequently, but for the rule, the assault
would not have occurred. On March 17, 2018, Inmate J'von Johnson, attacked an officer
and threw scalding water on him causing the officer a broken nose and first and third
degree bums. Upon information and belief, Johnson would have been eligible for
punitive segregation on the date of the assault absent Rule 1-17 and, consequently, but for
the rule, the assault would not have occurred.
17.

On June 6, 2018, inmate Sebastian Colin came out of his cell at the Brooklyn Detention
Center and choked Correction Officer Eric Li. Two weeks later, on June 24, 2018, Colin
was being disruptive in the RNDC gymnasium and officer Bryan Ashendorf attempted to
apply restraints on him. Colin punched Ashendorf on the left side of his head, requiring a
trip to the clinic to tend to injuries in his neck and headaches. Upon information and
belief, Colin would have been eligible for punitive segregation on the dates of the
assaults absent Rule 1-17 and, consequently, but for the rule, the assault would not have
occurred

18.

During the weekend of August 4, 2018, a Correction Officer at the Robert N. Davoren
Center was assaulted by Makik Quick and two other inmates. Upon information and
belief, Quick and the other assailants would have been eligible for punitive segregation
on the date of the assault absent Rule 1-17 and, consequently, but for the rule, the assault
would not have occurred. On August 7, 2018, a correction officer was beaten
unconscious by a gang affiliated inmate nearly twice his size at the Brooklyn Detention
Center. Upon information and belief, these inmates would have been eligible for punitive
segregation on the date of the assault absent Rule 1-17 and, consequently, but for the rule,
9

the assault would not have occurred. That same day, several other officers were assaulted
in various facilities on Rikers Island.

Upon infonnation and belief, these assailants

would have been eligible for punitive segregation on the date of the assault absent Rule
1-17 and, consequently, but for the rule, the assault would not have occurred. The
following day, Wednesday, August 8, 2018, a Correction Officer was beaten with a cane
by five gang members at the Anna M. Kross Center. Upon information and belief, these
inmates would have eligible for punitive segregation on the date of the assault absent
Rule 1-17 and, consequently, but for the rule, the assault would not have occurred. On
August 15, 2018, three inmates assaulted a Correction Officer at the Otis Bantum
Correctional Center, slashing his forehead and other parts of his body. Upon information
and belief, these inmates would have been eligible for punitive segregation on the date of
the assault absent Rule 1-17 and, consequently, but for the rule, the assault would not
have occurred.
19.

Steven Sidbury, also known as "John Doe," terrorized staff and inmates with dozens of
violent assaults over a period of several years while incarcerated in DOC facilities
following the elimination of punitive segregation. Sidbury, according to DOC records,
was responsible for no less than forty violent acts in a fourteen month period and a host
of other violent incidents during his six years in DOC custody. Many of these attacks
occurred at times, where, but for Rule 1-17, he would have been segregated and,
consequently, but for the rule, the assaults would not have occurred. News media reports
pertaining to the assaults described in paragraphs 10 through 17 are annexed hereto as
Exhibit B.

20.

The most recent Mayoral Management Report provides glaring evidence that punitive
segregation limitations has a direct impact on officer safety. Included in that repo1i, is a
chart detailing a decline in serious injuries to staff as a result of inmate assaults on staff.
See Exhibit C, at p. 72. After a significant 42.9% decrease during fiscal year 2015, such

assaults have increased each year since the adoption of Rule 1-17 to the point where
current rates of such injuries now outnumber the rates in fiscal year 2015. Id. This is
particularly glaring considering the report's detailing the significant decrease in the
average daily inmate population during that time, from over ten thousand during fiscal
year 2015 to under eight thousand during fiscal year 2019. Id. Earlier management
reports for the period following the adoption of Rule 1-07 support the conclusion that the
DOC is without tools necessary to control an inmate population that, although declining
in numbers is "made up of individuals with more serious offenses." See Id. The fiscal
year 2017 report noted an increase in inmate assaults on uniformed staff. See Exhibit D,
at p. 84. The report concedes that inmate violence challenges "developed alongside the
implementation and modification of ambitious initiatives including punitive segregations
reform ... " Id. The 2018 report noted a 9.5% increase assaults on staff and a 75% increase
in serious injuries caused by such assaults. Exhibit E, at p. 82.
20.

The Restrictive Housing proposal was published on October 29, 2019 and scheduled for
BOC consideration on December 3, 2019. The title is a misnomer as the rule does not
create Restrictive Housing. Instead, under the guise of "minimum standards" for such
housing, the proposed rules continue the BOC assault on punitive segregation which, as
documented above has a direct effect on officer safety. Although the proposed provision
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would create an entirely new Chapter of the BOC rules with eleven subchapters and fo11y
sections, the provisions effecting Correction Officers would:
a.

create a maximum punitive segregation sentence of 15 days, a reduction from the
prior 30 day maximum.

b.

create good behavior reduction of punitive segregation time for "serious assaults
on staff.

c.

provide "lock out" time increase from one to four hours for adult inmates and
an increase from seven to ten for young adults in the failed restrictive housing
areas.

d.

mandate forfeiture of a punitive segregation sentence where the DOC fails to
enforce the sentence within 30 days.

e.

Eliminate the previously existing automatic $25 fine for guilty infractions.

The complete proposed amendment is attached hereto as Exhibit F.
21 .

As each of these proposals would create time periods where inmates eligible for punitive
segregation would, instead, be free to interact with a wider array of staff without the
extensive security precautions provided by DOC policy for punitive segregation inmates,
such staff, upon implementation, will see an immediate increase in the threat to their
safety.

22.

In spite of the direct impact the safety of officers, a mandatory subject of bargaining, the
City did not negotiate with COBA prior to the publication or adoption of this rule.

23.

In light of the foregoing, the City has failed to collectively bargain with COBA prior to
the change in terms and conditions of employment in violation of the New York City
Collective Bargaining Law.
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ARGUMENT 1

Where a unilateral change by the employer impacts bargaining unit members' safety, the
change modifies terms and conditions of employment and the change must be negotiated in
advance. Even in circumstances where a management right may be at issue, the BCB balances
the employer's interest against that of the union or employees. District Council 37. 77-OCB-8
(2006)("[T]his Board must balance the interests of the employer and of the e~ployees." citing
County ofMontgome1y, 18 PERB

,r 3077, at 3167 (1985)("Thus, we must weigh the need for the

particular action taken by the employer against the extent to which that action impacts on the
employees' working conditions."). In District Council 37, the BCB held that the employer failed
to bargain over a new cell phone prohibition policy where the prohibition prevented the
employees from making or receiving emergency calls.

Similarly, bargaining demands that

employees not be required to use unsafe equipment and to maintain a safe and healthful
workplace are also a mandatory subject of bargaining. Scarsdal.e PBA, 8 PERB
(1976)(safe equipment); CSEA, 14 PERB

,r

3075

,r 3049 (1981)(safe and healthful workplace).

Also mandatory are demands for the public employer to protect public employees from
dangers presented by members of the public for whom the public employer is responsible.
Specifically, in Somers Faculty Assn., 9 PERB

,r

3014 (1976), PERB held as mandatory a

teachers' union demand to protect teachers from student acts of violence.

The analogy to

correction officers defensive tactics is self evident as the union, here, seeks to ensure that
punitive segregation remain a viable tool to protect them from inmate violence.

1

The board's rules permit argument to be provided in a separate brief or in the Petition. See 61 RCNY § l07(c)(l)(i)(E).
13

Bargaining is also required under the CBL even though no physical injury has yet to be
caused by the challenged employer action.

In CIR v. HHC, 37 OCB 38, at 21 (1986), the BCB

explained that where there is a "clear present or future threat" there is a "Per se" safety impact.

"Per se impact situations are those in which [the Board] deem[s] the potential consequences of
the exercise of a management right to be so serious as to give rise to an obligation to bargain

before actual impact has occurred." (Emphasis added). A finding of such consequences "does
not require a showing of actual injury.

Thus, it is clear that, if COBA can demonstrate a

legitimate health and safety issue, Respondents had a duty to bargain over the decision.
Clearly, the restrictions contained in the BOC Restrictive Housing rules present a per se
safety situation in light of the extensive history of inmates who would otherwise have been in a
heightened security environment assaulting officers and causing serious injury. The City's
management reports confirm that serious injuries have resulted, at least in part, from prior
restrictions on the use of punitive segregation. As a result, it cannot credibly be asserted that the
BOC's action will not endanger officers in a per se manner requiring advance negotiations.

Wherefore, the New York City Board of Collective Bargaining must order the City to cease and
desist from implementing the Restrictive Housing rule and reinstate the prior rules with
respect to punitive segregations.
Dated: December 4, 2019

KOEHLER & ISAACS LLP
Counsel for Petitioner
61 Broadway- 25 th Floor
New York, New York 10006
(917) 551-1331 (phone)
(212) 791-4115 (fax)
hwien
By:
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VERIFICATION

Howard Wien affirms under penalty of perjury and in accordance with CPLR § 2106 that,
pursuant to CPLR § 3020(d)(3), I am the attorney for petitioner in this matter, that petitioner is
not in the County where I have my office, that I have read the annexed Verified Petition and that
I am familiar with the facts alleged herein, which I know to be true, except as to those matters
alleged upon information and belief, which matters I believe to be true. My knowledge comes
from my representation of petitioner with respect to the iss 1es presented in this proceeding.

~.J -@ U
Howard Wien
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NY Board of Corrections Restrictive Housing Response
1. We’re aware that LA county maintains disciplinary segregation for minor
infractions, carrying a maximum sentence of 10 days, and that the restrictive
housing division functions as the long-term segregation in LA jails (please correct
me if I’m mistaken in these characterizations). If someone commits a more
serious infraction (i.e. serious enough to carry a sentence longer than 10 days in
disciplinary seg), are they sentenced directly to the restrictive housing division? If
so, are they sentenced to a specific amount of time/is there a maximum sentence
they can receive in the restrictive housing unit (and if so, what is it)? If there’s
some sort of infraction/sentence schedule, it’d be great to see that.
LASD utilizes a Discipline Schedule for imposition of discipline time. This
schedule is divided into three sections; offenses against persons, offenses
against property, and security violations. The discipline time ranges from 1 to 30
days depending on the violation. The Discipline Schedule applies to all inmates.
Offenses which carry discipline time greater than 10 days do not automatically
result in the inmate being housed in restrictive housing. Each discipline incident
is weighed on its own merits, as is the need for placement into restrictive
housing. We reserve sending inmates directly into restrictive housing for the
most egregious violations, such as gassing, staff assaults, and felonious assaults
on other inmates. These offenses all carry a maximum of 30 days of discipline.
Inmates who have had multiple violations, like the above, or are a threat to staff
or other inmates will be evaluated for our Restrictive Housing unit. We classify
these inmates as Keep-Away level 10 (K-10 – our highest level of classification).
These inmates are evaluated every 90 days. They are housed in single-man
cells and transported according to their history (threat to staff/other inmates,
protected custody) which may require waist and/or leg chains, some have a
sergeant escort.
2. Terri McDonald referenced a step-down unit in restrictive housing. Who gets to
go there, and when do they go there?
Custody Division created the Behavior Based Reintegration “STEP” Program for
those inmates who commit egregious discipline violations, are chronic violators of
jail rules, or are classified at a K-10. There are 4 steps in the program. This
program is not discipline, but an opportunity for inmates to earn increased
programming and out of cell time through good behavior, and positive program
participation. Placement into the STEP program occurs for all the Restricted
Housing inmates (not including those in mental health housing).
• Step 1 begins upon the completion of discipline housing for egregious
acts. Generally, the inmates that display good behavior will progress

•
•
•
•

from Step 1 to Step 2 fairly quick. For those inmates with poor behavior,
they will stay in Step 1 for up to 30 days.
Step 2 allows for full privileges; however, they are not allowed to program
with other compatible K-10 inmates.
Step 3 adds programming for inmates with good behavior with other
compatible inmates in small groups.
Step 4 adds programming with larger groups of compatible inmates.
At the completion of the STEP program, the inmate will be re-evaluated for
general population housing or appropriate housing if in protected custody.

3. We were told that in the most restrictive phases of the restrictive housing
program, handcuffs are required during lockout. Is it just handcuffs, or are
additional restraints applied (waist chains, leg irons, etc.)?
Inmates in the most restrictive phases of the restrictive housing are
transported/moved utilizing waist chains. On rare occasions, we do have
participants who require leg chains based on their propensity for violence using
their legs. Some require a sergeant/video escort.
4. Is there any congregate programming offered in the most restrictive phases of
restrictive housing? If so, are restraint chairs/desks used?
Yes, we do offer congregate programming in the most restrictive phase of the
restrictive housing program. As part of the Behavior Based Reintegration
Program, Steps 3 and 4 offer the inmates the opportunity to program
(dayroom/yard/classes) with compatible inmates. Step 3 is small groups (up to
5), Step 4 are larger groups (up to 10). This programming is conducted in a large
multipurpose room, which has six permanently affixed treatment chairs. These
chairs allow multiple inmates to participate in programming, but afford a very high
level of security to the inmates and programming facilitator.

LOS ANGELES COUNTY SHERIFF’S DEPARTMENT
CUSTODY OPERATIONS
RESTRICTIVE HOUSING PROGRAM
Background
The history of placing inmates in Administrative Segregation goes back decades and was used
as a tool to separate inmates who had special welfare concerns. The Los Angeles County
Sheriff's Department (LASD) followed this National and State trend and has segregated housing
units. Our Administrative Segregated inmates are considered the highest security level and are
referred to as (K10). The K stands for Keep Away, 10 – Level 10. Currently, LASD’s yearly
average of inmates classified as K10 is 613. Of that approximately, 8 percent are females. K10
housing is only located at the following jails: Men’s Central Jail (MCJ), Twin Tower Correctional
Facility (TTCF), North County Correctional Facility (NCCF), and Century Regional Detention
Facility (CRDF – Women’s Facility).
Initially, the program was designed to protect the inmates who could be potential victims as well
as segregate the most violent inmates, and those suspected or convicted of crimes repugnant to
the inmate population. Also needing protection were inmates who supported law enforcement
activities through informing. These informant inmates were actively targeted for assault by
members of the inmate population. Years later, the program evolved to include active prison
gang members and those who self-aligned themselves to continue criminal activity within the
jails. In addition to this, there are also inmates that were extremely violent and too disruptive to
house in general population.
Inmates placed in Administrative Segregation are housed in single man cells and do not have
physical contact with other inmates. All transportation and out of cell time is separated from
other inmates. Because of this, Administrative Segregation Housing is staff intensive and limits
the types of programs available to the inmates. Over the past several years, LASD has
experienced an increase of those inmates either requiring Administrative Segregation and/or
requesting this type of housing. Generally, the increase is caused by more inmates wanting
single man housing. This stems from fear that they will be harmed in general population, which
could be caused by drug debts and/or they are in bad standing with other inmates. We are also
seeing a higher trend due the types of inmates we are now housing. There are more inmates
charged with violent crimes as well as the steady increase of mentally ill inmates now in the
system. There is a daily struggle to find space for this population because single man cells are
limited within LASD jails, with the majority of them being at MCJ and the poor design at MCJ
has created safety concerns for inmates and staff.
In early 2015, with the increasing trend of K10 inmates, LASD began the path to completely
revamp the system relating to Administrative Segregation. State and National trends were
leaning towards a less restrictive approach based on studies of long term isolation and how that
affects inmates’ overtime. In response to these new studies and being a National leader in law
enforcement, LASD created a Restrictive Housing Program based on National best practices
and to date is the first large jail to embark on this practice. This new program will reclassify the
high security inmates, allow them more out of cell and programming time, help reduce violence,
and reintegrate them back into general population or equivalent housing.
The goals of the new program are:
1. Increase "out of cell time" and socialization through the programming of compatible
inmates – new dayroom at MCJ – 1800.
2. Introduce Education Based Incarceration classes.
3. Reduce reliance on "single person" housing as only option.
4. Give inmates a path/opportunity to return to general population.
5. Reduce violence in the jails.
Commander Christy Guyovich
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Re-evaluation

To serve the best interest of Los Angeles County
by providing a secure, safe, and constitutionally
managed jail environment for both staff and
inmates.
– Custody Division Mission Statement The Behavior Based Reintegration “STEP” Program
In an effort to reduce violence, reliance on administrative
segregation and to support and encourage inmates to
reintegrate into the general population, the Los Angeles
County Sheriff’s Department has created a Behavior Based
Reintegration Program”, also known as the “STEP” Program.
The “STEP” Program is NOT DISCIPLINE, but an opportunity
for inmates to earn increased programming and out of cell
time through good behavior, and positive program
participation. It is an opportunity for inmates to learn life
skills that will benefit them while in custody, prison or when
they return to the communities in which they live.
Placement
All High-Security - Administrative Segregation Inmates,
(Classifications K17 – K20) will be placed into the “STEP”
Program. Placement is based on an inmate's criminal
history, institutional behavior, and future risk indicators.
Deputies assigned to Jail Liaison will interview and
recommend the appropriate placement to the Restrictive
Housing Panel, who will make a ruling on the classification
and “STEP” placement.
Participation and Performance
Participation is encouraged; however, inmates can choose
to opt out. Those who do participate will have the
opportunity to graduate through the steps in less time than
those not willing to participate.
Programming and performance within the “STEP” Program
will be documented by staff working the High-Security
modules as well as the Education Based Incarceration (EBI)
staff. In addition to Jail Liaison personnel visiting “STEP”
program housing locations on a weekly basis.

Inmates will be re-evaluated by Jail Liaison every 30, 60 or
90 days. Upon review of their performance and
participation in the program, inmates will progress through
the steps. However, violation of the jail rules could delay an
inmate’s movement. The eventual goal of the “STEP”
Program is to re-integrate the inmate safely into the
General Population or equivalent housing.
Benefits of the “STEP” Program








Greater access to EBI programs and classes
Group learning sessions
Group dayroom and outdoor recreation
More out of cell time
Behavior management skills
Reintegration to General Population
Video Visits – 7 days a week access (provided visitors
go to other more accessible remote stations) – see:
https://visit.lasd.org for more location and information

Phases of the Program


Step 1 – Designated for inmates who have
demonstrated disruptive behavior and are transitioning
from disciplinary housing.




Step 2 – Designated for inmates that have successfully
graduated from step 1 and are being evaluated for step 3
based on behavior and risk.
Step 3 – Designated for inmates that have demonstrated
a desire to participate in a small group of compatible
inmates in dayroom and yard activities.
Step 4 – Designated for inmates who successfully
program with a smaller group and are reintegrating to
General Population or equivalent housing by participating
in dayroom and yard activities with a larger group of
inmates.

Appeals
Inmates will be able to file an appeal of their placement by
filing an Inmate Request Form and directing it to the Jail
Liaison Unit. Jail Liaison Supervisors will conduct an inquiry
of the appeal with a review by the Restrictive Housing
Panel.
Questions
Questions regarding the “STEP” Program may be directed to
the Jail Liaison office through an Inmate Request Form.
Information regarding an inmate’s placement may be
confidentially provided to the inmate.

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

General
Population

Somewhat
limited*

Limited

Limited

Limited

Full access

Groups of 1

Groups of 1

Small Groups

Larger Groups

Unlimited

Housing

Single person cell

Single person cell

Single to Multiperson cell
(1 to 4)

Single to Multiperson cell
(1 to 4)

Cells or dorms

Commissary

Limited to $40 +
Vending = $40

Same as GP

Same as GP

Same as GP

High limits

Television

Limited*

Full access

Full access

Full access

Full access

Visiting

Video visits

Telephones

Limited*

In-Person or Video
visits
Full access, based
on housing

In-Person or Video
visits
Full access, based
on housing

In-Person or Video
visits
Full access, based
on housing

EBI Classes &
In-Cell Self Study

Available

Available

Available

Available

Day room &
outdoor time
Group time &
Recreation time

Full access
Full access
Available

*Privileges and programming are not guaranteed and are based on security, facility, availability and other factors. All housing
and jail privileges will meet or exceed minimum Title-15 requirements.

Notice to the inmate:
Inmate ____________________________,
Booking #: _________________________,

You have been identified as a candidate for the
Behavior-Based Reintegration "STEP” Program.
Your classification will remain the same. You are
being placed at the below level:

□ Step 1
□ Step 3

□ Step 2
□ Step 4

The “STEP” Program will meet and may exceed
Title 15 requirements.

You acknowledge and are expected to
understand the following:







Your participation in the “STEP” Program is
encouraged.
Lack of participation, disruption or other
violations of jail rules may subject you to a
lower step level with a decreased amount of
privileges and possibly to appropriate
discipline.
Your person, property, and cell are subject
to search on a regular basis and potentially
every time you leave your cell.
Title 15 allowable inmate property will be
strictly enforced.

Positive and on-going participation in the
“STEP” Program as well as on a day-to-day basis
with your module officers and all jail staff will
contribute to your eligibility to successfully
graduate to the next step.
The following Behavior Improvement Skills are
available and will be provided to you. You are
encouraged to participate and positively
contribute to your success and the success of
other inmates within the program:






Los Angeles County
ShePiH's Depa•tment

Chaplin programs and visits
Counseling classes
EBI resources
Cage of Rage programming
Group Activities

This program and the involved inmates will be
continuously monitored and re-evaluated for
improvement. If you have any questions or
suggestions, please complete an Inmate Request
Form, directed to the Jail Liaison office, and
make your ideas known.

Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Dept.
Custody Operations
450 Bauchet Street, Room E-801
Los Angeles, CA 90012
www.LASD.Org

Behavior Based Reintegration
Program
To maintain a constitutionally sound and
rehabilitative approach to the
reintegration of inmates, while providing
the highest possible
quality of life.
- Program Mission Statement -

Jim McDonnell
Sheriff

NYC BOARD OF CORRECTION
10/25/17 AGENDA
Telephone Conference with Dr. David Fullard [with my raw notes]
II. Restrictive Housing for Young Adults
What is your view about the following features of restrictive housing for
young adults?
1. Should desk restraints be used and if so, for how many hours
per day and for what length of time? Currently, restraint desks
are used in the most restrictive levels of ESH (“Entry Unit” and
“Level 1;” collectively, “restrictive levels”) whenever young
adults are locked out, i.e., 7 hours daily, and for a compulsory
30-day stay.
DF: It’s pretty clear that I’m not a fan of the restraint desk being used with
adolescents and young adults on Rikers Island. Research tells us that using
these types of tactics and the coercive techniques escalates rather than
reduces violence, although in some instances you may have a short-term
down-turn in violence and then it will go up. In some cases, I suspect, the
violence will increase exponentially once the person is no longer being
restrained. It makes much more sense to provide meaningful programs such
as educational programs, vocational programs, and prison industry as a
means of providing inmates with something meaningful to occupy their time.
When the inmates’ time is occupied with something that is meaningful to
them you have a demonstrated reduction in violence. Also, being engaged in
valuable programs means that inmates don’t want to lose access to these
activities, which is what happens when they are involved in a violent event.
This means that inmates avoid violence in order to be allowed to continue
with these programs.
To specifically answer your question I don’t believe the restraint desk should
be used, except with extremely violent inmates who have failed to change
their behavior after serious attempts to address that behavior by the Department of Correction (through engagement in alternative programs), and
psychotherapeutic interventions by the mental health staff, have failed.
I really do believe that the Department of Corrections has an opportunity to
think truly outside of the box when it comes to attempting to reduce violence among adolescent and young adult inmates. I believe that having a

program where the inmates are performing some kind of labor for a salary
($3.00 per hour), combined with mental health treatment, substance abuse
treatment, conflict resolution, interpersonal skills training, and good solid
correctional treatment -- will result in a statistically significant reduction in
violence. In the language of the youth, “you have to have some skin in the
game in order to care about the game.” Having a job within the correctional
institution that pays $3.00 an hour is of value to the adolescent and young
adult inmate. They will want to hold on to this particular job, and these jobs
are linked to good behavior in order to keep the job; if bad behavior is
reported they would lose their job. It is important to note that while to us
$3.00 an hour is nothing, to an inmate it’s a great deal of status. They do
not want to lose that status. As such they will conform to our wishes, follow
the rules of the institutions, and avoid violent altercations.
Members of the Department of Correction will most likely not like this idea.
They (the NYCDOC) will say that we are paying the inmates for good
behavior. In fact, this is a form of “token economy” which has been used to
change poor adolescent inmate behavior for decades. The idea will have be
sold to the NYCDOC. Part of the sales tactic will involve explaining to the
DOC that if they are able to show a statistically significant reduction in
violence, they will have fewer staff injuries, fewer inmate injuries, fewer
lawsuits, and will be able to say proudly to the national correctional
community: “We found an effective solution to reducing violence among our
adolescent and young adult inmate population.”
It is also important to note that you need to have very good supervision in
order to make this work. Captains and Assistant Deputy Wardens have to
buy into the program. If they buy into the program, they will do everything
in their power to make it work. Further, I think the correctional staff working
in this program should be hand-selected by an interdisciplinary/multidisciplinary team, not just correctional staff. They should want to work in this
program. They should have a positive attitude and be program minded. I
also believe they should be paid a little bit more. They should receive
ongoing regularly scheduled training. And if the program works well, they
should be applauded, recognized, and rewarded.
In situations where serious attempts to change extremely dangerous and
violent behavior by the Department of Correction (through engaging inmates
in valuable programs such as those described above) and psychotherapeutic

interventions by the mental health staff have failed, an interdisciplinary/
multidisciplinary team needs to assemble and examine each case individually, to determine when and how long the restraint desk will be utilized.
While the restraint desk is being used in these situations, Department of
Corrections and the mental health staff need to come up with a plan for this
specific case going forward when the inmate is released from the restraint
desk – otherwise the inmate will return to the same violent behavior, which
may be even worse after a period of such physical restraint.
2. Currently, DOC performs a housing assessment of young adults in
the Entry Unit and says that it needs 30 days to complete this
assessment. Should this assessment take 30 days to complete?
DF: I don’t know the procedure that the Department of Correction is currently using to complete the assessment process. 30 days does seem like a
bit much. The question that comes to mind is, “do they (DOC) have
dedicated (regularly assigned/steady post officer) staff to perform this
assessment? Or, are staff members doing multiple tasks in addition to the
assessment process?” Another question that comes to mind is, “who is
supervising the assessment process? Are these supervisors assigned
(regularly assigned/steady post supervisors) just to supervise those doing
the assessments? Or, are these supervisors being rotated into the area with
little knowledge of the assessment process?”
The best case scenario would be to have officers who are specially selected,
trained, and regularly assigned to the duties of assessing young adult inmates in the entry unit. The same holds true for those who supervise the
offices in this area. The supervisor should be specially selected, trained, and
regularly assigned to the duties of supervising the correctional officers who
are assessing young adult inmates in the entry unit. Where officers have
multiple duties, and/or supervisors are rotating into the area, this could
make the process more cumbersome, inefficient, and worse, inaccurate.
It also seems to make sense that this assessment would be performed by a
team of interdisciplinary / multidisciplinary staff. If this is currently the case
that might account for the 30 day assessment period since it takes time to
engage multiple staff in the assessment process. However, if this is not the
case 30 days does seem to be a rather long period of time to perform the
assessment task for dedicated officers and supervisors assigned to the task.

3.
Should dogs be present in the classroom space during school
sessions?
DF: No.
The dogs utilized on Rikers Island search for drugs and escaped inmates.
They have no other purpose.
Using the dogs in the classrooms spells coercion. We all remember the
photographs from Abu Ghraib and the use of German Shepard dogs!

I don’t think I need to say much more in reference to dogs being present in
the classroom space during school sessions. I think it’s beyond problematic!

4. What kinds of programming should be offered? Currently, the
following programming is available in the restrictive levels:
Dialectical Behavioral Therapy, Interactive Journaling, Youth
Communication, Creative Expression Arts and Crafts, Overcome
Life’s Struggles (IDOL), skill building, reentry services
program, and Cage Your Rage.
DF: Any psychotherapeutic therapeutic program that is Interactive will have
a better chance of being effective then psychotherapeutic programs that are
static. With that in mind, I would seriously consider interactive journaling,
youth communications, creative expression arts and crafts, and interactive
skills building that utilizes role play.

5. Should mental health clinicians be involved in placement/
exit/level progression decisions? (Currently, involvement of
mental health staff is limited to daily cell-door check-ins and
deciding whether a person should be excluded from YA-ESH
due to serious mental illness or serious physical disability).
DF: Correctional mental health staff should be involved in every single
aspect of restrictive housing unit placement. But not just “involvement” -they must have the line authority and power to effect change and make
changes where necessary. As you know, the Department of Correction will
resist this. If the inmate has a mental health issue, a clinician should be
making many of the decisions concerning placement in restrictive housing.
With this, comes a great deal of responsibility and accountability for the
mental health clinician. Under competent clinical supervision, this can be
effective and quite useful.
6. Should young adults/adults be commingled in ESH? Should all
young adults be in one facility? (Currently, young adults ages
19-21 are commingled with adults in Level 1 and in less
restrictive levels (where desks are not used).
DF: No. Under no circumstances should young adults age 19 through 21 comingle with adults over the age of 21. The rationale behind this is as follows:
young adults (when around older inmates) want to prove themselves - they
want to prove their masculinity - they want and sometimes need to at least
appear to be a tough guy - as such, they may act out in an effort to prove
themselves. In other cases, the young adult between the age of 19 and 21
may end up being the victim of the older adult. This may take place as a
simple assault or a sexual assault.
Because the population Rikers Island is quite low at this time, the Department of Correction has plenty of dorm and cell space to spread people out.
Through classification, they can separate groups of inmates who should not
be housed together. This certainly includes separating younger inmates from
those over the age of 21. The Department of Corrections may resist this and
state that spreading inmates out into various housing areas via classification
may be a good thing but it is also costly. The Department of Correction will
also note that they will need additional staff for those housing areas.
The department will have to decide whether it wants to spend money and
have a safer environment or spend less money and have an unsafe
environment.

7. Should placement criteria be only for violent acts that cause
serious injury or also for weapons possession/threat of
violence to staff?
In Re: Placement in restrictive housing for acts of violence that
cause serious injury (to anyone).
DF: When an inmate causes serious injury to anyone several things should
take place. First and foremost, the inmate would have to be housed and
managed in an area where he or she will not be able to injure another person, including themselves. Currently, in the Department of Correction it
would seem that placement in restrictive housing would be necessary and
appropriate in this very specific situation.
In addition to placement in restrictive housing, the Department of Correction
and the mental health staff would need to form an interdisciplinary / multidisciplinary team of people to examine what happened, why it happened,
and how to prevent it from happening in the future with this specific inmate.
The Department of Correction should examine its classification system, and
ask the question: “Was this inmate properly classified and properly housed?”
The mental health staff should be examining the inmate to determine if he
has a serious mental health condition that would increase his propensity to
act out in a very violent manner or has a mental health condition that would
make him more vulnerable to commit acts of extreme violence. Because the
inmate will not spend the rest of his time in restrictive housing (or indeed,
the rest of his life behind bars), both the mental health staff and the correctional staff need to create a plan for this particular inmate that would guide
his release into an appropriate housing unit (after a term of confinement in
restrictive housing) that has a support system built into the housing unit to
prevent the violent behavior from reoccurring – and even more important, to
reduce the likelihood that such behavior would occur after release back into
the community.
On another note, a multidisciplinary / interdisciplinary team of staff should
interview the inmate in an effort to determine why the violent behavior
occurred in the first place. There are times when an inmate is attempting to
protect himself from being assaulted by another inmate. During these times,
an inmate may resort to acts of extreme violence in order to save his own
life. This is one of the reasons why inmates carry weapons. They simply do
not feel safe! This needs to be assessed and addressed. During my time with
the Department of Correction this was always an issue that was never resolved. The department should move towards helping each inmate feel safer
in its environment. This in and of itself will help to reduce violence because

inmates won't feel the need to carry a weapon (or as the inmates say, "be
strapped"). It's important to note that oftentimes inmates will behave violently as a means of proving to the rest of the inmates that they will not be
taken advantage of. This is simply a reality of being locked up in a correctional institution.
In Re: … Placement in restrictive housing for weapons possession.
DF: Restrictive housing should be utilized only for inmates who have acted
out in a very violent manner and cause serious physical injury to another
person. In the case of weapons possession, the inmate should be issued an
infraction or have some other punishment levied against the inmate. He/she
should not be placed in restrictive housing. Further an interdisciplinary/multidisciplinary team of correctional and mental health staff should interview
the inmate in an effort to determine why he/she felt the need to carry a
weapon. Once again, the Department of Correction needs to make certain
that the inmates under their supervision feel at least somewhat safe in the
correctional institution.
One of the things this team of correctional and mental health staff should be
looking for are the inmate’s thoughts on his own safety in the correctional
institution. Specifically they should be asking, "Do you have a specific enemy
(or enemies) that you feel the need to protect yourself against?"
In Re: Placement in restrictive housing for threats of violence to
staff.
DF: Responding to this question is a bit challenging when we're talking
about verbal threats to civilian or correctional staff members. If an inmate
identifies a particular staff member that he or she is planning to harm, staff
must consider the inmate’s words and take some kind of action in a proactive manner to avoid an assault on staff. Many times correctional staff are
threatened by inmates, yet nothing actually happens. There are other times
when an inmate makes a threat against a correctional staff member, and it’s
important to know the reasons behind this threat. The question becomes
what you do when you have information directly from an inmate stating that
he's going to hurt a staff member. This will have to be dealt with on a caseby-case basis. I think the first line of defense would be simply to transfer the
inmate to another institution or another area where the inmate will not come
in contact with threatened staff member. Using this method, good tracking
of both the inmate and be threatened staff member are necessary. Supervisors must be made aware of the separation so there is no accidental contact or transfer. I guess what it boils down to is simply good correctional
supervision of both the staff and the inmates.

Specifically, I do not think that an inmate should be placed in restrictive
housing for a threat to a specific staff member. He or she should receive an
infraction and some other form of punishment should be levied against that
inmate. Further, I think the inmate should be assessed by an interdisciplinary / multidisciplinary team of people in an effort to figure out what went
wrong and how best to deal with this issue. I guess what I'm saying is we
need to function in a highly professional manner and address individual
inmates as separate individuals who may have unique problems that need to
be addressed.
8. Young adults have a right to a hearing to challenge their
placement in YA-ESH. Who should serve as adjudicators?
Currently, uniformed staff serve in this role.
DF: It's my very strong opinion that a member of the department's legal
divisions should be the adjudicator for these hearings. Uniformed members
of service should not serve in this capacity.
A lawyer or a highly competent legal assistant will be the best person able to
look at the evidence and determine if the challenge to placement is warranted. Although correctional staff are trained for this particular duty it is
very difficult. Correctional staff are not lawyers or legal assistants. If, in fact,
you do come across correctional officers who have studied law or are legal
assistants, they may be appropriate for that position if they can be completely objective and not be co-opted or influenced by their fellow officers.
Another reason that you want someone who is not a uniformed member of
service to perform this particular duty is based on the fact that "blue tends
to stick with blue." Believe me, as a person who is a member of the uniformed force it is hard for me to make this statement. But, as a person who
wore blue the 30 years I am aware of situations where correctional staff
have whispered to the adjudication officers their desire to have a negative
outcome to a hearing. Painful to state, but it is simply a fact. As I noted
elsewhere in these comments, the Department of Correction must increase
its level of professionalism.
I hope this was useful.
David Fullard, Ph.D., LMHC, CRC
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CityViews: The Three
Questions NYC Must Answer
if it is Serious About Closing
Rikers
By David A. Fullard I 3 hours ago

Michael Appleton/Mayoral Photography Office
Mayor de Blasio during a 2016 visit to Rikers Island.

In 2016, Mayor De Blasio said closing Rikers was a "noble concept... but
dead in the water."
Just a year later, he promised to close Rikers in 10 years, calling this a
"very serious, sober, forever decision." Was De Blasio supporting the
move to close Rikers because he truly believes in criminal justice reform,
or just to get reelected?
If the mayor is serious about closing Rikers in a decade-and even more

so if officials calling for a three-year closure timeline mean what they
say-then work towards that goal starts right now.
The mayor's spokesperson agrees that Rikers should be closed as soon as
possible, but note they need to bring down the population first.
But it's even more complicated than that. Shutting down Rikers without
putting critical services and structures in place first will lead to critics of
criminal justice reform saying "I told you so" - and more suffering by
those caught in the mass incarceration crisis.
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What needs to be put in place before closing Rikers? Beyond building
smaller, more modern jails close to the courthouses in each borough,
there must be:
1) Reduction in prison population through alternatives to incarceration,

sentencing reform and new bail policies;
2) New protocols for selecting and hiring staff, training methods, and
more humane use of force and punitive segregation policies;
@ Implementation of effective programs and services ~ including mental
health, wellness, drug treatment, and stress management training for
both inmates and officers;
4) Education, job training, job placement, housing, and health care
assistance for returning citizens after release and during releaseplanning process to reduce recidivism;
@ Improvement of conditions of confinement, risk assessment, reducing
inmate-to-staff ratio, providing phone/internet services to inmates, and
more.
Furthermore, Rikers itself needs to be repaired now. Correction officers'
and inmates' lives are at stake.

The case for closure
As a correction officer and captain for 29 years on Rikers, I saw how

dangerous it is for officers and how dreadful conditions are for inmates: I
know we must close it as soon as possible. Now an assistant professor at
SONY in criminal justice and forensic psychology, I have long worked to
achieve this goal.
My first years with the NYC DOC were at the now-closed Bronx House of
Detention for Men (BHDM), so I know the difference between a wellfunctioning, community detention facility and the sprawling, out-ofcontrol mess at Rikers. Located near the courthouse and multiple transit
lines, BHDM made it easy for inmates to have visits from family, friends,
and attorneys, and get to court hearings without having to wake up at
three in the morning for rush-hour bus transit off the single bridge from
Rikers. Nearby hospitals ensured easy access to medical and mental
health appointments or emergency treatment, resulting in fewer illnesses
or deaths. Prisoner advocates and civil rights groups could monitor
treatment of prisoners without obstruction. The central location allowed
correction officers and staff to get to work easily, and nearby banks,
restaurants and stores made their day-to-day lives more convenient,
reducing their stress and thus improving interactions with inmates.
Grateful for the superior working conditions at BHDM, and to prevent
transfer to Rikers, officers and staff followed the rules and had lower
rates of absenteeism and turnover.
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Life at BHDM was not a picnic. It was.jail, and it was hard - but
'
everyone knew they were lucky to
be,there as opposed to the remote,
.
dirty, aging, overpopulated and undJ rserved jails on Rikers.
}

I want to state this clearly: It is a sm~ll minority of correction officers!
administrators, and staff who participate in violent incidents against
inmates, or in covering up these attacks. Likewise, the inmates who are
involved in fights and beatings are a small fraction of the inmate
population. Most correctional staff members at every level and rank, and
even the bulk of the inmates, are not involved in violence behind bars.

........ ---

Nevertheless, due to the severe injuries, misuse of power, and potential
for deadly force against inmates, officers, and staff, this issue must be
addressed directly, promptly, and with serious attention.

The danger of 'transcarceration'
It should be clear I support 100 percent the goal to close Rikers and

build smaller, modern detention facilities near courthouses in each
borough. But experience has shown there must be new systems in place
and fully operational before overhauling the system, or there will be a
similar crisis to what followed deinstitutionalization in the 1960s and
'70s, that is "transcarceration."
Back then, with the best of intentions,
state mental hospitals - called "snake
pits" then, just as Rikers is called today
City Views (https://citylimits.org
- released their patients with the goal
/category/ news/city-views/) are
readers' opinions, not those of
of providing mental-health services in
City Limits. Add your voice today!
the community, via supportive housing
(mailto:editor@citylimits.org)
and local clinics. But needed services
were not in put place first, and society
suffered as the homeless mentally ill
lived on the streets, often getting picked
up by cops and serving time on Rikers, since they couldn't afford bail,
didn't have legal representation, and faced a short sentence.
Today, we don't want to move these populations from Rikers to another
form of supervision and control and end up with the same number under
surveillance at even higher cost - and perhaps even more, as the reach of
these alternative programs extend beyond those who would have been
locked up at Rikers originally.
There are the three burning questions that the mayor and his team must
answer right now, to create a comprehensive, detailed plan to address
these complex issues:
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Question 1: How do you plan to reduce/prevent violence from ]
being imported by the same violent inmates and correction
officers into the smaller jails in each borough after Rikers is
closed?

*
·

i

When moving the same violent and combative inmates with substance
abuse problems, mental stability issues, gang affiliations and past
confrontations - and the same officers who have a track record of using
excessive force and not following p~licies and directives regarding
inmate care - into a new setting, how do you prevent them from
importing the same negative behaviors they have resorted to in the past?
Two critical elements must be addressed: the "culture of deviance" by
correction and police officials, where corruption and rule-breaking
occurs at the highest level; and the "culture of violence" perpetrated on
the front lines by correction officers, staff and supervisors, who feel that
"everyone does it" since those at the top get away with disregarding
regulations.
Dozens of DOC administrators, supervisors and officers have been
charged with multiple infractions: taking official cars for personal trips,
smuggling contraband into jails, using excessive force, filing false
reports, even intimidating witnesses and victims. If those at the top
break the rules with impunity, why should front-line staff and inmates
follow them?

(

There must be investigations and serious consequences for rulebreaking. There is little confidence in the criminal justice system if
· administrators are immune from prosecution for offenses that result in
incarceration for those inside the jails they are managing, and little
reason for rank-and-file officers, dealing with difficult situations on a
daily basis, to follow rules if their own superiors don't do so. This
problem must be addressed from the top down to prevent continued
misbehavior by officers in the new smaller jails.
Despite lawsuits and oversight by a federal monitor at Rikers, excessive
force and cover-ups continue. Inmates are punched in the head,
slammed into walls, dragged and kicked while handcuffed, and attacked
with pepper spray - even though de-escalation techniques would better
defuse conflict. Since 2014, 38 officers and staff have been arrested as a
result of DOI investigations. With many incidents going unreported, this
number of arrests and indictments shows the situation at Rikers is out of
control. The atmosphere of violence has led to an increased number of
inmate fights.
This will transfer to other facilities if not addressed, says the Prisoners'
Rights Project at Legal Aid: "Progress requires a fundamental shift in the
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culture of impunity for misconduct and mismanagement. .. [it] will
remain long after Rikers Island is shuttered if it not faced squarely and
robustly right now."
Meanwhile, a lack of substance-abuse treatment or positive
programming means there is nothing for an inmate to lose if they engage
in violent acts, so there are no consequences for such behavior other
than excessive stays in sohtary, which are no longer permitted due to the
federal consent decree. This behavior will continue and be imported into
1 the small neighborhood jails unless it is addressed at the policy level.
Disciplinary methods must be put in place other than solitary
confinement. Evidence-based research has shown that inmates with
engaging educational and work programming are afraid to lose t h e ~ e
benefits, and the threat of removal from those desired classes and jobs is
an effective deterrent to such infractions.
Finally, improved inmate programming and staff training is required.
Since the number of detainees will be reduced by moving non-violent,
first-time offenders, petty criminals, and those who cannot afford bail, to
new community justice programs and alternatives to incarceration, the
new jails will house only the most violent and dangerous offenders with
long criminal histories and high likelihood to be a danger to the
community. This volatile population will need intense, multi-faceted
service programs run by experienced counselors and specially trained
correction officers to keep inina~~.,,,.e ~aged and out of trouble. Updated
1
hiring and education prao~ices are needed to prevent the same violent
and deviant officers - mixing
now with only the most violent inmates,
•,
repeat offenders and hardened criminals -from leading to the same level
of violence being imported into in the new locations.

Question 2: What is the city's responsibility to citizens who
would have been incarcerated for a short-term but are now
released to the community as a result of decarceration?
What will the city do with the people diverted from incarceration via
youth court, drug court, mental health court and other alternative
channels? Will there be services or supervision provided for these
vulnerable populations, now left in their low-income community and
likely to re-offend or miss their court dates? What support can the city
provide for these individuals via alternatives to incarceration?
Many issues must be examined here: For those no longer going through
intake at Rikers, where
they might have been referred to appropriate social services upon
release, what support will the city provide to prevent them from reoffending or going farther down the path that brought them into custody
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in the first place?
These are often young people, first-time offenders, those with substance
abuse problems, mental health issues, involved in "quality oflife" crimes
often caused by financial instability like vagrancy, loitering, public
'
drunkenness or petty larceny (su~h as jumping a turnstile). If the current
presidential administration cuts/anti-povercy efforts to the bone, and ....
New York City stops locking up:low level offenders who return to their
now even more underserved cdmmunities, are we creating a debacle?

:

A range of support is needed.,_fgr those released into the community so
' -they don't fall back into criminal behavior, including Social Services:
Case management & intensive case management; habilitation &
rehabilitation (vocational/job training; emloyment programs;
academic/interpersonal skills traiping; leadership, mentoring, and youth
development); and health and wellness s°"upport (health, wellness and
stress reduction; mental-health and pharmacological treatment,
including substance abuse treatment). Mental healthcare is particularly
important, since if the mentally ill are not treated in the community, they
end up involved with law enforcement, and indeed currently make up the
majority of those incarcerated in our jails and prisons, where they
receive even less treatment than they did in the past at the "snake pit"
mental hospitals. Fact-based studies show the best way to reduce crime
ltifaceted programming.

Question 3: What will you do right now (not three or 10 years
from now) to reduce or eliminate acts of violence against
orrectional staff and inmates currently on Rikers Island?
The violence and corruption on Rikers - extreme neglect, gang fights,
attacks on correction officers, contraband smuggling, sexual abuse, and
more - must be stopped right now, during the transition process. The
level of damage to people on Rikers, even for a short time, has been
demonstrated time and time again, with both inmates and correctional
staff vulnerable to mental illness and suicide caused by exposure to the
toxic environment on Rikers.
Correction officers are victims of the atmosphere of violence even as
some are the perpetrators of it. Officers face years of stress and
emotional devastation from dealing with difficult, often mentally ill, drug
abusers, violent criminals, clever thieves, and gang members. They may
lose empathy for inmates as fellow human beings, and view them as
"others" who deserve to be treated with disdain, disrespect or outright
abuse. Chronic exposure to these experiences may lead to deterioration
in their psychological and emotional stability, including PTSD-like
responses such as flash-backs, emotional numbing, moodiness, losing
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temper easily, anxiety, hyper-vigilance and hyper-arousal (being jumpy
or easily startled). The challenge is to address police culture and create a
supportive work environment to reduce the stigmatization that prevents
officers from acknowledging problems or seeking help to deal with work
· stress and mental health concerns

** * *
While closing Rikers as fast as possible is the goal, the city needs
programs in place and full o erational before thi
Simultaneouslrl_the city must address violence on Rikers ri ht now, both
to reduce the suffermg of the inmates and officers there presently, and to
prevent the violence from being imported into the new jails.
It should be noted once again, that despite the disturbing reports of
violence and mismanagement cited throughout this article, good staff
and even good inmates actually exist. It's a small percentage of
correctional officers and administrators, and a small percentage of
inmates, that account for the majority of violence on Rikers Island.
Nonetheless, it is critical to improve circumstances to prevent the
violence from recurring in the new locations.
Moving from an era of mass incarceration to an era of decarceration
requires programming not just for those who would have been
incarcerated, but to all in the community, so as to prevent criminal
justice involvement. A public information program is also needed to
change views about incarceration and rehabilitation in the community,
reducing the lifelong stigma of contact with the criminal justice system.
Yes, I believe that Rikers must be closed, completely closed, with no
inmates there whatsoever - but this cannot happen without having
proven programs and alternate sites open and fully first. It appears that
the issues plaguing Rikers are being used as political pawns by those at
the highest levels of city government. Rikers should be closed, but that is
impossible in three or even 10 years without a concrete plan in place to
identify and prepare sites in the five boroughs where the new smaller
jails will be located, hiring architects and urban planners and developing
alternatives to incarceration and improved programming as described.
As of this writing, I have seen no evidence that any of this is underway.

David A. Fullard, Ph.D., is a Visiting Assistant Professor at Empire
State College, teaching Criminal Justice and the Social and Behavioral
Sciences. He is also licensed by the State ofNew York Board of Regents
as a Mental Health Counselor (LMHC). He retired in 2011 as a captain
with the New York City Department of Correction (NYCDOC) after 30
years' service.
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NYC BOARD OF CORRECTION
10/25/17 AGENDA
Telephone Conference with Dr. David Fullard [with my raw notes]
II.Restrictive Housing for Young Adults
What is your view about the following features of restrictive housing for
young adults?
1. Should desk restraints be used and if so, for how many hours
per day and for what length of time? Currently, restraint desks
are used in the most restrictive levels of ESH ("Entry Unit" and
"Level 1;" collectively, "restrictive levels") whenever young
adults are locked out, i.e., 7 hours daily, and for a compulsory
30-day stay.
DF: It's pretty clear that I'm not a fan of the restraint desk being used with
adolescents and young adults on Rikers Island. Research tells us that using
these types of tactics and the coercive techniques escalates rather than
reduces violence, although in some instances you may have a short-term
down-turn in violence and then it will go up. In some cases, I suspect, the
violence will increase exponentially once the person is no longer being
restrained. It makes much more sense to provide meaningful programs such
as educational programs, vocational programs, and prison industry as a
means of providing inmates with something meaningful to occupy their time.
When the inmates' time is occupied with something that is meaningful to
them you have a demonstrated reduction in violence. Also, being engaged in
valuable programs means that inmates don't want to lose access to these
activities, which is what happens when they are involved in a violent event.
This means that inmates avoid violence in order to be allowed to continue
with these programs.
To specifically answer your question I don't believe the restraint desk should
be used, except with extremely violent inmates who have failed to change
their behavior after serious attempts to address that behavior by the Department of Correction (through engagement in alternative programs), and
psychotherapeutic interventions by the mental health staff, have failed.
I really do believe that the Department of Corrections has an opportunity to
think truly outside of the box when it comes to attempting to reduce violence among adolescent and young adult inmates. I believe that having a

program where the inmates are performing some kind of labor for a salary
($3.00 per hour), combined with mental health treatment, substance abuse
treatment, conflict resolution, interpersonal skills training, and good solid
correctional treatment -- will result in a statistically significant reduction in
violence. In the language of the youth, "you have to have some skin in the
game in order to care about the game." Having a job within the correctional
institution that pays $3.00 an hour is of value to the adolescent and young
adult inmate. They will want to hold on to this particular job, and these jobs
are linked to good behavior in order to keep the job; if bad behavior is
reported they would lose their job. It is important to note that while to us
$3.00 an hour is nothing, to an inmate it's a great deal of status. They do
not want to lose that status. As such they will conform to our wishes, follow
the rules of the institutions, and avoid violent altercations.
Members of the Department of Correction will most likely not like this idea.
They (the NYCDOC) will say that we are paying the inmates for good
behavior. In fact, this is a form of "token economy" which has been used to
change poor adolescent inmate behavior for decades. The idea will have be
sold to the NYCDOC. Part of the sales tactic will involve explaining to the
DOC that if they are able to show a statistically significant reduction in
violence, they will have fewer staff injuries, fewer inmate injuries, fewer
lawsuits, and will be able to say proudly to the national correctional
community: "We found an effective solution to reducing violence among our
adolescent and young adult inmate population."
It is also important to note that you need to have very good supervision in
order to make this work. Captains and Assistant Deputy Wardens have to
buy into the program. If they buy into the program, they will do everything
in their power to make it work. Further, I think the correctional staff working
in this program should be hand -selected by an interdisciplinary/multidisciplinary team, not just correctional staff. They should want to work in this
program. They should have a positive attitude and be program minded. I
also believe they should be paid a little bit more. They should receive
ongoing regularly scheduled training. And if the program works well, they
should be applauded, recognized, and rewarded.
In situations where serious attempts to change extremely dangerous and
violent behavior by the Department of Correction (through engaging inmates
in valuable programs such as those described above) and psychotherapeutic

interventions by the mental health staff have failed, an interdisciplinary/
multidisciplinary team needs to assemble and examine each case individually, to determine when and how long the restraint desk will be utilized.
While the restraint desk is being used in these situations, Department of
Corrections and the mental health staff need to come up with a plan for this
specific case going forward when the inmate is released from the restraint
desk - otherwise the inmate will return to the same violent behavior, which
may be even worse after a period of such physical restraint.
2. Currently, DOC performs a housing assessment of young adults in
the Entry Unit and says that it needs 30 days to complete this
assessment. Should this assessment take 30 days to complete?
DF: I don't know the procedure that the Department of Correction is currently using to complete the assessment process. 30 days does seem like a
bit much. The question that comes to mind is, "do they (DOC) have
dedicated (regularly assigned/steady post officer) staff to perform this
assessment? Or, are staff members doing multiple tasks in addition to the
assessment process?" Another question that comes to mind is, "who is
supervising the assessment process? Are these supervisors assigned
(regularly assigned/steady post supervisors) just to supervise those doing
the assessments? Or, are these supervisors being rotated into the area with
little knowledge of the assessment process?"

The best case scenario would be to have officers who are specially selected,
trained, and regularly assigned to the duties of assessing young adult inmates in the entry unit. The same holds true for those who supervise the
offices in this area. The supervisor should be specially selected, trained, and
regularly assigned to the duties of supervising the correctional officers who
are assessing young adult inmates in the entry unit. Where officers have
multiple duties, and/or supervisors are rotating into the area, this could
make the process more cumbersome, inefficient, and worse, inaccurate.

It also seems to make sense that this assessment would be performed by a
team of interdisciplinary/ multidisciplinary staff. If this is currently the case
that might account for the 30 day assessment period since it takes time to
engage multiple staff in the assessment process. However, if this is not the
case 30 days does seem to be a rather long period of time to perform the
assessment task for dedicated officers and supervisors assigned to the task.

3.
Should dogs be present in the classroom space during school
sessions?
DF: No.

The dogs utilized on Rikers Island search for drugs and escaped inmates.
They have no other purpose.
Using the dogs in the classrooms spells coercion. We all remember the
photographs from Abu Ghraib and the use of German Shepard dogs!

I don't think I need to say much more in reference to dogs being present in
the classroom space during school sessions. I think it's beyond problematic!

4. What kinds of programming should be offered? Currently, the
following programming is available in the restrictive levels:
Dialectical Behavioral Therapy, Interactive Journaling, Youth
Communication, Creative Expression Arts and Crafts, Overcome
Life's Struggles (IDOL), skill building, reentry services
program, and Cage Your Rage.
DF: Any psychotherapeutic therapeutic program that is Interactive will have
a better chance of being effective then psychotherapeutic programs that are
static. With that in mind, I would seriously consider interactive journaling,
youth communications, creative expression arts and crafts, and interactive
skills building that utilizes role play.

s.

Should mental health clinicians be involved in placement/
exit/level progression decisions? (Currently, involvement of
mental health staff is limited to daily cell-door check-ins and
deciding whether a person should be excluded from YA-ESH
due to serious mental illness or serious physical disability).

DF: Correctional mental health staff should be involved in every single
aspect of restrictive housing unit placement. But not just "involvement" -they must have the line authority and power to effect change and make
changes where necessary. As you know, the Department of Correction will
resist this. If the inmate has a mental health issue, a clinician should be
making many of the decisions concerning placement in restrictive housing.
With this, comes a greatdeal of responsibility and accountability for the
mental health clinician. Under competent clinical supervision, this can be
effective and quite useful.
6. Should young adults/adults be commingled in ESH? Should all
young adults be in one facility? (Currently, young adults ages
19-21 are commingled with adults in Level 1 and in less
'· restrictive levels (where desks are not used).

DF: No. Under no circumstances should young adults age 19 through 21 comingle with adults over the age of 21. The rationale behind this is as follows:
young adults (when around older inmates) want to prove themselves - they
want to prove their masculinity - they want and sometimes need to at least
appear to be a tough guy - as such, they may act out in an effort to prove
themselves. In other cases, the young adult between the age of 19 and 21
may end up being the victim of the older adult. This may take place as a
simple assault or a sexual assault.
Because the population Rikers Island is quite low at this time, the Department of Correction has plenty of dorm and cell space to spread people out.
Through classification, they can separate groups of inmates who should not
be housed together. This certainly includes separating younger inmates from
those over the age of 21. The Department of Corrections may resist this and
state that spreading inmates out into various housing areas via classification
may be a good thing but it is also costly. The Department of Correction will
also note that they will need additional staff for those housing areas.
The department will have to decide whether it wants to spend money and
have a safer environment or spend less money and have an unsafe
environment.

7. Should placement criteria be only for violent acts that cause
serious injury or also for weapons possession/threat of
violence to staff?
In Re: Placement in restrictive housing for acts of violence that
cause serious injury (to anyone).
DF: When an inmate causes serious injury to anyone several things should
take place. First and foremost, the inmate would have to be housed and
managed in an area where he or she will not be able to injure another person, including themselves. Currently, in the Department of Correction it
would seem that placement in restrictive housing would be necessary and
appropriate in this very specific situation.

In addition to placement in restrictive housing, the Department of Correction
and the mental health staff would need to form an interdisciplinary/ multidisciplinary team of people to examine what happened, why it happened,
and how to prevent it from happening in the future with this specific inmate.
The Department of Correction should examine its classification system, and
ask the question: "Was this inmate properly classified and properly housed?"
The mental health staff should be examining the inmate to determine if he
has a serious mental health condition that would increase his propensity to
act out in a very violent manner or has a mental health condition that would
make him more vulnerable to commit acts of extreme violence. Because the
inmate will not spend the rest of his time in restrictive housing ( or indeed,
the rest of his life behind bars), both the mental health staff and the correctional staff need to create a plan for this particular inmate that would guide
his release into an appropriate housing unit (after a term of confinement in
restrictive housing) that has a support system built into the housing unit to
prevent the violent behavior from reoccurring - and even more important, to
reduce the likelihood that such behavior would occur after release back into
the community.
On another note, a multidisciplinary/ interdisciplinary team of staff should
interview the inmate in an effort to determine why the violent behavior
occurred in the first place. There are times when an inmate is attempting to
protect himself from being assaulted by another inmate. During these times,
an inmate may resort to acts of extreme violence in order to save his own
life. This is one of the reasons why inmates carry weapons. They simply do
not feel safe! This needs to be assessed and addressed. During my time with
the Department of Correction this was always an issue that was never resolved. The department should move towards helping each inmate feel safer
in its environment. This in and of itself will help to reduce violence because

inmates won't feel the need to carry a weapon (or as the inmates say, "be
strapped"). It's important to note that oftentimes inmates will behave violently as a means of proving to the rest of the inmates that they will not be
taken advantage of. This is simply a reality of being locked up in a correctional institution.
I

In Re: ... Placement in restrictive housing for weapons possession.

DF: Restrictive housing should be utilized only for inmates who have acted
out in a very violent manner and cause serious physical injury to another
person. In the case of weapons possession, the inmate should be issued an
infraction or have some other punishment levied against the inmate. He/she
should not be placed in restrictive housing. Further an interdisciplinary/multidisciplinary team of correctional and mental health staff should interview
the inmate in an effort to determine why he/she felt the need to carry a
weapon. Once again, the Department of Correction needs to make certain
that the inmates under their supervision feel at least somewhat safe in the
correctional institution.
One of the things this team of correctional and mental health staff should be
looking for are the inmate's thoughts on his own safety in the correctional
institution. Specifically they should be asking, "Do you have a specific enemy
(or enemies) that you feel the need to protect yourself against?"
In Re: Placement in restrictive housing for threats of violence to
staff.

DF: Responding to this question is a bit challenging when we're talking
about verbal threats to civilian or correctional staff members. If an inmate
identifies a particular staff member that he or she is planning to harm, staff
must consider the inmate's words and take some kind of action in a proactive manner to avoid an assault on staff. Many times correctional staff are
threatened by inmates, yet nothing actually happens. There are other times
when an inmate makes a threat against a correctional staff member, ·and it's
important to know the reasons behind this threat. The question becomes
what you do when you have information directly from an inmate stating that
he's going to hurt a staff member. This will have to be dealt with on a caseby-case basis. I think the first line of defense would be simply to transfer the
inmate to another institution or another area where the inmate will not come
in contact with threatened staff member. Using this method, good tracking
of both the inmate and be threatened staff member are necessary. Supervisors must be made aware of the separation so there is no accidental contact or transfer. I guess what it boils down to is simply good correctional
supervision of both the staff and the inmates.

Specifically, I do not think that an inmate should be placed in restrictive
housing for a threat to a specific staff member. He or she should receive an
infraction and some other form of punishment should be levied against that
inmate. Further, I think the inmate should be assessed by an interdisciplinary/ multidisciplinary team of people in an effort to figure out what went
wrong and how best to deal with this issue. I guess what I'm saying is we
need to function in a highly professional manner and address individual
inmates as separate individuals who may have unique problems that need to
be addressed.

8. Young adults have a right to a hearing to challenge their
placement in YA-ESH. Who should serve as adjudicators?
Currently, uniformed staff serve in this role.
DF: It's my very strong opinion that a member of the department's legal
divisions should be the adjudicator for these hearings. Uniformed members
of service should not serve in this capacity.

A lawyer or a highly competent legal assistant will be the best person able to
look at the evidence and determine if the challenge to placement is warranted. Although correctional staff are trained for this particular duty it is
very difficult. Correctional staff are not lawyers or legal assistants. If, in fact,
you do come across correctional officers who have studied law or are legal
assistants, they may be appropriate for that position if they can be completely objective and not be co-opted or influenced by their fellow officers.
Another reason that you want someone who is not a uniformed member of
service to perform this particular duty is based on the fact that "blue tends
to stick with blue." Believe me, as a person who is a member of the uniformed force it is hard for me to make this statement. But, as a person who
wore blue the 30 years I am aware of situations where correctional staff
have whispered to the adjudication officers their desire to have a negative
outcome to a hearing. Painful to state, but it is simply a fact. As I noted
elsewhere in these comments, the Department of Correction must increase
its level of professionalism.
I hope this was useful.
David Fullard, Ph.D., LMHC, CRC
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INTRODUCTION
The city and its department of correction now stand at a historic crossroads. New York City’s jail
system, largely symbolized by the persistently violent and inhumane conditions in the massive jail
1
complex on Rikers Island, is an ongoing source of public shame. But after years of crime and
2
incarceration reduction, closing the jail facilities on Rikers Island and reimagining the New York City
Department of Correction (“DOC”) now has become a realistic possibility.
Constant litigation and a number of accounts of violence and mistreatment of those held in the DOC’s
custody prompted a loud and sustained cry for reform. Perhaps no story galvanized this public call
3
more than the story of Kalief Browder, first published in The New Yorker in October of 2014. Browder
4
was sixteen years old when he was arrested and charged with robbery, grand larceny, and assault. He
was held on $3000 bail and spent three years on Rikers Iland waiting for his trial, unwilling to plead
guilty to crimes he did

...
1.

2.
3.
4.

See Anna Mae Duane, The Shame of Rikers: The Odious 19th-Century History of Rikers Island Provides Just One More
Good Reason to Shut It Down, SLATE (July 13, 2017), http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/history/
2017/07/rikers_island_is_the_northern_equivalent_of_confederate_monuments_but_ worse.html
[http://perma.cc/3PPP-E82R].
Michelle Mark, New York City Is Proof That Cities Don’t Need to Lock Up Tons of People to Drive Down Crime, BUS.
INSIDER (Nov. 5, 2016), http://www.businessinsider.com/how-nyc-managed-to-lower-incarceration-and-crimerates-at-the-same-time-2016-11 [http://perma.cc/G9XX-7ML9].
See Jennifer Gonnerman, Before the Law, NEW YORKER (Oct. 6, 2014),
http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2014/10/06/before-the-law [http://perma.cc/ 7NCL-DJVN].
Id.

34

Nunez v. City of New York litigation, describing the complaint and the federal consent decree under
which the DOC is currently operating. Section I.C outlines the current agenda for reform as embodied in
the Commission’s recommendations and the recommendations outlined in the mayor’s roadmap to close
Rikers Island.
A. Conditions at DOC: Historic and Continuing Challenges
One ever-present challenge of Rikers Island is its geographic isolation. Rikers Island functions as New
York City’s penal colony, with ten facilities located on a remote 413-acre piece of land perched in the
35
East River between the Bronx and Queens.
The majority of the population—over seventy-five
36
percent—are being held there pretrial, meaning that they have not yet been convicted of a crime.
The
island’s remote location contributes to delays in court processing time for felony and misdemeanor cases,
37
inhibits access to attorneys and programming, and discourages visits by family. It also results in an “out
of sight, out of mind” approach to the city’s jail system that is unsafe and unproductive for those who are
38
held and those who work there.
But remoteness and isolation are only part of the deep-rooted problems troubling Rikers Island. The
39
facilities on Rikers, which first opened as a jail complex in the early 1930s, are in deep decay. Facilities
throughout the system have rotting floorboards, malfunctioning heating and cooling systems, sewage
40
backups, leaking roofs, broken showers, and flooded bathrooms. This decay has led to harmful
41
42
conditions for those incarcerated, and has created an inhospitable environment.
This inhospitable
environment is further worsened due to the lack of basic services, such as heating in winter

1
11-cv-5845 (S.D.N.Y. 2011).
2
A MORE JUST NEW YORK CITY, supra note 10, at 103.
3
Id. at 33.
4
Id. at 73–75.
5
Id. at 14.
6
N.Y.C. DEP’T OF CORR., History of DOC, http://www1.nyc.gov/site/doc/about/ history-doc.page
[http://perma.cc/VB2B-RL73].
7
See A MORE JUST NEW YORK CITY, supra note 10, at 72.
8
For example, the broken materials provide opportunities for people to make weapons. See id. at 72.
9
See Raven Rakia, A Sinking Jail: The Environmental Disaster That Is Rikers Island, GRIST (Mar. 15, 2016),
http://grist.org/justice/a-sinking-jail-the-environmentaldisaster-that-is-rikers-island/ [http://perma.cc/MYW3-QYFC].
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and air conditioning in summer.
In addition to decaying and dangerous facilities and the lack of basic
services, incarcerated persons are typically housed in multi-occupancy cells with no privacy, and the jails
44
have little space for social services that are best practice in a modern correctional system.
Even worse, the people held on the island endure physical and mental abuse, a rampant culture of
45
violence, and overly punitive conditions.
This has included alarming rates of force used against
adolescents, rampant inmate-on-inmate assaults, and correction officers using blows to the head and force
46
as punishment or retribution in response to verbal altercations with officers. In addition, there is a link
between jail conditions and the violence that occurs within the facilities both by staff and by those
47
held in the facilities. For example, the deteriorating physical conditions throughout the system
provide an opportunity to fashion weapons from light fixtures, radiators, and sprinkler heads; in
fact, most of the weapons found inside the jails in 2014 were improvised from materials already
48
inside the jails. For both staff and those held, these punishing conditions, in addition to the
rampant violence, have persisted for decades; those held on Rikers Island have described the island
49
using terms such as “hellhole,” “torture island,” and “the land that time forgot.”
These problems are not confined to Rikers, nor do they only impact those who are incarcerated.
These problems also lead to an inhospitable environment for correction officers (“COs”) and other
DOC staff. City data demonstrates that, like the facilities on Rikers Island, borough-based
facilities also are marred by pervasive violence

43. See id.; Brad Hamilton, Cell Damage: Rikers in Ruins After Years of Neglect,
N.Y. POST (Jan. 13, 2013), http://nypost.com/2013/01/13/cell-damage-rikers-in-ruinsafter-years-of-neglect/
[http://perma.cc/2654-66KG].
1. See A MORE JUST NEW YORK CITY, supra note 10, at 13, 77.
2. See U.S. ATTORNEY FOR THE S. DIST. OF N.Y., U.S. DEP’T OF JUSTICE, CRIPA INVESTIGATION OF THE NEW YORK CITY
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS JAILS ON RIKERS ISLAND 3 (2014) [hereinafter SDNY RIKERS REPORT],
https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/usao-sdny/legacy/2015/03/25/SDNY%20 Rikers%20Report.pdf
[https://perma.cc/4QPB-2VDK].
3. Id. at 4.
4. See A MORE JUST NEW YORK CITY, supra note 10, at 72.
5. See id. at 72.
6. See id. at 27; see also Jonathan Lippman & Melissa Mark-Viverito, Opinion, Closing Rikers Island Is a Moral Imperative,
N.Y. TIMES (Mar. 31, 2017), https://www.nytimes.com/2017/03/31/opinion/closing-rikers-island-is-a-moralimperative.html
[https://nyti.ms/2nFxqVW].
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and by decaying and outmoded conditions.
While the average daily population has steadily
declined, rates of violence in the DOC have persisted. There are a number of explanations for
violence in the facilities, between COs and those held and between inmates, including inability to
appropriately manage the population due to inadequate training and management of staff and
51
deteriorating facilities across the DOC. As on Rikers Island, the borough-based jails are generally
inhospitable, with deteriorating buildings, broken heating and cooling systems, harsh lighting, and
52
reverberating surfaces.
And with the exception of the Manhattan Detention Center, all the DOC
facilities are based on now obsolete design principles with a linear layout that makes curbing
53
violence difficult.
Figure 1, below, shows the historical violence trends in the DOC over the last two decades. The
trends are based on what the system calls “stabbings and slashings.” This is inmate-on-inmate
54
violence with the use of a weapon (usually some type of razor or homemade knife).
If stabbing
and slashing rates are high, it is also quite likely that all use of force, unjustified use of force, and
55
attacks on COs will also be high.
The opposite is also true, if stabbing and slashing rates are low,
56
use of force will be low.

1.

2.
3.

Press Release, N.Y.C. Comptroller, Comptroller Stringer 2015 Analysis: Violence at City Jails Spikes
Dramatically and Cost per Inmate Explodes Even as Inmate Population Declines (Oct. 16, 2015),
http://comptroller.nyc.gov/newsroom/
comptroller-stringer-2015-analysis-violence-at-city-jails-spikes-dramatically-and-costper-inmate-explodes-even-as-inmate-population-declines/ [http://perma.cc/WG5TLLHK].
See A MORE JUST NEW YORK CITY, supra note 10, at 73.
Id.; see also, e.g., Daniel Beekman, Bronx’s Notorious Spofford Shut Down,

N.Y. DAILY NEWS (Mar. 31, 2011), http://www.nydailynews.com/new-york/bronx/
bronx-notorious-spofford-aka-bridges-juvenile-center-finally-shut-article-1.119333 [https://perma.cc/6WQD-47Z6].
1. Linear jails typically contain cells lined up along corridors, so that correction officers cannot easily monitor groups
consistently. Richard Wener et al., Direct Supervision of Correctional Institutions, in PODULAR, DIRECT SUPERVISION JAILS
INFORMATION PACKET 1–8 (Nat’l Inst. of Corr. ed., 1993).
2. N.Y.C. BD. OF CORR., VIOLENCE IN NEW YORK CITY JAILS: STABBING AND SLASHING INCIDENTS 2 (2015) [hereinafter
VIOLENCE IN N.Y.C. JAILS 2009–2014],
http://www1.nyc.gov/assets/boc/downloads/pdf/Violence%20in%20New%20York%20
City%20Jails_Slashing%20and%20Stabbing%20Incidents.pdf [http://perma.cc/HLP7G6HC].
3. Id. at 2.
4. Id.
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Figure 1. Historical Violence Trends at the DOC, as Measured by Stabbing and Slashing Incidents.

As shown, while the average daily population has steadily decreased since fiscal year 1995,
violence rates, which peaked at over 59 stabbings and slashings per 1000 inmates in 1995, declined
58
to a low of under 2 per 1000 inmates from 2003 to 2009.
After an initial

1.

2.

See MMR 2017, supra note 26, at 72–74; MAYOR’S OFFICE OF OPERATIONS, MAYOR’S MANAGEMENT REPORT 81 (2016)
[hereinafter MMR 2016], http://www1.nyc.gov/assets/operations/downloads/pdf/mmr2016/2016_mmr.pdf
[http://perma.cc/57LL-MUPB]; MAYOR’S OFFICE OF OPERATIONS, MAYOR’S MANAGEMENT REPORT 82–83 (2015)
[hereinafter MMR 2015], http://www1.nyc.gov/ assets/operations/downloads/pdf/mmr2015/2015_mmr.pdf
[https://perma.cc/SG3MSRCK]; MAYOR’S OFFICE OF OPERATIONS, MAYOR’S MANAGEMENT REPORT 143–44 (2008)
[hereinafter MMR 2008], http://www1.nyc.gov/assets/operations/downloads/ pdf/mmr/0908_mmr.pdf
[https://perma.cc/M9XC-SR66]; MAYOR’S OFFICE OF OPERATIONS, MAYOR’S MANAGEMENT REPORT: SUPPLEMENTARY
INDICATOR TABLES 76 (2004), http://www1.nyc.gov/assets/operations/downloads/pdf/mmr/0904_ indicators.pdf
[https://perma.cc/D82M-9WUB]; MAYOR’S OFFICE OF OPERATIONS, MAYOR’S MANAGEMENT REPORT: SUPPLEMENTARY
INDICATOR TABLES 71 (2002), http://www1.nyc.gov/assets/operations/downloads/pdf/mmr/0902_indicators.pdf
[https://perma.cc/N4HW-YF3X]; VIOLENCE IN N.Y.C. JAILS 2009–2014, supra note 54, at 2; Mayor’s Office of Criminal
Justice, Average Daily Jail Population in New York City, 1980–2017, CITY OF N.Y. (Jan. 1, 2018),
http://www1.nyc.gov/assets/ criminaljustice/downloads/pdfs/population_reduction_sheet.pdf [https://perma.cc/
8L47-C4A7]; NYC Department of Correction at a Glance, N.Y.C. DEP’T OF CORR. (Apr. 27, 2017),
http://www1.nyc.gov/assets/doc/downloads/pdf/DOC_At-Glance-427-17.pdf [http://perma.cc/Y87N-QKAT].
See MMR 2008, supra note 57, at 143–44; VIOLENCE IN N.Y.C. JAILS 2009– 2014, supra note 54, at 2.

dramatic decrease in violence rates, and a leveling off, the DOC has seen a steady increase in
59
violence since fiscal year 2009.
Since 2009 violence rates have steadily increased to over 17 per
60
1000 inmates in 2017, a thirteen fold increase from 2008.
While still not close to 1995 levels, the
61
trend is deeply concerning. These conditions, coupled with the changing needs, particularly those
related to behavioral health, of people cycling through the system, have developed a reputation for
62
the DOC as a hopeless institution for staff and inmates alike.
1. A Legacy of Violence, Neglect, and Litigation
The troubling and inhumane conditions in New York City jails are not new. Before the bridge to Rikers
63
Island was constructed in 1966, the majority of pre-trial detainees were housed in borough jails. The
Manhattan House of Detention (“the Tombs”), once was as notorious as Rikers Island due to its severe
64
overcrowding and poor conditions for both inmates and officers.
In the late 1960s, the Correction
Officers Benevolent Association (“COBA”), New York City’s union for correction officers, urged
the DOC to address the jail’s deteriorating conditions, severe understaffing, and a lack of new
65
officer training.
The DOC made attempts to expedite case processing times to address overcrowding
66
at the Tombs, but did little else to address rising tensions within the facility.
In 1970, tensions came to
a head as an inmate uprising at the Tombs brought public attention to the overcrowding, officer brutality
67
and racism, overly punitive conditions of confinement, and deteriorating environmental conditions.
Those held were “locked-in” to their cells twenty-four

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

See MMR 2017, supra note 26, at 84; MMR 2015, supra note 57, at 82; VIOLENCE IN N.Y.C. JAILS 2009–2014, supra note
54, at 2.
See MMR 2017, supra note 26, at 84; MMR 2008, supra note 57, at 143.
See MMR 2008, supra note 57, at 143–44.
See A MORE JUST NEW YORK CITY, supra note 10, at 71.
The Long-Term Plan for Borough Jails and Rikers Island, Hearing Before the

N.Y.C. Council Comm. on Fire & Criminal Justice 1 (Apr. 25, 2006) (statement of John Boston, Dir., Prisoners’ Rights Project,
The Legal Aid Soc’y).
1. See John Surico, The Legacy of Violence at the Manhattan Jail Known as the ‘Tombs,’ VICE NEWS (July 19 2015),
https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/tales-fromthe-tombs-the-legacy-of-violence-at-the-manhattan-detention-complex-719
[http://perma.cc/QAM9-F6H6].
2. John J. Dilulio, Jr., The Impact of Judicial Intervention on Prisons and Jails, in COURTS, CORRECTIONS, AND THE
CONSTITUTION: THE IMPACT OF JUDICIAL INTERVENTION ON PRISONS AND JAILS, 144 (John J. Dilulio, Jr., ed. 1990).
3. Id. at 143.
4. Id.

at the Tombs were transferred to the House of Detention for Men (“HDM”) on Rikers Island, where
conditions—like overcrowding, deteriorating physical conditions, and disciplinary procedures—were just
79
as poor as at the Tombs.
As the city budget crisis of the early 1970s worsened, action to address conditions of confinement was
80
delayed, and in 1975, the most destructive inmate uprising yet erupted on Rikers Island. Corrections
Commissioner Benjamin J. Malcolm was able to negotiate an end to the protests, which arose out of
complaints from inmates due to overcrowding and conditions in the facilities, and avoid bloodshed by
81
agreeing to address the grievances of those incarcerated.
After the uprising, the DOC was forced to
move people to other DOC facilities while repairs were made to large holes in cells and other debris
82
was cleaned up.
But COs on Rikers Island staged a walkout to protest the fact that the DOC had
83
not issued a plan to address the unsafe working conditions in the facilities.
Following that uprising, Legal Aid filed a new federal class action lawsuit, Benjamin v. Malcom,
alleging that conditions at the HDM were also unconstitutional.
The Koch administration negotiated a
settlement agreement that would cover all of the city jails on and off Rikers Island.
In 1978, a consent
decree was agreed to by all parties and in 1979, Judge Lasker approved and entered the consent
judgment.
Two critical issues covered by the consent decree were overcrowding and developing
policies for the treatment of those held at HDM.
89
In 1983, Legal Aid brought Fisher v. Koehler, alleging that the DOC used excessive force on
individuals incarcerated in the Correctional Institution for Men (“CIFM”), now the Eric M. Taylor
84

85

86

87

88

1.
2.

Benjamin v. Malcolm, 564 F. Supp. 668, 670 (S.D.N.Y. 1983).
See Tom Goldstein, 318 Prisoners Are Transferred from Riot-Damaged Rikers Jail, N.Y. TIMES (Nov. 29, 1975),
http://www.nytimes.com/1975/11/29/archives/ 318-prisoners-are-transferred-from-riotdamaged-rikers-jail.html
[https://nyti.ms/ 2GglNOr].
3. Id.
4. Id.
5. See Peter Kihss, Rikers Island Revolt Ends with Release of Hostages, N.Y. TIMES (Nov. 25, 1975),
http://www.nytimes.com/1975/11/25/archives/rikers-islandrevolt-ends-with-release-of-hostages-rikers-island.html
[https://nyti.ms/2Fbyjxi].
6. 495 F. Supp. 1357 (S.D.N.Y. 1980).
7. Id. at 1360.
8. See Baer & Bepko, supra note 74, at 23.
9. Id. at 23–24.
10. Id. at 24.
11. 692 F. Supp. 1519 (S.D.N.Y. 1988).

90

Center, on Rikers Island.
Judge Lasker also heard this case and ruled in favor of the plaintiffs, finding
that use of force was excessive and “that the pervasiveness of staff-on-inmate violence was the
91
predictable result of defendant’s policies and practices . . . .”
In 1985, Legal Aid brought a similar
case, Jackson v. Montemagno, against the DOC claiming abuse of the incarcerated population by staff at
93
the Brooklyn House of Detention.
The case was settled in 1991, referencing the agreement reached in
Fisher, requiring the DOC to develop and implement systems for controlling and investigating use of
94
force incidents and disciplining COs for unnecessary or excessive force.
In 2003, the DOC and the Urban Justice Center also settled a class action suit, Brad H. v. City of New
95
York, which had been brought in state court claiming that the city failed to provide adequate discharge
96
planning as part of their care for those with a diagnosed mental illness.
While this case covered the
97
DOC as a whole, it again targeted a specific population, i.e., those with a diagnosed mental illness.
A
settlement agreement was reached that required the DOC to develop a discharge plan based on an
assessment for those individuals’ needs for continued treatment and support services, public benefits, and
98
appropriate housing.
The DOC was also required to provide assistance and access to the services set
99
forth in the plan. A monitoring team was established that continues to monitor progress towards the
100
agreement, and the thirty-seventh monitor’s report was filed in June of 2017.

1.

Id. at 1519; see also Facilities Overview, CITY OF N.Y. DEP’T OF CORR.,

2.
3.

http://home2.nyc.gov/html/doc/html/about/facilities-overview.shtml [https://perma.cc/ R9RU-7XL4].
Id. at 1564.
Stipulation of Settlement at 3, Jackson v. Montemagno, CV 85-2384

(E.D.N.Y. 1991).
1. Id. at 3.
2. Id.
3. Stipulation of Settlement at 2, Brad H. v. City of New York, No. 117882/99 (Jan. 8, 2003), 2003 WL 5582869.
4. Id.
5. Id.
6. Id. at 14.
7. Id.
8. See Thirty-Seventh Regular Report of the Compliance Monitors at 6, Brad H., No. 117882/99 (June 6, 2017). For public
access to the full docket, see Brad H. v. City of New York, URBAN JUSTICE CTR., https://mhp.urbanjustice.org/mhpbradH.v.cityofnewyork [https://perma.cc/8S5J-6LWS].
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a whole.
Then in 1990, Judge Lasker held that the city violated an order prohibiting the housing of
incarcerated individuals in nonhousing areas, including gymnasiums and receiving areas, and found that
the violence at CIFM was caused by overcrowding, inadequate staffing and supervision, excessive
reliance on dormitory housing, lack of adequate classification, and inadequate systems for controlling,
110
investigating, and disciplining staff misuse of force.
In 1989, Judge Lasker approved a new
use-of-force policy to address the violence at CIFM, under Fisher, and in 1990, during the population
surge at the DOC, imposed a series of fines holding that the DOC had violated his order prohibiting the
111
housing of individuals in nonhousing areas.
In the early 1990s, the DOC began addressing other
condition-of-confinement issues including the provision of food services, access to the law library,
environmental health (sanitary conditions, ventilation, lighting, and extreme temperatures), attorney
visitation and confidentiality, placement of pre-trial detainees in restraints, fire safety, and modular
112
housing units.
In 1982, under the Malcolm case, Judge Lasker ordered the creation of the Office of Compliance
113
Consultants (“OCC”), to oversee implementation of the consent decree requirements.
The OCC was
designed to be an agency of the city, not the court or the DOC, with leadership appointed by the city and
114
staff from the DOC.
This agency was designed to allow for greater cooperation among the city, Legal
115
Aid, and the DOC.
Because it was considered a relatively neutral party, the OCC was successful in
inducing the DOC to adopt reform strategies, though these reforms only chipped away at the DOC’s
116
entrenched culture.
In addition to court oversight, the New York City Board of Correction (“the Board”) provides more
general oversight of the DOC, separate from court oversight. Originally established in 1957 by
Mayor Robert F. Wagner, and expanded in 1977 under Mayor Beane, the Board is a citizen
117
watchdog agency to set and enforce minimum standards for the DOC.
The minimum standards
seek to
1
See supra Section I.A.1.
2
See Baer & Bepko, supra note 74, at 27.
3
Id. at 28–29.
4
Id. at 36.
5
Id. at 25.
6
Id. at 25–26.
7
Id. at 26.
8
Id.
9
About the BOC, N.Y.C. BD. OF CORR., http://www1.nyc.gov/site/boc/about/ about.page
[https://perma.cc/8W2Q-YBW4].
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ensure the care, custody, correction, treatment, supervision, and discipline of those held in the DOC.
The Board fulfills this mission through the evaluation of the DOC’s performance and operation of a
system for hearing grievances and issues from the DOC, both from those incarcerated in the DOC
119
facilities and from the general public.
Made up of nine members appointed by the mayor and the
city council, the Board has the right to access any DOC data or records and the right to inspect and visit
120
any DOC facility at any time.
The Board continues to incorporate best practices into its minimum
standards, including those related to the use of force and punitive segregation, as well as the provision of
121
basic necessities to ensure proper conditions of confinement.
The Board sets minimum standards,
but its success as an oversight agency has been limited primarily because it lacks strong mechanisms to
actually incentivize compliance or to enforce its rights to obtain data and documentation from the
122
DOC.
These reform efforts function primarily through litigation and reflect a largely backward-looking
responsive policy approach rather than a forward-looking comprehensive approach to reform at the DOC.
There are many external factors that contribute to this reactive policy approach. A primary factor is the
123
ever-changing nature of leadership in public bureaucracies, which makes stability hard to come by.
The DOC is an agency within city government, and its commissioner is appointed by and serves at the
124
pleasure of the mayor.
This means that the highest rung of DOC leadership can change every four
years, or less, depending on the performance of the commissioner or on the number of terms the
appointing mayor
125

serves.

Many of the staff, however, stay much longer.

126

In the

1
Id.
2
N.Y.C. BD. OF CORR., A STUDY OF THE DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION INMATE GRIEVANCE AND REQUEST PROGRAM 1
(2016), http://www1.nyc.gov/assets/ boc/downloads/pdf/final_board_of_correctionreport_oct2016.pdf [http://perma.cc/
CYG3-8EVG].
3
N.Y.C. CHARTER §§ 626, 626(c)(1) (2004).
4
N.Y.C. BD. OF CORR., supra note 119, at 1.
5
See generally id. at 12–14.
6
ROBERT J. LAVIGNA, ENGAGING GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES: MOTIVATE AND INSPIRE YOUR PEOPLE TO ACHIEVE
SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE 58–60 (2013).
7
See Baer & Bepko, supra note 74, at 23.
8
N.Y.C. CHARTER § 6 (2004).
9
N.Y.C. DEP’T OF CITYWIDE ADMIN. SERVS., WORKFORCE PROFILE REPORT 160 (2015),
http://www.nyc.gov/html/dcas/downloads/pdf/misc/workforce_profile_ report_fy_2015.pdf [http://perma.cc/ELW8-QUQZ].

then proceeded to hire them without any documented explanation of why the red flag was disregarded or
206
overridden.
Examples of these red flags included criminal histories, contact with inmates on Rikers, a
207
history of domestic violence, and failed psychological screenings for other city jobs. The Monitor
investigated these specific applications and found that the AIU’s decisions to overlook the red flags were
208
reasonable, but stressed the need to document the reasons for these decisions.
Second, the Monitor has also found that due to the unprecedented volume of training efforts and
209
resources required, the original one-year deadline set in the consent decree is unrealistic.
Not only
does the DOC need to cover operations while staff are being trained, but they also do not have adequate
210
space for training.
The Monitor has consistently and strongly urged the City of New York to create a
new training facility for the DOC; lack of quality training space has made it incredibly difficult for the
211
DOC to carry out the training requirements of the consent decree.
To its credit, the city has also
212
included $100 million in the fiscal year 2018 budget for a new training academy.
That said, the
213
DOC has requested an extension to the deadline for training requirements.
c. Young Inmate Management—Classification and Programming
In the fourth monitors report, it is noted that young inmates under the age of nineteen continue to
214
contribute to a disproportionate share of both the DOC’s use-of-force and inmate-on-inmate violence.
However, the DOC had made significant progress in increasing programming for young people, which
215
reduces idle time and, in turn, reduces violence.
First, the DOC began working with an external consultant shortly after the conclusion of the most
216
recent monitoring period in order to validate the existing classification tool.
The DOC also recently

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

See Second Monitors Report, supra note 181, at 160.
Id.
Id.
See Third Monitors Report, supra note 175, at 71.
Id.
Id. at 7.
See SMALLER, SAFER, FAIRER, supra note 20, at 36.
See Third Monitors Report, supra note 175, at 72.
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devised and began using an evidence-based classification model known as the Housing Unit Balancer
217
(“HUB”).
This tool was developed based on the analysis of approximately 60,000 DOC inmate
records (including adolescent males), and uses a conditional (“if, then”) decision tree model to classify
inmates according to violent conduct, mental health issues, age, severity of charge, gangaffiliation, and
218
number of prior arrests.
Under the HUB model, inmates are assessed every 100 days, or after each
violent incident, and classified as minimum, minimum-medium, medium-maximum, or maximum, and
219
housed accordingly.
The HUB system has an override mechanism, so that both adult and adolescent
inmates with special circumstances (such mental health issues or emotional immaturity) can be placed in
220
the appropriate housing option.
The DOC plans to ultimately use this classification system across all
221
DOC facilities, for all populations.
However, the Monitor has expressed concern in areas related to young adult classification and
programming. Moreover, the DOC’s new HUB classification system has been determined unfit for
classifying adolescents, and the DOC must either create a new, evidence-based classification instrument
222
from scratch or pilot a model currently used in another context for classifying adolescents.
Second, the DOC has been working with the Monitor to develop plans to deliver direct supervision
223
training to staff, but it is important to note that the physical layout of all existing facilities on Rikers
Island and the Brooklyn House of Detention are not in line with the design requirements of direct
supervision, which will make adoption of this training model more challenging than in a more
224
modern facility.
Finally, in addition to the previous abolition of the practice of punitive segregation for sixteen-and
seventeen-year-olds in December 2014, the DOC abolished the use of punitive segregation for
225
eighteen-year-old inmates on June 30, 2016. In earlier reviews, the Monitor expressed concern about
the sustainability of this
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practice since other disciplinary sanctions had not been fleshed out. By the end of the third
monitoring period, the DOC demonstrated promising efforts to increase alternative forms of discipline for
227
young inmates.
But the Monitor warned that alternative disciplinary programs, such as cognitive
behavioral therapy, are a drastic shift from the DOC’s status quo and will need significant time to become
228
a successful replacement.
C. Current Agenda for Reform
Throughout the years, the strongest sources pushing for DOC reform have been the courts and legal
advocates, through litigation efforts. This kind of litigation strategy is popular across the United States: at
one point, nearly one third of large U.S. prisons were under court orders to address unconstitutional
229
conditions of confinement. One of the primary purposes of litigation is to deter unacceptable conduct or
conditions, and specifically in the case of corrections, it can serve to create a space where inmates are
230
treated with respect and as citizens.
However, the DOC has historically not treated settlements as essential tools to help guide long-term
structural reforms. The key examples of the DOC’s litigation history from Rhem to Benjamin and
Fisher to Nunez—though by no means an exhaustive account—reveal a pattern of illegal treatment of
incarcerated people followed by successful lawsuits against the DOC that resulted in piecemeal responses
231
rather than a holistic strategy for reform.
This stems partly from a consistent turnover of DOC
232
leadership and outside experts as well as an absence of strong reform precedents in the DOC.
That
said, the presence of the Nunez Monitor, the release of the Commission’s report, and the mayor’s
commitment to closing Rikers Island all present critical opportunities to implement comprehensive
reforms at the DOC.
As previously mentioned, the Commission recommended closing Rikers Island and redeveloping
borough-based jails in order to create
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a smaller, safer, more humane and effective jail system for New York City.
234
The DOC is a frequent target of public outrage, advocacy, and legal action.
But history has shown
235
that even scandal and outrage are not enough to change the culture of the DOC.
Lasting change will
require deliberate analysis, strategic planning, and execution over a long period of time. In order to take
full advantage of this rare opportunity of galvanized political will for closing Rikers Island, reforming the
broader criminal justice system, and building new stateof-the-art borough-based jails, the city and the
DOC should prioritize organizational culture reform.
II. ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE CHANGE
Part II turns to a critical piece of the comprehensive reform agenda—culture change. Reforming the
DOC culture, and thus, operations, will be difficult and will not be immediate. But, to fully realize the
mayor’s goal of a smaller, safer, fairer jail system, it is necessary.
The subsequent sections outline the tenants of organizational culture change and culture change
specific to correctional institutions, and then focus specifically on five critical areas for developing a
culture change plan, including: accountability in management and performance; procedures and policies;
recruiting and hiring; training and education; and wellbeing and support. These five areas do not
exhaustively cover the challenges facing the DOC, rather, they are critical areas to take into account when
devising a comprehensive strategic plan for organizational culture change for the DOC.
A. Changing the Culture at the DOC
The following sections will explore organizational culture and its relationship to the DOC’s operations.
This section first outlines a process for understanding and evaluating organizational culture. Next, this
section turns to developing a plan for reform. Finally, this section outlines priority areas for operational
reform in order to fundamentally change the organizational culture in the DOC.
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The rehabilitative model for correctional environments requires staff to develop effective ties with
incarcerated persons and enforce rules with discretion according to a nuanced understanding of inmates
and their behavior.
Staff still manage the incarcerated population through communication and
some behavioral incentives, but this requires great technical skill and a strong commitment to these
ideals.
277
In contrast to many prisons in Central Europe and Scandinavia, which lean very strongly
toward rehabilitative principles, most U.S. institutions over the past several decades have resisted
278
the concept of rehabilitation in favor of a “tough-on-crime” approach.
However, even as
incarceration rates have risen, policy changes and litigation have forced improved conditions of
279
confinement and protections from punitive action by COs.
This trend has resulted in somewhat
280
improved conditions of confinement in places where administrations have embraced reforms.
Litigation tends to result in mandated reforms and restrictions on staff, limiting the coercive power
281
of COs.
When COs are expected to perform both custody and treatment functions, this sets up a conflict
282
of roles for staff.
Though line officers are expected to remain socially distant to maintain order,
they
275

276
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are also increasingly urged to form close, supportive relationships with inmates and guide them to
283
make their own decisions. Custody goals and rehabilitative goals are typically at odds by
definition, and if organizational leadership does not develop a comprehensive strategy to integrate
284
the two models, correctional staff will often encounter role strain and role conflict. Role strain
refers to the tensions that an employee experiences when different duties within his or her role are
285
difficult to achieve simultaneously.
Role conflict is when one employee has multiple, distinct
286
roles that are incompatible.
When faced with too much role conflict, officers are more likely to revert to the custody model of
287
coercive and punitive control because its clear guidelines and results can be more easily measured.
The adoption of new cultural ideals, such as rehabilitation models, must be accompanied by a clear and
direct tool of measurement for
288

success.
For long-term change to take hold, organizations and their staff must go through a process of reframing
289
and redefining roles and missions so that old operations no longer seem acceptable. Elements of an
organization’s culture, such as shared attitudes, assumptions, beliefs, and behaviors guide individuals in
290
managing how to work and survive together. Since a group’s attitudes, assumptions, and beliefs develop
out of the need for consistency and meaning, any efforts to adjust an organization’s culture must address
291
these needs as they progress.
Unless these elements and functions are recognized and addressed, the
292
appropriate route to culture change will never be understood, let alone embraced.
5. How Organizations Can Change
Organizational culture is dynamic and can be influenced by a number of changes to an organization.
In some cases, promoting
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members of certain subcultures within an organization can spread that subculture more widely within the
293
organization.
Culture change can also be galvanized through scandal or public crisis – when major
294
issues are brought to light, organizations may seek radical change in order to survive. Moreover, new
technologies can be incorporated that neutralize certain problematic processes that were once left up to
discretion—like body cameras and digitized systems that flag officers that show signs of abuse or
295
distress.
Organizations hoping to see lasting change will undoubtedly face resistance, confusion, and anxiety in
296
the process.
Culture change expert Edgar Schein describes five principles that an organization needs
to accept—and be prepared to deal with—in order to effect true change: (1) staff must feel more survival
anxiety, or fear of failing in their roles, than they feel anxiety about learning new things;
(2) leaders pushing for organizational culture change must focus their efforts on reducing anxiety related
to learning new things (rather than increasing survival anxiety); (3) goals of the change must be defined
concretely in relation to the specific problems at hand (rather than merely referred to as “culture change”);
(4) new cultural elements will only be embraced if they lead to positive results and satisfaction; and (5)
cultural change will be at first psychologically painful, so efforts must be made to ensure psychological
297
safety for staff.
Creating and sustaining psychological safety for staff is one of the most crucial components of
culture change efforts. Staff within an organization undergoing culture change often experience
many types of fear: fear of losing power or position, of incompetence, of punishment, and of losing
298
identity or group membership.
These fears are powerful, and collectively can significantly
299
undermine reform strategies. Thus, successful cultural change in an organization requires the
existence of psychological safety.
Psychological safety can be achieved through: the development of a compelling positive vision;
adequate formal and informal training; involving the learner in managing the process; flexibility for
practice; support groups for processes; and new systems and structures that
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reinforce new ideals.
These reforms must be rolled out strategically to create the safety that staff need
301
in order to embrace change in their organization.
It is important to note that even if the correct
problems are identified and the staff is willing, change attempts will fall flat if the organization rushes to
implement changes without taking the necessary time and thought to put together a long-term, sustainable
302
strategy.
a. Culture Change in Correctional Systems
The NIC has been investigating and facilitating cultural assessments and change processes within
303
correctional organizations since 2000. The NIC endorses the principles laid out by change
304
management expert Dr. John P. Kotter. Kotter’s principles have been incorporated into many
305
successful organizational change efforts.
In order for change to occur, Kotter recommends the
following: (1) inspire a sense of urgency amongst critical stakeholders to create and maintain the
momentum required to push change forward; (2) have a Change Team of respected senior
managers who are committed to the goals of the change; (3) establish an emotionally charged vision
that can be easily communicated, inspires staff, and addresses their primary fears regarding the
change; (4) learn about each stakeholder’s best interests in order to build buy-in; (5) provide clear
tools for action so that staff are empowered to make the change;
(6) present short-term, achievable milestones and finish them before moving on; (7) never stop
highlighting these achievements and pushing for further progress; and (8) provide positive reinforcement
306
for successes to encourage sustainable change.
The NIC has used these principles as inspiration to create its own change management model
307
specifically for corrections called Achieving Performance Excellence Initiative (“APEX”).
APEX is a
roadmap and toolkit that can help correctional institutions understand where to begin and what steps are
308
necessary to effect lasting culture change.
The APEX model incorporates best
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perhaps the most important element of any change management
332

process.
333
The final, perhaps most difficult, stage involves sustainability. Organizational change can only
last if changes are embraced by staff and accompanied by positive reinforcement as well as ongoing
334
guidance and training. Management must be held accountable for the success of implemented
335
changes, and progress must be tracked on an ongoing basis.
b. Case Study: Virginia Department of Corrections and a Healing Environment
Organizational culture change is not a common undertaking for correctional organizations. However,
the Virginia Department of Corrections (“VADOC”) is currently in the midst of a massive culture change
336
initiative aimed at creating a “healing environment” within the agency.
The initiative began in 2010
when VADOC began investigating its effectiveness in reducing recidivism within Virginia’s criminal
337
justice system.
In an evaluation of its programs and services, the VADOC recognized that it could
338
only have an impact on recidivism rates if it assessed and changed its organizational culture.
VADOC Director Harold W. Clarke aimed to create a strategic plan for culture change by assessing
staff attitudes and experiences, how the institution was perceived by external entities, and how care was
339
received by the incarcerated population.
All staff members received specific training on how to
participate in the culture change effort as well as what his or her role would be in carrying out culture
340
change goals. The strategic planning efforts resulted in the “healing environment”—a cultural model for
the organization that aimed to create productive change for both staff and those
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incarcerated. Unlike “command and control,” this model prioritized mutual respect and de-escalation
342
techniques to restore peace in the correctional setting.
Through the healing environment model, use of
343
force was deemphasized and a continuum of responses for various infractions was introduced.
A key element of VADOC’s healing environment was a practice known as “Dialogue,” which
establishes a structured model for staff-wide discussions about the most pressing issues involved in the
344
culture change process. It requires specific training to provide staff with the skills necessary to listen
without judgment, effectively creating a safe space that encourages staff to share their thoughts and
345
experiences, and also allows leadership to gauge how culture change is progressing. In Virginia, this
training was carried out by “learning teams,” interdisciplinary groups of staff selected by leadership in
346
each facility who were trained by Dialogue coaches. The critical component of Dialogue is that it does
not stop once culture change efforts have been implemented—it is an ongoing part of the process and
347
necessary to sustaining positive change.
The Urban Institute, an economic and social policy think tank, is currently conducting an evaluation of
this initiative at VADOC, and has released interim data showing that Dialogue has likely led to an
348
increase in staff support for culture change initiatives at VADOC.
B. Developing a Culture Change Plan at the New York City Department of Correction
As New York City prepares to shutter Rikers Island and move to new, borough-based facilities, the
DOC has a unique opportunity to reimagine its role and make strides towards a more humane jail
349
system.
The goals of such a process would be to dramatically improve professionalism, mental and
emotional balance, transparency, and accountability in order to significantly reduce
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violence and improve outcomes. It will require fierce commitment from leadership and the recognition
350
that culture change is extremely difficult, as well as acceptance of some risks.
While the DOC may decide to work with an external consultant to assess their culture and develop a
strategic plan, any culture change or strategic planning consultants should approach the process as a
discovery process that focuses on asking the right questions and helping the organization arrive at
351
conclusions on its own.
Should the DOC choose to undergo an assessment and develop a comprehensive plan for reform, this
Article recommends several specific areas of focus for analysis: (1) accountability in management and
performance; (2) formal processes and procedures; (3) recruiting and hiring; (4) training and
professionalization of staff; and (5) staff wellbeing. The following section analyzes each of these areas in
turn, highlighting ongoing, manifest issues at the DOC.
1. Accountability in Management and Performance
The legitimacy of reform efforts hinges on correctional leadership at all levels of management taking
352
responsibility for the DOC’s performance and progress during the process.
Organizational leaders
must evaluate all levels of their staff according to new culture ideals and provide them with positive or
353
negative reinforcement in accordance with their adoption of the new principles.
a. Effective Management as the Primary Driver of Accountability
Dramatic changes in performance are more likely if culture change is led by a “transformational
354
leader”—someone who has the skills to influence and inspire organizational commitment amongst staff.
The NIC has developed standards for correctional leadership known as the Correctional Leadership
355
Competencies for the 21st Century (“CLC”). The CLC holds accountability as one of the key values of
356
successful correctional management. The CLC model
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identifies key competencies required for executive and senior leadership, which include: publicly
acknowledging and rewarding behavior that encompasses organizational values; working strategically
with investigators and auditors to enable accurate data collection and reinforce ethical values; explicitly
modeling behaviors that the organization wants to promote; clearly aligning rewards and discipline with
desired behaviors and values; setting clear boundaries around acceptable and unacceptable behavior; and
357
addressing misconduct fairly, decisively, and in a timely manner.
As discussed previously, the Nunez complaint cited a long history of the DOC’s failures to select and
promote managers with a commitment to ending violence or to ensure appropriate investigations and
358
discipline of staff.
Other recent events highlight a serious lack of accountability within the
DOC’s middle-management, who should be setting the standard for staff behavior and
transparency. For example, an August 2016 Daily News report contained internal documents and
anonymous staff accounts claiming that administrators had been ordering officers to make
359
use-of-force statistics “go away.”
At least one of the administrators involved was later
360
promoted.
Most critiques of accountability, particularly in the form of litigation, within the DOC center on its
361
chronic use-of-force issues. The DOC’s culture of violence is a frequent target of public outrage,
362
advocacy, and legal action.
But the lack of accountability at the DOC is not limited to the area of
violence—the DOC has underperformed in areas ranging from hiring to investigations to data tracking to
363
training.
By failing to take responsibility, management sends the message to staff that integrity, ethics,
and performance are not top priorities for the DOC. Taking action against misconduct while rewarding
staff who demonstrate the desired cultural principles can reinforce the culture that the DOC hopes to
364
promote.
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having college-level education makes it more likely that COs have had exposure to a diverse range of
backgrounds different from their own, expanding their capacity for empathy; this exposure to difference
431
is invaluable to learning potential ways to deescalate violent incidents.
In order to recruit and hire the
right staff for the mission and organizational culture the DOC would like to implement, it should create a
comprehensive recruiting and hiring vision replete with a strategic plan that is directly in line with its
overall culture change goals and efforts. According to the Nunez Monitor, the AIU is about to undergo
a comprehensive review process of all current practices and will then draft an overall strategy for going
432
forward.
4. Training and Education as Tools for Culture Change
A supportive and healing training program can create the psychological safety needed for staff to
accept change, and it can also position staff as agents of change by helping them develop the skills
433
necessary to sustain a healing culture in the organization.
For a hierarchical structure like the DOC,
the process of opening up dialogue across silos likely will be difficult and uncomfortable at first. These
initial steps should be treated as an opportunity to build skills and train staff for ongoing dialogues among
all levels in the DOC. As seen in the Virginia Department of Corrections, staff likely will become
accustomed to this new way of working and more willing and better positioned to contribute to
434
innovation within the DOC.
a. Training for a Healing Environment
Training plays a significant role in establishing legitimacy and procedural justice in a criminal justice
setting: when correctional staff demonstrate competence and fairness in carrying out their jobs, the
435
incarcerated population may be more likely to respect their authority. New York City’s Police
Department is currently transitioning from a strictly “law and order” approach to a more
436
“community-based policing” model. Its 2015 Neighborhood
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Policing Plan emphasizes ongoing respectful engagement with citizens as the only way to properly
437
maintain safety in the city.
The DOC can learn from this initiative by making engagement,
communication, and de-escalation—principles at the core of the direct supervision jail model—essential
438
parts of its approach to maintaining safety.
A transition to a direct supervision model would require the DOC to build its entire training program
around techniques that have typically been considered supplementary training modules. A study on the
full adoption of direct supervision principles in newly designed jails shows that facilities that focus on
only the design elements of direct supervision, ignoring the training, management, and culture
439
components, see status quo results in violence prevention.
In fact, this happened at the Tombs, which
is a direct supervision facility that has not been able to keep violence down, apparently due to
440
mismanagement.
In other cases, partial implementation is due to a misinterpretation of the direct
supervision model, such as only placing COs in direct contact with inmates without providing a safe
physical environment or ensuring the CO has the requisite communication skills to control the
441
environment.
Again, in facilities that have fully implemented direct supervision principles, violence
442
drops dramatically.
In those that adopted direct supervision in design only, violence was largely
443
unaffected.
Therefore, the DOC must implement direct supervision comprehensively. The difficulty of this task
should not be understated. The DOC has had, in the past two decades, commissioners who were
444
committed to change and were able to make some important and invaluable reforms in the agency. The
kind of culture change discussed in this Article will require not just that kind of leadership, though it is
essential, but a long term commitment from the mayor, the budget director, the Office of Labor Relations,
the
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Mayor’s Office of Operations, the Department for Citywide Administrative Services, as well as the city
council, among others. This is no small undertaking and without this kind of substantial commitment
from all levels of city leadership, it is unlikely to happen.
b. A Healing Environment Will Make Punitive Tools Obsolete
A common criticism from staff at the DOC is that the recent reduction in the use of punitive measures
445
for dealing with inmates leaves staff with no tools to curb violence. Decades of reliance on solitary
confinement as a primary anti-violence tactic with only cursory attempts at providing alternatives has left
446
staff feeling powerless against violence.
A common response to this dilemma is to say that officers
447
simply need more training.
The judicial response also has mirrored this approach. For example, the consent decree in Nunez calls
for many additional training programs in efforts to reduce violence in the DOC, focusing on use of force,
conflict resolution and crisis intervention, defensive tactics, cell extractions, as well as procedures, skills,
448
and techniques for investigating use-of-force incidents.
Recently, the DOC has made great strides in
rolling out its “Continuum of Alternative Disciplinary Responses,” and as of this writing is no longer
449
using punitive segregation at all for sixteen- to eighteen-year-olds.
This continuum includes several
specialized housing options, depending on age and infraction, paired with programming aimed at
450
behavioral change.
COBA, which represents the COs currently being trained in these new strategies,
451
strongly prefers the use of punitive segregation because officers feel vulnerable to violence without it.
Indeed, while the Monitor has found the drafting and testing of these new programs to be promising, it
has warned that in order for correctional staff to feel secure without punitive segregation, these
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new policies must be extremely clear and rolled out carefully.
The monitoring team has also stressed
that the DOC must expand the possible responses for mid-level misconduct that would not require the use
453
of the specialized housing programs but should still be addressed.
If implemented properly, the direct supervision model will render punitive tactics practically obsolete.
As mentioned above, through direct supervision, staff manage inmates using communication, de454
escalation, as well as relationship-building and leadership skills. Direct supervision principles should
inform how all staff engage with the incarcerated population at all times, rather than as an afterthought.
c. Redefining Staff Roles Through Professionalization
As noted above, seeking a more professionalized staff by recruiting officers with higher education
455
qualifications is one approach to changing the dynamics between COs and the incarcerated population.
However, research has found that if underlying organizational culture issues are not addressed, hiring
456
more educated and human-service oriented staff has little effect on changing culture.
For this
approach to be successful, staff must be fully integrated into strategic development and be fully capable
457
of acting in accordance with reform goals.
Job redesign is an approach that concedes more autonomy and control over operations to lower-level
staff, thus providing opportunities for enrichment through increased responsibility and challenge in the
458
workplace. Staff should be trained with the skills and knowledge necessary to have more autonomy over
459
their decision-making, which can heighten their sense of personal responsibility and pride in their role.

1. If punitive segregation is no longer an option, it must be replaced with a clear program of graduated
responses to violent behavior.
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Another approach is to develop an academic program for all staff that lasts between one and two years
and that goes beyond traditional training modules to include fields such as criminal law, sociology, law
460
enforcement history, and education.
In German correctional institutions, often considered a global
model, officers spend their two-year probationary period learning self-defense and communication, as
461
well as criminal law and educational theory.
This professionalizes staff by providing them with
462
skillsets found in professions requiring university degrees.
5. Wellbeing and Support for Staff
463

Staff treatment and support are core elements of a positive organizational culture.
This is
particularly true in corrections considering the occupational stressors for correctional staff, which include
fear of inmate violence, confrontation with inmate suicides, requirements to frequently work overtime,
464
and demands of rotating shifts that can impede life outside of work.
For correctional organizations to
465
perform optimally and effectively, staff must be adequately supported and cared for. Adequate training
of staff is also incredibly important to their wellbeing—when staff are inadequately trained, they can
466
easily find themselves in situations that cause extreme stress and fear.
As recommended by the Commission, facilities should provide normalized spaces for staff that are
467
separate from the incarcerated population and offer a sense of connection to the outside world. The
Commission recommended that these spaces would include natural materials, soft furniture, regular lamps
468
and tables, and other every day furnishings.
The value of natural light and temperature
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control was also stressed.
However, as with other improvements related to physical facilities, the
changes will mean little without a complete overhaul of how staff wellbeing and health are considered
within the DOC.
Moreover, role conflict and unsupportive leadership can lead to many other conditions that afflict staff
as they attempt to manage their relationships to their jobs and to their organization. For instance,
burnout is a syndrome of emotional exhaustion, depersonalization, and a reduced sense of personal
470
accomplishment that is a considerable risk for correctional staff.
Studies have shown that of all
471
correctional personnel, staff in custody roles report higher levels of burnout.
Beyond being unpleasant, burnout can lead to officers becoming careless on the job and can pose risks
472
to the safety of the correctional institution. This is an argument for providing ample support, challenge,
and autonomy early in a CO’s career, when they are at greater risk of burning out.
Though seniority on staff comes with benefits and perks, some of these may also be harmful. For
example, overtime allows officers to dramatically increase their wages; however, excessive overtime
473
takes an emotional and physical toll on COs.
The DOC has become dependent on overtime as a way
to staff posts, particularly when officers need to miss shifts for training, and frames it as a “perk” even
474
though it can be harmful to officers in the long run.
Developing and maintaining a supportive and healing culture is critical to staff wellbeing. Jails are
475
trauma-inducing environments. The average CO will encounter twenty-eight first-hand events related
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to serious violence, injury, or death within his or her career. Unlike police officers, COs experience a
sustained threat of violence, and have fewer opportunities to build rewarding relationships with the
477
populations they work with, given that those populations are being held against their will.
Staff who
are exposed to events involving violence, injury, or death on a recurring basis are more likely to develop
478
post-traumatic stress disorder (“PTSD”) and depressive disorders. These disorders can have dire
consequences for staff— one study found that COs’ suicide rate is thirty-nine percent greater than other
479
professions, and double the rate of police officers.
The DOC should be proactive when it comes to ensuring the wellbeing of its staff. When COs are
happy, healthy, adequately trained, and well-supported, they create a more positive and supportive
environment for incarcerated people, and can improve behavior while reducing violence and the need for
punitive measures. These benefits, which serve both individuals and the organization, however, can only
480
be achieved with meaningful commitment from leadership.
Currently, the DOC has a unit called the Correction Assistance Response for Employees (“CARE”).
The CARE unit exists to assist officers who seek counseling around traumatic experiences, anxiety,
481
PTSD, and job-related stressors, among other needs. Officers needing additional services or treatment
482
are referred elsewhere by the unit.
However, there is a strong stigma in correctional culture against
seeking mental health treatment. David Fullard describes a “warrior ethos” in corrections, where COs
are expected by their peers and supervisions to never show weakness, accept defeat, quit, or admit illness,
483
making it much less likely that staff will seek help to cope with the extreme stress of the job.
An
additional challenge with internal CARE units is that they may be perceived as an
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extension of the organization, and therefore may not be as trusted by staff who are dealing with issues
484
resulting from organizational stressors. One solution may be off-site facilities with strict confidentiality
regulations that ensure the DOC is only informed of mental health issues in extreme cases.
A critical part of a larger culture change effort would be to help shift the stigma around mental health
485
within its own organizational culture.
Though seemingly insignificant, vocabulary around mental
486
health has a large impact on staff perception and says a lot about its culture. The DOC can seek to
normalize and neutralize conversations around mental health and incorporate healing practices such as the
487
Dialogue process (discussed in earlier sections) into its operational status quo. Peer support programs,
488
or “stress units,” can be especially helpful in fields prone to PTSD and where stressors are often shared.
Stress units are group meetings led by peer mentors under mental health professional supervision where
489
staff can discuss daily challenges or seek guidance for more serious incidents. These sessions can be
490
more comfortable and successful than formal mental health services, which are often stigmatized.
The
DOC’s organizational culture should strive to be one that encourages dialogue, reflection, and sharing of
both positive and negative experiences. This will create a healthier jail system for all.
CONCLUSION
The recent announcement of the eventual closure of Rikers Island marked a watershed moment in
491
corrections in New York City and on a national scale.
There is an unprecedented amount of public
and governmental support for eliminating Rikers—a penal colony plagued by a history of violence, abuse,
492
and despair for the incarcerated population and DOC staff alike.
But simply building new jails off the
island will not automatically result in a reformed DOC. Better outcomes for staff and incarcerated
people in New York City requires a complete rethinking of the DOC’s organizational culture, including
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clarifying how the DOC operates and behaves, its values, and what its ultimate goals are.
Regardless
of where the new facilities are located and how they are designed, the DOC must seize this historic
opportunity to transform itself holistically.
Much of the operational reforms over the last fifty years at the DOC have been the result of litigation
494
and consent decrees. While litigation can have an impact on operations, particularly in developing
minimum standards to govern department operations, it cannot force the holistic reforms necessary to
495
make lasting change at the DOC.
After decades of litigation and corresponding consent decrees, the Nunez case and consent decree
496
forced larger-scale reforms at the DOC.
The Nunez monitoring team is working closely with the city
and the DOC to develop and implement reforms across a host of core functions including hiring, training,
497
and use of force. However, these reforms are being devised under the relatively narrow scope of the
498
litigation rather than being contemplated as a sustainable reform strategy.
Comprehensive reform—the kind of reform that can stop endemic violence and truly change treatment
and conditions in DOC facilities—involves more than just remaking the DOC’s physical space. The
DOC must, in many respects, start anew and rebuild itself by developing and carefully executing a
499
strategic change management plan.
Critical to this plan, and its ultimate success, will be the DOC’s
500
deliberate analysis of its current organizational culture and the impact of that culture on daily operations.
In order for operational reforms to take hold in the long-term, organizational culture change must also
501
be addressed. A proactive and supportive environment for staff and management will allow the
operational reforms to be successful. This Article has described the litigation and reform history at the
DOC, the theory underlying culture change in correctional facilities, as well as certain critical areas of
502
operational reform.
The five areas of focus outlined in this
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report—accountability in management and performance, procedures and policies, recruiting and hiring,
training and education, and wellbeing and support—do not exhaustively cover the challenges facing the
503
DOC.
Rather, they are key areas to take into account when devising a strategic plan for the DOC’s
organizational culture change.
Unless the DOC reforms its organizational culture, the broader criminal justice reforms and the
development of new jail facilities will bring the DOC only so far. The abuse and troubling conditions of
confinement will continue, simply moving off the island into the new facilities along with the staff and
those who are detained.

503. See supra Sections II.B.1–5.

EXCLUSIVE: Rikers Island correction bosses routinely ‘purge’ unfavorable
violence stats to create illusion of reform, review shows
By Stephen Rex Brown and Reuven Blau
NEW YORK DAILY NEWS |
Aug 28, 2016 | 4:00 AM

Each of the last two fiscal years at Rikers has seen more than 100 stabbings and slashings, a
threshold not passed since 1999 when the prison population of nearly 20,000 was about double
its size today. (Anthony DelMundo/New York Daily News)
There's something hokey going on at the city's pokey.
As pressure mounts to reduce violence at the troubled jails, top correction bosses — seeking to
create the impression they have turned matters around — repeatedly order underlings to
downgrade incidents, a Daily News review of scores of internal documents shows.
Knife fights and ugly brawls between inmates, even attacks on officers, often end up airbrushed
in the records as routine "log book entries," sources familiar with the process say.
The main culprit, critics say, is Security Chief Turhan Gumusdere, a man who has faced scandal
in the past for distorting data in the jails by deleting hundreds of fights among inmates from the
records when he was a deputy warden.

Critics say the architect of the alleged scheme is security chief Turhan Gumusdere, a man with a
history of cooking the books.
They also have questions, they say, about Correction Commissioner Joseph Ponte, a touted
reformer who nonetheless promoted Gumusdere into his job, even after the jail investigator
recommended he be demoted.
While vowing to alter the culture of violence, Ponte has done nothing to address flaws in the
record-keeping process, either exerting pressure or looking the other way, all to placate City
Hall, several sources say.
One officer, requesting anonymity, called the practice a "purging" of unfavorable stats.
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Inmate Christian Sims says he injured his head on a bedpost, an account disputed by a medical
review.
Gumusdere and the department strongly deny any wrongdoing. A department spokeswoman said
Ponte declined to respond to the accusations.
The cases probed by The News seem to defy reason.
For example, a Rikers Island assault by four inmates leaving another inmate bloodied with
severe gashes to his face is first depicted by front-line officers as a "violent incident."
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The incident was deemed a “logbook entry” a day before the fiscal year was completed, records
show
But an order arrives to downgrade the episode, and it is swallowed up in the ledger as another
workaday footnote.
"They lie about the use of force statistics," charged an officer who asked to remain anonymous.
"This is a practice to keep the stats down."
Now the City Council, citing computations that don't add up, is demanding answers, starting with
Elizabeth Crowley, who heads the committee overseeing the jails. She is calling on city
Controller Scott Stringer to run an audit of the records.

Blood on the hand of a Department of Correction captain who intervened when two inmates
began attacking each other. He documented the use of force but it was ultimately scrubbed
because it didn’t qualify. (Handout)
This is not the first time jail brass, particularly Gumusdere, have come under fire for juking
figures. The Correction Department's internal Investigation Division found in 2011 that
Gumusdere, while running a Rikers facility for troubled teens, "abdicated all responsibility" in
documenting incidents. A department investigator recommended he be demoted.
Instead, Ponte did the opposite, promoting Gumusdere, in a move requiring special City Hall
permission, a source said.
In reviewing 11 specific cases, The News found nine downgrades. But according to several jails
bosses, this number represents just a fraction of the cases that are skewed. Incidents are often not
logged at all, with Gumusdere telling supervisors to "make it go away," the sources say.
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Inmate Michael Bryant couldn’t believe his stabbing was initially recorded as a fight. It was
upgraded two days later after he complained.

Experts agree that how the mayhem is chronicled is critical in a jail system rife with chaos. Each
of the last two fiscal years has seen more than 100 stabbings and slashings, a threshold not
passed since 1999 when the prison population of nearly 20,000 was about double its size today.
By all accounts, curbing the violence is a formidable challenge, complicated by the detainees
themselves, often loath to cooperate, lest they be seen as snitches.
In one case, an inmate said three gashes on his face came from a fall against a bedpost. Another
inmate said he injured his head falling on a "hot box."

"Everything is on video," Gumusdere said. "Everything is on the up and up. I don't know where
all this is coming from. I can tell you one thing. Everything you have is wrong." (Todd
Maisel/New York Daily News)
Doctors doubted their accounts, noting the injuries indicated a blade was used.
Correction officers labeled the incidents as "slashings" only to see them later downgraded. That
catch-all category, a holdover from precomputer times, is not included in data on violence.
The Correction Department vehemently denies any wrongdoing.
Jail administrators routinely change reports issued by correction officers on violence within the
jail. (Todd Maisel/New York Daily News)
"Any claim that our numbers are manipulated is absolutely false," said spokeswoman Dina
Montes. "We have a rigorous process for capturing and reporting incidents."

The allegations, though, are not a surprise to former warden Raino Hills, who succeeded
Gumusdere as head of the juveniles complex. He blew the whistle against Gumusdere in 2011,
telling DOI there were scores of cases left open to make it appear violence was down.
"Gumusdere is Gumusdere," Hills told The News. "That's his MO. That's what he does."
The Correction Department vehemently denies any incidents have been wrongly classified.
(Todd Maisel/New York Daily News)
In an interview with The News last Tuesday, Gumusdere denied any broad attempt to downgrade
cases. He said that since he became security chief in February, there have been only 14 such
examples — a number hotly disputed by the several sources who spoke to The News.
"Everything is on video," Gumusdere said. "Everything is on the up and up. I don't know where
all this is coming from. I can tell you one thing. Everything you have is wrong."
Department rules are clear — when an inmate suffers a "serious injury" a report must be filed
and an investigation launched. Similarly, when an inmate resists restraint by an officer, it must
be recorded as an official use of force.
The examination by The News of nearly a dozen "24-hour reports" glaringly reveals a pattern in
which high-ranking jail officials override the judgment of correction officers and doctors on the
ground. (Todd Maisel/New York Daily News)
The examination by The News of nearly a dozen "24-hour reports" reveals a pattern where highranking jail officials override the judgment of correction officers and doctors.
After a Jan. 21 fight, Christian Sims was found on the floor of the Otis Bantum Correctional
Center at Rikers.
He suffered a slice to his forehead 6 centimeters deep and cuts on the nose and upper lip,
documents show. From the start, Sims said he fell on his face, slamming his head on the edge of
the bed.

In the cases looked at by The News, many of the reclassifications include low-level
confrontations that were suddenly downgraded after Gumusdere reviewed them, records show.
(Todd Maisel/New York Daily News)
Citing a medical review, front-line jail staff deemed it a slashing, records show.
But a day before the end of the fiscal year on June 29, the incident was "downgraded" to "a
logbook" entry.
Sims, now in an upstate New York prison for a drug sale conviction, downplayed the episode,
saying in a jailhouse interview that although he was jumped by four men, he hurt his head on a
metal bedpost.
A bus carrying inmates leaves RIkers Island in Elmhurst, Queens, June 30. (Anthony
DelMundo/New York Daily News)
A jail source familiar with the case maintains the downgrade six months later was pure politics.
"It smells of manipulation," the source said.
Gumusdere defended the recasting.
"That was an inmate who was running around his dorm. All the phone conversations say that he
tripped," Gumusdere said, referring to secretly recorded phone exchanges.
Department officials insist incident upgrades are actually more frequent than downgrades, citing
statistics largely compiled before Gumusdere took over as security chief. They said since January
2011, there have been only 62 downgrades, along with 108 upgrades. But the department
declined to share details of any of the cases — including the 14 Gumusdere said were
downgraded since he stepped into the security chief role early this year.

In one instance on June 12, Lesane Tyquan slashed another inmate, Michael Bryant, 21, on his
side and back in the George Motchan Detention Center at the lockup by the East River.
The incident was initially recorded as a logbook entry because of pressure from Gumusdere, a
source familiar with the case says.
But Chief Hazel Jennings reviewed the case and took the unusual step of ordering staff to
upgrade it, according to email obtained by The News.
For example, on June 8, inmate Ricardo Wright "attempted to assault another inmate" and a
captain "utilized control holds" to restrain him, an internal report says.
A photo shows one of the captain's hands covered in blood.
The incident — with no video surveillance — was initially classified as a low-level use of force.
But it was later "downgraded ... on behalf of bureau chief of security Gumusdere," records show.
Critics say Gumusdere cherry-picks portions of video that does not reveal what really happened.
"Gumusdere is up to his old tricks," a July 1 anonymous letter sent to Manhattan U.S. Attorney
Preet Bharara and The News alleges. "Please scrutinize this agency further."
With Graham Rayman, Laura Dimon, Byron Smith, Tyler Foggat

EXCLUSIVE: Rikers Island correction bosses routinely ‘purge’ unfavorable
violence stats to create illusion of reform, review shows
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Each of the last two fiscal years at Rikers has seen more than 100 stabbings and slashings, a
threshold not passed since 1999 when the prison population of nearly 20,000 was about double
its size today. (Anthony DelMundo/New York Daily News)
There's something hokey going on at the city's pokey.
As pressure mounts to reduce violence at the troubled jails, top correction bosses — seeking to
create the impression they have turned matters around — repeatedly order underlings to
downgrade incidents, a Daily News review of scores of internal documents shows.
Knife fights and ugly brawls between inmates, even attacks on officers, often end up airbrushed
in the records as routine "log book entries," sources familiar with the process say.
The main culprit, critics say, is Security Chief Turhan Gumusdere, a man who has faced scandal
in the past for distorting data in the jails by deleting hundreds of fights among inmates from the
records when he was a deputy warden.

Critics say the architect of the alleged scheme is security chief Turhan Gumusdere, a man with a
history of cooking the books.
They also have questions, they say, about Correction Commissioner Joseph Ponte, a touted
reformer who nonetheless promoted Gumusdere into his job, even after the jail investigator
recommended he be demoted.
While vowing to alter the culture of violence, Ponte has done nothing to address flaws in the
record-keeping process, either exerting pressure or looking the other way, all to placate City
Hall, several sources say.
One officer, requesting anonymity, called the practice a "purging" of unfavorable stats.
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Inmate Christian Sims says he injured his head on a bedpost, an account disputed by a medical
review.
Gumusdere and the department strongly deny any wrongdoing. A department spokeswoman said
Ponte declined to respond to the accusations.
The cases probed by The News seem to defy reason.
For example, a Rikers Island assault by four inmates leaving another inmate bloodied with
severe gashes to his face is first depicted by front-line officers as a "violent incident."
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The incident was deemed a “logbook entry” a day before the fiscal year was completed, records
show
But an order arrives to downgrade the episode, and it is swallowed up in the ledger as another
workaday footnote.
"They lie about the use of force statistics," charged an officer who asked to remain anonymous.
"This is a practice to keep the stats down."
Now the City Council, citing computations that don't add up, is demanding answers, starting with
Elizabeth Crowley, who heads the committee overseeing the jails. She is calling on city
Controller Scott Stringer to run an audit of the records.

Blood on the hand of a Department of Correction captain who intervened when two inmates
began attacking each other. He documented the use of force but it was ultimately scrubbed
because it didn’t qualify. (Handout)
This is not the first time jail brass, particularly Gumusdere, have come under fire for juking
figures. The Correction Department's internal Investigation Division found in 2011 that
Gumusdere, while running a Rikers facility for troubled teens, "abdicated all responsibility" in
documenting incidents. A department investigator recommended he be demoted.
Instead, Ponte did the opposite, promoting Gumusdere, in a move requiring special City Hall
permission, a source said.
In reviewing 11 specific cases, The News found nine downgrades. But according to several jails
bosses, this number represents just a fraction of the cases that are skewed. Incidents are often not
logged at all, with Gumusdere telling supervisors to "make it go away," the sources say.
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Inmate Michael Bryant couldn’t believe his stabbing was initially recorded as a fight. It was
upgraded two days later after he complained.

Experts agree that how the mayhem is chronicled is critical in a jail system rife with chaos. Each
of the last two fiscal years has seen more than 100 stabbings and slashings, a threshold not
passed since 1999 when the prison population of nearly 20,000 was about double its size today.
By all accounts, curbing the violence is a formidable challenge, complicated by the detainees
themselves, often loath to cooperate, lest they be seen as snitches.
In one case, an inmate said three gashes on his face came from a fall against a bedpost. Another
inmate said he injured his head falling on a "hot box."

"Everything is on video," Gumusdere said. "Everything is on the up and up. I don't know where
all this is coming from. I can tell you one thing. Everything you have is wrong." (Todd
Maisel/New York Daily News)
Doctors doubted their accounts, noting the injuries indicated a blade was used.
Correction officers labeled the incidents as "slashings" only to see them later downgraded. That
catch-all category, a holdover from precomputer times, is not included in data on violence.
The Correction Department vehemently denies any wrongdoing.
Jail administrators routinely change reports issued by correction officers on violence within the
jail. (Todd Maisel/New York Daily News)
"Any claim that our numbers are manipulated is absolutely false," said spokeswoman Dina
Montes. "We have a rigorous process for capturing and reporting incidents."

The allegations, though, are not a surprise to former warden Raino Hills, who succeeded
Gumusdere as head of the juveniles complex. He blew the whistle against Gumusdere in 2011,
telling DOI there were scores of cases left open to make it appear violence was down.
"Gumusdere is Gumusdere," Hills told The News. "That's his MO. That's what he does."
The Correction Department vehemently denies any incidents have been wrongly classified.
(Todd Maisel/New York Daily News)
In an interview with The News last Tuesday, Gumusdere denied any broad attempt to downgrade
cases. He said that since he became security chief in February, there have been only 14 such
examples — a number hotly disputed by the several sources who spoke to The News.
"Everything is on video," Gumusdere said. "Everything is on the up and up. I don't know where
all this is coming from. I can tell you one thing. Everything you have is wrong."
Department rules are clear — when an inmate suffers a "serious injury" a report must be filed
and an investigation launched. Similarly, when an inmate resists restraint by an officer, it must
be recorded as an official use of force.
The examination by The News of nearly a dozen "24-hour reports" glaringly reveals a pattern in
which high-ranking jail officials override the judgment of correction officers and doctors on the
ground. (Todd Maisel/New York Daily News)
The examination by The News of nearly a dozen "24-hour reports" reveals a pattern where highranking jail officials override the judgment of correction officers and doctors.
After a Jan. 21 fight, Christian Sims was found on the floor of the Otis Bantum Correctional
Center at Rikers.
He suffered a slice to his forehead 6 centimeters deep and cuts on the nose and upper lip,
documents show. From the start, Sims said he fell on his face, slamming his head on the edge of
the bed.

In the cases looked at by The News, many of the reclassifications include low-level
confrontations that were suddenly downgraded after Gumusdere reviewed them, records show.
(Todd Maisel/New York Daily News)
Citing a medical review, front-line jail staff deemed it a slashing, records show.
But a day before the end of the fiscal year on June 29, the incident was "downgraded" to "a
logbook" entry.
Sims, now in an upstate New York prison for a drug sale conviction, downplayed the episode,
saying in a jailhouse interview that although he was jumped by four men, he hurt his head on a
metal bedpost.
A bus carrying inmates leaves RIkers Island in Elmhurst, Queens, June 30. (Anthony
DelMundo/New York Daily News)
A jail source familiar with the case maintains the downgrade six months later was pure politics.
"It smells of manipulation," the source said.
Gumusdere defended the recasting.
"That was an inmate who was running around his dorm. All the phone conversations say that he
tripped," Gumusdere said, referring to secretly recorded phone exchanges.
Department officials insist incident upgrades are actually more frequent than downgrades, citing
statistics largely compiled before Gumusdere took over as security chief. They said since January
2011, there have been only 62 downgrades, along with 108 upgrades. But the department
declined to share details of any of the cases — including the 14 Gumusdere said were
downgraded since he stepped into the security chief role early this year.

In one instance on June 12, Lesane Tyquan slashed another inmate, Michael Bryant, 21, on his
side and back in the George Motchan Detention Center at the lockup by the East River.
The incident was initially recorded as a logbook entry because of pressure from Gumusdere, a
source familiar with the case says.
But Chief Hazel Jennings reviewed the case and took the unusual step of ordering staff to
upgrade it, according to email obtained by The News.
For example, on June 8, inmate Ricardo Wright "attempted to assault another inmate" and a
captain "utilized control holds" to restrain him, an internal report says.
A photo shows one of the captain's hands covered in blood.
The incident — with no video surveillance — was initially classified as a low-level use of force.
But it was later "downgraded ... on behalf of bureau chief of security Gumusdere," records show.
Critics say Gumusdere cherry-picks portions of video that does not reveal what really happened.
"Gumusdere is up to his old tricks," a July 1 anonymous letter sent to Manhattan U.S. Attorney
Preet Bharara and The News alleges. "Please scrutinize this agency further."
With Graham Rayman, Laura Dimon, Byron Smith, Tyler Foggat

NYC BOARD OF CORRECTION
10/25/17 AGENDA
Telephone Conference with Dr. David Fullard [with my raw notes]
II. Restrictive Housing for Young Adults
What is your view about the following features of restrictive housing for
young adults?
1. Should desk restraints be used and if so, for how many hours
per day and for what length of time? Currently, restraint desks
are used in the most restrictive levels of ESH (“Entry Unit” and
“Level 1;” collectively, “restrictive levels”) whenever young
adults are locked out, i.e., 7 hours daily, and for a compulsory
30-day stay.
DF: It’s pretty clear that I’m not a fan of the restraint desk being used with
adolescents and young adults on Rikers Island. Research tells us that using
these types of tactics and the coercive techniques escalates rather than
reduces violence, although in some instances you may have a short-term
down-turn in violence and then it will go up. In some cases, I suspect, the
violence will increase exponentially once the person is no longer being
restrained. It makes much more sense to provide meaningful programs such
as educational programs, vocational programs, and prison industry as a
means of providing inmates with something meaningful to occupy their time.
When the inmates’ time is occupied with something that is meaningful to
them you have a demonstrated reduction in violence. Also, being engaged in
valuable programs means that inmates don’t want to lose access to these
activities, which is what happens when they are involved in a violent event.
This means that inmates avoid violence in order to be allowed to continue
with these programs.
To specifically answer your question I don’t believe the restraint desk should
be used, except with extremely violent inmates who have failed to change
their behavior after serious attempts to address that behavior by the Department of Correction (through engagement in alternative programs), and
psychotherapeutic interventions by the mental health staff, have failed.
I really do believe that the Department of Corrections has an opportunity to
think truly outside of the box when it comes to attempting to reduce violence among adolescent and young adult inmates. I believe that having a

program where the inmates are performing some kind of labor for a salary
($3.00 per hour), combined with mental health treatment, substance abuse
treatment, conflict resolution, interpersonal skills training, and good solid
correctional treatment -- will result in a statistically significant reduction in
violence. In the language of the youth, “you have to have some skin in the
game in order to care about the game.” Having a job within the correctional
institution that pays $3.00 an hour is of value to the adolescent and young
adult inmate. They will want to hold on to this particular job, and these jobs
are linked to good behavior in order to keep the job; if bad behavior is
reported they would lose their job. It is important to note that while to us
$3.00 an hour is nothing, to an inmate it’s a great deal of status. They do
not want to lose that status. As such they will conform to our wishes, follow
the rules of the institutions, and avoid violent altercations.
Members of the Department of Correction will most likely not like this idea.
They (the NYCDOC) will say that we are paying the inmates for good
behavior. In fact, this is a form of “token economy” which has been used to
change poor adolescent inmate behavior for decades. The idea will have be
sold to the NYCDOC. Part of the sales tactic will involve explaining to the
DOC that if they are able to show a statistically significant reduction in
violence, they will have fewer staff injuries, fewer inmate injuries, fewer
lawsuits, and will be able to say proudly to the national correctional
community: “We found an effective solution to reducing violence among our
adolescent and young adult inmate population.”
It is also important to note that you need to have very good supervision in
order to make this work. Captains and Assistant Deputy Wardens have to
buy into the program. If they buy into the program, they will do everything
in their power to make it work. Further, I think the correctional staff working
in this program should be hand-selected by an interdisciplinary/multidisciplinary team, not just correctional staff. They should want to work in this
program. They should have a positive attitude and be program minded. I
also believe they should be paid a little bit more. They should receive
ongoing regularly scheduled training. And if the program works well, they
should be applauded, recognized, and rewarded.
In situations where serious attempts to change extremely dangerous and
violent behavior by the Department of Correction (through engaging inmates
in valuable programs such as those described above) and psychotherapeutic

interventions by the mental health staff have failed, an interdisciplinary/
multidisciplinary team needs to assemble and examine each case individually, to determine when and how long the restraint desk will be utilized.
While the restraint desk is being used in these situations, Department of
Corrections and the mental health staff need to come up with a plan for this
specific case going forward when the inmate is released from the restraint
desk – otherwise the inmate will return to the same violent behavior, which
may be even worse after a period of such physical restraint.
2. Currently, DOC performs a housing assessment of young adults in
the Entry Unit and says that it needs 30 days to complete this
assessment. Should this assessment take 30 days to complete?
DF: I don’t know the procedure that the Department of Correction is currently using to complete the assessment process. 30 days does seem like a
bit much. The question that comes to mind is, “do they (DOC) have
dedicated (regularly assigned/steady post officer) staff to perform this
assessment? Or, are staff members doing multiple tasks in addition to the
assessment process?” Another question that comes to mind is, “who is
supervising the assessment process? Are these supervisors assigned
(regularly assigned/steady post supervisors) just to supervise those doing
the assessments? Or, are these supervisors being rotated into the area with
little knowledge of the assessment process?”
The best case scenario would be to have officers who are specially selected,
trained, and regularly assigned to the duties of assessing young adult inmates in the entry unit. The same holds true for those who supervise the
offices in this area. The supervisor should be specially selected, trained, and
regularly assigned to the duties of supervising the correctional officers who
are assessing young adult inmates in the entry unit. Where officers have
multiple duties, and/or supervisors are rotating into the area, this could
make the process more cumbersome, inefficient, and worse, inaccurate.
It also seems to make sense that this assessment would be performed by a
team of interdisciplinary / multidisciplinary staff. If this is currently the case
that might account for the 30 day assessment period since it takes time to
engage multiple staff in the assessment process. However, if this is not the
case 30 days does seem to be a rather long period of time to perform the
assessment task for dedicated officers and supervisors assigned to the task.

3.
Should dogs be present in the classroom space during school
sessions?
DF: No.
The dogs utilized on Rikers Island search for drugs and escaped inmates.
They have no other purpose.
Using the dogs in the classrooms spells coercion. We all remember the
photographs from Abu Ghraib and the use of German Shepard dogs!

I don’t think I need to say much more in reference to dogs being present in
the classroom space during school sessions. I think it’s beyond problematic!

4. What kinds of programming should be offered? Currently, the
following programming is available in the restrictive levels:
Dialectical Behavioral Therapy, Interactive Journaling, Youth
Communication, Creative Expression Arts and Crafts, Overcome
Life’s Struggles (IDOL), skill building, reentry services
program, and Cage Your Rage.
DF: Any psychotherapeutic therapeutic program that is Interactive will have
a better chance of being effective then psychotherapeutic programs that are
static. With that in mind, I would seriously consider interactive journaling,
youth communications, creative expression arts and crafts, and interactive
skills building that utilizes role play.

5. Should mental health clinicians be involved in placement/
exit/level progression decisions? (Currently, involvement of
mental health staff is limited to daily cell-door check-ins and
deciding whether a person should be excluded from YA-ESH
due to serious mental illness or serious physical disability).
DF: Correctional mental health staff should be involved in every single
aspect of restrictive housing unit placement. But not just “involvement” -they must have the line authority and power to effect change and make
changes where necessary. As you know, the Department of Correction will
resist this. If the inmate has a mental health issue, a clinician should be
making many of the decisions concerning placement in restrictive housing.
With this, comes a great deal of responsibility and accountability for the
mental health clinician. Under competent clinical supervision, this can be
effective and quite useful.
6. Should young adults/adults be commingled in ESH? Should all
young adults be in one facility? (Currently, young adults ages
19-21 are commingled with adults in Level 1 and in less
restrictive levels (where desks are not used).
DF: No. Under no circumstances should young adults age 19 through 21 comingle with adults over the age of 21. The rationale behind this is as follows:
young adults (when around older inmates) want to prove themselves - they
want to prove their masculinity - they want and sometimes need to at least
appear to be a tough guy - as such, they may act out in an effort to prove
themselves. In other cases, the young adult between the age of 19 and 21
may end up being the victim of the older adult. This may take place as a
simple assault or a sexual assault.
Because the population Rikers Island is quite low at this time, the Department of Correction has plenty of dorm and cell space to spread people out.
Through classification, they can separate groups of inmates who should not
be housed together. This certainly includes separating younger inmates from
those over the age of 21. The Department of Corrections may resist this and
state that spreading inmates out into various housing areas via classification
may be a good thing but it is also costly. The Department of Correction will
also note that they will need additional staff for those housing areas.
The department will have to decide whether it wants to spend money and
have a safer environment or spend less money and have an unsafe
environment.

7. Should placement criteria be only for violent acts that cause
serious injury or also for weapons possession/threat of
violence to staff?
In Re: Placement in restrictive housing for acts of violence that
cause serious injury (to anyone).
DF: When an inmate causes serious injury to anyone several things should
take place. First and foremost, the inmate would have to be housed and
managed in an area where he or she will not be able to injure another person, including themselves. Currently, in the Department of Correction it
would seem that placement in restrictive housing would be necessary and
appropriate in this very specific situation.
In addition to placement in restrictive housing, the Department of Correction
and the mental health staff would need to form an interdisciplinary / multidisciplinary team of people to examine what happened, why it happened,
and how to prevent it from happening in the future with this specific inmate.
The Department of Correction should examine its classification system, and
ask the question: “Was this inmate properly classified and properly housed?”
The mental health staff should be examining the inmate to determine if he
has a serious mental health condition that would increase his propensity to
act out in a very violent manner or has a mental health condition that would
make him more vulnerable to commit acts of extreme violence. Because the
inmate will not spend the rest of his time in restrictive housing (or indeed,
the rest of his life behind bars), both the mental health staff and the correctional staff need to create a plan for this particular inmate that would guide
his release into an appropriate housing unit (after a term of confinement in
restrictive housing) that has a support system built into the housing unit to
prevent the violent behavior from reoccurring – and even more important, to
reduce the likelihood that such behavior would occur after release back into
the community.
On another note, a multidisciplinary / interdisciplinary team of staff should
interview the inmate in an effort to determine why the violent behavior
occurred in the first place. There are times when an inmate is attempting to
protect himself from being assaulted by another inmate. During these times,
an inmate may resort to acts of extreme violence in order to save his own
life. This is one of the reasons why inmates carry weapons. They simply do
not feel safe! This needs to be assessed and addressed. During my time with
the Department of Correction this was always an issue that was never resolved. The department should move towards helping each inmate feel safer
in its environment. This in and of itself will help to reduce violence because

inmates won't feel the need to carry a weapon (or as the inmates say, "be
strapped"). It's important to note that oftentimes inmates will behave violently as a means of proving to the rest of the inmates that they will not be
taken advantage of. This is simply a reality of being locked up in a correctional institution.
In Re: … Placement in restrictive housing for weapons possession.
DF: Restrictive housing should be utilized only for inmates who have acted
out in a very violent manner and cause serious physical injury to another
person. In the case of weapons possession, the inmate should be issued an
infraction or have some other punishment levied against the inmate. He/she
should not be placed in restrictive housing. Further an interdisciplinary/multidisciplinary team of correctional and mental health staff should interview
the inmate in an effort to determine why he/she felt the need to carry a
weapon. Once again, the Department of Correction needs to make certain
that the inmates under their supervision feel at least somewhat safe in the
correctional institution.
One of the things this team of correctional and mental health staff should be
looking for are the inmate’s thoughts on his own safety in the correctional
institution. Specifically they should be asking, "Do you have a specific enemy
(or enemies) that you feel the need to protect yourself against?"
In Re: Placement in restrictive housing for threats of violence to
staff.
DF: Responding to this question is a bit challenging when we're talking
about verbal threats to civilian or correctional staff members. If an inmate
identifies a particular staff member that he or she is planning to harm, staff
must consider the inmate’s words and take some kind of action in a proactive manner to avoid an assault on staff. Many times correctional staff are
threatened by inmates, yet nothing actually happens. There are other times
when an inmate makes a threat against a correctional staff member, and it’s
important to know the reasons behind this threat. The question becomes
what you do when you have information directly from an inmate stating that
he's going to hurt a staff member. This will have to be dealt with on a caseby-case basis. I think the first line of defense would be simply to transfer the
inmate to another institution or another area where the inmate will not come
in contact with threatened staff member. Using this method, good tracking
of both the inmate and be threatened staff member are necessary. Supervisors must be made aware of the separation so there is no accidental contact or transfer. I guess what it boils down to is simply good correctional
supervision of both the staff and the inmates.

Specifically, I do not think that an inmate should be placed in restrictive
housing for a threat to a specific staff member. He or she should receive an
infraction and some other form of punishment should be levied against that
inmate. Further, I think the inmate should be assessed by an interdisciplinary / multidisciplinary team of people in an effort to figure out what went
wrong and how best to deal with this issue. I guess what I'm saying is we
need to function in a highly professional manner and address individual
inmates as separate individuals who may have unique problems that need to
be addressed.
8. Young adults have a right to a hearing to challenge their
placement in YA-ESH. Who should serve as adjudicators?
Currently, uniformed staff serve in this role.
DF: It's my very strong opinion that a member of the department's legal
divisions should be the adjudicator for these hearings. Uniformed members
of service should not serve in this capacity.
A lawyer or a highly competent legal assistant will be the best person able to
look at the evidence and determine if the challenge to placement is warranted. Although correctional staff are trained for this particular duty it is
very difficult. Correctional staff are not lawyers or legal assistants. If, in fact,
you do come across correctional officers who have studied law or are legal
assistants, they may be appropriate for that position if they can be completely objective and not be co-opted or influenced by their fellow officers.
Another reason that you want someone who is not a uniformed member of
service to perform this particular duty is based on the fact that "blue tends
to stick with blue." Believe me, as a person who is a member of the uniformed force it is hard for me to make this statement. But, as a person who
wore blue the 30 years I am aware of situations where correctional staff
have whispered to the adjudication officers their desire to have a negative
outcome to a hearing. Painful to state, but it is simply a fact. As I noted
elsewhere in these comments, the Department of Correction must increase
its level of professionalism.
I hope this was useful.
David Fullard, Ph.D., LMHC, CRC
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CityViews: The Three
Questions NYC Must Answer
if it is Serious About Closing
Rikers
By David A. Fullard I 3 hours ago

Michael Appleton/Mayoral Photography Office
Mayor de Blasio during a 2016 visit to Rikers Island.

In 2016, Mayor De Blasio said closing Rikers was a "noble concept... but
dead in the water."
Just a year later, he promised to close Rikers in 10 years, calling this a
"very serious, sober, forever decision." Was De Blasio supporting the
move to close Rikers because he truly believes in criminal justice reform,
or just to get reelected?
If the mayor is serious about closing Rikers in a decade-and even more

so if officials calling for a three-year closure timeline mean what they
say-then work towards that goal starts right now.
The mayor's spokesperson agrees that Rikers should be closed as soon as
possible, but note they need to bring down the population first.
But it's even more complicated than that. Shutting down Rikers without
putting critical services and structures in place first will lead to critics of
criminal justice reform saying "I told you so" - and more suffering by
those caught in the mass incarceration crisis.
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What needs to be put in place before closing Rikers? Beyond building
smaller, more modern jails close to the courthouses in each borough,
there must be:
1) Reduction in prison population through alternatives to incarceration,

sentencing reform and new bail policies;
2) New protocols for selecting and hiring staff, training methods, and
more humane use of force and punitive segregation policies;
@ Implementation of effective programs and services ~ including mental
health, wellness, drug treatment, and stress management training for
both inmates and officers;
4) Education, job training, job placement, housing, and health care
assistance for returning citizens after release and during releaseplanning process to reduce recidivism;
@ Improvement of conditions of confinement, risk assessment, reducing
inmate-to-staff ratio, providing phone/internet services to inmates, and
more.
Furthermore, Rikers itself needs to be repaired now. Correction officers'
and inmates' lives are at stake.

The case for closure
As a correction officer and captain for 29 years on Rikers, I saw how

dangerous it is for officers and how dreadful conditions are for inmates: I
know we must close it as soon as possible. Now an assistant professor at
SONY in criminal justice and forensic psychology, I have long worked to
achieve this goal.
My first years with the NYC DOC were at the now-closed Bronx House of
Detention for Men (BHDM), so I know the difference between a wellfunctioning, community detention facility and the sprawling, out-ofcontrol mess at Rikers. Located near the courthouse and multiple transit
lines, BHDM made it easy for inmates to have visits from family, friends,
and attorneys, and get to court hearings without having to wake up at
three in the morning for rush-hour bus transit off the single bridge from
Rikers. Nearby hospitals ensured easy access to medical and mental
health appointments or emergency treatment, resulting in fewer illnesses
or deaths. Prisoner advocates and civil rights groups could monitor
treatment of prisoners without obstruction. The central location allowed
correction officers and staff to get to work easily, and nearby banks,
restaurants and stores made their day-to-day lives more convenient,
reducing their stress and thus improving interactions with inmates.
Grateful for the superior working conditions at BHDM, and to prevent
transfer to Rikers, officers and staff followed the rules and had lower
rates of absenteeism and turnover.
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Life at BHDM was not a picnic. It was.jail, and it was hard - but
'
everyone knew they were lucky to
be,there as opposed to the remote,
.
dirty, aging, overpopulated and undJ rserved jails on Rikers.
}

I want to state this clearly: It is a sm~ll minority of correction officers!
administrators, and staff who participate in violent incidents against
inmates, or in covering up these attacks. Likewise, the inmates who are
involved in fights and beatings are a small fraction of the inmate
population. Most correctional staff members at every level and rank, and
even the bulk of the inmates, are not involved in violence behind bars.

........ ---

Nevertheless, due to the severe injuries, misuse of power, and potential
for deadly force against inmates, officers, and staff, this issue must be
addressed directly, promptly, and with serious attention.

The danger of 'transcarceration'
It should be clear I support 100 percent the goal to close Rikers and

build smaller, modern detention facilities near courthouses in each
borough. But experience has shown there must be new systems in place
and fully operational before overhauling the system, or there will be a
similar crisis to what followed deinstitutionalization in the 1960s and
'70s, that is "transcarceration."
Back then, with the best of intentions,
state mental hospitals - called "snake
pits" then, just as Rikers is called today
City Views (https://citylimits.org
- released their patients with the goal
/category/ news/city-views/) are
readers' opinions, not those of
of providing mental-health services in
City Limits. Add your voice today!
the community, via supportive housing
(mailto:editor@citylimits.org)
and local clinics. But needed services
were not in put place first, and society
suffered as the homeless mentally ill
lived on the streets, often getting picked
up by cops and serving time on Rikers, since they couldn't afford bail,
didn't have legal representation, and faced a short sentence.
Today, we don't want to move these populations from Rikers to another
form of supervision and control and end up with the same number under
surveillance at even higher cost - and perhaps even more, as the reach of
these alternative programs extend beyond those who would have been
locked up at Rikers originally.
There are the three burning questions that the mayor and his team must
answer right now, to create a comprehensive, detailed plan to address
these complex issues:
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Question 1: How do you plan to reduce/prevent violence from ]
being imported by the same violent inmates and correction
officers into the smaller jails in each borough after Rikers is
closed?

*
·

i

When moving the same violent and combative inmates with substance
abuse problems, mental stability issues, gang affiliations and past
confrontations - and the same officers who have a track record of using
excessive force and not following p~licies and directives regarding
inmate care - into a new setting, how do you prevent them from
importing the same negative behaviors they have resorted to in the past?
Two critical elements must be addressed: the "culture of deviance" by
correction and police officials, where corruption and rule-breaking
occurs at the highest level; and the "culture of violence" perpetrated on
the front lines by correction officers, staff and supervisors, who feel that
"everyone does it" since those at the top get away with disregarding
regulations.
Dozens of DOC administrators, supervisors and officers have been
charged with multiple infractions: taking official cars for personal trips,
smuggling contraband into jails, using excessive force, filing false
reports, even intimidating witnesses and victims. If those at the top
break the rules with impunity, why should front-line staff and inmates
follow them?

(

There must be investigations and serious consequences for rulebreaking. There is little confidence in the criminal justice system if
· administrators are immune from prosecution for offenses that result in
incarceration for those inside the jails they are managing, and little
reason for rank-and-file officers, dealing with difficult situations on a
daily basis, to follow rules if their own superiors don't do so. This
problem must be addressed from the top down to prevent continued
misbehavior by officers in the new smaller jails.
Despite lawsuits and oversight by a federal monitor at Rikers, excessive
force and cover-ups continue. Inmates are punched in the head,
slammed into walls, dragged and kicked while handcuffed, and attacked
with pepper spray - even though de-escalation techniques would better
defuse conflict. Since 2014, 38 officers and staff have been arrested as a
result of DOI investigations. With many incidents going unreported, this
number of arrests and indictments shows the situation at Rikers is out of
control. The atmosphere of violence has led to an increased number of
inmate fights.
This will transfer to other facilities if not addressed, says the Prisoners'
Rights Project at Legal Aid: "Progress requires a fundamental shift in the
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culture of impunity for misconduct and mismanagement. .. [it] will
remain long after Rikers Island is shuttered if it not faced squarely and
robustly right now."
Meanwhile, a lack of substance-abuse treatment or positive
programming means there is nothing for an inmate to lose if they engage
in violent acts, so there are no consequences for such behavior other
than excessive stays in sohtary, which are no longer permitted due to the
federal consent decree. This behavior will continue and be imported into
1 the small neighborhood jails unless it is addressed at the policy level.
Disciplinary methods must be put in place other than solitary
confinement. Evidence-based research has shown that inmates with
engaging educational and work programming are afraid to lose t h e ~ e
benefits, and the threat of removal from those desired classes and jobs is
an effective deterrent to such infractions.
Finally, improved inmate programming and staff training is required.
Since the number of detainees will be reduced by moving non-violent,
first-time offenders, petty criminals, and those who cannot afford bail, to
new community justice programs and alternatives to incarceration, the
new jails will house only the most violent and dangerous offenders with
long criminal histories and high likelihood to be a danger to the
community. This volatile population will need intense, multi-faceted
service programs run by experienced counselors and specially trained
correction officers to keep inina~~.,,,.e ~aged and out of trouble. Updated
1
hiring and education prao~ices are needed to prevent the same violent
and deviant officers - mixing
now with only the most violent inmates,
•,
repeat offenders and hardened criminals -from leading to the same level
of violence being imported into in the new locations.

Question 2: What is the city's responsibility to citizens who
would have been incarcerated for a short-term but are now
released to the community as a result of decarceration?
What will the city do with the people diverted from incarceration via
youth court, drug court, mental health court and other alternative
channels? Will there be services or supervision provided for these
vulnerable populations, now left in their low-income community and
likely to re-offend or miss their court dates? What support can the city
provide for these individuals via alternatives to incarceration?
Many issues must be examined here: For those no longer going through
intake at Rikers, where
they might have been referred to appropriate social services upon
release, what support will the city provide to prevent them from reoffending or going farther down the path that brought them into custody
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in the first place?
These are often young people, first-time offenders, those with substance
abuse problems, mental health issues, involved in "quality oflife" crimes
often caused by financial instability like vagrancy, loitering, public
'
drunkenness or petty larceny (su~h as jumping a turnstile). If the current
presidential administration cuts/anti-povercy efforts to the bone, and ....
New York City stops locking up:low level offenders who return to their
now even more underserved cdmmunities, are we creating a debacle?

:

A range of support is needed.,_fgr those released into the community so
' -they don't fall back into criminal behavior, including Social Services:
Case management & intensive case management; habilitation &
rehabilitation (vocational/job training; emloyment programs;
academic/interpersonal skills traiping; leadership, mentoring, and youth
development); and health and wellness s°"upport (health, wellness and
stress reduction; mental-health and pharmacological treatment,
including substance abuse treatment). Mental healthcare is particularly
important, since if the mentally ill are not treated in the community, they
end up involved with law enforcement, and indeed currently make up the
majority of those incarcerated in our jails and prisons, where they
receive even less treatment than they did in the past at the "snake pit"
mental hospitals. Fact-based studies show the best way to reduce crime
ltifaceted programming.

Question 3: What will you do right now (not three or 10 years
from now) to reduce or eliminate acts of violence against
orrectional staff and inmates currently on Rikers Island?
The violence and corruption on Rikers - extreme neglect, gang fights,
attacks on correction officers, contraband smuggling, sexual abuse, and
more - must be stopped right now, during the transition process. The
level of damage to people on Rikers, even for a short time, has been
demonstrated time and time again, with both inmates and correctional
staff vulnerable to mental illness and suicide caused by exposure to the
toxic environment on Rikers.
Correction officers are victims of the atmosphere of violence even as
some are the perpetrators of it. Officers face years of stress and
emotional devastation from dealing with difficult, often mentally ill, drug
abusers, violent criminals, clever thieves, and gang members. They may
lose empathy for inmates as fellow human beings, and view them as
"others" who deserve to be treated with disdain, disrespect or outright
abuse. Chronic exposure to these experiences may lead to deterioration
in their psychological and emotional stability, including PTSD-like
responses such as flash-backs, emotional numbing, moodiness, losing
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temper easily, anxiety, hyper-vigilance and hyper-arousal (being jumpy
or easily startled). The challenge is to address police culture and create a
supportive work environment to reduce the stigmatization that prevents
officers from acknowledging problems or seeking help to deal with work
· stress and mental health concerns

** * *
While closing Rikers as fast as possible is the goal, the city needs
programs in place and full o erational before thi
Simultaneouslrl_the city must address violence on Rikers ri ht now, both
to reduce the suffermg of the inmates and officers there presently, and to
prevent the violence from being imported into the new jails.
It should be noted once again, that despite the disturbing reports of
violence and mismanagement cited throughout this article, good staff
and even good inmates actually exist. It's a small percentage of
correctional officers and administrators, and a small percentage of
inmates, that account for the majority of violence on Rikers Island.
Nonetheless, it is critical to improve circumstances to prevent the
violence from recurring in the new locations.
Moving from an era of mass incarceration to an era of decarceration
requires programming not just for those who would have been
incarcerated, but to all in the community, so as to prevent criminal
justice involvement. A public information program is also needed to
change views about incarceration and rehabilitation in the community,
reducing the lifelong stigma of contact with the criminal justice system.
Yes, I believe that Rikers must be closed, completely closed, with no
inmates there whatsoever - but this cannot happen without having
proven programs and alternate sites open and fully first. It appears that
the issues plaguing Rikers are being used as political pawns by those at
the highest levels of city government. Rikers should be closed, but that is
impossible in three or even 10 years without a concrete plan in place to
identify and prepare sites in the five boroughs where the new smaller
jails will be located, hiring architects and urban planners and developing
alternatives to incarceration and improved programming as described.
As of this writing, I have seen no evidence that any of this is underway.

David A. Fullard, Ph.D., is a Visiting Assistant Professor at Empire
State College, teaching Criminal Justice and the Social and Behavioral
Sciences. He is also licensed by the State ofNew York Board of Regents
as a Mental Health Counselor (LMHC). He retired in 2011 as a captain
with the New York City Department of Correction (NYCDOC) after 30
years' service.
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NYC BOARD OF CORRECTION
10/25/17 AGENDA
Telephone Conference with Dr. David Fullard [with my raw notes]
II.Restrictive Housing for Young Adults
What is your view about the following features of restrictive housing for
young adults?
1. Should desk restraints be used and if so, for how many hours
per day and for what length of time? Currently, restraint desks
are used in the most restrictive levels of ESH ("Entry Unit" and
"Level 1;" collectively, "restrictive levels") whenever young
adults are locked out, i.e., 7 hours daily, and for a compulsory
30-day stay.
DF: It's pretty clear that I'm not a fan of the restraint desk being used with
adolescents and young adults on Rikers Island. Research tells us that using
these types of tactics and the coercive techniques escalates rather than
reduces violence, although in some instances you may have a short-term
down-turn in violence and then it will go up. In some cases, I suspect, the
violence will increase exponentially once the person is no longer being
restrained. It makes much more sense to provide meaningful programs such
as educational programs, vocational programs, and prison industry as a
means of providing inmates with something meaningful to occupy their time.
When the inmates' time is occupied with something that is meaningful to
them you have a demonstrated reduction in violence. Also, being engaged in
valuable programs means that inmates don't want to lose access to these
activities, which is what happens when they are involved in a violent event.
This means that inmates avoid violence in order to be allowed to continue
with these programs.
To specifically answer your question I don't believe the restraint desk should
be used, except with extremely violent inmates who have failed to change
their behavior after serious attempts to address that behavior by the Department of Correction (through engagement in alternative programs), and
psychotherapeutic interventions by the mental health staff, have failed.
I really do believe that the Department of Corrections has an opportunity to
think truly outside of the box when it comes to attempting to reduce violence among adolescent and young adult inmates. I believe that having a

program where the inmates are performing some kind of labor for a salary
($3.00 per hour), combined with mental health treatment, substance abuse
treatment, conflict resolution, interpersonal skills training, and good solid
correctional treatment -- will result in a statistically significant reduction in
violence. In the language of the youth, "you have to have some skin in the
game in order to care about the game." Having a job within the correctional
institution that pays $3.00 an hour is of value to the adolescent and young
adult inmate. They will want to hold on to this particular job, and these jobs
are linked to good behavior in order to keep the job; if bad behavior is
reported they would lose their job. It is important to note that while to us
$3.00 an hour is nothing, to an inmate it's a great deal of status. They do
not want to lose that status. As such they will conform to our wishes, follow
the rules of the institutions, and avoid violent altercations.
Members of the Department of Correction will most likely not like this idea.
They (the NYCDOC) will say that we are paying the inmates for good
behavior. In fact, this is a form of "token economy" which has been used to
change poor adolescent inmate behavior for decades. The idea will have be
sold to the NYCDOC. Part of the sales tactic will involve explaining to the
DOC that if they are able to show a statistically significant reduction in
violence, they will have fewer staff injuries, fewer inmate injuries, fewer
lawsuits, and will be able to say proudly to the national correctional
community: "We found an effective solution to reducing violence among our
adolescent and young adult inmate population."
It is also important to note that you need to have very good supervision in
order to make this work. Captains and Assistant Deputy Wardens have to
buy into the program. If they buy into the program, they will do everything
in their power to make it work. Further, I think the correctional staff working
in this program should be hand -selected by an interdisciplinary/multidisciplinary team, not just correctional staff. They should want to work in this
program. They should have a positive attitude and be program minded. I
also believe they should be paid a little bit more. They should receive
ongoing regularly scheduled training. And if the program works well, they
should be applauded, recognized, and rewarded.
In situations where serious attempts to change extremely dangerous and
violent behavior by the Department of Correction (through engaging inmates
in valuable programs such as those described above) and psychotherapeutic

interventions by the mental health staff have failed, an interdisciplinary/
multidisciplinary team needs to assemble and examine each case individually, to determine when and how long the restraint desk will be utilized.
While the restraint desk is being used in these situations, Department of
Corrections and the mental health staff need to come up with a plan for this
specific case going forward when the inmate is released from the restraint
desk - otherwise the inmate will return to the same violent behavior, which
may be even worse after a period of such physical restraint.
2. Currently, DOC performs a housing assessment of young adults in
the Entry Unit and says that it needs 30 days to complete this
assessment. Should this assessment take 30 days to complete?
DF: I don't know the procedure that the Department of Correction is currently using to complete the assessment process. 30 days does seem like a
bit much. The question that comes to mind is, "do they (DOC) have
dedicated (regularly assigned/steady post officer) staff to perform this
assessment? Or, are staff members doing multiple tasks in addition to the
assessment process?" Another question that comes to mind is, "who is
supervising the assessment process? Are these supervisors assigned
(regularly assigned/steady post supervisors) just to supervise those doing
the assessments? Or, are these supervisors being rotated into the area with
little knowledge of the assessment process?"

The best case scenario would be to have officers who are specially selected,
trained, and regularly assigned to the duties of assessing young adult inmates in the entry unit. The same holds true for those who supervise the
offices in this area. The supervisor should be specially selected, trained, and
regularly assigned to the duties of supervising the correctional officers who
are assessing young adult inmates in the entry unit. Where officers have
multiple duties, and/or supervisors are rotating into the area, this could
make the process more cumbersome, inefficient, and worse, inaccurate.

It also seems to make sense that this assessment would be performed by a
team of interdisciplinary/ multidisciplinary staff. If this is currently the case
that might account for the 30 day assessment period since it takes time to
engage multiple staff in the assessment process. However, if this is not the
case 30 days does seem to be a rather long period of time to perform the
assessment task for dedicated officers and supervisors assigned to the task.

3.
Should dogs be present in the classroom space during school
sessions?
DF: No.

The dogs utilized on Rikers Island search for drugs and escaped inmates.
They have no other purpose.
Using the dogs in the classrooms spells coercion. We all remember the
photographs from Abu Ghraib and the use of German Shepard dogs!

I don't think I need to say much more in reference to dogs being present in
the classroom space during school sessions. I think it's beyond problematic!

4. What kinds of programming should be offered? Currently, the
following programming is available in the restrictive levels:
Dialectical Behavioral Therapy, Interactive Journaling, Youth
Communication, Creative Expression Arts and Crafts, Overcome
Life's Struggles (IDOL), skill building, reentry services
program, and Cage Your Rage.
DF: Any psychotherapeutic therapeutic program that is Interactive will have
a better chance of being effective then psychotherapeutic programs that are
static. With that in mind, I would seriously consider interactive journaling,
youth communications, creative expression arts and crafts, and interactive
skills building that utilizes role play.

s.

Should mental health clinicians be involved in placement/
exit/level progression decisions? (Currently, involvement of
mental health staff is limited to daily cell-door check-ins and
deciding whether a person should be excluded from YA-ESH
due to serious mental illness or serious physical disability).

DF: Correctional mental health staff should be involved in every single
aspect of restrictive housing unit placement. But not just "involvement" -they must have the line authority and power to effect change and make
changes where necessary. As you know, the Department of Correction will
resist this. If the inmate has a mental health issue, a clinician should be
making many of the decisions concerning placement in restrictive housing.
With this, comes a greatdeal of responsibility and accountability for the
mental health clinician. Under competent clinical supervision, this can be
effective and quite useful.
6. Should young adults/adults be commingled in ESH? Should all
young adults be in one facility? (Currently, young adults ages
19-21 are commingled with adults in Level 1 and in less
'· restrictive levels (where desks are not used).

DF: No. Under no circumstances should young adults age 19 through 21 comingle with adults over the age of 21. The rationale behind this is as follows:
young adults (when around older inmates) want to prove themselves - they
want to prove their masculinity - they want and sometimes need to at least
appear to be a tough guy - as such, they may act out in an effort to prove
themselves. In other cases, the young adult between the age of 19 and 21
may end up being the victim of the older adult. This may take place as a
simple assault or a sexual assault.
Because the population Rikers Island is quite low at this time, the Department of Correction has plenty of dorm and cell space to spread people out.
Through classification, they can separate groups of inmates who should not
be housed together. This certainly includes separating younger inmates from
those over the age of 21. The Department of Corrections may resist this and
state that spreading inmates out into various housing areas via classification
may be a good thing but it is also costly. The Department of Correction will
also note that they will need additional staff for those housing areas.
The department will have to decide whether it wants to spend money and
have a safer environment or spend less money and have an unsafe
environment.

7. Should placement criteria be only for violent acts that cause
serious injury or also for weapons possession/threat of
violence to staff?
In Re: Placement in restrictive housing for acts of violence that
cause serious injury (to anyone).
DF: When an inmate causes serious injury to anyone several things should
take place. First and foremost, the inmate would have to be housed and
managed in an area where he or she will not be able to injure another person, including themselves. Currently, in the Department of Correction it
would seem that placement in restrictive housing would be necessary and
appropriate in this very specific situation.

In addition to placement in restrictive housing, the Department of Correction
and the mental health staff would need to form an interdisciplinary/ multidisciplinary team of people to examine what happened, why it happened,
and how to prevent it from happening in the future with this specific inmate.
The Department of Correction should examine its classification system, and
ask the question: "Was this inmate properly classified and properly housed?"
The mental health staff should be examining the inmate to determine if he
has a serious mental health condition that would increase his propensity to
act out in a very violent manner or has a mental health condition that would
make him more vulnerable to commit acts of extreme violence. Because the
inmate will not spend the rest of his time in restrictive housing ( or indeed,
the rest of his life behind bars), both the mental health staff and the correctional staff need to create a plan for this particular inmate that would guide
his release into an appropriate housing unit (after a term of confinement in
restrictive housing) that has a support system built into the housing unit to
prevent the violent behavior from reoccurring - and even more important, to
reduce the likelihood that such behavior would occur after release back into
the community.
On another note, a multidisciplinary/ interdisciplinary team of staff should
interview the inmate in an effort to determine why the violent behavior
occurred in the first place. There are times when an inmate is attempting to
protect himself from being assaulted by another inmate. During these times,
an inmate may resort to acts of extreme violence in order to save his own
life. This is one of the reasons why inmates carry weapons. They simply do
not feel safe! This needs to be assessed and addressed. During my time with
the Department of Correction this was always an issue that was never resolved. The department should move towards helping each inmate feel safer
in its environment. This in and of itself will help to reduce violence because

inmates won't feel the need to carry a weapon (or as the inmates say, "be
strapped"). It's important to note that oftentimes inmates will behave violently as a means of proving to the rest of the inmates that they will not be
taken advantage of. This is simply a reality of being locked up in a correctional institution.
I

In Re: ... Placement in restrictive housing for weapons possession.

DF: Restrictive housing should be utilized only for inmates who have acted
out in a very violent manner and cause serious physical injury to another
person. In the case of weapons possession, the inmate should be issued an
infraction or have some other punishment levied against the inmate. He/she
should not be placed in restrictive housing. Further an interdisciplinary/multidisciplinary team of correctional and mental health staff should interview
the inmate in an effort to determine why he/she felt the need to carry a
weapon. Once again, the Department of Correction needs to make certain
that the inmates under their supervision feel at least somewhat safe in the
correctional institution.
One of the things this team of correctional and mental health staff should be
looking for are the inmate's thoughts on his own safety in the correctional
institution. Specifically they should be asking, "Do you have a specific enemy
(or enemies) that you feel the need to protect yourself against?"
In Re: Placement in restrictive housing for threats of violence to
staff.

DF: Responding to this question is a bit challenging when we're talking
about verbal threats to civilian or correctional staff members. If an inmate
identifies a particular staff member that he or she is planning to harm, staff
must consider the inmate's words and take some kind of action in a proactive manner to avoid an assault on staff. Many times correctional staff are
threatened by inmates, yet nothing actually happens. There are other times
when an inmate makes a threat against a correctional staff member, ·and it's
important to know the reasons behind this threat. The question becomes
what you do when you have information directly from an inmate stating that
he's going to hurt a staff member. This will have to be dealt with on a caseby-case basis. I think the first line of defense would be simply to transfer the
inmate to another institution or another area where the inmate will not come
in contact with threatened staff member. Using this method, good tracking
of both the inmate and be threatened staff member are necessary. Supervisors must be made aware of the separation so there is no accidental contact or transfer. I guess what it boils down to is simply good correctional
supervision of both the staff and the inmates.

Specifically, I do not think that an inmate should be placed in restrictive
housing for a threat to a specific staff member. He or she should receive an
infraction and some other form of punishment should be levied against that
inmate. Further, I think the inmate should be assessed by an interdisciplinary/ multidisciplinary team of people in an effort to figure out what went
wrong and how best to deal with this issue. I guess what I'm saying is we
need to function in a highly professional manner and address individual
inmates as separate individuals who may have unique problems that need to
be addressed.

8. Young adults have a right to a hearing to challenge their
placement in YA-ESH. Who should serve as adjudicators?
Currently, uniformed staff serve in this role.
DF: It's my very strong opinion that a member of the department's legal
divisions should be the adjudicator for these hearings. Uniformed members
of service should not serve in this capacity.

A lawyer or a highly competent legal assistant will be the best person able to
look at the evidence and determine if the challenge to placement is warranted. Although correctional staff are trained for this particular duty it is
very difficult. Correctional staff are not lawyers or legal assistants. If, in fact,
you do come across correctional officers who have studied law or are legal
assistants, they may be appropriate for that position if they can be completely objective and not be co-opted or influenced by their fellow officers.
Another reason that you want someone who is not a uniformed member of
service to perform this particular duty is based on the fact that "blue tends
to stick with blue." Believe me, as a person who is a member of the uniformed force it is hard for me to make this statement. But, as a person who
wore blue the 30 years I am aware of situations where correctional staff
have whispered to the adjudication officers their desire to have a negative
outcome to a hearing. Painful to state, but it is simply a fact. As I noted
elsewhere in these comments, the Department of Correction must increase
its level of professionalism.
I hope this was useful.
David Fullard, Ph.D., LMHC, CRC
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INTRODUCTION
The city and its department of correction now stand at a historic crossroads. New York City’s jail
system, largely symbolized by the persistently violent and inhumane conditions in the massive jail
1
complex on Rikers Island, is an ongoing source of public shame. But after years of crime and
2
incarceration reduction, closing the jail facilities on Rikers Island and reimagining the New York City
Department of Correction (“DOC”) now has become a realistic possibility.
Constant litigation and a number of accounts of violence and mistreatment of those held in the DOC’s
custody prompted a loud and sustained cry for reform. Perhaps no story galvanized this public call
3
more than the story of Kalief Browder, first published in The New Yorker in October of 2014. Browder
4
was sixteen years old when he was arrested and charged with robbery, grand larceny, and assault. He
was held on $3000 bail and spent three years on Rikers Iland waiting for his trial, unwilling to plead
guilty to crimes he did

...
1.

2.
3.
4.

See Anna Mae Duane, The Shame of Rikers: The Odious 19th-Century History of Rikers Island Provides Just One More
Good Reason to Shut It Down, SLATE (July 13, 2017), http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/history/
2017/07/rikers_island_is_the_northern_equivalent_of_confederate_monuments_but_ worse.html
[http://perma.cc/3PPP-E82R].
Michelle Mark, New York City Is Proof That Cities Don’t Need to Lock Up Tons of People to Drive Down Crime, BUS.
INSIDER (Nov. 5, 2016), http://www.businessinsider.com/how-nyc-managed-to-lower-incarceration-and-crimerates-at-the-same-time-2016-11 [http://perma.cc/G9XX-7ML9].
See Jennifer Gonnerman, Before the Law, NEW YORKER (Oct. 6, 2014),
http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2014/10/06/before-the-law [http://perma.cc/ 7NCL-DJVN].
Id.
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Nunez v. City of New York litigation, describing the complaint and the federal consent decree under
which the DOC is currently operating. Section I.C outlines the current agenda for reform as embodied in
the Commission’s recommendations and the recommendations outlined in the mayor’s roadmap to close
Rikers Island.
A. Conditions at DOC: Historic and Continuing Challenges
One ever-present challenge of Rikers Island is its geographic isolation. Rikers Island functions as New
York City’s penal colony, with ten facilities located on a remote 413-acre piece of land perched in the
35
East River between the Bronx and Queens.
The majority of the population—over seventy-five
36
percent—are being held there pretrial, meaning that they have not yet been convicted of a crime.
The
island’s remote location contributes to delays in court processing time for felony and misdemeanor cases,
37
inhibits access to attorneys and programming, and discourages visits by family. It also results in an “out
of sight, out of mind” approach to the city’s jail system that is unsafe and unproductive for those who are
38
held and those who work there.
But remoteness and isolation are only part of the deep-rooted problems troubling Rikers Island. The
39
facilities on Rikers, which first opened as a jail complex in the early 1930s, are in deep decay. Facilities
throughout the system have rotting floorboards, malfunctioning heating and cooling systems, sewage
40
backups, leaking roofs, broken showers, and flooded bathrooms. This decay has led to harmful
41
42
conditions for those incarcerated, and has created an inhospitable environment.
This inhospitable
environment is further worsened due to the lack of basic services, such as heating in winter

1
11-cv-5845 (S.D.N.Y. 2011).
2
A MORE JUST NEW YORK CITY, supra note 10, at 103.
3
Id. at 33.
4
Id. at 73–75.
5
Id. at 14.
6
N.Y.C. DEP’T OF CORR., History of DOC, http://www1.nyc.gov/site/doc/about/ history-doc.page
[http://perma.cc/VB2B-RL73].
7
See A MORE JUST NEW YORK CITY, supra note 10, at 72.
8
For example, the broken materials provide opportunities for people to make weapons. See id. at 72.
9
See Raven Rakia, A Sinking Jail: The Environmental Disaster That Is Rikers Island, GRIST (Mar. 15, 2016),
http://grist.org/justice/a-sinking-jail-the-environmentaldisaster-that-is-rikers-island/ [http://perma.cc/MYW3-QYFC].
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and air conditioning in summer.
In addition to decaying and dangerous facilities and the lack of basic
services, incarcerated persons are typically housed in multi-occupancy cells with no privacy, and the jails
44
have little space for social services that are best practice in a modern correctional system.
Even worse, the people held on the island endure physical and mental abuse, a rampant culture of
45
violence, and overly punitive conditions.
This has included alarming rates of force used against
adolescents, rampant inmate-on-inmate assaults, and correction officers using blows to the head and force
46
as punishment or retribution in response to verbal altercations with officers. In addition, there is a link
between jail conditions and the violence that occurs within the facilities both by staff and by those
47
held in the facilities. For example, the deteriorating physical conditions throughout the system
provide an opportunity to fashion weapons from light fixtures, radiators, and sprinkler heads; in
fact, most of the weapons found inside the jails in 2014 were improvised from materials already
48
inside the jails. For both staff and those held, these punishing conditions, in addition to the
rampant violence, have persisted for decades; those held on Rikers Island have described the island
49
using terms such as “hellhole,” “torture island,” and “the land that time forgot.”
These problems are not confined to Rikers, nor do they only impact those who are incarcerated.
These problems also lead to an inhospitable environment for correction officers (“COs”) and other
DOC staff. City data demonstrates that, like the facilities on Rikers Island, borough-based
facilities also are marred by pervasive violence

43. See id.; Brad Hamilton, Cell Damage: Rikers in Ruins After Years of Neglect,
N.Y. POST (Jan. 13, 2013), http://nypost.com/2013/01/13/cell-damage-rikers-in-ruinsafter-years-of-neglect/
[http://perma.cc/2654-66KG].
1. See A MORE JUST NEW YORK CITY, supra note 10, at 13, 77.
2. See U.S. ATTORNEY FOR THE S. DIST. OF N.Y., U.S. DEP’T OF JUSTICE, CRIPA INVESTIGATION OF THE NEW YORK CITY
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS JAILS ON RIKERS ISLAND 3 (2014) [hereinafter SDNY RIKERS REPORT],
https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/usao-sdny/legacy/2015/03/25/SDNY%20 Rikers%20Report.pdf
[https://perma.cc/4QPB-2VDK].
3. Id. at 4.
4. See A MORE JUST NEW YORK CITY, supra note 10, at 72.
5. See id. at 72.
6. See id. at 27; see also Jonathan Lippman & Melissa Mark-Viverito, Opinion, Closing Rikers Island Is a Moral Imperative,
N.Y. TIMES (Mar. 31, 2017), https://www.nytimes.com/2017/03/31/opinion/closing-rikers-island-is-a-moralimperative.html
[https://nyti.ms/2nFxqVW].
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and by decaying and outmoded conditions.
While the average daily population has steadily
declined, rates of violence in the DOC have persisted. There are a number of explanations for
violence in the facilities, between COs and those held and between inmates, including inability to
appropriately manage the population due to inadequate training and management of staff and
51
deteriorating facilities across the DOC. As on Rikers Island, the borough-based jails are generally
inhospitable, with deteriorating buildings, broken heating and cooling systems, harsh lighting, and
52
reverberating surfaces.
And with the exception of the Manhattan Detention Center, all the DOC
facilities are based on now obsolete design principles with a linear layout that makes curbing
53
violence difficult.
Figure 1, below, shows the historical violence trends in the DOC over the last two decades. The
trends are based on what the system calls “stabbings and slashings.” This is inmate-on-inmate
54
violence with the use of a weapon (usually some type of razor or homemade knife).
If stabbing
and slashing rates are high, it is also quite likely that all use of force, unjustified use of force, and
55
attacks on COs will also be high.
The opposite is also true, if stabbing and slashing rates are low,
56
use of force will be low.

1.

2.
3.

Press Release, N.Y.C. Comptroller, Comptroller Stringer 2015 Analysis: Violence at City Jails Spikes
Dramatically and Cost per Inmate Explodes Even as Inmate Population Declines (Oct. 16, 2015),
http://comptroller.nyc.gov/newsroom/
comptroller-stringer-2015-analysis-violence-at-city-jails-spikes-dramatically-and-costper-inmate-explodes-even-as-inmate-population-declines/ [http://perma.cc/WG5TLLHK].
See A MORE JUST NEW YORK CITY, supra note 10, at 73.
Id.; see also, e.g., Daniel Beekman, Bronx’s Notorious Spofford Shut Down,

N.Y. DAILY NEWS (Mar. 31, 2011), http://www.nydailynews.com/new-york/bronx/
bronx-notorious-spofford-aka-bridges-juvenile-center-finally-shut-article-1.119333 [https://perma.cc/6WQD-47Z6].
1. Linear jails typically contain cells lined up along corridors, so that correction officers cannot easily monitor groups
consistently. Richard Wener et al., Direct Supervision of Correctional Institutions, in PODULAR, DIRECT SUPERVISION JAILS
INFORMATION PACKET 1–8 (Nat’l Inst. of Corr. ed., 1993).
2. N.Y.C. BD. OF CORR., VIOLENCE IN NEW YORK CITY JAILS: STABBING AND SLASHING INCIDENTS 2 (2015) [hereinafter
VIOLENCE IN N.Y.C. JAILS 2009–2014],
http://www1.nyc.gov/assets/boc/downloads/pdf/Violence%20in%20New%20York%20
City%20Jails_Slashing%20and%20Stabbing%20Incidents.pdf [http://perma.cc/HLP7G6HC].
3. Id. at 2.
4. Id.
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Figure 1. Historical Violence Trends at the DOC, as Measured by Stabbing and Slashing Incidents.

As shown, while the average daily population has steadily decreased since fiscal year 1995,
violence rates, which peaked at over 59 stabbings and slashings per 1000 inmates in 1995, declined
58
to a low of under 2 per 1000 inmates from 2003 to 2009.
After an initial

1.

2.

See MMR 2017, supra note 26, at 72–74; MAYOR’S OFFICE OF OPERATIONS, MAYOR’S MANAGEMENT REPORT 81 (2016)
[hereinafter MMR 2016], http://www1.nyc.gov/assets/operations/downloads/pdf/mmr2016/2016_mmr.pdf
[http://perma.cc/57LL-MUPB]; MAYOR’S OFFICE OF OPERATIONS, MAYOR’S MANAGEMENT REPORT 82–83 (2015)
[hereinafter MMR 2015], http://www1.nyc.gov/ assets/operations/downloads/pdf/mmr2015/2015_mmr.pdf
[https://perma.cc/SG3MSRCK]; MAYOR’S OFFICE OF OPERATIONS, MAYOR’S MANAGEMENT REPORT 143–44 (2008)
[hereinafter MMR 2008], http://www1.nyc.gov/assets/operations/downloads/ pdf/mmr/0908_mmr.pdf
[https://perma.cc/M9XC-SR66]; MAYOR’S OFFICE OF OPERATIONS, MAYOR’S MANAGEMENT REPORT: SUPPLEMENTARY
INDICATOR TABLES 76 (2004), http://www1.nyc.gov/assets/operations/downloads/pdf/mmr/0904_ indicators.pdf
[https://perma.cc/D82M-9WUB]; MAYOR’S OFFICE OF OPERATIONS, MAYOR’S MANAGEMENT REPORT: SUPPLEMENTARY
INDICATOR TABLES 71 (2002), http://www1.nyc.gov/assets/operations/downloads/pdf/mmr/0902_indicators.pdf
[https://perma.cc/N4HW-YF3X]; VIOLENCE IN N.Y.C. JAILS 2009–2014, supra note 54, at 2; Mayor’s Office of Criminal
Justice, Average Daily Jail Population in New York City, 1980–2017, CITY OF N.Y. (Jan. 1, 2018),
http://www1.nyc.gov/assets/ criminaljustice/downloads/pdfs/population_reduction_sheet.pdf [https://perma.cc/
8L47-C4A7]; NYC Department of Correction at a Glance, N.Y.C. DEP’T OF CORR. (Apr. 27, 2017),
http://www1.nyc.gov/assets/doc/downloads/pdf/DOC_At-Glance-427-17.pdf [http://perma.cc/Y87N-QKAT].
See MMR 2008, supra note 57, at 143–44; VIOLENCE IN N.Y.C. JAILS 2009– 2014, supra note 54, at 2.

dramatic decrease in violence rates, and a leveling off, the DOC has seen a steady increase in
59
violence since fiscal year 2009.
Since 2009 violence rates have steadily increased to over 17 per
60
1000 inmates in 2017, a thirteen fold increase from 2008.
While still not close to 1995 levels, the
61
trend is deeply concerning. These conditions, coupled with the changing needs, particularly those
related to behavioral health, of people cycling through the system, have developed a reputation for
62
the DOC as a hopeless institution for staff and inmates alike.
1. A Legacy of Violence, Neglect, and Litigation
The troubling and inhumane conditions in New York City jails are not new. Before the bridge to Rikers
63
Island was constructed in 1966, the majority of pre-trial detainees were housed in borough jails. The
Manhattan House of Detention (“the Tombs”), once was as notorious as Rikers Island due to its severe
64
overcrowding and poor conditions for both inmates and officers.
In the late 1960s, the Correction
Officers Benevolent Association (“COBA”), New York City’s union for correction officers, urged
the DOC to address the jail’s deteriorating conditions, severe understaffing, and a lack of new
65
officer training.
The DOC made attempts to expedite case processing times to address overcrowding
66
at the Tombs, but did little else to address rising tensions within the facility.
In 1970, tensions came to
a head as an inmate uprising at the Tombs brought public attention to the overcrowding, officer brutality
67
and racism, overly punitive conditions of confinement, and deteriorating environmental conditions.
Those held were “locked-in” to their cells twenty-four

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

See MMR 2017, supra note 26, at 84; MMR 2015, supra note 57, at 82; VIOLENCE IN N.Y.C. JAILS 2009–2014, supra note
54, at 2.
See MMR 2017, supra note 26, at 84; MMR 2008, supra note 57, at 143.
See MMR 2008, supra note 57, at 143–44.
See A MORE JUST NEW YORK CITY, supra note 10, at 71.
The Long-Term Plan for Borough Jails and Rikers Island, Hearing Before the

N.Y.C. Council Comm. on Fire & Criminal Justice 1 (Apr. 25, 2006) (statement of John Boston, Dir., Prisoners’ Rights Project,
The Legal Aid Soc’y).
1. See John Surico, The Legacy of Violence at the Manhattan Jail Known as the ‘Tombs,’ VICE NEWS (July 19 2015),
https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/tales-fromthe-tombs-the-legacy-of-violence-at-the-manhattan-detention-complex-719
[http://perma.cc/QAM9-F6H6].
2. John J. Dilulio, Jr., The Impact of Judicial Intervention on Prisons and Jails, in COURTS, CORRECTIONS, AND THE
CONSTITUTION: THE IMPACT OF JUDICIAL INTERVENTION ON PRISONS AND JAILS, 144 (John J. Dilulio, Jr., ed. 1990).
3. Id. at 143.
4. Id.

at the Tombs were transferred to the House of Detention for Men (“HDM”) on Rikers Island, where
conditions—like overcrowding, deteriorating physical conditions, and disciplinary procedures—were just
79
as poor as at the Tombs.
As the city budget crisis of the early 1970s worsened, action to address conditions of confinement was
80
delayed, and in 1975, the most destructive inmate uprising yet erupted on Rikers Island. Corrections
Commissioner Benjamin J. Malcolm was able to negotiate an end to the protests, which arose out of
complaints from inmates due to overcrowding and conditions in the facilities, and avoid bloodshed by
81
agreeing to address the grievances of those incarcerated.
After the uprising, the DOC was forced to
move people to other DOC facilities while repairs were made to large holes in cells and other debris
82
was cleaned up.
But COs on Rikers Island staged a walkout to protest the fact that the DOC had
83
not issued a plan to address the unsafe working conditions in the facilities.
Following that uprising, Legal Aid filed a new federal class action lawsuit, Benjamin v. Malcom,
alleging that conditions at the HDM were also unconstitutional.
The Koch administration negotiated a
settlement agreement that would cover all of the city jails on and off Rikers Island.
In 1978, a consent
decree was agreed to by all parties and in 1979, Judge Lasker approved and entered the consent
judgment.
Two critical issues covered by the consent decree were overcrowding and developing
policies for the treatment of those held at HDM.
89
In 1983, Legal Aid brought Fisher v. Koehler, alleging that the DOC used excessive force on
individuals incarcerated in the Correctional Institution for Men (“CIFM”), now the Eric M. Taylor
84

85

86

87

88

1.
2.

Benjamin v. Malcolm, 564 F. Supp. 668, 670 (S.D.N.Y. 1983).
See Tom Goldstein, 318 Prisoners Are Transferred from Riot-Damaged Rikers Jail, N.Y. TIMES (Nov. 29, 1975),
http://www.nytimes.com/1975/11/29/archives/ 318-prisoners-are-transferred-from-riotdamaged-rikers-jail.html
[https://nyti.ms/ 2GglNOr].
3. Id.
4. Id.
5. See Peter Kihss, Rikers Island Revolt Ends with Release of Hostages, N.Y. TIMES (Nov. 25, 1975),
http://www.nytimes.com/1975/11/25/archives/rikers-islandrevolt-ends-with-release-of-hostages-rikers-island.html
[https://nyti.ms/2Fbyjxi].
6. 495 F. Supp. 1357 (S.D.N.Y. 1980).
7. Id. at 1360.
8. See Baer & Bepko, supra note 74, at 23.
9. Id. at 23–24.
10. Id. at 24.
11. 692 F. Supp. 1519 (S.D.N.Y. 1988).
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Center, on Rikers Island.
Judge Lasker also heard this case and ruled in favor of the plaintiffs, finding
that use of force was excessive and “that the pervasiveness of staff-on-inmate violence was the
91
predictable result of defendant’s policies and practices . . . .”
In 1985, Legal Aid brought a similar
case, Jackson v. Montemagno, against the DOC claiming abuse of the incarcerated population by staff at
93
the Brooklyn House of Detention.
The case was settled in 1991, referencing the agreement reached in
Fisher, requiring the DOC to develop and implement systems for controlling and investigating use of
94
force incidents and disciplining COs for unnecessary or excessive force.
In 2003, the DOC and the Urban Justice Center also settled a class action suit, Brad H. v. City of New
95
York, which had been brought in state court claiming that the city failed to provide adequate discharge
96
planning as part of their care for those with a diagnosed mental illness.
While this case covered the
97
DOC as a whole, it again targeted a specific population, i.e., those with a diagnosed mental illness.
A
settlement agreement was reached that required the DOC to develop a discharge plan based on an
assessment for those individuals’ needs for continued treatment and support services, public benefits, and
98
appropriate housing.
The DOC was also required to provide assistance and access to the services set
99
forth in the plan. A monitoring team was established that continues to monitor progress towards the
100
agreement, and the thirty-seventh monitor’s report was filed in June of 2017.

1.

Id. at 1519; see also Facilities Overview, CITY OF N.Y. DEP’T OF CORR.,

2.
3.

http://home2.nyc.gov/html/doc/html/about/facilities-overview.shtml [https://perma.cc/ R9RU-7XL4].
Id. at 1564.
Stipulation of Settlement at 3, Jackson v. Montemagno, CV 85-2384

(E.D.N.Y. 1991).
1. Id. at 3.
2. Id.
3. Stipulation of Settlement at 2, Brad H. v. City of New York, No. 117882/99 (Jan. 8, 2003), 2003 WL 5582869.
4. Id.
5. Id.
6. Id. at 14.
7. Id.
8. See Thirty-Seventh Regular Report of the Compliance Monitors at 6, Brad H., No. 117882/99 (June 6, 2017). For public
access to the full docket, see Brad H. v. City of New York, URBAN JUSTICE CTR., https://mhp.urbanjustice.org/mhpbradH.v.cityofnewyork [https://perma.cc/8S5J-6LWS].
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a whole.
Then in 1990, Judge Lasker held that the city violated an order prohibiting the housing of
incarcerated individuals in nonhousing areas, including gymnasiums and receiving areas, and found that
the violence at CIFM was caused by overcrowding, inadequate staffing and supervision, excessive
reliance on dormitory housing, lack of adequate classification, and inadequate systems for controlling,
110
investigating, and disciplining staff misuse of force.
In 1989, Judge Lasker approved a new
use-of-force policy to address the violence at CIFM, under Fisher, and in 1990, during the population
surge at the DOC, imposed a series of fines holding that the DOC had violated his order prohibiting the
111
housing of individuals in nonhousing areas.
In the early 1990s, the DOC began addressing other
condition-of-confinement issues including the provision of food services, access to the law library,
environmental health (sanitary conditions, ventilation, lighting, and extreme temperatures), attorney
visitation and confidentiality, placement of pre-trial detainees in restraints, fire safety, and modular
112
housing units.
In 1982, under the Malcolm case, Judge Lasker ordered the creation of the Office of Compliance
113
Consultants (“OCC”), to oversee implementation of the consent decree requirements.
The OCC was
designed to be an agency of the city, not the court or the DOC, with leadership appointed by the city and
114
staff from the DOC.
This agency was designed to allow for greater cooperation among the city, Legal
115
Aid, and the DOC.
Because it was considered a relatively neutral party, the OCC was successful in
inducing the DOC to adopt reform strategies, though these reforms only chipped away at the DOC’s
116
entrenched culture.
In addition to court oversight, the New York City Board of Correction (“the Board”) provides more
general oversight of the DOC, separate from court oversight. Originally established in 1957 by
Mayor Robert F. Wagner, and expanded in 1977 under Mayor Beane, the Board is a citizen
117
watchdog agency to set and enforce minimum standards for the DOC.
The minimum standards
seek to
1
See supra Section I.A.1.
2
See Baer & Bepko, supra note 74, at 27.
3
Id. at 28–29.
4
Id. at 36.
5
Id. at 25.
6
Id. at 25–26.
7
Id. at 26.
8
Id.
9
About the BOC, N.Y.C. BD. OF CORR., http://www1.nyc.gov/site/boc/about/ about.page
[https://perma.cc/8W2Q-YBW4].
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ensure the care, custody, correction, treatment, supervision, and discipline of those held in the DOC.
The Board fulfills this mission through the evaluation of the DOC’s performance and operation of a
system for hearing grievances and issues from the DOC, both from those incarcerated in the DOC
119
facilities and from the general public.
Made up of nine members appointed by the mayor and the
city council, the Board has the right to access any DOC data or records and the right to inspect and visit
120
any DOC facility at any time.
The Board continues to incorporate best practices into its minimum
standards, including those related to the use of force and punitive segregation, as well as the provision of
121
basic necessities to ensure proper conditions of confinement.
The Board sets minimum standards,
but its success as an oversight agency has been limited primarily because it lacks strong mechanisms to
actually incentivize compliance or to enforce its rights to obtain data and documentation from the
122
DOC.
These reform efforts function primarily through litigation and reflect a largely backward-looking
responsive policy approach rather than a forward-looking comprehensive approach to reform at the DOC.
There are many external factors that contribute to this reactive policy approach. A primary factor is the
123
ever-changing nature of leadership in public bureaucracies, which makes stability hard to come by.
The DOC is an agency within city government, and its commissioner is appointed by and serves at the
124
pleasure of the mayor.
This means that the highest rung of DOC leadership can change every four
years, or less, depending on the performance of the commissioner or on the number of terms the
appointing mayor
125

serves.

Many of the staff, however, stay much longer.

126

In the

1
Id.
2
N.Y.C. BD. OF CORR., A STUDY OF THE DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION INMATE GRIEVANCE AND REQUEST PROGRAM 1
(2016), http://www1.nyc.gov/assets/ boc/downloads/pdf/final_board_of_correctionreport_oct2016.pdf [http://perma.cc/
CYG3-8EVG].
3
N.Y.C. CHARTER §§ 626, 626(c)(1) (2004).
4
N.Y.C. BD. OF CORR., supra note 119, at 1.
5
See generally id. at 12–14.
6
ROBERT J. LAVIGNA, ENGAGING GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES: MOTIVATE AND INSPIRE YOUR PEOPLE TO ACHIEVE
SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE 58–60 (2013).
7
See Baer & Bepko, supra note 74, at 23.
8
N.Y.C. CHARTER § 6 (2004).
9
N.Y.C. DEP’T OF CITYWIDE ADMIN. SERVS., WORKFORCE PROFILE REPORT 160 (2015),
http://www.nyc.gov/html/dcas/downloads/pdf/misc/workforce_profile_ report_fy_2015.pdf [http://perma.cc/ELW8-QUQZ].

then proceeded to hire them without any documented explanation of why the red flag was disregarded or
206
overridden.
Examples of these red flags included criminal histories, contact with inmates on Rikers, a
207
history of domestic violence, and failed psychological screenings for other city jobs. The Monitor
investigated these specific applications and found that the AIU’s decisions to overlook the red flags were
208
reasonable, but stressed the need to document the reasons for these decisions.
Second, the Monitor has also found that due to the unprecedented volume of training efforts and
209
resources required, the original one-year deadline set in the consent decree is unrealistic.
Not only
does the DOC need to cover operations while staff are being trained, but they also do not have adequate
210
space for training.
The Monitor has consistently and strongly urged the City of New York to create a
new training facility for the DOC; lack of quality training space has made it incredibly difficult for the
211
DOC to carry out the training requirements of the consent decree.
To its credit, the city has also
212
included $100 million in the fiscal year 2018 budget for a new training academy.
That said, the
213
DOC has requested an extension to the deadline for training requirements.
c. Young Inmate Management—Classification and Programming
In the fourth monitors report, it is noted that young inmates under the age of nineteen continue to
214
contribute to a disproportionate share of both the DOC’s use-of-force and inmate-on-inmate violence.
However, the DOC had made significant progress in increasing programming for young people, which
215
reduces idle time and, in turn, reduces violence.
First, the DOC began working with an external consultant shortly after the conclusion of the most
216
recent monitoring period in order to validate the existing classification tool.
The DOC also recently

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

See Second Monitors Report, supra note 181, at 160.
Id.
Id.
See Third Monitors Report, supra note 175, at 71.
Id.
Id. at 7.
See SMALLER, SAFER, FAIRER, supra note 20, at 36.
See Third Monitors Report, supra note 175, at 72.
See Fourth Monitors Report, supra note 170, at 14.
Id.
Id. at 214.

devised and began using an evidence-based classification model known as the Housing Unit Balancer
217
(“HUB”).
This tool was developed based on the analysis of approximately 60,000 DOC inmate
records (including adolescent males), and uses a conditional (“if, then”) decision tree model to classify
inmates according to violent conduct, mental health issues, age, severity of charge, gangaffiliation, and
218
number of prior arrests.
Under the HUB model, inmates are assessed every 100 days, or after each
violent incident, and classified as minimum, minimum-medium, medium-maximum, or maximum, and
219
housed accordingly.
The HUB system has an override mechanism, so that both adult and adolescent
inmates with special circumstances (such mental health issues or emotional immaturity) can be placed in
220
the appropriate housing option.
The DOC plans to ultimately use this classification system across all
221
DOC facilities, for all populations.
However, the Monitor has expressed concern in areas related to young adult classification and
programming. Moreover, the DOC’s new HUB classification system has been determined unfit for
classifying adolescents, and the DOC must either create a new, evidence-based classification instrument
222
from scratch or pilot a model currently used in another context for classifying adolescents.
Second, the DOC has been working with the Monitor to develop plans to deliver direct supervision
223
training to staff, but it is important to note that the physical layout of all existing facilities on Rikers
Island and the Brooklyn House of Detention are not in line with the design requirements of direct
supervision, which will make adoption of this training model more challenging than in a more
224
modern facility.
Finally, in addition to the previous abolition of the practice of punitive segregation for sixteen-and
seventeen-year-olds in December 2014, the DOC abolished the use of punitive segregation for
225
eighteen-year-old inmates on June 30, 2016. In earlier reviews, the Monitor expressed concern about
the sustainability of this
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practice since other disciplinary sanctions had not been fleshed out. By the end of the third
monitoring period, the DOC demonstrated promising efforts to increase alternative forms of discipline for
227
young inmates.
But the Monitor warned that alternative disciplinary programs, such as cognitive
behavioral therapy, are a drastic shift from the DOC’s status quo and will need significant time to become
228
a successful replacement.
C. Current Agenda for Reform
Throughout the years, the strongest sources pushing for DOC reform have been the courts and legal
advocates, through litigation efforts. This kind of litigation strategy is popular across the United States: at
one point, nearly one third of large U.S. prisons were under court orders to address unconstitutional
229
conditions of confinement. One of the primary purposes of litigation is to deter unacceptable conduct or
conditions, and specifically in the case of corrections, it can serve to create a space where inmates are
230
treated with respect and as citizens.
However, the DOC has historically not treated settlements as essential tools to help guide long-term
structural reforms. The key examples of the DOC’s litigation history from Rhem to Benjamin and
Fisher to Nunez—though by no means an exhaustive account—reveal a pattern of illegal treatment of
incarcerated people followed by successful lawsuits against the DOC that resulted in piecemeal responses
231
rather than a holistic strategy for reform.
This stems partly from a consistent turnover of DOC
232
leadership and outside experts as well as an absence of strong reform precedents in the DOC.
That
said, the presence of the Nunez Monitor, the release of the Commission’s report, and the mayor’s
commitment to closing Rikers Island all present critical opportunities to implement comprehensive
reforms at the DOC.
As previously mentioned, the Commission recommended closing Rikers Island and redeveloping
borough-based jails in order to create
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a smaller, safer, more humane and effective jail system for New York City.
234
The DOC is a frequent target of public outrage, advocacy, and legal action.
But history has shown
235
that even scandal and outrage are not enough to change the culture of the DOC.
Lasting change will
require deliberate analysis, strategic planning, and execution over a long period of time. In order to take
full advantage of this rare opportunity of galvanized political will for closing Rikers Island, reforming the
broader criminal justice system, and building new stateof-the-art borough-based jails, the city and the
DOC should prioritize organizational culture reform.
II. ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE CHANGE
Part II turns to a critical piece of the comprehensive reform agenda—culture change. Reforming the
DOC culture, and thus, operations, will be difficult and will not be immediate. But, to fully realize the
mayor’s goal of a smaller, safer, fairer jail system, it is necessary.
The subsequent sections outline the tenants of organizational culture change and culture change
specific to correctional institutions, and then focus specifically on five critical areas for developing a
culture change plan, including: accountability in management and performance; procedures and policies;
recruiting and hiring; training and education; and wellbeing and support. These five areas do not
exhaustively cover the challenges facing the DOC, rather, they are critical areas to take into account when
devising a comprehensive strategic plan for organizational culture change for the DOC.
A. Changing the Culture at the DOC
The following sections will explore organizational culture and its relationship to the DOC’s operations.
This section first outlines a process for understanding and evaluating organizational culture. Next, this
section turns to developing a plan for reform. Finally, this section outlines priority areas for operational
reform in order to fundamentally change the organizational culture in the DOC.
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The rehabilitative model for correctional environments requires staff to develop effective ties with
incarcerated persons and enforce rules with discretion according to a nuanced understanding of inmates
and their behavior.
Staff still manage the incarcerated population through communication and
some behavioral incentives, but this requires great technical skill and a strong commitment to these
ideals.
277
In contrast to many prisons in Central Europe and Scandinavia, which lean very strongly
toward rehabilitative principles, most U.S. institutions over the past several decades have resisted
278
the concept of rehabilitation in favor of a “tough-on-crime” approach.
However, even as
incarceration rates have risen, policy changes and litigation have forced improved conditions of
279
confinement and protections from punitive action by COs.
This trend has resulted in somewhat
280
improved conditions of confinement in places where administrations have embraced reforms.
Litigation tends to result in mandated reforms and restrictions on staff, limiting the coercive power
281
of COs.
When COs are expected to perform both custody and treatment functions, this sets up a conflict
282
of roles for staff.
Though line officers are expected to remain socially distant to maintain order,
they
275

276
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are also increasingly urged to form close, supportive relationships with inmates and guide them to
283
make their own decisions. Custody goals and rehabilitative goals are typically at odds by
definition, and if organizational leadership does not develop a comprehensive strategy to integrate
284
the two models, correctional staff will often encounter role strain and role conflict. Role strain
refers to the tensions that an employee experiences when different duties within his or her role are
285
difficult to achieve simultaneously.
Role conflict is when one employee has multiple, distinct
286
roles that are incompatible.
When faced with too much role conflict, officers are more likely to revert to the custody model of
287
coercive and punitive control because its clear guidelines and results can be more easily measured.
The adoption of new cultural ideals, such as rehabilitation models, must be accompanied by a clear and
direct tool of measurement for
288

success.
For long-term change to take hold, organizations and their staff must go through a process of reframing
289
and redefining roles and missions so that old operations no longer seem acceptable. Elements of an
organization’s culture, such as shared attitudes, assumptions, beliefs, and behaviors guide individuals in
290
managing how to work and survive together. Since a group’s attitudes, assumptions, and beliefs develop
out of the need for consistency and meaning, any efforts to adjust an organization’s culture must address
291
these needs as they progress.
Unless these elements and functions are recognized and addressed, the
292
appropriate route to culture change will never be understood, let alone embraced.
5. How Organizations Can Change
Organizational culture is dynamic and can be influenced by a number of changes to an organization.
In some cases, promoting
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members of certain subcultures within an organization can spread that subculture more widely within the
293
organization.
Culture change can also be galvanized through scandal or public crisis – when major
294
issues are brought to light, organizations may seek radical change in order to survive. Moreover, new
technologies can be incorporated that neutralize certain problematic processes that were once left up to
discretion—like body cameras and digitized systems that flag officers that show signs of abuse or
295
distress.
Organizations hoping to see lasting change will undoubtedly face resistance, confusion, and anxiety in
296
the process.
Culture change expert Edgar Schein describes five principles that an organization needs
to accept—and be prepared to deal with—in order to effect true change: (1) staff must feel more survival
anxiety, or fear of failing in their roles, than they feel anxiety about learning new things;
(2) leaders pushing for organizational culture change must focus their efforts on reducing anxiety related
to learning new things (rather than increasing survival anxiety); (3) goals of the change must be defined
concretely in relation to the specific problems at hand (rather than merely referred to as “culture change”);
(4) new cultural elements will only be embraced if they lead to positive results and satisfaction; and (5)
cultural change will be at first psychologically painful, so efforts must be made to ensure psychological
297
safety for staff.
Creating and sustaining psychological safety for staff is one of the most crucial components of
culture change efforts. Staff within an organization undergoing culture change often experience
many types of fear: fear of losing power or position, of incompetence, of punishment, and of losing
298
identity or group membership.
These fears are powerful, and collectively can significantly
299
undermine reform strategies. Thus, successful cultural change in an organization requires the
existence of psychological safety.
Psychological safety can be achieved through: the development of a compelling positive vision;
adequate formal and informal training; involving the learner in managing the process; flexibility for
practice; support groups for processes; and new systems and structures that
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reinforce new ideals.
These reforms must be rolled out strategically to create the safety that staff need
301
in order to embrace change in their organization.
It is important to note that even if the correct
problems are identified and the staff is willing, change attempts will fall flat if the organization rushes to
implement changes without taking the necessary time and thought to put together a long-term, sustainable
302
strategy.
a. Culture Change in Correctional Systems
The NIC has been investigating and facilitating cultural assessments and change processes within
303
correctional organizations since 2000. The NIC endorses the principles laid out by change
304
management expert Dr. John P. Kotter. Kotter’s principles have been incorporated into many
305
successful organizational change efforts.
In order for change to occur, Kotter recommends the
following: (1) inspire a sense of urgency amongst critical stakeholders to create and maintain the
momentum required to push change forward; (2) have a Change Team of respected senior
managers who are committed to the goals of the change; (3) establish an emotionally charged vision
that can be easily communicated, inspires staff, and addresses their primary fears regarding the
change; (4) learn about each stakeholder’s best interests in order to build buy-in; (5) provide clear
tools for action so that staff are empowered to make the change;
(6) present short-term, achievable milestones and finish them before moving on; (7) never stop
highlighting these achievements and pushing for further progress; and (8) provide positive reinforcement
306
for successes to encourage sustainable change.
The NIC has used these principles as inspiration to create its own change management model
307
specifically for corrections called Achieving Performance Excellence Initiative (“APEX”).
APEX is a
roadmap and toolkit that can help correctional institutions understand where to begin and what steps are
308
necessary to effect lasting culture change.
The APEX model incorporates best
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perhaps the most important element of any change management
332

process.
333
The final, perhaps most difficult, stage involves sustainability. Organizational change can only
last if changes are embraced by staff and accompanied by positive reinforcement as well as ongoing
334
guidance and training. Management must be held accountable for the success of implemented
335
changes, and progress must be tracked on an ongoing basis.
b. Case Study: Virginia Department of Corrections and a Healing Environment
Organizational culture change is not a common undertaking for correctional organizations. However,
the Virginia Department of Corrections (“VADOC”) is currently in the midst of a massive culture change
336
initiative aimed at creating a “healing environment” within the agency.
The initiative began in 2010
when VADOC began investigating its effectiveness in reducing recidivism within Virginia’s criminal
337
justice system.
In an evaluation of its programs and services, the VADOC recognized that it could
338
only have an impact on recidivism rates if it assessed and changed its organizational culture.
VADOC Director Harold W. Clarke aimed to create a strategic plan for culture change by assessing
staff attitudes and experiences, how the institution was perceived by external entities, and how care was
339
received by the incarcerated population.
All staff members received specific training on how to
participate in the culture change effort as well as what his or her role would be in carrying out culture
340
change goals. The strategic planning efforts resulted in the “healing environment”—a cultural model for
the organization that aimed to create productive change for both staff and those
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incarcerated. Unlike “command and control,” this model prioritized mutual respect and de-escalation
342
techniques to restore peace in the correctional setting.
Through the healing environment model, use of
343
force was deemphasized and a continuum of responses for various infractions was introduced.
A key element of VADOC’s healing environment was a practice known as “Dialogue,” which
establishes a structured model for staff-wide discussions about the most pressing issues involved in the
344
culture change process. It requires specific training to provide staff with the skills necessary to listen
without judgment, effectively creating a safe space that encourages staff to share their thoughts and
345
experiences, and also allows leadership to gauge how culture change is progressing. In Virginia, this
training was carried out by “learning teams,” interdisciplinary groups of staff selected by leadership in
346
each facility who were trained by Dialogue coaches. The critical component of Dialogue is that it does
not stop once culture change efforts have been implemented—it is an ongoing part of the process and
347
necessary to sustaining positive change.
The Urban Institute, an economic and social policy think tank, is currently conducting an evaluation of
this initiative at VADOC, and has released interim data showing that Dialogue has likely led to an
348
increase in staff support for culture change initiatives at VADOC.
B. Developing a Culture Change Plan at the New York City Department of Correction
As New York City prepares to shutter Rikers Island and move to new, borough-based facilities, the
DOC has a unique opportunity to reimagine its role and make strides towards a more humane jail
349
system.
The goals of such a process would be to dramatically improve professionalism, mental and
emotional balance, transparency, and accountability in order to significantly reduce
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violence and improve outcomes. It will require fierce commitment from leadership and the recognition
350
that culture change is extremely difficult, as well as acceptance of some risks.
While the DOC may decide to work with an external consultant to assess their culture and develop a
strategic plan, any culture change or strategic planning consultants should approach the process as a
discovery process that focuses on asking the right questions and helping the organization arrive at
351
conclusions on its own.
Should the DOC choose to undergo an assessment and develop a comprehensive plan for reform, this
Article recommends several specific areas of focus for analysis: (1) accountability in management and
performance; (2) formal processes and procedures; (3) recruiting and hiring; (4) training and
professionalization of staff; and (5) staff wellbeing. The following section analyzes each of these areas in
turn, highlighting ongoing, manifest issues at the DOC.
1. Accountability in Management and Performance
The legitimacy of reform efforts hinges on correctional leadership at all levels of management taking
352
responsibility for the DOC’s performance and progress during the process.
Organizational leaders
must evaluate all levels of their staff according to new culture ideals and provide them with positive or
353
negative reinforcement in accordance with their adoption of the new principles.
a. Effective Management as the Primary Driver of Accountability
Dramatic changes in performance are more likely if culture change is led by a “transformational
354
leader”—someone who has the skills to influence and inspire organizational commitment amongst staff.
The NIC has developed standards for correctional leadership known as the Correctional Leadership
355
Competencies for the 21st Century (“CLC”). The CLC holds accountability as one of the key values of
356
successful correctional management. The CLC model
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identifies key competencies required for executive and senior leadership, which include: publicly
acknowledging and rewarding behavior that encompasses organizational values; working strategically
with investigators and auditors to enable accurate data collection and reinforce ethical values; explicitly
modeling behaviors that the organization wants to promote; clearly aligning rewards and discipline with
desired behaviors and values; setting clear boundaries around acceptable and unacceptable behavior; and
357
addressing misconduct fairly, decisively, and in a timely manner.
As discussed previously, the Nunez complaint cited a long history of the DOC’s failures to select and
promote managers with a commitment to ending violence or to ensure appropriate investigations and
358
discipline of staff.
Other recent events highlight a serious lack of accountability within the
DOC’s middle-management, who should be setting the standard for staff behavior and
transparency. For example, an August 2016 Daily News report contained internal documents and
anonymous staff accounts claiming that administrators had been ordering officers to make
359
use-of-force statistics “go away.”
At least one of the administrators involved was later
360
promoted.
Most critiques of accountability, particularly in the form of litigation, within the DOC center on its
361
chronic use-of-force issues. The DOC’s culture of violence is a frequent target of public outrage,
362
advocacy, and legal action.
But the lack of accountability at the DOC is not limited to the area of
violence—the DOC has underperformed in areas ranging from hiring to investigations to data tracking to
363
training.
By failing to take responsibility, management sends the message to staff that integrity, ethics,
and performance are not top priorities for the DOC. Taking action against misconduct while rewarding
staff who demonstrate the desired cultural principles can reinforce the culture that the DOC hopes to
364
promote.
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having college-level education makes it more likely that COs have had exposure to a diverse range of
backgrounds different from their own, expanding their capacity for empathy; this exposure to difference
431
is invaluable to learning potential ways to deescalate violent incidents.
In order to recruit and hire the
right staff for the mission and organizational culture the DOC would like to implement, it should create a
comprehensive recruiting and hiring vision replete with a strategic plan that is directly in line with its
overall culture change goals and efforts. According to the Nunez Monitor, the AIU is about to undergo
a comprehensive review process of all current practices and will then draft an overall strategy for going
432
forward.
4. Training and Education as Tools for Culture Change
A supportive and healing training program can create the psychological safety needed for staff to
accept change, and it can also position staff as agents of change by helping them develop the skills
433
necessary to sustain a healing culture in the organization.
For a hierarchical structure like the DOC,
the process of opening up dialogue across silos likely will be difficult and uncomfortable at first. These
initial steps should be treated as an opportunity to build skills and train staff for ongoing dialogues among
all levels in the DOC. As seen in the Virginia Department of Corrections, staff likely will become
accustomed to this new way of working and more willing and better positioned to contribute to
434
innovation within the DOC.
a. Training for a Healing Environment
Training plays a significant role in establishing legitimacy and procedural justice in a criminal justice
setting: when correctional staff demonstrate competence and fairness in carrying out their jobs, the
435
incarcerated population may be more likely to respect their authority. New York City’s Police
Department is currently transitioning from a strictly “law and order” approach to a more
436
“community-based policing” model. Its 2015 Neighborhood
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Policing Plan emphasizes ongoing respectful engagement with citizens as the only way to properly
437
maintain safety in the city.
The DOC can learn from this initiative by making engagement,
communication, and de-escalation—principles at the core of the direct supervision jail model—essential
438
parts of its approach to maintaining safety.
A transition to a direct supervision model would require the DOC to build its entire training program
around techniques that have typically been considered supplementary training modules. A study on the
full adoption of direct supervision principles in newly designed jails shows that facilities that focus on
only the design elements of direct supervision, ignoring the training, management, and culture
439
components, see status quo results in violence prevention.
In fact, this happened at the Tombs, which
is a direct supervision facility that has not been able to keep violence down, apparently due to
440
mismanagement.
In other cases, partial implementation is due to a misinterpretation of the direct
supervision model, such as only placing COs in direct contact with inmates without providing a safe
physical environment or ensuring the CO has the requisite communication skills to control the
441
environment.
Again, in facilities that have fully implemented direct supervision principles, violence
442
drops dramatically.
In those that adopted direct supervision in design only, violence was largely
443
unaffected.
Therefore, the DOC must implement direct supervision comprehensively. The difficulty of this task
should not be understated. The DOC has had, in the past two decades, commissioners who were
444
committed to change and were able to make some important and invaluable reforms in the agency. The
kind of culture change discussed in this Article will require not just that kind of leadership, though it is
essential, but a long term commitment from the mayor, the budget director, the Office of Labor Relations,
the
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Mayor’s Office of Operations, the Department for Citywide Administrative Services, as well as the city
council, among others. This is no small undertaking and without this kind of substantial commitment
from all levels of city leadership, it is unlikely to happen.
b. A Healing Environment Will Make Punitive Tools Obsolete
A common criticism from staff at the DOC is that the recent reduction in the use of punitive measures
445
for dealing with inmates leaves staff with no tools to curb violence. Decades of reliance on solitary
confinement as a primary anti-violence tactic with only cursory attempts at providing alternatives has left
446
staff feeling powerless against violence.
A common response to this dilemma is to say that officers
447
simply need more training.
The judicial response also has mirrored this approach. For example, the consent decree in Nunez calls
for many additional training programs in efforts to reduce violence in the DOC, focusing on use of force,
conflict resolution and crisis intervention, defensive tactics, cell extractions, as well as procedures, skills,
448
and techniques for investigating use-of-force incidents.
Recently, the DOC has made great strides in
rolling out its “Continuum of Alternative Disciplinary Responses,” and as of this writing is no longer
449
using punitive segregation at all for sixteen- to eighteen-year-olds.
This continuum includes several
specialized housing options, depending on age and infraction, paired with programming aimed at
450
behavioral change.
COBA, which represents the COs currently being trained in these new strategies,
451
strongly prefers the use of punitive segregation because officers feel vulnerable to violence without it.
Indeed, while the Monitor has found the drafting and testing of these new programs to be promising, it
has warned that in order for correctional staff to feel secure without punitive segregation, these
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new policies must be extremely clear and rolled out carefully.
The monitoring team has also stressed
that the DOC must expand the possible responses for mid-level misconduct that would not require the use
453
of the specialized housing programs but should still be addressed.
If implemented properly, the direct supervision model will render punitive tactics practically obsolete.
As mentioned above, through direct supervision, staff manage inmates using communication, de454
escalation, as well as relationship-building and leadership skills. Direct supervision principles should
inform how all staff engage with the incarcerated population at all times, rather than as an afterthought.
c. Redefining Staff Roles Through Professionalization
As noted above, seeking a more professionalized staff by recruiting officers with higher education
455
qualifications is one approach to changing the dynamics between COs and the incarcerated population.
However, research has found that if underlying organizational culture issues are not addressed, hiring
456
more educated and human-service oriented staff has little effect on changing culture.
For this
approach to be successful, staff must be fully integrated into strategic development and be fully capable
457
of acting in accordance with reform goals.
Job redesign is an approach that concedes more autonomy and control over operations to lower-level
staff, thus providing opportunities for enrichment through increased responsibility and challenge in the
458
workplace. Staff should be trained with the skills and knowledge necessary to have more autonomy over
459
their decision-making, which can heighten their sense of personal responsibility and pride in their role.

1. If punitive segregation is no longer an option, it must be replaced with a clear program of graduated
responses to violent behavior.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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Another approach is to develop an academic program for all staff that lasts between one and two years
and that goes beyond traditional training modules to include fields such as criminal law, sociology, law
460
enforcement history, and education.
In German correctional institutions, often considered a global
model, officers spend their two-year probationary period learning self-defense and communication, as
461
well as criminal law and educational theory.
This professionalizes staff by providing them with
462
skillsets found in professions requiring university degrees.
5. Wellbeing and Support for Staff
463

Staff treatment and support are core elements of a positive organizational culture.
This is
particularly true in corrections considering the occupational stressors for correctional staff, which include
fear of inmate violence, confrontation with inmate suicides, requirements to frequently work overtime,
464
and demands of rotating shifts that can impede life outside of work.
For correctional organizations to
465
perform optimally and effectively, staff must be adequately supported and cared for. Adequate training
of staff is also incredibly important to their wellbeing—when staff are inadequately trained, they can
466
easily find themselves in situations that cause extreme stress and fear.
As recommended by the Commission, facilities should provide normalized spaces for staff that are
467
separate from the incarcerated population and offer a sense of connection to the outside world. The
Commission recommended that these spaces would include natural materials, soft furniture, regular lamps
468
and tables, and other every day furnishings.
The value of natural light and temperature
1
Maurice Chammah, The Stiff Competition to Work in German Prisons, THE MARSHALL PROJECT (June 22, 2015),
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control was also stressed.
However, as with other improvements related to physical facilities, the
changes will mean little without a complete overhaul of how staff wellbeing and health are considered
within the DOC.
Moreover, role conflict and unsupportive leadership can lead to many other conditions that afflict staff
as they attempt to manage their relationships to their jobs and to their organization. For instance,
burnout is a syndrome of emotional exhaustion, depersonalization, and a reduced sense of personal
470
accomplishment that is a considerable risk for correctional staff.
Studies have shown that of all
471
correctional personnel, staff in custody roles report higher levels of burnout.
Beyond being unpleasant, burnout can lead to officers becoming careless on the job and can pose risks
472
to the safety of the correctional institution. This is an argument for providing ample support, challenge,
and autonomy early in a CO’s career, when they are at greater risk of burning out.
Though seniority on staff comes with benefits and perks, some of these may also be harmful. For
example, overtime allows officers to dramatically increase their wages; however, excessive overtime
473
takes an emotional and physical toll on COs.
The DOC has become dependent on overtime as a way
to staff posts, particularly when officers need to miss shifts for training, and frames it as a “perk” even
474
though it can be harmful to officers in the long run.
Developing and maintaining a supportive and healing culture is critical to staff wellbeing. Jails are
475
trauma-inducing environments. The average CO will encounter twenty-eight first-hand events related
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to serious violence, injury, or death within his or her career. Unlike police officers, COs experience a
sustained threat of violence, and have fewer opportunities to build rewarding relationships with the
477
populations they work with, given that those populations are being held against their will.
Staff who
are exposed to events involving violence, injury, or death on a recurring basis are more likely to develop
478
post-traumatic stress disorder (“PTSD”) and depressive disorders. These disorders can have dire
consequences for staff— one study found that COs’ suicide rate is thirty-nine percent greater than other
479
professions, and double the rate of police officers.
The DOC should be proactive when it comes to ensuring the wellbeing of its staff. When COs are
happy, healthy, adequately trained, and well-supported, they create a more positive and supportive
environment for incarcerated people, and can improve behavior while reducing violence and the need for
punitive measures. These benefits, which serve both individuals and the organization, however, can only
480
be achieved with meaningful commitment from leadership.
Currently, the DOC has a unit called the Correction Assistance Response for Employees (“CARE”).
The CARE unit exists to assist officers who seek counseling around traumatic experiences, anxiety,
481
PTSD, and job-related stressors, among other needs. Officers needing additional services or treatment
482
are referred elsewhere by the unit.
However, there is a strong stigma in correctional culture against
seeking mental health treatment. David Fullard describes a “warrior ethos” in corrections, where COs
are expected by their peers and supervisions to never show weakness, accept defeat, quit, or admit illness,
483
making it much less likely that staff will seek help to cope with the extreme stress of the job.
An
additional challenge with internal CARE units is that they may be perceived as an
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extension of the organization, and therefore may not be as trusted by staff who are dealing with issues
484
resulting from organizational stressors. One solution may be off-site facilities with strict confidentiality
regulations that ensure the DOC is only informed of mental health issues in extreme cases.
A critical part of a larger culture change effort would be to help shift the stigma around mental health
485
within its own organizational culture.
Though seemingly insignificant, vocabulary around mental
486
health has a large impact on staff perception and says a lot about its culture. The DOC can seek to
normalize and neutralize conversations around mental health and incorporate healing practices such as the
487
Dialogue process (discussed in earlier sections) into its operational status quo. Peer support programs,
488
or “stress units,” can be especially helpful in fields prone to PTSD and where stressors are often shared.
Stress units are group meetings led by peer mentors under mental health professional supervision where
489
staff can discuss daily challenges or seek guidance for more serious incidents. These sessions can be
490
more comfortable and successful than formal mental health services, which are often stigmatized.
The
DOC’s organizational culture should strive to be one that encourages dialogue, reflection, and sharing of
both positive and negative experiences. This will create a healthier jail system for all.
CONCLUSION
The recent announcement of the eventual closure of Rikers Island marked a watershed moment in
491
corrections in New York City and on a national scale.
There is an unprecedented amount of public
and governmental support for eliminating Rikers—a penal colony plagued by a history of violence, abuse,
492
and despair for the incarcerated population and DOC staff alike.
But simply building new jails off the
island will not automatically result in a reformed DOC. Better outcomes for staff and incarcerated
people in New York City requires a complete rethinking of the DOC’s organizational culture, including
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clarifying how the DOC operates and behaves, its values, and what its ultimate goals are.
Regardless
of where the new facilities are located and how they are designed, the DOC must seize this historic
opportunity to transform itself holistically.
Much of the operational reforms over the last fifty years at the DOC have been the result of litigation
494
and consent decrees. While litigation can have an impact on operations, particularly in developing
minimum standards to govern department operations, it cannot force the holistic reforms necessary to
495
make lasting change at the DOC.
After decades of litigation and corresponding consent decrees, the Nunez case and consent decree
496
forced larger-scale reforms at the DOC.
The Nunez monitoring team is working closely with the city
and the DOC to develop and implement reforms across a host of core functions including hiring, training,
497
and use of force. However, these reforms are being devised under the relatively narrow scope of the
498
litigation rather than being contemplated as a sustainable reform strategy.
Comprehensive reform—the kind of reform that can stop endemic violence and truly change treatment
and conditions in DOC facilities—involves more than just remaking the DOC’s physical space. The
DOC must, in many respects, start anew and rebuild itself by developing and carefully executing a
499
strategic change management plan.
Critical to this plan, and its ultimate success, will be the DOC’s
500
deliberate analysis of its current organizational culture and the impact of that culture on daily operations.
In order for operational reforms to take hold in the long-term, organizational culture change must also
501
be addressed. A proactive and supportive environment for staff and management will allow the
operational reforms to be successful. This Article has described the litigation and reform history at the
DOC, the theory underlying culture change in correctional facilities, as well as certain critical areas of
502
operational reform.
The five areas of focus outlined in this
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report—accountability in management and performance, procedures and policies, recruiting and hiring,
training and education, and wellbeing and support—do not exhaustively cover the challenges facing the
503
DOC.
Rather, they are key areas to take into account when devising a strategic plan for the DOC’s
organizational culture change.
Unless the DOC reforms its organizational culture, the broader criminal justice reforms and the
development of new jail facilities will bring the DOC only so far. The abuse and troubling conditions of
confinement will continue, simply moving off the island into the new facilities along with the staff and
those who are detained.

503. See supra Sections II.B.1–5.
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The C.O.B.A. would like to thank you for recognizing that the Department of Correction is in need
of reform and for inviting us to be a part of it. Contrary to popular opinion, The C.0.8.A and its
members welcome any change in policy that will keep our members out of harm's way. The C.O.B.A.
also recognizes that while punitive segregation can be an effective tool in keeping our facilities
safe, the method was sometimes overused and failed to be combined with any corrective measures.
At the time. Punitive Segregation was the only tool the Department managers gave our members
to deal with the population of inmates who commit infractions. We know this population well
because they are our neighbors, brothers, sisters, mothers, fathers, sons, and daughters. As such,
any positive changes that are made can only help us. Our members have employed different
techniques dealing with the inmate population long before this Department ever thought of
interpersonal communications training, but were vilified by the Department managers who called
it fraternizing and punished our officers for using that very technique.
After studying the current reform efforts, The C.0.8.A. has come to the conclusion that while the
Department was so heavily focused on the rehabilitation of inmates and the discipline of correction
officers, it fully neglected a certain segment of our inmate population. These are inmates who refuse
to participate in any programing and have only continued to promote violence both directly and
indirectly by committing infractions themselves or using their influence on others to do so. This
has led to an increase in slashings, stabbings, gang assaults, and the promotion of prison
contraband; all of which are the driving force behind most, if not all, of the violence on Rikers Island.
Millions of dollars in manpower and lawsuits have been lost from the resulting rise in the use of
force numbers, causing severe injury to correction officers, staff, and inmates alike.
The C.O.B.A. has devoted years to coming up with a meticulous plan with the hope for the
opportunity to participate in helping this reform effort succeed. In this overview, we will provide a
plan that will make the New York City Department of Correction once again the leading Corrections
Department in the world.

OVERVIEW:
After examining the North Infirmary, The C.O.B.A. has identified a way of creating a facility that
could safely house the very violent population on Rikers with very little modification and at minimal
cost. The reopening of NIC could fill the gap between special housing areas like E.S.H. and the
negatively viewed Punitive Segregation, by allowing inmates to receive therapeutic programming,
while placing restrictions on their ability to commit violent acts. This would be accomplished by
using policies that are already being implemented in the Department and which have been
approved by the Board of Correction, and will also address the concerns of advocacy groups.

RANK STRUCTURE:
THE CHIEF OF SECURITY will handle all security aspects such as placement and movement to and
from the facility and ensure that all Departmental policies in regards to transfer of inmates be
followed. The facility should have a full administrative staff, wardens of security, administration,
programs, and operations, as well as an on sight director for mental health supervision. This is
vital to the success of this facility as each will play an Instrumental role in the day to day running of
the facility, by ensuring that the Department's standards are met.
THE WARDEN will respond directly to the office of the Chief of the Department and his or her
designee.
THE DEPUTY WARDEN OF SECURITY will be responsible for ensuring that all inmates are provided
with a list to register fiveprospective visitors nd people he will call. In addition, he will also be
given the responsibility of assuring m
at ttiose persons whose names have been given are not known
to the department as persons who have attempted to breach security by attempting to smuggle in
contraband or who have gang affiliations. If they are found to have a gang affiliation, appropriate
action should be taken to prevent said persons from introducing contraband to the facility.
Furthermore, The Deputy Warden of Security will ensure that there are no inmates who have
e aration orderi]}oused together and that individual who are known to The Department a~
·---member hould not be housed by their gang affiliations. The Deputy Warden of Security wilftracl<
all violations of The Department's rules and regulations. He /she will also be responsible for sending
inmates to punitive segregation should they meet the standards by violating Departmental rules.
The Deputy Warden will be responsible for the weekly report to the Warden in which he will give
his assessment of inmate behavior.
THE DEPUTY WARDEN OF OPERATIONS will be responsible for coordinating transfers and court
production. He or she will also be responsible for sending inmates to hospitals for mental health
evaluation. The Deputy Warden of Operations will ensure all inmates are provided all their services
not limited to recreation, medical services, phone and visit schedules as well as therapeutic services.
THE DEPUTY WARDEN OF ADMINISTRATION will ensure that theJ9cili staffing levels are up to
standards. Furthermore he/she will assure all staff hai isteady assignments, nd that all staff will
be given training in accordance to the Department's policies. A pos1t1on of Special Assistant Deputy
Warden will be put in place and he or she will serve as a liaison between the administration and
the therapeutic staff, as well as address inmate and staff issues. He or she will also be responsible
to submit a weekly tracking report on all inmates to the warden and his or her designee.
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THE CHIEF OF SECURITY

THE CHIEF OF SECURITY will handle all security
aspects such as placement and movement to
and from the facility and ensure that all
departmental policies in regards to the transfer
of inmates be followed. The facility should have
a full administrative staff, wardens of security,
administration, programs, operations, as well as
an on sight director for mental health supervision.
This is vital to the success of this facility, as each
will play an instrumental role in the day to day
running of, the facility, by ensuring that the
Department's standards are met.

WARDEN
THE WARDEN will report directly to the office
of the Chief of the Department and his or her
designee.

THE DEPUTY WARDEN OF SECURITY will be responsible for ensuring
that all inmates are provided with a list to register five prospective
visitors and people he will call. In addition, he will also be given the
responsibility of assuring that those persons who names have been
given are not known to the Department as persons whom have
attempted to breach security by attempting to smuggle in contraband
or have gang affiliations. If they are found to have gang affiliation
appropriate action should be taken to prevent said persons from
introducing contraband to the facility. Furthermore, the Deputy
Warden of Security will ensure that there are no inmates who have
separation orders housed together and that individuals who are
known to the Department as gang members should not be housed
by their gang affiliations. The Deputy Warden of Security will track all
inmates for violations of Department rules and regulations. He /she
will also be responsible for sending inmates to punitive segregation
should they meet the standards by violating departmental rules. The
Deputy Warden will be responsible for the weekly report to the
Warden in which he will give his assessment of inmate behavior.

THE DEPUTY WARDEN OF OPERATIONS will be responsible for
coordinating transfers and court production. He or she will also be
responsible for sending inmates to hospitals for mental health
evaluation. The Deputy Warden of Programs will ensure all inmates are
provided all their services not limited to recreation, medical services
and phone and visit schedules as well as therapeutic services.

THE DEPUTY WARDEN OF PROGRAMS will ensure all inmates are
provided all their services not limited to recreation, medical services
and phone and visit schedule as well as therapeutic services.

THE DEPUTY WARDEN OF ADMINISTRATION will ensure that the
facility staffing levels are up to standards, furthermore he/she wlll
assure all staff have steady assignment, and that all staff will be given
training in accordance to the Department's policies. A position of
Special Assistant Deputy Warden will be put in place and he or she
will serve as a liaison between the administration and the therapeutic
staff, as well as address inmate and staff issues. He or she will also
be responsible to submit a weekly tracking report on all inmates to
the Warden and his or her designee.

ASSISTANT DEPUTY WARDEN OF OPERATIONS
THE ASSISTANT DEPUTY WARDEN will be put in place and he or she
will serve as a liaison between the administration and the therapeutic
staff, as well as address inmate and staff issues. The ADWO will also
be responsible to submitting a weekly tracking report on all inmates
to the Warden and his or her designee.

THE DIRECTOR FOR PROGRAMS is responsible for overseeing and
supporting the management of inmate programs and program planning
initiatives. The Director will be responsible for developing and
implementing programs that positively impact the inmate's behavior
and successful reintegration back into general population and decrease
the probabilities for recidivism; serve as liaison with uniform members
of service in an endeavor to enhance opportunities for the introduction
of innovative programs that benefits this inmate population.

TOUR COMMANDER 2

STAFF INCENTIVES:
• Officers who are assigned to NIC will be given incentive pay at the same rate as their counterparts
in accordance to the COBA contractual agreement who qualify for special pay.
• Officers will be granted the opportunity to transfer to a facility of their choice after a one year
commitment, provided that there is a vacancy. If they are not qualified due to a lack of training
or knowledge every effort should be made by the Department to ensure training is provided in a
timely manner.
• In place of Gate 1 passes, a shuttle bus should be provided to assist officers to get to and from
the facility, considering the placement of the facility and to incentivize the officers.
• COBA believes the sacrifice the Department is asking the officers to make in dealing with inmates
who have a propensity to be violent towards staff and inmates, example (John Doe). The
Department should show that same commitment to the uniformed members and exclude them
from many aspects of the Nunez consent decree, because as we know, the Nunez settlement
would damage their career path, limiting their opportunity to be promoted transferred or to be
eligible for other opportunities within The Department of Correction.

STAFF TRAINING:
• In order for this facility to be successful, all staff must receive the best training that the Department
has to offer. All officers must be trained by The Department's Emergency Service Unit in the use
of chemical agents, extractions, take downs, de-escalations, response, application of mechanical
restraints in addition to all other training the Department's Emergency Service Unit offers. This
will potentially stop injury to staff and inmates, something the Department and the Federal Monitor
put a great deal of emphasis on in his most recent report.
• All M.O.S. (all ranks) and civilians assigned to NIC must be trained by the Emergency Services Unit
(ESU) techniques and strategies regardless of position.
• Working in this unit for 6 months would be included as part of the requirement for permanent
status in the Emergency Service Unit (ESU)
• All uniformed members assigned must receive mental health training to work in the unit.
• All uniformed members assigned must be trained and capable of working any and all areas ofthe unit.
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NORTH INFIRMARY:
All inmates who are transferred to this facility will be there for no less than 90 days, and will be
required to complete a therapeutic program within that time.
Thirty (30) days of good behavior demonstrating a positive modification in an inmate can result in
fewer restrictions. This will depend on an evaluation to be completed by the therapeutic program
provider and the Deputy Warden of Security who will give their recommendation to the Warden of
the facility. If there are two diametrically opposed opinions, a detailed report will be given to the
Chief of Security.
If an inmate continues to participate in any violation of the rules or commits violent acts as described
previously in the overview, he will be placed in punitive segregation. Upon his release from punitive
segregation, he will be afforded another opportunity to re-enter the program.
If any inmate continues to display violent tendencies, he should be removed from the facility and
sent to a mental health hospital for evaluation, at which time, it will be determined if he is mentally
stable and if NIC and the Department of Correction are the right setting for this inmate. If he is
deemed to be unstable, every effort should be made to place him in the proper setting.
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HOUSING:
North Infirmary will be a general population, maximum security facility that has both quad housing
units (which are cells) and modular units, which are dormitory style housing units. All inmates will
be housed according to the propensity to commit violent acts. If an inmate has proven to be violent
he will be housed in the quad area. Each cell has bars and just outside of the cell is an attached
dayroom with a table and metal bench. All cells are surrounded by a mesh fence separating the
cell from a small walk way that will provide safety for all staff. This gives the staff the ability to tour
the area and the therapeutic providers the ability to be safe from assault, which is a major concern
of theirs and ours. The modular housing area, including a communal dayroom and shower area, is
an open area that will be used for inmates who may not have committed violence themselves, but
have influenced others to do so. Inmates who have completed the punitive segregation for
non-violent offenses but are not ready to be housed in a less restrictive environment. will also be
placed in the modular housing area.

INMATES WHO MEET THE CRITERIA FOR NIC HAVE
SHOWN THE FOLLOWING OR FALL INTO ONE OR MORE
OF THE CATEGORIES LISTED:
1.

A propensity for violence while in custody, including but not limited to:
a. Slashings and stabbings.
b. Assaults on staff (uniformed or civilian).
c. Splashing staff with any liquid regardless of the content.
d. Spitting on staff.

2.

Known influential Inmates. These inmates not only commit crimes and
violations themselves, but influence others to do so as well.

3.

Known gang members.

4.

Inmates caught promoting or in possession of contraband, including but
not limited to:
a. Drugs or tobacco.
b. Weapons.
c. Cell phones.
d. Any other contraband in violation of Department policy, whether or not it is the
visitor or the inmate caught in possession of the contraband.

7

MENTAL HEOLTH
THERAPEUTIC PROGRAMS:
C.O.B.A. understands that therapeutic treatment is a necessity to fully reform the Department, as
well as for reforming the inmate. In fact, punitive segregation, when used long term, leads to a
more violent inmate in some cases. This population of inmates referred to themselves as
"Bing Monsters," inmates who adapted to the surroundings of punitive segregation to the point
where being in punitive segregation had lost its punitive effects. Moreover, it was looked at as a
home and did nothing to deter violence. While we believe that it is necessary that the Department
add a punitive element to its reform efforts to discourage violence, we believe it is vital that a
marriage between punitive and therapeutic treatment be formed in order to have real reform. We
have come to this conclusion based on many years of dealing with this violent population of inmate
and the Department's current agenda of implementing therapy, as part of its reform efforts, so we
incorporated that as part of our plan for N.I.C.
1. We believe that upon their admission to the facility, the inmates should be given a detailed mental
health evaluation and that evaluation should be used to create a program specifically for the
individual inmate.

2. That a schedule be made available to all staff to support these efforts and be adhered to unless
there is a security risk. In the event that this happens, every effort should be made to get that
service to the inmate as soon as possible.
3. If an inmate commits a violent act, he should be infracted and placed in a more restrictive housing
area (punitive segregation if necessary}. All efforts should be made to continue providing a
therapeutic solution. If the inmate continues to display violent or assaultive behavior, that inmate
should be sent to a hospital for a mental health evaluation to assess whether or not he is in the
right setting. In the event it is deemed that this may not be the right setting for the inmate, every
effort should be made to place him in the correct settings. If the inmates behavior can be
modified through therapeutic remedies the information should be shared with the therapeutic
provider in accordance to HIPPA laws and a program should be implemented upon his return to
N.I.C.
4. All housing area officers and supervisors will be active participants in the inmate's mental health
program. In addition, all staff will be given training to recognize when an inmate is having a
mental health crisis.
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2016 DEPARTMENTAL STATISTICS:
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RESTRICTIONS:
In the overview, we pointedly used the word "restrictions." After looking at our data, N.Y.C.
Department of Corrections data, policies, and rules, the policies of New York State, and of Federal
Prisons, it is clear that what we are lacking in order to control the violence in our ja ii system and
make Rikers Island safer is a lack of restrictions on those who violate department policy. This jail
will have both rehabilitative and punitive elements. All inmates' minimum standards and services
should be impacted, barbershop, telephone, low library, recreation, bog commissary with limits.
These restrictions ore vital for N.I.C. for the success of reform. One of the biggest factors leading
to jail violence is organized crime. Gongs have been able to successfully smuggle drugs into our
facilities, disrupting the safety and good order of these facilities. Inmate commissary accounts
have repeatedly been one of the ways in which inmates receive payments for drugs because the
department hasn't set any limit on how much money an inmate can maintain In their accounts.
The department hos also foiled to regulate who can place money in their accounts. Below is an
example of how inmates utilize their commissary accounts.

Ex: When an inmate purchases drugs from another inmate, he or she has an individual outside of
jail, place the money in the drug dealer's account or one or more of his associate 's accounts.
If that money does not reach the agreed upon account that inmate will have a hit put on him
or her. Furthermore, according to C.I.B. there was on unnamed inmate who sold drugs in the
jails and made more than $60,000. In fact, he used his illegal funds to boil himself out. This
restriction is vital to the safety of anyone housed or working in the confines of the Department
of Correction.
All inmates upon their arrival will be given a visit and call/commissary list. Each inmate will be
allowed to place 5 names on both lists. A study of the department statistics shows this is the
major reason for most of the violence in our facilities and is a major opening for the introduction
of contraband. According to C.I.B., 347 visitors have been arrested trying to smuggle contraband
into our facilities, which has led to drug trafficking, gang violence, slashings, stabbings, and has
caused officers to use force. Inmates and visitors have been caught with everything from tobacco,
synthetic cannabinoids such as K2, heroin, cocaine, scalpels and razors. As such, each inmate in
N.1.C. will have to submit a list of five people that will be allowed to visit him. This list will be
checked by security to see if anyone whose name was submitted has been arrested in the past for
attempting to bring in contraband. If they have not been convicted, they will be allowed to visit
with no contact. If they have been convicted, they will be banned from visiting any departmental
facility, unless they have been cleared by security. After researching many states, we found that
this is commonly practiced to stop the flow of drug trafficking and curb violence.
All phones will be monitored in compliance with departmental policies. If an inmate is found to have
influenced anyone to either commit violent acts or smuggle contraband, he will be subjected to
losing his phone privileges. If any inmate is caught improperly utilizing any number, he will be
subjected to possible loss of phone privileges. In order to see that the inmate maintains contact
with his family, he will be allowed to use a phone that will be provided to call from a pre-approved
list that will be heavily monitored.

12
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PLEXIGLASS APPROVED BY
STATE COMMISSION ON CORRECTIONS:
Bronx Court clear plexiglass to prevent spitting and splashings on Correction Officers.
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MAXIMUM SECURITY HOUSING AREA:
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LESS RESTRICTED HOUSING AREA:
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MODULAR:
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INMATES THAT COMMIT
SPLASHINGS:
All inmates who are identified as splashers will be housed in the maximum security area. The quad
area for this classification of inmates will not be allowed to shop in commissary for anything that
they can use as a means of assault { cups, container, bottles, or any other object to throw any
substance on staff). They will be housed in the last cells on the tier so they cannot disrupt services
provided to all other inmates, nor have the ability to stop officers from carrying out his/her duties.

2016

SPLASHING INCIDENTS
--

TOTAL
336

JULY
AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER
NOVEMBER
DECEMBER
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INMATES WHO SPIT:
Inmates who spit on staff, both uniformed and civilian will be placed in a spit mask in compliance
with Department rules. This inmate will also have a Captain escort him to and from services.
All inmates in this facility are subject to punitive segregation in accordance to Department of
Correction policies.

2016 SPITTING INCIDENTS
■

JULY
35

■

AUGUST

■

SEPTEl.1BEP.

12

29

OCTOBER
22

NOVEl,lBER

21

DECEIABEP.

20
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SEXUAL ASSAULT:
In recent years, the department has hired a large contingent of female officers bringing the total to
approximately 40%. With that comes new and disturbing concerns regarding the rise of sexual assaults.
C.O.B.A. believes in light of those concerns, the Department has to send a clear message to those
inmates who would commit these offenses that sexual assault of officers will not be tolerated.
Furthermore, C.0.8.A. believes that removing these individuals from the environment of those who
they have assaulted is a societal norm and would discourage those who would copy that behavior, so
placement in N.I.C. would provide both the punitive and therapeutic solutions to this growing problem.
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DARCEL D. QARK
DISTRICT ATTORNEY, BRONX COUNTY

198 EAST 161ST STREET

BRONX, N.V. 10451
(718) S90-2234

51-2017
For Immediate Release
June 22, 2017
RIKERS ISLAND INMATE CONVICTED OF ATTEMPTED FORCIBLE
TOUCIIlNG OF FEMALE CORRECTION OFF1CER

Bronx District Attorney Darcel D. Clark today announced that a Rik:ers Island inmate has
been convicted of Attempted Forcible Touching of a female correction officer.
District Attorney Clark said, "The sexual degradation of a correction officer doing her
job is disgusting and unacceptable. We will seek justice for any crimes committed on Rikers
Island, and I hope this conviction reinforces our message that we will hold offenders
accountable."
District Attorney Clark said the defendant, Chavarr Gilliam, 26, was convicted on June
21 , 2017 after a bench trial before Criminal Court Judge Bahaati Pitt of Attempted Forcible
Touching and second-degree Harassment. He faces up to three months in jail when he is
sentenced on July 12, 2017. The defendant is serving 18 years in prison for a robbery
conviction and was being held at Rikers Island on a pending Manhattan case.
According to the investigation, on February 7, 2017, in the George R. Vierno Center,
Gilliam passed a female correction officer and proceeded to touch her buttocks in front of
several other inmates.
The case was prosecuted by Assistant District Attorney Jared Rosen, and Sheryl
Konigsberg, Supervisor in the Rikers Island Prosecution Bureau, under the supervision of
James Brennan, Deputy Chief of the Rikers Island Prosecution Bureau, Donald Hanratty,
Deputy Chief of the Rikers Island Prosecution Bureau and Deanna G. Logan, Chief of the
Rikers Island Prosecution Bureau, under the overall supervision of Stuart Levy, Deputy 01.ief
of the fuvestigations Division, and Jean T. Walsh, Chief of the Investigations Division.
District Attorney Clark thanked Department of Correction Investigator Phil Lee, DOC
liaison Soott Frank and former Assistant District Attorney Travis Long.
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SEXUAL ASSAULTS ON OFFICERS
40% OF NYC CORRECTIONS OFFICERS ARE FEMALE

Guiterrez, Rodrigo

117203742

4411609993

5/24/17

15:30

Mcnell, Tark

13126362P

3491507418

4/15/17

10:30

Gilliam, Chavarr

02535962N

3001600524

5/24/17

6:26

Crobert, Kevin

01776099V

2411507005

11/18/16

18:29

Motta, Michael

06585233M

4411505573

8/10/2016

10:47

Francis, Derrick

02992329P

1411605555

8/17/2016

8:30

Walston, Daniel

00167285K

8951601354

8/23/2016

14:00

3317/16

Mangum, Terell

13506884N

3491608993

11/10/16 Thurs.

11:22

4392/16

3104/16

VCBC

Log Book Entry

(AOULT/GP), INMATE GUTIER·
REZ (NSRG, CL. 4) REACHED
THROUGH THE A STATION
WINDOW ANO TOUCHEO OF·
FICER GRATE (DOA: 12/16/04)
IN THE GROIN AREA

GRVC

Log Book Entry

(ADULT/GP), INMATE GILLIAM
(BLOOD, VOP. Cl. 22)
WALKED PASS OFFICER
DEMPS (DOA 08/06/15) DESK
ANO FORCIBILY TOUCHED
HER INAPPROPRIATELY

(ADULT/GP), INMATE GILLIAM
(BLOOD. VOP, CL. 22)
WALKED PASS OFFICER
DEMPS (OOA 08/06/15) DESK
AND FORCIBILY TOUCHED
HER INAPPROPRIATELY

OBCC

UOF (P)-AOS
(Actual)

INMATE MOTTA WALKED BY
OFFICER STAPOR'S DESK
AND TOUCHED HER IN THE
BUTTOCK AREA

(ENH. REST., BLOOD.RED
ID,ICR,CL.16,CELL 47)

BHPW

UOF (P)-AOS
(Actual)

CAPTAIN AND OFFICER
WERE CONDUCTING A TOUR
OF AREA. INMATE WALSTON
WITHOUT CAUSE OR
PROVOCATION ASSAULTED
CAPTAIN BY SMACKING HER
IN THE BACK OF THE HEAD
ANO FORCIBLY TOUCHED
HER INAPPROPRIATELY

(ADULT/GP), INMATE GUTIER·
REZ (NSRG, CL. 4) REACHED
THROUGH THE A STATION
WINDOW AND TOUCHED OFFICER GRATE (DOA: 12/16/04)
IN THE GROIN AREA

(MO, ADULT, SRG BLOOD, CL
23,MO)

FEDERAL MONITOR'S REPORT OF CORRECTION DEi
NOVEMBER 20, 2015 - DECEMBER 20, 2016 1,335 INCIDENTS REPORTED
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OCTOBER
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DECEMBER
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600
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July 2016-June 2017
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UOF/OTHER
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15
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4

5
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2
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13

17

13

7

16

13

12

14

13

12

10
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AOS/UOF
■ SPLASHING

ll SPITTING
CRIMINAL ACT
SERIOUS INJURY
SLASHING/ STABBING
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74

60
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60
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8

7
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7
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4
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4

6
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11
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■ SPLASHING

II SPITTING
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346

SERIOUS INJURY
SLASHING/ STABBING
237
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7•5

65
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63
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64
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INMATE FIGHTS:

2016 UOF/OTHER (INMATE FIGHTS)
TO:TAL
891 .

JULY

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER
OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER
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CONCLUSION:
We have mentioned some of the clear gaps in this reform agenda, which have led to a rise in jail
violence. The C.O.B.A. is not just reporting what's wrong, we have offered real solutions that we
know if implemented correctly, will do a lot to significantly reduce inmate violence and the need
for officers to use force. By adding therapeutic programming we think we have offered something
for those who say Punitive Segregation harms the developing minds in a less restrictive setting.
The C.O.B.A acknowledges that everyone has to play a big role in ushering in reform. We hope
that this is an opportunity for the union that represents officers to demonstrate our willingness to
buy in to meaningful reform, if it is truly reform that all of us can live with.
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Re:

Approaches to Restoring Safety in the New York City
Department of Correction

Dear Commissioner Brann:
I write in response to your letter of February 18, 2018 - in turn
a response to my February 9, 2018 letter. First thank you for
acknowledging COBA as a joint stakeholder with the Department, as
well as deeming COBA's suggestions worth consideration and that
they are serious suggestions.
I am sure that as Commissioner you recognize the daunting
task of running a Department with so many "channel partners" - from
the Department of Health Mental Hygiene, Health and Hospitals
Corporation to various Prosecutors' Offices, the Department of
Education and the Unified Court System.
This task is made more complicated by the various entiti"es
concerned with the business of "care, custody and control" which have
been "assumed" by the Nunez Monitor and his staff, the Mayor of the
City of New York, the New York City Department of Investigation, the
New York City Board of Correction ("BOC") and the New York State
Commission of Correction ("SCOC").
I would like to take the opportunity to address several
interlocking issues.

COB A H EADQUARTERS
77 - 10 2 1s t Av e nue East El m hu r st, N .Y. 11370 , t (7 18) 5 4 5 -C O BA (262 2 ) , f (7 18) 545- 2 6 68
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Commissioner Cynthia Brann
April 6, 2018

PUNITIVE SEGREGATION
The Department of Correction is legally bound by the United States Supreme Court to
take reasonable measures to protect inmates from violence. These individuals must be
controlled by separation, restricted movement and limited access to inmates and staff. The
Supreme Court has ruled that if officials know of a substantial risk of harm to a p1isoner, but
knowingly disregard the risk by failing to take reasonable measures to abate it, and the
prisoner suffers serious harm, the officials may be found liable. Indeed, federal courts in
Nev,; York have squarely addressed this as concerns the DOC and Rikers (1). This has led to
historic increases in settlements and judgments paid out.(2)
This topic is especially poignant since October 11, 2016.(3) That is the date that
Mayor DeBlasio announced an end to punitive segregation for young adults aged 19-21.
While his press release (4) touted it as a reform -- "New York City becomes first in nation to
reform practice for young adults "-- it ought to have been titled "New York City regressively
abolishes crucial tool relied upon to keep City workers safe." One man's idea of a reform is
unden11ined by the data proving how wrong the term "reform" is in this case. As one New
York politician put it, "Everyone is entitled to their own opinions, but they are not entitled to
their ovmfacts."
·
1

Shuford v. City of New York. 09 Civ. 0945 (PKC)(SDNY)(failure to protect adolescent
inmate from other inmates), last accessed on March 7, 2018 at http: //www.legalaid.org/en/lawreform/lawreform/prisonersrightsproject/activecases/violenceandpers
o nalsafety/sh ufo rd vcityofnewyo rk.as px
and Fisher v. Koehler. 83 Civ. 2128 (MEL)(SDNY)(spurred suit where Court identified,
inter alia, lack of proper classification of prisoners and adequate security staffing
caused inmate on inmate violence) at http://www.legalaid.org/en/lawreform/lawreform/prisonersrightsproject/activecases/violenceandpers
onalsafety/fishervkoehler.aspx
2 The

FYs 2013-2014 Claims Report projected an increase in the number of DOC claims
filed and the cost for settlement and judgment payouts. Following the surge in DOC
settlement and judgment costs to $27.1 million in FY 2015, from $11.1 million in FY
2014, FY 2016 and FY 2017 saw a continuation of this upward trend with $32.9 million
and $37.3 million respectively in settlement and judgment costs-a 236 percent
increase between FY 2014 to FY 2017. See February 20, 2018 Claims Report: FY 2017,
annexed as "K."
3

See, Ex. "A" Opinion by Joseph Ponte (Fmr. Commissioner NYCDOC) Leading the Way
on Ending Punitive Segregation, Gotham Gazette, October 11 , 2016 last accessed March 4,
2018 http://www.gothamgazette.com/opinion/6566-leading-the-way-on-ending-punitivesegregation
4

See Mayor's Press Release of October 11, 2016, annexed as "B."
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To date neither the Mayor, nor any of those "assuming" supervisory roles over the
DOC, have had a spark of a suggestion to replace this tool. And, coming as no surprise to all
levels of staff at the DOC, this most violent population has only increased acting out in
violent assaults on staff and detainees alike. Indeed, as most recently pointed out by the New
York City Comptroller, nothing has changed since punitive segregation was abolished and
replaced by the Mayor' s expensive programs and private contractors McKinsey & Co.(5)
(Receiving nearly 30 million dollars!) Violence has seen a steady increase for the past
decade (441 per 1000 average 2008 daily population to 1,332 per 1000 average population in
2017).(6)
The great irony is that the historic removal of a necessary tool - punitive segregation
for the tiny (> 100) minority of very violent young adults and adults - caused the increased
use of punitive segregation in the first place. The perverse fact is that the BOC under the
Bloomberg administration tried to tie the use of punitive segregation to an increase in
violence. Now, after Bloomberg is long gone, it is clear that the drop in punitive segregation
has been met with an increase in serious violence against staff. This is because notwithstanding the valid argument that the mental health of a NORMAL young person may
be impacted by long-term segregation - the mentality of these young mostly gang-affiliated
members is already well set. It is a mistake to ignore the possibility that these offenders defy
the studies cited by critics.
What I can only see as fear by the management of the DOC of the BOC (and its
audience of inmate advocates) has resulted in a dilemma that has increased violence. The
irony is not missed on Correction Officers that the attempt to reform and "humanize" the jails
. 5 The

record of this company (now having received several contracts from DeBlasio) is
replete with failure and scandal. One wonders whether the contracts were vetted at all.
Given the "HUB" housing resolution they implemented one wonders why this company
still has a seat at DeBlasio's feeding trough. Viz. https: //nypost.com /2017 /02 /27 /rikers-anti-violence-consultants-bill-balloonsdespite-spike-in-assaults/; https://www.eguities.com/news/a-Iook-at-mckinseycompany-s-biggest-mistakes ; http://business.time.com/2013 /09 /10 /mass-Iayoffsoverpaid-ceos-blame-mckinsey/;
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/business/analysis-and-features/mckinsey-howdoes-it-always-get-away-with-it-9113484.html ;
https://www.ft.com/content/71c6f115-0c5c-33ed-bc00-812263f39d2f ;
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/economy/two-banks-drop-mckinsey-infallout-from-south-africa-scandal/2017 /10 /30 /8c49815e-bd85-11e7-959cfe2b598d8c00 story.html?utm term =.c90ef0eb9ce2

See, Ex. "C," Comptroller's FY 2019 Preliminary Budget Presentation, last accessed
March 4, 2018 https://comptroller.nyc.gov /reports/comptrollers-fy-2019-preliminarybudget-presentation/
6
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has lead to increased infractions where inmates dehumanize themselves and othersespecially where imnate violence is concerned. Where once punitive segregation was an
option there now is simply a void. Arguments about the ineffectiveness of punitive
segregation have nov,, been tested and found wanting for some - for any - solution.

LOOKING BACK TO PRE-OCTOBER 2016
It would be too easy to dust off old letters produced by COBA over the years to try to

convince the DOC to take back its power from the Board of Correction. The BOC, and
others without the power or expertise to run a large system let alone a jail system, have run
rough-shod over an imperfect system but one which worked better ten years ago than today.
Instead of parading opinions from COBA I've taken the liberty of quoting from some experts
in the field - your predecessors and one your almost replacement.
The following is taken from a letter from Former Commissioner Martin Horn.(7) No
comment is needed, but a careful read of this supports the position that COBA holds:
When the Board first adopted its rules, it included Sec 1-02 (e) (v) that
states," Prisoners placed in the most restrictive security status shall only
be denied those rights, privileges and opportunities that are directly
related to their status and which cannot be provided to them at a
different time or place than provided to other prisoners." It is clear that
the Board acknowledged that there might well be a classification of
prisoners whose management would require limitation of the
rights, privileges and opportunities afforded general population
prisoners.
In many jails throughout the U.S. and even within New York State,
prisoners are not routinely out and about for more than an hour a day.
New York City is an anomaly by providing that prisoners are allowed
to "lock out" of their cell for up to 16 hours a day. The Minimum
Standards of the State Commission on Corrections that govern the
operation of the City's jails and those of all other jails in the State
nowhere require that length of"lock out" time. Only New York City
affords that "privilege" to its prisoners.
The proposal for ESH is most definitely not solitary confinement and
should not be seen as such. Those, like the Jail Action Coalition who
conflate what the Department is proposing for ESH with solitary
confinement do a disservice to the campaign against solitary
confinement. They diminish the importance of our national
conversation about solitary confinement by alleging that ESH is,

7

A copy of Martin Horn's letter to former BOC Chairman Gordon Campbell is annexed
here to as Ex. "D."
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and they misguidedly imperil the very prisoners they purport to
care about by trying to deprive the Department of this sensible tool.
Indeed, the very person picked by Mayor DeBlasio to make the changes envisioned
by the Mayor acknowledged COBA's position-that is until his mind was changed by the
Mayor's decision by fiat to ban a necessary tool from the tool box. The necessity of this
tool was so great that repeated variances were sought since 2015's punitive segregation rulemaking to keep jails safe, this one from the June 2016 BOC meeting:
Pursuant to §1-lS(t) of the New York City Board of Correction' s
("Board") Minimum Standards, the New York City Department of
Conection ("Department") requests the renewal of the six (6) month
limited variance to § 1-17(d)(2) and the second sentence of§ 117(d)(l )of the Board's Minimum Standards (Punitive Segregation) to
allow the Depaitment, in highly exceptional circumstances presenting
safety and security concerns, to waive the requirement that inmates be
immediately released from punitive segregation for seven (7) days
after they have been held in punitive segregation for thirty (30)
consecutive days, which was granted by the Board at the December
16, 2015 public meeting. This variance renewal is requested for the
maximum permissible period of six (6) months.
The Department continues to make a good faith effort to comply with
the minimum standards, but additional time is needed to develop
alternative options to ensure the safety and security of the facilities. In
the interim, it is imperative that the Department be equipped with the
various tools necessary to immediately and safely respond to violent
acts. We therefore ask that the Board take up for immediate
consideration the requested limited variance renewal for six (6)
months. 8
Again, at the July 2016 (9) meeting the Commissioner came to the BOC hat in hand to
request that the Board allow him to do his job of maintaining safe jails:
Pursuant to §l-15(b) of the New York City Board of Correction's
("Board") minimum standards, the Department writes to request two
a See "E," June 3, 2016 letter from Commissioner Ponte to Chairman Brezenoff, Limited
Variance Regarding Implementation of Young Adult Plan, last accessed March 6, 2018
http://wwwl.nyc.gov/assets /hoc/downloads /pdf /DOC%2 0Variance%20 Renewal%20Waiver%20of0/4207 day%20 Release%20from%20 PSEG%20Limited%20%206%20month%20Variance%20Reguest%20Letter%206.3.16.pdf
See "F," June 30, 2016 letter from Commissioner Ponte to Chairman Brezenoff, Limited
Variance Regarding Implementation of Young Adult Plan, last accessed March 6, 2018

9
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six (6) month limited variances from BOC minimum standards. First,
from §1-02(c)(l) which as of July 12, 2016 10 requires inmates ages 18
through 21 be housed separately and apart from inmates over the age
of 21. Second, from § 1-17(b)(1 )(ii), which requires, as of Jw1e 30,
2016 11 , the exclusion of inmates ages 18 through 21 from punitive
segregation. While the scope of the BOC minimum standards §102(c)(1) and § 1-17(b)(1 )(ii) are applicable to yow1g adults ages 18 to
21 inclusive, the Department is seeking these variances only for young
adults ages 19 to 21 years old. As noted above, the Depa11ment has
already ended punitive segregation for the 18-year old population.

As we moved towards both ending the use of punitive segregation and
eliminating comingling of all young adults (18 to 21 years old),
maintaining the safety and security of staff and inmates has been
paramount. Over this month, June 2016, the Depru1ment monitored
Second Chance and TRU, and moved young adults out of punitive
segregation placement to these units or to other housing options.
Initially, GMDC saw continued success and safe outcomes with these
effo11s.
However, as noted by the Board's tours and communications with the
Department regarding GMDC, concurrent with the Department's own
observation of the situation, a marked shift occurred shortly after the
first week in June when the Department started to increase the number
past 700 of young adults housed together in GMDC. In particular,
this included an exceptionally high increase in the number of high-risk
young adults (young adult inmates with particularly violent histories or
strong gang involvement) that were transferred into GMDC surging
from 40 to 76 from the last week of May to the second week of June.
The Department had been trying to slowly transition such high-risk
young adults into the facility, averaging 6-10/week. Prior to GMDC's
young adult population reaching 700 and increasing the number of
high-risk young adults, GMDC averaged 5 to 6 alarms per day.
After, the average number of alarms doubled to 12 per day. One
day during this period, alarms increased to 26, more than one per

Footnote 1 in original: Based on variances granted by the Board on September 8,
2015, December 16, 2015, and January 12, 2016 extending the October 15, 2015
deadline for the housing of inmates ages 18 to 21 separately and apart from inmates
over the age of 21.
10

11

Footnote 2 in original: Based on variances granted by the Board on November 10,
2015, January 12, 2016, and May 26, 2016 extending the January 1, 2016 deadline for
the exclusion of inmates 18 to 21 years of age from punitive segregation to June 30,
2016.
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hom. \\Then daily alarms remain low, they can be addressed without
significantly affecting day-to-day operations, however as the number
of incidents and alanns increased exponentially it had a facility-wide
impact.
Since the beginning of June 2016, there was a pronounced spike in
the number of incidents, particularly concerning, the rise in
serious and violent incidents. This rise in incidents -- ranging
from inmates refusing orders to slashings -- has been attributed to
the increased number of "high risk of violence" young adults
moved to GMDC in early June.

The Deprutment has consulted with the Nunez Monitor throughout the
implementation of the Young Adult plan and has advised the Monitor
of the facts ru1d circumstances set forth above. The Monitor and his
team of experts - who have experience eliminating the use of punitive
segregation in other jurisdictions - have continuously advised the
Deprutment on the need to be thoughtful and deliberate in our
approach to punitive segregation reforms and have cautioned that
moving too quickly towards the ultimate goal of ending punitive
segregation can undermine the success the Department has
. already achieved through reforms to the management of this
population. The Monitor has advised the Department the variance
request is consistent with sound correctional practice and that he
believes it represents the most reasonable and prudent approach in
light of the current facts and circumstances.
The balance of that letter seeking (again seeking) a variance to try new approaches
without the tool of punitive segregation should be taught in every correction class at John Jay
and other Colleges teaching Criminal Justice. It shows a professional dealing with
bureaucrats. It goes on for 5 single spaced pages and expresses barely concealed
frustration at a lifelong correction professional trying to manage a jail with one hand tied
behind his back. Indeed, the Commissioner even invoked the authority of the Monitor in
pleading with the amateurs sitting on the Board of Correction for the time and tools needed to
try to achieve reform goals that take time to reach. And yet, the Mayor cut this all short
with a politically motivated and misguided announcement that took the corrections
community - including no doubt yourself and Mr. Ponte - by complete surprise.
When Ponte was obliged to resign his position the first nrune floated for his possible
replacement was an innovator with no jail experience. What he did have was a willingness to
follow the Mayor's insistence on being the first in the nation to rid a jail system of a
necessary tool (not unlike Ponte prior to his seeing the scale of the problem outlined above).
However, in a thoughtful paper co-written and published by the U.S. Department of Justice,
Dan Pacholke de·scribed his many suggestions for segregation reform that undercut the
Mayor's rush to be first at all costs. In that paper, he tacitly critiqued the Mayor' s knee77-10 21st Avenue, East Elmhurst N.Y. 11370
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jerk abolishing of punitive segregation as merely "emptying beds." Published in 2016,
"More Than Emptying Beds: A Systems Approach to Segregation Reform 12," acknowledges
need for segregation as a tool even while seeking its abolition:

Segregation has been and will continue to be a tool that is
necessary to manage legitimate safety concerns. Reforms in the
use of this practice will only be successful if the safety of inmates
and staff is maintained or improved in the process. To impact the
health and well-being of people under correctional control, reducing
the use of segregation on its own by only "emptying beds" is of
limited value. To make an impactful change, a systems approach to
this complex issue is essential.

MANAGING THE JAILS
I want to acknowledge and thank you for something that you wrote and that I hope
will come to fruition:
... [A]t the jail management level(,) as Commissioner I have
dedicated substantial time, energy and resources to staff leadership
development, and I share your belief that Wardens should be
empowered to run their jails, and be held accountable for their
own problematic inmates.
This statement is the heart of some of the problems, and the fixes, that we have in our
particular system. Too often in the past- just like with the present BOC-those unaware of
the vagaries of"care custody and control" of particular populations and running jails try and
fail to stuff a square peg into a round hole. You yourself were able to see Ponte make
attempts to implement change while unable to also maintain safer jails. I fervently hope that
we can work together to change that reality he faced.
Wardens and other managers should be tasked with effectively and judiciously
utilizing the existing inmate disciplinary sanctions and analyzing their effectiveness. Let's
assume that if inmate disciplinary sanctions have their desired effect, either in whole or in
part. In such a world we can envision a Department with less restrictive housing, greater
compliance, fewer injuries to staff and inmates, and a real change in morale and culture.
However, we are not living in that world at this time. And sometimes with two steps
forward we are forced back one in order to reassess the means we are trying to use to meet
our goals.

12 See

"G," Dan Pacholke and Sandy Felkey Mullins, J.D., More than Emptying Beds: A
Systems Approach to Segregation Reform, NCJ-24958, BJA, 2016 last accessed March 6,
2 0 18 h ttps: / /ni ci c.gov /more-emptying-beds-systems-approach-segregation-reform
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If change is to be honest at the managerial level, and evidence-based analysis and
effective action is to be implemented going forward, incidents of assaults of uniformed staff
members must be listed as they are when they occw- to non-unifonned staff. The Department
does not define these as crin1inal acts UNLESS it occurs to the non-unifonned staff. This
must include incidents of "splashing." These "E" Felonies(1 3) (against uniformed staff only)
also are absent from weekly DOC reporting to "Compstat." Also, left out of DOC weekly
reporting are logbook entries, because they are considered non-reportable incidents. Again,
one needs to seek the difficult answers for the seeming discrin1inatory treatment of our law
enforcement membership when compared with those serving elsewhere.
Also, a disturbing number of incidents are downgraded from "B" and "C" Use of
Force incidents to "P." These may or may not be justified, but this is one area where the
union would like to discuss the process of classification of incidents where staff assaults are
concerned. However, in COBA' s experience the numbers don't often add up - and therefore
the actual circumstances in the jails are not properly presented to those who need to rethink
the policies that have been implemented which have eroded your mission as Commissioner.

THE BOARD OF CORRECTION
Given the monthly browbeating of the DOC by the BOC's volunteer members it is no
wonder that your response misplaces authority that the BOC has wrongfully assumed not
only during your tenure, but also essentially going back over a decade. You stress the
purported supervision by those serving on the BOC:
We are reviewing the proposals set forth in your letter and will
explore how best to raise and address these issues, as many are
focused on changes that must be made through changes to the
Board ofCorrection minimum Standards.

However, the Board does not have the power you ascribe to that body. The
members of that body as a whole, and their entire staff (surprisingly few of which have any
corrections experience), certainly do not have the skillset needed to oversee one of the largest
jail system (not a "prison") in the world. However, the Board misses this distinction
between a jail and a prison and insists that somehow reforms can be made to detainees in the
six week average stay in our custody. This is - of course- absurd but adding insult to injury
the Board would "vet" practical correction methods against their aspirations of a more
humane jail system.

13

N.Y. Penal Law§ 240.32 (McKinney).
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Member Cohen said he was glad that DOC had agreed to implement a
due process procedure regarding the use of restraints in Secme;
however, he was distmbed to find out that the Depaitment had been
using tlu·ee-point restraints in the Unit without ai1y discussion with the
Board or medical staff. A while ago, DOC did not place anyone in
desk restraints, but now, an increasing number of people were being
placed in two-point restraints, and the Board just found out that young
adults were being placed in three-point restraints in the Secure Unit.
Member Cohen said he found this practice very disturbing, particularly
since it occuned without any directive describing the use of such
restraints and, he believed, without any discussion with medical staff.
He also noted that the Department's restraint policy permits the use of
restraint chairs, which is a very dangerous device.
Taldng another case in point - this one a legal case - the Legal Aid Society and the
Board of Correction wanted legal "assistants" to be given access to the jails. The
Commissioner denied access based wholly on a safety ai1alysis of those individuals. The
Court held "We conclude that at least in this area the decisions of the Board of Correction
can have no more than adviso,y force." Legal Aid Soc. v. Ward, 457 N.Y.S.2d 250 (1982),
eff.4 61 N.Y.2d 744 (1984). Rather than being found to be acting arbitrarily and
capriciously, the powers granted to the Commissioner were analyzed on the basis of basic
rationality. Moreover, the powers of the Board to circumscribe the Commissioner's primary
goal of safety in the jails were affirmed by New York State' s highest Court.
In short that Appellate Court found and Court of Appeals affirmed:
1-- The Board of Correction did not have power to render appellate decision binding on
Commissioner of Correction as to granting of access pass to employee of Legal Aid Society -- Under the City Charter, the Board is directed to "establish minimum standards" for care,
custody, etc., of persons held or confined under jurisdiction of Department of Correction but
power to establish minimum standards is quasi-legislative power;
2- Commissioner of Correction is charged with security of institutions under his jurisdiction
and cannot be said to be acting arbitrarily and capriciously in refusing general access pass to
man who had been convicted of attempt to murder police officer; and,
3- The Court is justified, in exercise of its discretion, in declining to issue order of mandamus
to compel the Correction Commissioner, who is the official charged with security of
institutions under his control, to restore general access pass to particular person, where good
faith reasonable grounds existed to believe that restoration of such pass compromises or
endangers security of those institutions.

2017 /May%209%20%202017%20Board%20Meeting%20Minutes%20%20APPROVED.pdf
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Although not limited to Dr. Cohen, nearly monthly he or another of our Board
members expresses surprise and consternation at not first being asked for permission to keep
jails safe. This is infuriating to watch when those ofus in this business since the 1980s know
that the responsibility and rights lay with the Commissioner of the Department of Correction.
Period. Can the BOC litigate or enjoin Department action or inaction? No. Can the BOC put
a halt to necessary safety policies and directives that are accepted practice in jails around the
world. No.
THE BOARD OF CORRECTON IS NOT A THRESHOLD "COURT" TO JUDGE
SAFETY MATTERS DETER1v1INED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION. The
BOC is an advisory body only. And, at that, to the City Council and to the Mayor, who in
tum are supposed to take actions and make laws. The Board of Correction is meant to make
recommendations and set "minimum standards" for conditions of confinement and
correctional health and mental health care in all City correctional facilities. However, the
advisory nature of the Board when compared to the traditional supervision of the SCOC which ironically is the subject of an A1ticle 78 proceeding filed by DeBlasio on March 5,
2018. Notwithstanding, the powers of the Board of Correction are limited:
The board, or by written designation of the board, any member of it,
the executive director, or other employee, shall have the following
powers and duties:
The preparation for submission to the mayor, the council, and the
commissioner of proposals for capital planning and improvements;
studies and reports concerned with the development of the
department's correctional program planning; and studies and reports in
regard to methods of promoting closer cooperation of custodial,
probation, and parole agencies of government and the courts; and
The evaluation of departmental performance.
New York City, N.Y., Charter§ 626, New York City, N.Y., Charter§ 626 (c)(3)(4)
Although this may be excessive, by means of comparison with the above it is worth
quoting (with emphasis) the language of the City's Charter granting YOU the authority that
has been ceded by your predecessors.
The commissioner shall have:
1. Charge and management of all institutions of the city, including

all hospital wards therein for the care and custody of felons,
misdemeanants, all prisoners under arrest awaiting arraignment who
require hospital care, including those requiring psychiatric observation
or treatment and violators of ordinances or local laws and for the
detention of witnesses who are unable to furnish security for their
appearance in criminal proceedings, except such places for the
77-10 21'1 Avenue, East Elmhurst N.Y. 11370
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detention of prisoners or persons charged with crime as are by law
placed under the charge of some other agency.

2. Sole power and authority concerning the care, custody and
control of all comt pens for the detention of prisoners while in the
criminal courts of the city of New York, the family court of the state of
New York within the city of New York, the supreme court in the
counties of New York, Bronx, Kings, Queens and Richmond and of all
vehicles employed in the transportation of prisoners who have been
sentenced, are awaiting trial or are held for any other cause.
3. Charge and management of persons or any other institution of the
city placed under his jurisdiction by law.
4. All authority, except as otherwise provided by law, concerning the
care and custody of felons, misdemeanants and violators of local laws
held in the institutions under his charge.
5. All authority in relation to the custody and transportation of
persons held for any cause in criminal proceedings and all
prisoners under arrest awaiting arraignment who require hospital care,
including those requiring psychiatric observation or treatment, in
any county within the city.
6. General supervision and responsibility for the planning and
implementation of re-training, counseling and rehabilitative programs
for felons, misdemeanants and violators of local laws who have been·
sentenced and are held in institutions under his charge.
N.Y.C. Charter, Chapter 25 Section 623.
The Commissioner and the Chief of the Department MISTAKENLY believe that they
have to answer to this Mayoral Agency, and that often actually boils down to the
recommendations by inmates' rights advocates (with combined budgets and staffs far
exceeding that of the Board of Correction). Why would one of the largest City Agencies
need to "kowtow" to a tiny oversight group unlike any other uniformed service in The City of
New York (or other large agencies like the departments of Education, Mental Health and
Hygiene or Housing)? The answer is - - THE DOC DOES NOT. Just imagine the FDNY
or NYPD sitting monthly for the type of scolding unqualified appointees give the DOC.
The Appropriate agency for monitoring the actual running of jails is the SCOC. As
was recently shown, (and now is in litigation) that body and the Governor have the power to
shutter jails, deny plans to build housing units and make architectural/ engineering changes,
(and as they have done several times), and find the City DOC in violation oflong published
and enforced STATE minimum standards. Indeed, the State Commission on Correction has
issued violation letters to the New York City Department of Correction for the failure to
77-10 2ist Avenue, East Elmhurst N.Y. 11370
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properly punish violative inmates and maintain a backlog of hundreds who owe "bing" time.
This was during this very administration under Ponte. And yet, the backlog of inmates who after due process hearings- owe time in segregation continues at staggering rates.

MENTAL HEALTH ISSUES
At a Board of Conection meeting at of September 13, 2016 the DOC was sharply
criticized for failing in managing the mental health needs of imnates. The DOC/HHC /
DOHMH partnership 15 seems to be standing still or moving at a snail's pace at getting those
in need to their mental health appointments. Crucially - nowhere in the discourse are
persistent violent offenders discussed. Here I reference those unfo1tunate few who have
scant chance at being rehabilitated in one of the model units touted by Correctional Health
and are not one of those lucky few handpicked due to predictions that they may benefit.
Nonetheless, the most violent> 100 individuals like "John Doe" are certainly in need of a
mental health solution for their persistent acts of destruction of property and assaults on other
persons.
With the largest mental health institution on the East Coast, why is it that the "Doe"
inmates are not being diagnosed and appropriately housed in a mental health facility where
illness may be treated? The mental health staff at the DOC has been unable to grapple with
these most violent inmates - umealistically expecting miracles of minimally trained
Correction Officers rather than mental health professionals according to BOC minimum
standards. Why have we not investigated medical solutions to these violent mentally
unsound individuals? The violence caused, as well as destruction to city property exhibited,
are NOT the actions of individuals NOT suffering from mental health problems - though
untreated/ undiagnosed. Can we not find mental health solutions such as they do with
violent inmates in other jurisdictions? After all, it is your CHARGE to deal with these
individuals: "Charge and management of all institutions of the city, including all hospital
wards therein for the care and custody of felons, misdemeanants, all prisoners under arrest
awaiting arraignment who require hospital care, including those requiring psychiatric
observation or treatment." See, N.Y.C. Charter, Chapter 25 Section 623.

In closing I welcome an opportunity to meet and discuss alternatives that may exist to
the current regime whereby we are losing ground to those who believe they have both the
expertise and authority to run the City's Jails. Whether through your own power as
Commissioner to issue safety rules, BOC rule-making or continuing to abuse the process and
lending the Board validity by further seeking variances 16, something must be done. And, it
should be done BOLDLY TOGETHER.
1s https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ml8NQOlkECM&feature=youtu.be beginning at
44:00.
16
At the September 8, 2015 meeting of the Board Co-Chair Derrick D. Cephas
expressed an interest and consensus of the Board in streamlining the rulemaking process for
matters already within the alleged purview of the Board of Correction. However - as you
know first hand- in order to evaluate and experiment with new ways of treating age-old
problems in Corrections, it is necessary to pass rules, make variances possible, or allow new
modalities without either rules or variances. However, the Board members since that
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meeting have often spoken of rulemaking as preferable. Indeed, annexed as Exhibit "J" is
the CAPA regulatory Agenda for the Board of Correction for fiscal year 2017.
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As President of the Correction Officers Benevolent Association, I have
watched with, great disappointment, the continued struggles of the
Department of Correction. I have listened to the constant rhetoric of
government officials, outside consultants, federal monitors, corporations
with their own agendas and the news media denigrate the officers of the New
York City Department of Correction. While there has been much talk, there
has been little accomplished. The time to end this cycle of insanity is now.
The safety and security of every officer, every civilian and every inmate is at
stake. The time has come to engage in serious conversations, to put egos and
ideology aside, and act in the best interests of the citizens you have sworn to
serve.
I have attached to this letter an outline of what we believe to be a path
to a safe and secure environment within every facility operated by the New
York City Department of Correction. I hope you will take the time to carefully
read our proposals. I also will be asking you, in the near future, to attend a
summit of stakeholders so we can meet and discuss ways to improve the
safety, security and the overall mission of the Department of Correction.
Sincerely,
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INTRODUCTION
It's been said that trne definituoro of oO"dsanity is doing the same thong

over all"ild over agaiiru aindl expec:ting a different result.

~es ai~s;o been sand that we repiroth..4!ce what we don't resolve.
The Department of Correction is guilty of both these principles. First, the Department of
Correction is still attempting to resolve the issue of jail violence through the creation of so called
specialized inmate housing units/programs.

However, regardless of whether we call them

restrictive housing units, enhanced supervision housing, enhanced housing, transitionalrestorative units, secure unit, enhanced supervision-restart, these housing units have done
nothing to decrease jail security during the last four years. Further, in many cases, these units
and how they are run have led to an oncrease in jail violence. The Department of Correction thinks
that the mere creation of housing units/programs with fancy names somehow means they are
creating something different or new. They are not. They have changed nothing during the last
four years and continuing these units/programs and expecting a change is the definition of
insanity.
Second, despite the fact that these units and other "reform policies" have been in place for four
or more years, very little progress has been made to ensure jail safety. (Mayor's Management
Report 2013-2017). Correction Officers, staff and inmates continue to be assaulted at alarmingly
increasing rates on a daily basis without accountability or sanctions placed upon the inmates
committing these assaults (Federal Monitor's Reports I-IV). The Department of Correction has
been unable to lower the violence across every major category. (Mayor's Management Report
2013-2017). Astoundingly, despite a clear record of these policies, the Department of Correction
continues to stand by them and have not developed any new or effective initiatives. Thus, the
Department of Correction has failed to learn from recent history and continues to repeat its
mistakes --- at the expense of Correction Officers, staff, inmates, and the public.
Correction Officers have been doing this job for decades. We've been dealing with the same
population for decades. We are dealing with an age-old problem ijail violence) that is not new
to anyone, except to those who have never faced it. Thus, Correction Officers deserve leadership
that understands how to deal with an age-old problem in different ways. The Department
deserves leadership that can not only think outside of the box, but can also think inside of the
box as well. It deserves leaders and managers who are not pre-programmed with an ideology
that has accomplished zero results. It deserves leaders that will actually work to accomplish what
should be the Department of Correction's number one priority: safer jails.
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We believe the foremost reason the Department of Correction has been unable to reduce the
violence in the jails is because it has failed to implement deterrents to criminal behavior in the
absence of punitive segregation, and continues to implement faulty policies that' only serve to
embolden those that would do us harm. Simply put, inmates should be held accountable when
they violate the law or rules established to maintain safe jails.
So far, there's been a lot of talk about solving the problem and that's great; everyone's been
great at talking about it. But, virtually no one has been able to actually fix the problem. More
resolve must be shown for the Officers behind the gate. For four years, the Department of
Correction has churned out policies that look good on paper and present good optics to those on
the outside but it's been a living hell to those subject to these policies --- both Correction Officers,
civilians and inmates alike.
Here are some of the other things the Department of Correction has failed to effectively address
in the last four years:
e

•
•

Making each individual jail accountable for its own problematic inmates.
Empowering Wardens to be responsible for running their own facilities
Creating more front-line supervisors, specifically Captains and ADWs

The one light of hope in these dark times is that the Department is now re-arresting inmates who
commit criminal acts and the Bronx DA is now prosecuting inmates who commit acts of violence
while in jail. However, we cannot rely on the DA's office to address the root causes of the
problem. That responsibility falls on the Department of Correction and the solution begins with

disciplinary sanctions and restrictive measures for inmates when rules are broken or not adhered
to.
Case in point: On January 21, 2018, inmate Kaymel Taylor, 20, was accused of slashing another
inmate. He slashed former inmate Joseph Troiano, 28, who needed 22 stitches to close a 6-inch
slash across his face. Inmate Taylor, 20, because of his age, cannot be placed in punitive
segregation. Although he will be re-arrested, he can only be placed in programs such as ESH, TRU,
Secured Unit and Second Chance which are void of any real disciplinary sanctions to address the
reason for being placed in such a program. He will still be allowed Visits, Commissary,
Barbershop, Law Library, Recreation, Property, Telephones, Television, Religious Rights, Attorney
Access, Mail, Magazines, Newspapers and Packages. The Board of Correction's Rules and the
Department of Correction's own misguided policies are responsible for allowing him the
opportunity to cut another inmate. Because OF HIS AGE, he can't be segregated from other
inmates. It defies logic that there are more restrictions placed on Correction Officers rather

than on violent inmates who commit crimes while incarcerated.
2

OVERVIEW
The Department should no longer look outside of itself to fix its problems. It shouldn't have to
outsource the management, operations, and control of our agency to private companies
exacting large price tags who don't know anything about jailing. The Commissioner and
uniformed managers needs to take responsibility and ownership of the Department and not be
bullied into doing something that fully jeopardizes the safety and security of the jails. It also
needs to use what they have available to address the behavior of the inmates in our custody
before we create more programs and policies that in the last four years have been proven
unsuccessful in ensuring our number one priority: safer jails.
The Commissioner·of the New York City Department of Correction is authorized by Sections 389,
623 and 1043 of the City Charter and Section 9-114 of the Administrative Code to adopt rules
relating to the management of the Department of Correction facilities and the conduct of
inmates in such facilities. However, a review of Directive 6500R-D entitled "Inmate Disciplinary
Due Process" as well as a review of the "Inmate Rule Book "reveals that the department has failed
to enforce its own written policies, thus leaving line staff without any means, support or recourse
when dealing with inmates who commit infractions and violate Department rules.
Recently released Directive 4495 "Solo Housing", which sets forth the reasons an inmate may be
placed into solo housing, nowhere mentions as a basis for placement into solo housing violent
acts by adolescents and young adults who against Correction staff. The only criteria in regard to
violence, addresses violence against other inmates, or fear of reprisals from violence from other
inmates. See Section IV (A) (1) a-e.

Former Department of Correction's policies expressly made clear that inmates would be
accountable for violating the rules of conduct or law. Use of Force policy #5005 dated 8/30/90
stated; "The Department expects all inmates to obey the law and Department/Facility rules of

conduct. Those inmates who do not comply with the rules face disciplinary sanctions including
punitive segregation and/or the loss of good time. Those inmates who violate the law also face
arrest and criminal prosecution". For some reason this common-sense statement reflecting New
York State Law was removed from the new Directive.
Although this policy has been superseded, in no way should anyone think the same expectations
of accountability do not apply. However, the Department's current policies leave much to be
desired in terms of inmate accountability.
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When an inmate violates the jail rules, the process available to the department is detailed in
Directive 6500R-D (Inmate Disciplinary Due Process), Section Ill "Procedures". Under this policy,
if inmate infractions are proven, the recourse is the following:
1) Reprimand

2) Loss of privileges
3) Loss of good time if sentenced
4) Punitive Segregation for up to thirty (30) days per each applicable individual charge

5) Restitution for intentionally damaging or destroying city property, a twenty-five ($25) dollar
disciplinary surcharge will be imposed on all inmates found guilty of a Grade I or Grade II offense,
as found in Directive 6500R-D (page 20) and in Inmate Rule Book {10/12/2007) under penalties
1-05.
There are no other disciplinary sanctions placed upon inmates' privileges who commit infractions
and crimes while incarcerated. Inmates have the privileges of Law Library, Recreation, Property,
Visits, Telephones, Television, Religious Rights, Attorney Access, Mail, Magazines, Newspapers,
Packages and Commissary. Thus, regardless of the violence or crimes an inmate commits while
in jail, none of their privileges are revoked and if they are, it is done in only very narrow
circumstances or with unreasonable stipulations from the Board of Correction and at times the

Department of Correction itself that renders it an ineffective means of punishment. The clear
lack of collaboration between the Board of Correction and the Department has resulted in a
dilemma that has increased violence.

Indeed, the New York State Commission on Correction has previously issued violation letters to
the New York City Department of Correction for the failure to properly punish violent inmates.
This was during this very administration. And yet, the backlog of inmates who - after due
process hearings- continues to owe time in segregation at staggering rates.
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PROPOSALS
COBA PROPOSAL #1: Inmate DiscipHnarv Sanctions o n Inmate
Priv ileges
In an all-out effort to reduce violence while holding inmates accountable for committing crimes
and infractions during incarceration, COBA recommends placing disciplinary sanctions upon
inmate privileges. We recommend that the Department of Correction Task Managers with
effectively and judiciouslv utilizing the existing inmate discipline measures and analyzing their
effectiveness. They should begin tracking COBA's proposed sanctions in like manner to those
indicators tracked on the Monthly Facility Management Reports so that their effectiveness can
be comparatively evaluated. The use of COBA's proposed inmate disciplinary sanctions will serve
as a powerful deterrent - the sheer perception to the inmates is that it is just not worth it to
engage in such activity.

If inmate disciplinary sanctions have their desired effect, either in whole

or in part, we can envision a Department with less restrictive housing, greater compliance, fewer
injuries to staff and inmates, and a real change in morale and culture. Implementing these
disciplinary sanctions may even have an impact on recidivism.
By way of a few examples:

We must consider that certain aspects of the Board of Correction Minimum Standards and
Directive 2007R-C, "Inmate Visit Procedures", effectively work against the Department and its
efforts to deter violence and directly puts staff, visitors and members of the public at risk. The
Department cannot limit or deny a visit to an inmate or visit or unless the criminal act is
committed (or reasonably expected to be committed) in conjunction with a visit.
We can only limit or deny a visit if a litany of parameters is met and then there is the appeal
process where the Board too often acts as an inmate/visitor advocate than an objective entity.
The Board must relax the constraints put on the Department and permit it to temporarily
suspend visits even in cases where the inmates offending act of is not directly or indirectly in
conjunction with the visit. This type of inmate disciplinary sanction will serve as a powerful
deterrent. This will help to send the message that it is just not worth it to engage in acts the
violate inmate rules. It may even have an impact on recidivism. That would be a great joint

Board of Correction-Department of Correction initiative that would have a direct impact on
safety. The impact we can have here is beyond measure.

s

Telephones
Let's consider telephone use by the detainee popul~tion. The Board mandates that detainees
be permitted one call per day at a minimum of six minutes per call. Beyond arguably the right
to speak by telephone to counsel, phone use is a privilege. This privilege should be curtailed
when inmates commit acts of violence. Such action would serve to deter violent criminal
activity.

The /Dlepartment should be able to deny or limit access to telephones for rule violations.
Haircuts
Currently, the Board of Correction mandates that inmates must be afforded haircuts. It does not,
however, stipulate where and when these haircuts take place. The Department of Correction
should be able to remove the privilege aspect of taking a trip to the barbershop.
We recommend that when found guilty of rule violations, inmates be charged for haircuts
except when going to court.

Commissarv
Commissary access is a privilege. Immediate sanctions to deny commissary access to any inmate
who commits any act of violence should be implemented or commissary being limited to personal
hygiene products. Such denial should be extended for violent acts committed during a denial
period.
We recommend that the Department implement disciplinary sanctions to deny commissary
access for inmates that violate Department rules and regulations.

Recreation
Currently, the Board of Correction mandates, "recreation may only be denied only upon
conviction of an infraction for misconduct on the way to, from, or during recreation." This rule
is outdated. As a deterrent to violence, the Department needs to have the ability to deny or limit
recreation for any violation of inmate rules.
We recommend the Department of Correction have the ability to deny or limit recreation as a
disciplinary sanction for violation of inmate rules and regulations.
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Law libra ry
The COBA does not seek to limit or deny any inmate the right to legally defend him or herself.
We believe the Board's current rule that inmates be permitted access for at least two hours each
day the law library is open to be sufficient. Currently the Department of Correction may only deny
access to the Law Library for disrupting the orderly function of the Library or using it for a purpose
other than for what it is intended. Even if an inmate is prohibited from physically accessing the
Law Library, the Board permits the Department of Correction to develop alternate access to legal
materials for effective legal research. The Department of Correction needs more latitude to
effectively deter the violent inmate.

We recommend the Department ofi Correction be able to deny or limit access to the law Library

foir ll'"IIJlle violations even if such violations do not occur in the library itself.

Disciplinary San ctions for Splashing a nd Spitting Incidents

While no crimes against a Correction Officer should be tolerated, particularly egregious and sadly
frequent are splashing and spitting incidents. To be clear these are incidents where inmates
assault Correction Officers with hot water, saliva, urine, semen, and feces. The Board and the
Department must take these incidents seriously and impose serious deterrence measures like
the above proposed inmate disciplinary sanctions. The Department of Correction needs to be
able to sanction an inmate's use of telephone, recreation, visits, law library, and haircuts when
an inmate subjects our staff to potential pathogens. Inmates who splash or spit on staff should
be denied everything except basic minimum standards for a finite period of time. Only this way
will the Department of Correction be able to truly stop the increasing incidents of spitting and
splashing.
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COBA PROPOSAL #2: Restoration of Punitive Segregation in Limit ed

Circumstances
The City of New York widely publicized its goal of "reforming" the Department of Correction. One
of these "reform" measures was to eliminate the use of punitive segregation --- a tool widely
misrepresented as solitary confinement---- for 16-21-year olds. The use of punitive segregation
for the adult inmate population over age 21 was also severely limited. We do not seek to debate

the 1-1ros and cans of punitive segregation. However, the elimination and limitation of punitive
segregation has directly led to an increase in violence (as reported in the Mayor's Management
Report 2013-2017). The problem is clear: in an unbelievable display of poor management and
oversight both the Department of Correction and Board of Correction eliminated punitive
segregation - an effective violence deterrence tool --- without a plan to fill the void that was
left. The Department of Correction failed to implement any alternate measures that could
effectively deter violence and violation of the rules. Programs such as Secured Unit, ESH, the

Transitional Restorative Unit (TRU} or Second Chance are void of disciplinary sanctions and fail
to address the underlying reason for why an inmate is being placed in such programs or units.

Thus, the Department of Correction's mission to reduce the use of punitive segregation has
actually empowered inmates to further commit crimes while incarcerated because they know that
there is no further penalty, accountability or deterrent to his/her unlawful behavior beyond being
detained in jail or criminally prosecuted.
COBA recommends that the Department of Correction consider reinstating some form of punitive
segregation for 19 to 21-year-old inmates in very limited circumstance - against those who
commit serious offenses. We recommend this measure be used only when absolutely necessary
and for the shortest duration and in the least restrictive manner possible. We also ask that its use
be coupled with what we refer to above as "inmate disciplinary sanctions". For example, if
inmate disciplinary sanctions don't work then and only then should punitive segregation be used

Further, if punitive segregation doesn't work inmates
(regardless of age}, should be removed from our custody and turned over to the DOH/MH or a
separate facility should be created to house them. This facility should be operated by the
on inmates 19-21 years of age.

DOH/MH and other health care professionals with Correction Officers providing security and
escort only {Los Angeles has a model of such a facility).
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COBA PROPOSAL #3: Jnmate Idleness Reduction
As an incentive and deterrent, COBA recommends that the Board of Correction consider
standards for idleness reduction for inmates. Too often Department of Correction programs
come and go with little measurable effect. In fact, the Department of Correction implements
many of its programs in a bubble. Further, we understand that the Department of Correction has
earned a less than optimal track record for submitting Monthly Management Reports in a timely
and accurate manner and has been reluctant to enact measures to truly measure program
effectiveness. We urge the Board of Correction to hold the Department of Correction
accountable for that.

If programs are to be continued, we need programs that will stand longer than any one
administraUon and provide stability for staff and inmates. The Department of Correction should
mandate programs that foster teamwork and good sportsmanship.

COBP. PROPOSAi. #4: O·':her e 1scip!inary .:anctions
There are many other disciplinary sanctions such as 1.) Being locked in their cells for 4, 6, 8 hours
or an entire tour 2.) Receiving a non-contact visit for a specified number of times and other
disciplinary sanctions to be explored by all parties involved.

COBA PROPOSAL #5: A Summit of aH Stakeholders
While we believe that our overview accurately reflects how to improve the security and safety
for Correction Officers, staff and inmates alike, it is time for all the stakeholders to be in the same
room, at the same time to discuss these issues of great importance. Through real conversation
and dialogue, we are confident we can obtain great results and stop the insanity. In the near
future we will be inviting each of you to attend a meeting of all stakeholders to address these
issues.
In closing, we urge you to say "NO" to the current slate of failing programs and policies, and
say "YES" to true progress as embodied in COBA's proposals. These proposals are the real
deterrents. These proposals are real measures that will effectively curb jail violence and
increase safety. These proposals will, if given a chance to succeed, have a tremendous positive
impact on the New York City Department of Correction. Please give these proposals serious
consideration.
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References:
Operations Order #04./14 (effective 4/25/14)
Directive 4104-R-C (effective 3/24./17)
Directive 6S00R-D (effective 10/5/16}
Directive Z007R-C (effective 7/14./17)
Directive 4016R
SCOC Minimum Standards
Board of Correction, Minimum Standards- Section 10
Board of Correction, Title 40 Chapter 1 Correctional Facilities
Federal Monitor's Reports I-IV
COBA's NIC Proposal July 2017
Mayor's Management Reports (2013-2017)
Directive 4495 - Solo Housing
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Febiuary 18, 2018
President Elias Husamudeen
Correction Officers' Benevolent Association, Inc.
77-10 21" Avenue
East Elmhmst, N-Y 11370
Dear President Husamudeen,
I am writing in response to you1" February 9, 2018 letter, wherein yon expressed tnany thoughtful and detailed
ideas as to how we can work together as joint stakeholders in improving the safet:y and security of DOC facilities.
Ihank you for sending these ideas, we are giving them serious consideration.
Ai- Commissioner, I and my executive leadership team are working every day to accomplish the Department of
Cori-ection's number one priority: safer jails. I am pleased to also have you as my partner in this effort. I share
your belief that inmates should be held accountable when they violate the law or rules established to maintain
safe jails, and welcome the opportunity to work together to both utilize current tools available and to identify
new tools aimed at reducing violence in our jails We arc reviewing the proposals set for.th .in your letter and ·will
explore how best to raise and address these issues, as many are focused on changes that must be made through
changes to Board of Correction lvlinimum Standards. With respect to issues you raise about staff accountability
at the jail management lcYcl, as Commissioner I have dedicated substantial time, energy and resources to staff
leadership development, and I share your belief that Wardens should be empowered to run their jails, and be
hel<l accountable for their own problematic inmates.
Recently, we also made several announcements about commitments and actions we are taking to improve officer
security and safety, including an announcement last week by the de Blasio Administration of the commitment of
nearly $4.S million to fund a rapid increase of safety and security measures designed to immediately address
violence against our officers. In response to recent unprovoked attacks against our officers, the Department has
planned a series of enhancements that will be fully implemented by the end ofJune 2018, which include:
0

o
o

Adding dedicated Emergency Services T:nit (ESU) patrol groups to provide extra support during the busy
and violence-prone shifts at the four most high-risk facilities - AMKC, GRVC, GMDC, and OBCC.
Expanding the number of Tasers for emergency personnel and select uniform staff, bringing the total
numbe1: of staff ,'\'-ith Tasers from 25 to 145.
Boosting cooperation and coordination '"'i.th N1:'PD on intelligence-sharing and gang intelligence
training, and assigning N'\'PD gang inteJligence staff to DOC facilities.

These measures are designed to immediately boost safety for our staff, especially those working with out most
violent inmates, and to disrupt the gang activity responsible for many of the ·vicious assaults on our officers, who
are entrusted with keeping our city safe. We will continue to look seriously into more options with regards to
inmate discipline and violence reduction, including the ideas you have presented in your letter.

f'isil Nt:W lORK'S lJOl D£ST u,1 the Web at: 11·m1·.nyc.go1,lboldes1

Sincerely,
/ / 7 ,,~I? /.2 .

~ / ,7 . $ ., _.>Ulfl--r.__

Cynthia Brann
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Legal Aid Soc. v. Ward, 91 A.D.2d 532 (1982)
457 N.Y.S.2d 250

91 A.D.2d 532
Supreme Court, Appellate Division, First
Department, New York.

Power of Board of Correction to “establish
minimum standards” for care, custody, etc., of
persons held or confined in city correctional
facilities under jurisdiction of Department of
Correction did not imply power of Board of
Correction to set itself up as appellate tribunal to
rule on specific cases. New York City Charter, §
626, subds. e, f.

The LEGAL AID SOCIETY,
Petitioner-Respondent,
v.
Benjamin WARD, etc., Respondent-Appellant.
Application of Naomi BURNS et al.,
Petitioners-Respondents-Appellants,
For a Judgment etc.,
v.
Benjamin WARD, etc., et al.,
Respondents-Appellants-Respondents.
Dec. 14, 1982.

Synopsis
A judgment of the Supreme Court, New York County,
Maresca, J., granted petition of a legal aid society to
restore access to city correctional facilities to the society’s
employee. On appeal, the Supreme Court, Appellate
Division, held that: (1) determination by Commissioner of
Correction to deny to legal aid society employee access to
city correctional facilities was not arbitrary and capricious
in view of fact that society sought general pass for access
to man who had been convicted in Missouri of attempt to
murder police officer, who was sentenced to 20 years’
imprisonment on that conviction, was on parole from that
conviction and at time of his arrest in Missouri incident
was in car in which there was found stolen service
revolver of murdered New York police officer, and (2)
even if revocation of access pass by Commissioner was
violation of minimum standards, it did not follow that
petitioners were entitled to order under Article 78, in
proceeding in nature of mandamus, mandamus being
extraordinary remedy.
Judgment reversed on law and facts and in exercise of
discretion, and petition dismissed.
Asch, J., dissented and filed memorandum.

West Headnotes (4)
[1]

Prisons
Right to Intervention or Review; Jurisdiction

1 Cases that cite this headnote

[2]

Prisons
Visitors
Legal aid society’s complaint that access to city
correctional facilities should be restored to
society’s employee was not on behalf of person
held or confined under jurisdiction of
Department of Correction or by employee of the
Department, and unidentified clients of society
were not parties to grievance procedure
provided by statute to the Board of Correction,
and matter was too important to be determined
on basis of some kind of estoppel against the
Commissioner of Correction, and thus in such
area the decisions of Board of Correction could
have no more than advisory force. New York
City Charter, § 626, subds. e, f.

[3]

Prisons
Visitors
Determination by Commissioner of Correction
to deny to legal aid society employee access to
city correctional facilities was not arbitrary and
capricious in view of fact that society sought
general pass for access to man who had been
convicted in Missouri of attempt to murder
police officer, who was sentenced to 20 years’
imprisonment on that conviction, was on parole
from that conviction and at time of his arrest in
Missouri incident was in car in which there was
found stolen service revolver of murdered New
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York police officer.

[4]

City Correctional facilities to its employee, Thomas
McCreary, is reversed, on the law and the facts and in the
exercise of discretion, without costs, and the petition
dismissed.

Mandamus
Establishment, Maintenance, and
Management of Public Institutions
Even if revocation of access pass by
Commissioner of Correction was violation of
minimum standards, it did not follow that
petitioners were entitled to order under Article
78, in proceeding in nature of mandamus,
mandamus being extraordinary remedy, and
Commissioner would not be required thereby to
restore general access pass to particular person
where Commissioner in good faith and on
reasonable grounds believed that same would
compromise or endanger security of institutions.
New York City Charter, § 626, subds. e, f;
McKinney’s CPLR 7801 et seq.
2 Cases that cite this headnote

Attorneys and Law Firms
**251 N.P. Forrest,
petitioner-respondent.

New

York

City,

for

E.F.X. Hart, New York City, for respondent-appellant.
A.
Eisenberg,
New
York
petitioners-respondents-appellants.

City,

E.F.X.
Hart,
New
York
respondents-appellants-respondents.

City,

for

14073 —Judgment, Supreme Court, New York County,
entered March 5, 1982 granting the petition of respondent,
Thomas McCreary, to restore access to petitioner to City
Correctional facilities, is reversed, on the law and the
facts and in the exercise of discretion, without costs, and
the petition dismissed.
**252 The facts are sufficiently set forth in Justice Asch’s
memorandum. We agree that the Board of Correction did
not have power to render an appellate decision binding on
the Commissioner as to the granting of an access pass to
Mr. McCreary.
[1]

Under New York City Charter § 626(e), the board is
directed to “establish minimum standards” for the care,
custody, etc. of persons held or confined under the
jurisdiction of the Department of Correction. The power
to establish minimum standards is a quasi-legislative
power and does not imply the power of the Board of
Correction to set itself up as an appellate tribunal to rule
on specific cases.
New York City Charter § 626(f) directs the board to
“establish procedures for the hearing of grievances.” But
even this on its face appears to be a quasi-legislative
power rather than a judicial power, i.e., the power to
establish a procedure rather than itself conduct that
procedure. We note that the very next sentence, which
gives the board power to conduct hearings, provides only
that the board may “make recommendations and submit
reports of its findings to the appropriate authorities,” an
advisory rather than a quasi-judicial function.
[2]

for

*534 Before KUPFERMAN, J.P., and SULLIVAN,
SILVERMAN and ASCH, JJ.
Opinion
MEMORANDUM DECISION.
14072 — *532 Judgment, Supreme Court, New York
County, entered January 26, 1982 granting the petition of
respondent, The Legal Aid Society, to restore access to

Further, the power to establish procedures for hearing
of grievances is expressly stated to be grievances *533
“(1) by or on behalf of any person held or confined under
the jurisdiction of the department or (2) by any employee
of the department.” This grievance is not on

behalf of either a person held or confined
under the jurisdiction of the department, or
by an employee of the department. We reject the
Legal Aid Society’s contention that their unidentified
clients are somehow parties to this grievance procedure.
On the face of the statute, the statutory powers of the
Board of Correction do not appear to cover the question
of which employees of the Legal Aid Society shall be
recognized and given general access passes by the
Commissioner of Correction. Despite the somewhat
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inconsistent conduct of the Commissioner in telling
petitioners of the grievance procedure, we think the
matter is too important to be determined on the basis of
some kind of estoppel against the Commissioner.

We conclude that at least in this area the
decisions of the Board of Correction can have
no more than advisory force.
[3]

The issue thus becomes whether the Commissioner’s
determination was arbitrary and capricious. We think it
was not.
As an original proposition the Commissioner of
Correction charged with the security of the institutions
under his jurisdiction cannot be said to be acting
arbitrarily and capriciously in refusing a general access
pass to a man who had been convicted in Missouri of an
attempt to murder a police officer, who was sentenced to
20 years imprisonment on that conviction, who is now on
parole on that conviction, and who at the time of his arrest
in the Missouri incident was in a car in which there was
found the stolen service revolver of a murdered New
York police officer.
The question then is whether the provisions of the
minimum standards render the Commissioner’s action
arbitrary and capricious.
Read literally, the minimum standards do seem to forbid
the revocation of a general access pass to a person in
petitioner McCreary’s position. Thus section 9.5(b) of the
minimum standards provides that a pass shall not be
denied based upon any of the items listed in section
10.8(a); one of the items so listed is the prospective
visitor’s criminal record. Section 9.5(c) provides that the
revocation of a pass must be made pursuant to the
procedural requirements of section 10.8(b)(i), among
others, which provides:

This determination must be based
on specific acts committed by the
visitor during a prior visit to an
institution that demonstrate his or
her threat to the safety and security
of an institution, or on specific
information received and verified
that the visitor plans to engage in
acts during the next visit that will
be a threat to the safety or security
of the institution.

**253 It may well be that the drafters of the standards did
not contemplate a situation such as is here presented, and
that, therefore, the standards should not be read literally.
For example, do the standards sensibly mean that if a man
has been convicted of engineering a large scale escape
from a prison, the Commissioner cannot consider that fact
in determining whether to issue a blanket access pass to
him? We think the more sensible interpretation of the
standard is that the fact that the applicant for the access
pass has some kind of a criminal record cannot ipso facto
disqualify him in all cases. It may well be that many of
the persons incarcerated under the jurisdiction of the
Commissioner of Correction have as close relatives or
friends people who have at one time or another run afoul
of the criminal law, but in respects which do not appear to
the Commissioner to endanger the security of the
institution; in such event, the applicant’s criminal record
should not bar a visitor’s pass. But in the present case, we
cannot say that the Commissioner was arbitrary and
capricious in his view that the granting of a blanket access
pass to a person of Mr. McCreary’s record may
compromise the security of the institution, or that the
minimum standards forbid the Commissioner from
considering that conviction and the underlying facts.

Even if the Commissioner’s revocation of
the pass may be said to be a violation of the
minimum standards, it does not follow that
petitioners are entitled to an order under
Article 78. This proceeding is in the nature of

[4]

mandamus. Mandamus is an extraordinary remedy. “A
mandamus order may issue only for the enforcement of a
clear legal right; and even after such right has been
established, the court must determine whether, in the
exercise of a sound discretion, it should grant or withhold
the order.” Matter of Durr v. Paragon Trading Corp., 270
N.Y. 464, 469, 1 N.E.2d 967. “Moreover, even where a
petitioner’s legal right to the relief sought is clearly
established, issuance of a writ of mandamus is a matter
reserved for the sound discretion of the court.” Matter of
Sheerin v. New York Fire Department, 46 N.Y.2d 488,
496, 414 N.Y.S.2d 506, 387 N.E.2d 217. We think we

are justified, in the exercise of our discretion,
in declining to issue an order of mandamus to
compel the Commissioner of Correction,
charged with the security of the institutions
under his control, to restore a general access
pass to a particular person, where the
Commissioner in good faith and on
reasonable grounds believes that the
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restoration of such a pass compromises or
endangers the security of those institutions.

McCreary proceeding on March 5, 1982. No reference
was made by Special Term to the request for counsel fees.

For the reasons stated by Justice Asch, we agree that
attorneys’ fees were properly denied to both petitioners,
Burns and McCreary.

In response to the decisions of Special Term, the
Commissioner withdrew his objections to Burns and
reinstituted her institutional pass. The Commissioner
appeals from that part of the judgments which directed
restoration of access to McCreary. McCreary and Burns
cross appeal from so much of the judgment in their
proceedings as failed to grant them counsel fees. The
appeals in these matters were consolidated by this Court’s
*535 order of April 9, 1982.

All concur except ASCH, J., who dissents in a
memorandum as follows:
The appellant Commissioner determined that both
Thomas McCreary and Naomi Burns, employees of the
Legal Aid Society, posed security risks and should be
excluded from City correctional facilities. The
respondent, The Legal Aid Society, asserted that the
Commissioner’s determinations were in violation of
“Minimum Standards” promulgated by the Board of
Corrections and filed an administrative appeal with the
Board. On December 17, 1980, the Board rendered an
opinion in which it concluded that the Minimum
Standards were “promulgated in rules and regulations
[and are] binding on the Department of Correction.” The
Board determined that the Department had acted in
contravention of the Minimum Standards when it revoked
the access passes of Burns and McCreary (a) on the basis
of their political associations and McCreary’s criminal
record, and (b) without making a showing that the two
legal assistants had committed “specific acts”
demonstrating that they posed a “threat to the safety and
security” of a City correctional facility.
On June 25, 1981, Burns and McCreary commenced an
Article 78 proceeding, seeking judgment directing the
Commissioner to implement the decision of the Board and
reinstate their access to City correctional facilities. The
petition also alleged that the **254 violation of the
constitutional due process standards represented a
violation of 42 U.S.C. § 1983 which, in turn, entitled the
petitioners to counsel fees under 42 U.S.C. § 1988.
On June 25, 1981, The Legal Aid Society also
commenced an Article 78 proceeding against the
Commissioner seeking implementation of the Board
decision and restoration of access to Burns and McCreary.
Special Term, in an opinion in The Legal Aid Society
proceedings, issued on December 22, 1981, granted the
application. This opinion was adopted by reference in the
Burns and McCreary proceeding on January 11, 1982.
Judgment was entered in The Legal Aid Society
proceeding on January 20, 1982 and in the Burns and

Section 626(e) of the City Charter empowers the Board of
Corrections to “establish minimum standards for the care,
custody, correction, treatment, supervision, and discipline
of all persons held ... and ... promulgate such minimum
standards in rules and regulations ...”. Pursuant to Section
626(e), on February 14, 1978, the Board adopted the
Minimum Standards for New York City Correctional
Facilities. As validly enacted regulations, the Minimum
Standards have the force and effect of law. (See, e.g.,
Bethlehem Steel Co. v. Joseph, 284 App.Div. 5, 130
N.Y.S.2d 178.)
After the initial denial of the access passes by the
Commissioner, Legal Aid and the two legal assistants
invoked the Appellate procedures provided for in Section
10.8(e) of the Minimum Standards. After full
consideration, the Board found that the Commissioner
failed to meet the substantive requirements set forth in
Sections 9.5(c) and 10.8(a) of the Minimum Standards. At
the time of the Board’s decision, Section 9.5(c) read, in
pertinent part:

“[an access pass] may be revoked if
specific acts committed by the legal
assistant during a visit to an
institution demonstrate his or her
threat to the safety and security of
that institution.”

Section 10.8(a) read, in pertinent part:
“Visiting rights shall not be denied, revoked, limited or
interfered with based upon a prisoner’s or prospective
visitor’s: ... (vi) political beliefs; ... (viii) criminal
record...”.
The Minimum Standards adopted by the Board include
the provision for appeals from determinations with
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respect to access, from the Department to the Board
(Minimum Standards § 10.8[e] ). Although not necessary
for our determination in the instant case, it is my
judgment that the Board of Corrections did not, and does
not, have authority to render appellate decisions which
bind the Commissioner in specific cases involving access
by legal aides. There is no grant of any appellate
jurisdiction, or of the power to create it, contained in the
Board’s enabling legislation, New York City Charter, Sec.
626, or elsewhere. In addition, there is no language in the
section which can be interpreted to confer appellate
jurisdiction upon the Board. Nor can any such power be
implied as a necessary concomitant of, or as essential to,
the exercise of the powers conferred by Section 626.
I do not pass upon the wisdom of the provisions of the
Minimum Standards promulgated by the Board.
Consideration initiated as a result of these proceedings
may well impel the Board to reconsider both its Minimum
Standards and its assertion of appellate jurisdiction.
Until such action is taken, however, the Commissioner
and Department were bound by the criteria proscribed in
Section 10.8(a) and could not meet the “specific act”
standard of Section 9.5(c). Regulations promulgated
**255 by an administrative agency have the force and
effect of law (2 N.Y. Jurisprudence 2nd, Administrative
Law, § 101, pp. 148 et seq). Hence, the Commissioner’s
determination in violating the Board’s regulations was
arbitrary and capricious.
The construction that the majority of this Court seeks to
impose upon the sections cited above to justify the
Commissioner’s actions are simply not warranted by the
criteria set forth in the Minimum Standards. The words
are clear on their face. Although not binding on this court,
what better indication do we have that the language of
Sections 9.5(c) and 10.8(a) of the Minimum Standards
mean exactly what they say, than the fact that the Board
End of Document

which promulgated the Regulations decided that the
Commissioner’s action violated the language of their own
regulations? The remedy for the hypothetical case which
the majority projects lies in an amendment of the
language of the Regulations. The authority to do this,
however, is not vested in the justices of this Court but in
the Board of Corrections.
Attorney’s fees were properly denied petitioners Burns
and McCreary pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 1988. In order to
recover attorney’s fees pursuant to § 1988, the plaintiff
must state a claim pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 1983, seeking
to vindicate constitutional or civil rights. Petitioners *536
do not challenge the procedural due process afforded
them herein. Rather they allege that the Commissioner’s
decision to exclude them was arbitrary in light of the
Minimum Standards, and that state law requires that the
Commissioner abide by the Board of Corrections’
findings and determination. These are purely questions of
state law and, as such, do not state a claim pursuant to §
1983. (See, Phillips v. Bureau of Prisons, 591 F.2d 966
[D.C.Cir., 1979] ).
Accordingly, the judgment of the Supreme Court, New
York County, entered January 26, 1982 granting the
petition of respondent, The Legal Aid Society to restore
access to City Correctional facilities to its employee,
Thomas McCreary, should be affirmed, and the judgment
of the Supreme Court, New York County, entered March
5, 1981, granting the petition of respondent, Thomas
McCreary, to be restored access to City Correctional
facilities should also be affirmed.
All Citations
91 A.D.2d 532, 457 N.Y.S.2d 250
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INTRODUCTION
· It's b~·en .~aid tha,tth~ c;le.ffr,·i.tio'n. of i~s~n.ity i~ d9in~ the s~n,e thi_t,g
over and over again and expecting:a differ~nt result.
It's also.been..said that we reproduce what we don't resolve.
The Department of Correction is· guilty of both these principles; first, the Department of
Correction is still attempting to resolve the issue of jail violence through the creation of so called
specialized inmate housing units/prngra'ms. However, regardless of whether we call them
restrictive housing units, enhanced supervision housing, enhanced housing, transitionalr'estorc1dve units, secure unit, enhant~d sup_e'ryision~restart, thes~ housJng· units have done
nothing to d!;!Creas.e jail s,ecudty, durihg the last four years, Further; in many cases, these units
c1nd how they~re run have led to an increase in Jan violence. The b~partment of Correctiori thinks
thi'lt t~e mere creation ofhou$irig_units/pr.~grc1i:ns wiJh fc1ncy names .somehow mear:is they are
creating something-different or -new.,They are riot. They have changed nothing during the last
four yea·rs and conti11uihg these uriits/protrams-and expecting a change is'. the definition of
insatiity.
Second, despite the fact that these units and other "reform policies" have been in place for four
or more years; very little p,rogr~ss has· bee.n made to ensure jail safety. (Mayor's Mana~~ment
Report 2013-2017). Correction Officers, staff ~nd inmat~s cont_inue to be assal;llteq at alarmingly
increasing rates o.r\ a daily. ba·sis without: accountability .or sanctions placed upon the inmates·
committing these assaults (FeqeraJ Monl_tor's .~epor::ts h-lV). The bep.artm.ent of Correction has
been·unable to lower the violence across every major category. (Mayor's Management Report
2013-2017). Astoundingly, 'despite a ~le.ar record of these:po\icies, the Department of Correci:ion
continl;lest9 stand ~ythem anp hav~ npt developed any new or eff¢di,ve initiatives. Thµs, the
Department of Correction has failed to -learn from recent history. and continues to repeat its.
m1sta.kes --- at fh'e expense.of Correction Officers, staff,. inmates, and the public.
Correction Officers have been doing this job for decades; We've b,~en dealing with the, same
population for decades. We-are dealing with an age-o[d problel)1 {jail violence) that is not new
to anyone, except to those who have never faced it. Thus, Correction Officers deserve leadership
that understands how to deal with an age-old problem in different ways. The Department
deserves leadership that tan not only think outside of the liox, but can also think inside ofthe
box as well. It deserves leaders :and managers, who are not pre-programmed with an ideology
that has accomplished zero re.suits. 11: deserves leaders that will actually work to accomplish what
should be the Department of Correction's number one priority: safer ja_ils.
1

We believe the foremost reason the Department of Co'rrection has been unable to reduce the
violence in the jails is.because ,it llas fa,iled to implement deterrents to criminal behavior in the
absence of pun'itive segregation, and continues to implement faulty pQlicies that only serve to
embolden those that would do us harin. Simply put, inmates should be held accountable when
they violate the law or rules established to rtia'ir'1,tain safe jails.
So far, there's been a lot of talk~bout solving the ptoblemand that's great; evefy,one;s been
great at talking about it. But1 virtl!a'lly,no .one has been able to.actually fix. the problem. More
reso!ye must be :Shown for the ,Officers behing the gate . .For four years, the Department of
Correction has chllrned out policies tha.t look good on paper ~nd ptesentgood optics to those on
the outside but it's·been a livlng hell to those $Ubject toJhese policies ---d:)oth C,orreqio110ffi~ers;
civilians and inmates alike.
Here are some of the other things the Department of Correction has failed to effectively address
in the last four years:
•
•
•

Making each individual jaiLaccduhtablefor its own probJematicJnmates.
Empowering Wardens to be responsible.for.runningtheir own facilities
Creating more front-line supervisors, specifically'Captains and ADWs

The one-lighJ ofhope,in these· dark times is that the Departm_e,nt is now re-arresting inmates who
commit criminal acts and the Bronx DA is now RfQ$e~~ting inmates.w~o-commit-acts ofvJole11ce
while in jail. However, we ;cannot rely on the DA's office to address the root causes ofthe
problem. Thatrespo.hsibilityfalls on the Dep'artment of Correction and-thet61tition begins With
dtsciplinary sanctions t;md restrictive measures/or inmates When tu/es·are broken of ho.t adhered

to.
Ca~e in pqint: Of] JanuQry :21; 2018, inmate Kaymel Taylar, 2f), was accused of slashing anotherin,mqte. He ~lashe_dformer inmate, Joseph Troiano~ 28, who needed 22.stitc;he,s tq clos~ a 5~tncb
slash across his face. Inmate Taylor; 20, because of his age, cannot be p(aced in ,pu,:,itive
segregation. Although he will be re-arrested; he can-only be placed in programs such as 'ESH, TRU,
Secure.d Unit -and Second Chance which are Void of any rea./ disciplinary sanctions-to address the
reason for being placed in such a program. He will still be <ii/owed Visits~ Corrfrnissary,
Barbershop; LaW'Library, Recreation, Property; Telephones, Television, Religious Rights, Attorney
Access, Mail, Magazines; Newspap~rs and Packages. ,Th.e B,oard .o f Correct;on's Rule$ and.the
Department of ,Correction's own misguided policies are. responsible for di/owing him ~he
opportunity to cut ·another inmate. Because OF HIS AGE~ he can't be segregated:from other
.inmates. lt'defies logic that'there are more restrictions placed oh Correction Officers rather
than on violent inmates who commit crimesWhile incarcerated.
2

OVERVIEW
The Department shouJd no longer lookout'side of itself to fix its prob,lems. ft shouldnit have to
outsollrce the m?nagement, operatidns! an'd control of our agency to private comp1mies
exacting large price tags who don't know anything,aboOt jailing~ The Commissioner and
uniformed managers needs to take responsibility and ownership of the Department and not be
bullied into.doing somethfng that fully.jeopardizes-the safety a·nd security of thejails. It also
needs to use what they have av~,ilabJe to pcJdress the lrehavior of the inmat,esJn our custody
befote we.create more programs and pp,lic.iesthat in tne l_ast four years have been proven
u·ns·uc_cessfuti'nensuring our number one priority: safer jails.
The Commissioner of the.New York:City Department .of Correction is authqrized by S~_ctions 3891
623 ancJ -1043 ofthe City Charte·r and Settion 9:.114 of the Administrative Code to adopt rul~s
relating fo the. mpnageme·nt of the Department of Cortection facilities and the conduct of
inmates in such facilities. However, a review of Directive GSOOR-D e·ntitled iilnmate Disciplinary
Dlie Process'1 as well as a review of,he "Inmate Rule Book ''revealsthat the department has failed
to e•nforce its own written policies; thus leaving line-staff without any means, support or recourse
when dealin~ with inmates who commit infractions ang yiol<1t~ Departme·nt rules.
Recently released Directive 44-9~ ttsot9 Hoijsl_ng",Vilhich setsforth the reasons an inmate may'be
placed into solo housing, .nowhere mentions as a basis for placement into sol(> hb'tising violent
acts by adolescents andyouhg adults whd -ag~inst Correc~jori st~ff. The only criteria in regard to
violerlC,~; addre~ses v_iolence ;3gainst Other inmates, or fear of repri_sals from v'ic:>,Jen_c::e from ·other
inmates. Sei:? Se~tion IV·{A),(1) a-e.
Fornier Oepart:ment of C~rr.ect.ion;s l)Qlicie~ ~xpres$1'y made clear that inmates would be

accountable for vioiating the rules of conduct or law. Use of Force policy #SOOS dated 8/30/90
st_ated; ''the Department exp,ects ail inmates to obey the law and Department/Facility rules·of
cdnduct Those inrn.ates who do not comply with the· rules face disciplinary sanctions including
punitivesegregatiori an<!/or the loss of good time. Those inmates who violate the law also face
arrest an.d criminalprosecution". For some reason this common-sense statement reflec;:ting·New
York State lawwas remove_d from the new.O_irectiye.
Although this policy has been superseded, in no way should anyonethink the same expectations
of accountability do not apply. However, the Department's current policies leave much to be
desired in terms of inmate accountability.

3

When an inmate violates the jail rules, the process available to the department 1s detaile9 in
Directive 6500R-D (Inmate Oistipllnary Due Process), Section Ill "Procedures". Under this policy,
jf i'nm~te infractions are proven,tt,le recol!rse!s th.e folloWih_g:
1) Reprimand

2) Loss of privileges
3) Loss of good time if sentenced

4)' Punitive Segregation for up tothi'rty (30) days per each applicable individual charge
·5) Restitution for intentionally damaging or destroying city propertyt .a twenty-five ($25) dollar
disciplioatysurchargewill be impdsed

on all inmates found~uilty.ofa Grade I d'r Grade ll offe'nse;

as found .i n Directive 6500R-O·(page 20) 1:1nd in Inmate Rule Bodk(i0/12/2007) unde,rpenaitles
1-05,
There are no other disc/plinary sanctioi:1s placed upqn inmat~{privileges who commit 1nfractjpns
and trirries while incarcerated. :inmates have the privileges,oflaw Library, Recreation, Property,
Visits, Telephones, Television, Religious Rights, Attorney Access, Mail; Magazines, Newspapers,
Packages ahd Commissary. Thus, re~ardless of the violence or crimes:. an inmate commits while
in jail; none of their privileges are revoked and if they are, it i's done in only very narrow
circumstances or with ur1reasc:mable stipulations/tom

the Boe1rd·of Correction and at:tlmes the

Department of Correction itself that renders it an ineffective means of punishment. Th.e clear
lack of collaboration between the Board of Correction and t~e Department has r,esulled
di'lemma that has

fn

increased violence.

Indeed, the New York State Comriiission on Correctton haspreviouslyJssued violation letters .to
t/Je New York City Department of Correction for the failure to·properfy punish violent inmates.
This was .during this very administration. And yet, the backlog of inm~te~ who.,.. after du_e
proGess heari~gs".' ·continues to.owe time in segregation.at st1;1ggering rates.
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'PROPOSAL #1': lnrnate · Disciplinary Sanctions on . lnm·ate
;l'ri\/jl~ges :
CQBA

In

an all-out effort to reduce violence while holding inmates accountablefor .committh:1g crir'nes

an'tl :infractions during incarceration!

C::QBA

recorpm~r:id~ placirig c;JJ~c;Jplinary sarictipns 1,1pon

inmate privileges •. We recommend. that the Depc;1rfme11t of Correctior:i Task Mar:v;igers with
•e ffecfiyely and jucilciously utii'izing the existing inmate discipline measures and analyzing lftefr
effectiveness. They should 'begin trai::kint COBA's proposed sanction·s in like manner ~<;> those
indicators tr.acked onthe Monthly Facility ·M anagement Reports so thaftheir" effectiveness .can
be:comparatively eval.uate_
d. The use of Cb BA' s proposedJnmate disciplinary sahttions will serve ·
as a powerful deterrent ""' the sheer perception te> the inmates is that it is just not worth it to

lf111mate disciplin,ary sanction~ have their desired effect, e/ther in whole
orin part;.we can envision a Department witfl less restrictive housing, greater compliante, fewer;
injuries to staff,tmd inmates( arid areal change in mor,ale and culture. Implementing these
engage in such activity.

discipiinary sanctions may evenhave,an Jrripact onrecidivisrri,

By-way·of afew.examples:
,.
i',.

We must consider that certain aspects of.the Bqard ofCc:mection Minimum Standards and
Directive 2007R-C, ,;lnm·ate Visit Procedures'', effectively work againstthe Departme,nt and its
effqr:ts to deter violence,and dire_c;tly puts staff; visitors and h'J.embers of the. public at risk.The
Department cannot lirnitor deny a visi.t to an inmate er vi~ifor unless the criminal act is
committed (or reas.o nably expected to be committed) in conjuriction with a visit.
We can only limit or deny a visit if a litany ofparamete~s is met a_
nd th.en there is the appeal
pr9cess where the Bo.ird· too often acts ·as an inmate/visitor advocate than an objective entity.
The,Board must relax the constraints put on the Department and permit it to temporarily
suspend visit,s even in cases where the inmates offending act of is not directly or indirectly 'in
conjunction with the visit. This type of inmate di~ciplinary sa,nction will serve 1;1s a pe>Werful
d_etetrent. This will

help to send the message that it is ju·s t not worth it to engage in acts the

That would be a great joint
Board of Correction-Department o/Correction initiative that would hc;,ve a direct impact on
safety. The fmpact we can have here ls beyond measure.
violate inm~te rules. It may even have an impact c,n recidivism.

s

Telephones
Let's:consider telephone use bythedet,ainee population. The Bo:ard mandates that detainees
be permitted one caUper dav ata nilriimumofsixmiriutes per ca!L J3eyond aJguably the right
to speak by telephone to·counsel, phone use is a privile·ge. This privilege should be curtailed
when inmates commit acts of violence. S4ch action would serve to deter violent criminal
activity:
The ,Department should be able to deny or Umit.access to. telephones for rule.violations.

Haircuts
Currently, the Board of Correction mandates that inmates m~st b_e afforded haircuts. It does not,
however, stipttlate where anct wheri these 'haircuts t ake place. The Department of Correction
should be able to remove the·priyHege aspect of taking.a.trip to the barbershop.
We .recommend that when found guilty of nlle viQlat!q11s, J11mate~ ~e charged for hairc.uts
except when going to court.
Commissary

Commissary access is a privilege. Immediate sanctions to deny commi_ssary access to anyinmate
who commits.any act of violence should be implemented or commissary b~ing IJmitedto p_ersonal
hygiene products. Such denial should be exten<;led for viOlent acts committed during a denial
period.

w~ recQmmend that the. Department impleme·ntdisdplinary sanction.s to deny commissary
access for inmates that vio_
lateDepartment rules and regulations.
.

.·.

Recreation
Currently, the Board of Correction mandates, ,;recreatic'>h may only be denied only upon
conviction ofan infraction for rni~c.<>nduct on the way to,•from, or during recreation." This rule
is outdated. As a deterrent to violence, the Departrneot needs to haye the abilityto deny ot iimit
recreation for any violation of inmate rules.
We 'recommend the Department t>f (;t>rrection have the abiiity to deny or limit recreation
.disciplinary sanction for violation of i11mate r_ules an~ re$ulat:ion$.
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as a

Law

Library,

The C_OBA does not seek to limit or deny any inrnat~ the ,right to legally defend him or herself.
We believe' ..the Board~s d.irrent'rule
that hirtiates be permitted access
.
,.., ---~- for at least
.,. two hours each
da_y the law libr~ry is open to l:>,e s1,1fficie11t. Currently the Department of co-rrection may 0,nly deny
access to the Lawlibraryfor disruptingJhe-orderly fu_nction ,0fthe Library or using it for a purpose
pther t,han for wha{it is intended. Everi ihn inmate is prohibitecf'from physicall'y accessing,the
Law:Libr'ar,y, the Board permits the Department of C:orrectton to develop alternate acces~ to. l~gal
materials' for effective legal research. ,he Department of Correction needs more latitude to
effectively deter the violent inmate.
.
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We recommend the Department of Correcticmbe ablet<rd~ny or limit atcess to the Law Library
for ruie Viot'ations everdf sOch violatiOl'I$ ~o not OCCL,lr in th,e Li!.>rarv itself,

Disd plfriary Sanctions for Splashini:(arid -Spitfing:1rt~.i-~e~ts
Whiie 110 crimes a_gainsta Correction Officer should be tolerate.d, pa(ticul'arly egre&ious and sadly
frequent:are,,-spl~shirig and ;spitUn& incidents, To be clear these are-incidents where inmates
assault Correctioo Officers' with hotwat_er; ~aliva; uririe, semen, and feces. The, Board arid the
Departrt1eht must_take ,these ihciden_ts' seriously and impose :seriou~ deterrerJc,e rrteasures like
the above proposed ir:imate d,i'scipiinary sanciions. The Oep'artinent of Correction needs to ,be
able to sanction an inmate~s use of telephone, recreation, visits, law library, and haircuts when
an inm;:ite sµbjects our staff to potential pathogens; Inmates who splash or spit on staff should
be, denied everything except basic minimum standards/or afinlte period oftime. Orily this way
will. the Dep,artment of Correction be able fo truly stop the increasing incide,nts of spitting ·and
splashing.
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COBA PROPOSAL #2: Restoration of Punitive Segr~gation<in_Litnfted

Circumstances'
The CJty of NewVor.k widely publicized its goal of "reforming'1 the Department of Correcti<;>n/ One
of these ,;reform" measures was to eliminate the use of punitive segregation -~- a tool widely
misrepresented as solitary confinement---- for 16-21-year-olds. The use of punitive segregation
fodhe adult i[1mate populatiqn over a~e.21 was also severely limited.

We do not seek to debate

the pros and, cons of pur,it(ve segregation. However; the elimination and limitation bfpuriitive
segregation ha.~ directly Jed to an increa.se in violence (as reported in the Mayor's Management
Report 2013~2017). lhe problem js c_lear:-in an unbelievable:diSJ?li:ly 'lf poor manage_m ent and .
oversight both the Department of ,Correction and B9ard, of CqrrectiQh ~liminated punitive
segregation - an effective violence deterrence tool ·-·~ witho'-'t a pl~i:, to fill the void that w~s

left. The Department of Correction failed. to imf>lerrieht any alternate measures that could
effect.ively deter violence and violation of the rules: Programs such as Secured Unit, ESH, the
Transit;o_n_al Restoratil(e Unit {TRUJo.r Secpnd Chtmce are void of:disciplinary sandi6n's,and fail
to address the underlying reason for why an inmate i·s being placed in such _programs or units.

Thus~ the Departmen( of Corrediqn's_miss;on to redµcc the µse of punitive s¢gregdtion has
actually empowered inmates tofurtherco(Ylrnit crimes wt,ileinqgrc,er;at~d becau};e theyknow that
there 'is.no Jurtherpendlty~ accountability or deterrent to·his/her unlqwf11/ ~eha.viorbe,yondbeing
detainedin jail otcriminally prosecuted.
COBA recommends that the DepartnientofCorrection considerrelns'ta;ting some fcfrm of punitive
segregation for 19 to 21-year-old inmates in very limited drcumstc~rice - against tho_
se who
commit serious offenses. We.r ecommend this .measure. be used only wheri absolutely necessary
andJor.the shortestduratioh and in the least restrictive manner possible. We also askthat'its use
be· cqupled with what we refer fo above as "i'nmate disdplinary s.•i'ru:tions". For example, if
inmate disciplinary sanctions g,cm t work then and only then should punltive.se~regation b.e use·d
1

Further, if p·11nitive segregai:'i<m c:loe$n ft work inmates
(regarclless of agej, should be removedfrom our custody and turned over to (he DOH/NJH ora
separate facility '.should be created to house them. This ~acility should be operated by the
on inmates 19-21 years of age.

DQH/MH and other health care professionals with Correction Officers providing secu[ity-and
escort only (Los Angeles,has a mod.el ofsuch a faciifty).
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CQl3A PRQPO.SAL:#3 f lnmateldleness Reduct_iorJ,
As an. hicentive and c;iet,errent, CbBA recommends that the· Board of Correction coti~id~r
standards 'for idleness reduction .for inmijtes, Too ·9fte_11 Department of Correction programs
colTle ~nd go with little measurable -effect. In fact the Departm~nt of Correction implements
manyofits.programs,in a bubble. Further, we u.nder$taod thatthe,Oepartment of Correcti<;>n h.as
earned a less tharr optini'al track record for submitt,ing Mo11thly Management Reports in a timely
and accurate manner and has been re.luctant to· enact measures to truly meas4re program
effectiveness. We urg~ the ~oard of Correction ,to hold the Departm·e nt of Correction
.accountable for that.

1/ programs are :to be continued, w~ . ne!?c! programs :that Will stand ·Jonger than. any one
ndmlnisfration tmdpro.vide ;tabilityforstaff ahd Inmates. The Department of Correction should
mandate programs thatfosterte:amWork and good,sportsniariship.

There are iriahy other d,sciplinary sa.nctions such a_s 1.) Being locked in their cells for 4, 6, 8 houi:s
or an entire ,tour 2.) Receivin·g a non-contact visit for a spedfieg ·number of times and other
disciplinary sanctipns to .be e~plored by all parties involved.

Cd~A PROPOSP.tL;#S: A Surnrnit of aU S.t.a..kebo.lder~
While.we believe that our ovE?rvie\i\' .ac.curately reJlects how to improve. the security·and safety
for Correction Officers, staff and·: inmaJe~ aJike, it is:time for allthe.stakeholders to be.in the same
room, atthe same time to discuss these •iSSues of gre~t importance. Thro.ugh re·a1 conversation
and dialogue, we are confident We caii obtain great results and stop, the in.sanity. In the near
future we will be. inviting each of you to attend a meetin_g.of all stakeholders to address these
issues;
ln:-dosirt~, we urge yo(i'to say "NO'' to,the.currentslate of. fa_iling'pi'ogr~ms and policies, and
say ''YES" to true progress a·s ernbodied in COBA's prop,osals. Th,ese proposaJs are the real
deterrents. These proposals are real measures that will effectively curb jail viole.nce and
increase safety. Thes~ fJi'opo~alswill, if given a chance to succeed, have a tremendous positive
impact on the New York City Department of Correction. Please give these proposals serious
consideration.
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Ref_erences:
Operations Order #04/14 (effective 4/25/14)
Directive41P4R-t (effective 3/24/17)
Directive .6SOOR-D ·(effective io/s/iG)
Directive 2007R-C(effecthte 7/-14/17)
DJrective 4016R

stoc Minim·um Standards
aoard .o f Correction, Minimum ~tandards- Section 10
Bo~rd of Correction, Title 40 Chapter 1 Corr~c:tional Facilities
Federal Mc,n,tor;s Reports 1-.IV
·col3A's

Nit Proposal July 2<>i7

Mayor's Manag~ment-'Reports (2013;..2017)
Directive 4495 - ~olo Hous,ing·
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'¢:ORREC'florlf GFFJCERS''BENEVOLE~f ASSOCIAtlON;JNc.
•\rATR6Lt!NG,·tHi:Ut'6DGHESf PltECINdf:s IN 'Nt'fil YORK"

ELIAS H~SA~ltiOEEN
1

·r/,i~iiJi(i'.~;l , . ,.. , . ,
JO.SEPl-1 !!RACC6
tf,_t "V.k:,o :-Rr~SJ3~~-~! t

~i.!ZAa.ei'~j;t.~TR9,

':ti1it:Vrt; o:: · f~r(,~~!ik:ttl

MICHAE.l MAIELLO

tr~~~v~_er

···

AMiiUAWi@-iiii!
H.~;:ft1Ci~f$.ti¥t~Jqty

Cynthia :Brann, Acting Commissiot1er
NYCDepa.rtment ofCorrection
75~20 Asto.rla .Boulevard·
East Elmhutst;.NY 11310

bear Cctmmissfoner Brann.

......... , . . ·....... -.., ..................... , •........ . :... . ,h,I.

THOMAS.f'ARlil::i.L.
i;:t1Ji~_fJAUVtr<;l~!!.Ht!·~1~

1<,l:NYATTA JPl:fl'l~ON .

C-61r~!.Jl'nrfdln.~,- S~tlrtHat)

KAiieiiltvsoiil

R'i~i 0.tj'fi:n~T -~r,f~~) ii,hiJ:1(

aENN'fil:6Scio
s~~"f 9'f;"~f~i.kAFl~(t~.n~ ·

Ai.aiiiii" ¢iiAIG

t~·rtff:t\t_y~VirctB 'f{t.i&foi

ANGEL,cAst#O
.
t+-~hii~_it.tdtJt9.rOJy;~1<tr~1J0r:
DANll:L l>AtMIERf •
B.•~;.frtr ~i1,oi_,gh:)tJi.l';fD\~:-

'TheCQJlAreviewed th.e department's r<>Uoµt:prqpQsal for the re.~openJng
9f thel'forth Infirmary .OQmmanti.(NICJ. ··coaNs pr9pqsal pamphlet· . .
sul:)mitte(:lt9 ti}~ ctepartment fordiscussio.nin Ntv 2Q17 recommended
fuatthe.N orth·lnfirmary Command [NICJts·madetobe a ;;Transitional
·Facility":fofptoblernaticinmates for re..E!ntty into,general. popUlatH>n
.housing). NIC should rtot he a place ofJeisute .and. comfottl'o:dhmates:
ltousedthete. The NICshouldbe theHaststep befQte the ttunate ts
,discont,n uedfram thisprogram and delivered to a.emote, r¢strictive
Pt<i9r.gm,

PAULETfl: BERNARD

·W:~"are taking,thi~:time· tC> pq{ntoµts$ome q·µ.¢ia.1Ja<Jt<>r$ tha,.t needtC> Pe·
:a,.cldre~~ecl,·conc:er11\11gJhe• NJCPr<>grall'l. Th¢,NIC PROPOSAL was tof6cus·

.!!ISHOP WILLIJ\~I . ...

,procedures,·to•.impose·on:inrnates·willpromote•_p;osidve·transfotmation:

FREDERIC: .FUSCO

·.¢r{i_~tty~, .¢:9t ~.im!,. t~~~.t9:~

R.AYMOl'IP WHITMER II

:Ch8pi<,ln

VINCENr·toPPOLA

;_{-i~n:r:#◊··(ifi.tJ~~m~v.l;.

onpf:oblematichimates:with behavtof:al chailenges. .Havingfestric:tive .•

The 1uxuryofco·mmissary, visitation, hathershop,telephone,fawUbrary,
h~g commissary and recreation n1ustbe curbed and followed through
continuoustyuntifimprovements in behavfor have legitimately been
ma!Je;
·
··
•.
Thi# COIJA/bellevesp(lrt qJtheproJ,lem ofthe.agt!ncy ~s"itsow.n i1Jmqte
clqss}fibqtfrm system; Jthas fifr t99 mally:testrfc,t~v:e hOU$ihg units inplijt:e
·. tel pe.rform the e~act same .function, which rn outopirtion.Jeads to overkiH;
The previous cornmissibnerwouldfake an entire housing areato house
two I~mates ·(i.e., secure uhitfa GRVC, the TR.U Unit 1n RNlJCJartd clahn'to

have.nowhere·to house,ptoblematicinmatesstmh··as housed inW~st.

facility:(Whkh was supposed"to .he.a:temporacy splution)-- thatJs now
,goin~jnto 1ts seccm~lYear;. We c,cm prQ.vide exam~(e$ like,tbi$ tbrnr,[JhQlJ,t
the.. dep:artment. Mostofwhatwas don.ein the.Jast:fQuryears hcld•moret<>
•·dowfth OP1'JCS and.appeaslng·ttiec1dvo<;acygr<>ups an4,ovei:s(ght
c.ommi~ees rather than safety qr x¢duc;ing.thevioience and addressing

bad 1:!e.b~vlor bya..s,mall pqpulfltion ofinrnates. •We,b¢lieyfJ brjsed "n the
dep.artme11t'si)ata.cm.ciWtqler,c:e,lr,,dittJ.t<ir:s (see attfJ.cJ;,edMf.l.yor's
Mcm,qg¢mept.R~vort2.oJ3;.zQ.'1..7prtfYClJQt•VJqlenc,<{c,,nd Ct?ntrabf1J1d
Jrend cr1,J-J~)>tbit1 p,:qc:tifeis ~bow,11 :r:t.'!tto be•effecttvecr11tfsJ1,Qy/t1
be clear th~Ntis and·hds been co(lntetproductive.

in our:prtiposatan~ discussibnswe :mad~ it clear thaftlie reopenillg·
of NlCsl1ouhlnot be •done•withou.thaifo.g:a)clearand concise · .
·
missfon statiment·w1tidrwasnot,spetiet1 <>utJ.turingthe r-.tc• tollout.

Ifyou lookatthttproposal:subtnttte&for'discussion bythe ()OBA.we•
viewed: the opening of NIC as·an·alternative to other· programs·thathave
fafledto au.swer th.~ call itrr,educ:fog violence foithe lastfou,:yean:suihas
in.mate onJnmate, assa1,1lt;Qn.stl;lJfan,1;l slashln~ t:1nd,st.abbiµ~s ·Qf otber
inmijtes andmemlters pfsexvice.
·
()11r c:<Jnt;ept g.11,d,tde_aJforNlCi§ fpp1:Qvfd,;.i11,mg.te$ wlth;g. "'final
opportu11ity".betWeen.iJen.eraJ;pop'tilation•.•iindpunitivesegregation,

we helieve.the reoperiingiof NlC couldftn th:e gap between programs such
as···ESH~ SBt:tJRBD unit~ TRO~.and SCHIJwhichwouldbelesstestticdve.
and c◊uld serve more as a step down unitbef.6rel•eturrtiUg to general

pPpulation,

·

··

·

Qu,r.pr,:,po$c,J'sJiltmftte_4,"[or.rlf~P:ll$$ibp•6q<!l11mqte_~;,wt~tqyf,:,11 iff(lli~
fo,c:ifity/()rm,t,re :tt,Jm .P..ifi<i?t.Y (9()} dr;,ys•. ·'I:h:e• c:dtt:iflij setin 01,ff proposal
•defi11ingtthe da.ssificaffori ofil1mates•isi11 complete coritradicfion to

,putling inma.t<:fs ftonfWestfaciHzy and housing.them il1 NIC'as permanent
housing.. :O.tn•·cortcepta.ndour ideaforNTC.isto provi'd.e inmates with
finalopportunity·to•adhereto rules setfotwardtoJhem1ti·thMhmate
fadebodkand pfovide them with an·oppottunits,tto retur11td general
populatfon be:fpreigolntrtoJtnt◊re restrictive program sµphaipuo.iHve
s.egregati<m. qr USJ-k

"

,.·

'7$\~~i?A~. ~1,~J1, Sul\~. !>1!10, ~~·IV 't'<i(k; N,Y,, joqq4 ,
t(212f21HC19ll•f<l!1~):?7:4'?:?.ss

;t:;oaA SATELLl'rE OFFICE

1'~{;1t2li~fi~ii~,:;t~'~i1~1t~.f4~-~ll·g

W~belieyeJbateveryjail'shqfl.ld:be resp.c,11sibleforthe,propJematlc
i11mt:1Jesin theitfcwUfty~"

··

·

·

Jlµt».tb.er~s.h.oµlq.·p~'tll,e;fa~ilittfgr•~e.mm~tesw})() tijlt~'pe\ng11p11~•
ctutjpliarttwith DQC:rules: and regulatiqns to a:l~yf:!l whiql:t r~~mir~.s ·~·

more,concentrated ap,proach. we helieVeNIC canbe·that•midilre passage
faciilt,i If dofie rightthatthighfalloWtheJnmateto see the error oftheif
ways. ItwasJ,ot a .part,of oijr:plan or prefposal thatNltbecome. a
teplat.ementior,.1{$1-J,:l'R(t RSz:,·•SE't:bNbCAANcE,··but··that1t beco)nes:a•
tiansidonattadlity thatleads tote ..entryto general populatfon, this wqs
ou.r co.nCeptfr(Jrri the 211dJI.ol)t fo the 3rd jl.Qor·to'the.,$th J1ot>ran4
.finqlly•toi:he:'~thftqr,,randfir,.allyq11.f.ofthefac,iiftyandrtf~t,mti,:ylo
:DJi11er<1lpPP«laticm,: in otb~rfacilitlli$~ ·
·
··
:{{the ag,encyhas determinedthatthe:inmateshoysedin the·.•WFare
.nevergoiiln, to. b.eJible tithe hotisedin gerufralpopulation than wh£
.f)ous,: them in a'f.acility likt{N/C which'i$'11Q'tf:.QllitwedWltfl q(/J!,(itJqte
f11f,;a.st.rtJiJtur.e;, sta)fiJig_,,•·emergencytesponsetitfle·.atttl)~qufttmentJP
,bil:tictle tbiMt'1t»iiltt~i<>'fl?. The;departmeril>wiff have f~¾'ce thei•eanw

to

thata\s:eparat~· ptog,r;1m.:dr"maybe·everr:fa'tlUtYWill •hav,ft<> be estibllshe:ci .

to
with more<serious:h~ha:vioral
such ·.as.
..... handle
·.... ,...... ,.,·those
........fomates
·., ... , ...............
, ....... ,....... ,... ,.......... P,roblems
.. .. ,..... , .......
John Dqe~, Jn no:w11.y sft.gµld NIC t:>e eqµ~te<f 9!;l f!Jl emJpfthe;,Une (ac;fUty,
for tbo,se . who are employed. then;1 <;>r inrn.1:tte~ who are housed.there;
HbwiJVetifit is1ntendedas an 'end'gft/je line"thendt~hould b~ maqe loud·
clhd ciear to ALL andfollow a totdllyseptitatesetQ/riiles:

The Cbl3A ,doesn't helteJte we. need more ptograms.in liftht·ojtbe ones we
lave; Wt=vneed to use.whatweha:ve aV~iJableto usto address the
,behav.fpr ·oftbe ·•fomc:,;tes,in our custody hefore,we•.•cteate more programs
tha.Hn, theJast four (4)years ha:ve proven unsuccessful in creatingwhatJs
oµr number <:>ne ptiorfty ... SAFERJAJ4Sf

i':Oe'A NYt.: Ol'FIC~

'if~i~lid: $fr,i.¥i, '$ul\~ .~~19,J-i!l~~ York; N.Y. ioQ~4

·tW2l 214,1(000,. f(2121214•82?5

~.e.,,!:\;!i:\!.~:~l:.\i~·.QF-fll¢E,,_,,,.,•../ •"·•••·•

7'7,1Qt1~1,'M:i.>iitii:l ~j:isl Elmf1U(~t; t,i.y, !1371)
.t (7i~t?4!i'09J3A (2622) • f(71~)545-i2t?Gll

www.cobanyc.<>rg

Wewqul<iilik~ to,hIIVJ! a JQin,tmeeting,withaJ{gpR,;ESEN.tAT'IVE fmmALL
intt3re$teq partif~$ concerning tbeiePp¢ning qf NIC.The first m1qet(ng
{hqy}cllJ<tWithyoyrofjjqe an4th,e department's l.llJiformeciman,wer~qnd

the uniformed unions., Afterwardsthei:e. should, be a meeting.which
indudes;representatives'fronrthelolloWirig:
'NVt DEBARTMENT'oltCORRECtlON:

THJfOFPtCE·OFfHEMAYOJl

THE dtTY'l:JOt.rNblt ·
.
ALL-FIVE($) ,otStRICtATTORNEY:S 0.PRICE

1'tJl3<0FF'ICit OF''I..ABOR RELA'.rl ONS
Tl:lE ClTYLAW PEPARWNlEN.T
UQARP'O,F CQf{ijECNQNS
Tl{E JIEAI,;TtI:f\:t{UllJO$PI.TAI,;.GORPQll1\TIPN.
DEPARTMENTOFHEALTH/MENTALHEALTH
STATE COM'MISSION .ON CORRECTION

AL£0NlONS. (UNlFORMED-AND,-ClVILIANSJ•
t.EGAt AID socntrY
COUR'l' APPPiN'rEP MONl'.J'Ol{ (NUNEZ)

•Regard$:,

.Elias Husamudeeh

C.l>BA 'SATi!Ll!T~ .OfFlQ$

rt11~;2~;,iftiw::(i~;~f'~111Jif~t:1zi

www:¢gl)any~/or~·

. . £u1;:1?A.RWMl:tN!F <llr it'®.R~~:f#rl<JDlN
1

· Dt,·•:o.drriEL.t1cih1·n·p;•tkHtliTils~;j(JntYr

...

.(DOO).provldestorthe
¥::!1&;PrJ~~~~Hfort~care1.
ction

. ..

!JtO• $ttMi¢~,)~ ·~tttf JJq~d$

.

.. .

•senrii;e J: Prpv'!d.1:t iJ s~fe and $Ei¢~i'e en:,,frc,nrnentfAt tnmatEls, staffarid:
:ho$t communities.

custody and control of adults,

Goal 1a: ·Ensure'lhesecurifyand safefy.ofinmates<inOOC custody.

perspns.1~•yei:rra ofag~, a.n<fqli:Jer,
aocuaed of cdme$,orcc:rovtpfoµ ·
and sentenced to one year or less

'~oal •1b:: ·En$Yre thtill'µ$e offorce)$ a.c1(h9dzed aricftc:1ppropriate; ·
.G¢a11 c: · P'rov1d·~t:111mateswith trmely a¢oessto health sei:\.11ces,

ofincatceratiori. The Departit\'enl

operates t~ffaclliHes; incltiding 1'0
1

~g~~~.:i!ite~~~!:()W~•~t~hq)~h

atooklYh,'the.atonx;.·oueeris ahd
Manhattan,,:cotiit,pens in each
ofthe five.boroughs, and two
hqe;plt~l J?ri$qnwardi=;, proc~i=;ses
over 81,00Q ~dn:(is:$loos t:rod
releases/i:i'i:muany, and managf;ls 1M

avetijgedaily irimate.popi.ilation of•
approximately t1 ,socfindivlduats.

Goal, 1d: Maximize bed cat>acity and address. cell maintenance and
t~pairs 1n,atime1ytrfanrier:
Goal 1e: · E:nsure]lmely transport of :inmates to courts throughouttht;l

City,

senric~f2i Prepare inmates .f<>r return to theirheighborhodds.'.as civitand.
contributinJfmembers.
·
Goal 2a: Prepare as· many inmates as possfble for successful

rel8-,a.se thrQugh P!ill'llc.ipatlon in. s~ilis~buil#ing .Programs·
'1nc/uM1g ,educational opportunitles\!jobstrajn/119;
.behaviora1.·•1ntetventions'aod rnentathealth ·services.
·Goar:w: :Reduce·idleness by increasing>inmate patticfpation .ih
mandated and other pro,gram·s; services and activities,

ServicErj: ,Pr<;iyige c9rrecti911,rei~ted\services and·io(orrnatlqn tQ the
pul;lli~;.•

Gr.i~J:'.3f): P.rpyJ~e timElW n9tifiPl:!tlqn$ tc>:crime yi¢till)s,,

sendce1:· Provide.~safe··.arid.sectite envirbrimentfofinmates,. staff•and
hostcommunitles~
...
·
Goal lli: l;nJure;tti,r sec;ur1wan<1.s@fety of il'.l111@tEls il'l,bCi)C(c:ll$tQdY•

The nytrli:!Elr i:>f perspns foc~rcEirat,¢d cm anY given dayfel) froi'i1Jm avet1:19El Qf
·12,2a1 inmatesduttng Fiscal 20:12 to l1;827Hn Flscai:2013, nearlya•.foufpercent

reduction, Since Fiscal 2009,, admlssii:ins.decu11sd 18 percent and tfie•average

daily·population is down by 11.5 percent During the same period, the proportion
oflnmates,w@ ment,a(!llness, prlpr ~rrests ancf adi'nis5i911s, 9rptherh~rd-t9

m:1:1nage,(ibar~cte-ri$tlo$ha$i11crea$ed. On aryy·gtve.trc:ia{in Fi$Cal)t013, 40 ..
percent otthe citrs iom:ate pppµJatlc>n was,.c.fetained· on or1i:ror·rnoreviPlenr felony
cha@:?s,77 percMt had:been ·a$taihed one or moretirnes and had; .011 average,·
a.8 prior: admissions to ooci:Thirty"'si>fpercent ofthe popula\ionhad a mental'
health diagnosis.

·

···

.· ···

the Departmer1t$eE)k~ t9 Pt9.liiqe c:1°$!:lfe ~Wd ~ecµ,r.e (:lnyirqnmeotfofbpth the
inrnat,t pppt,1l~tion ~l:ld $ti:lff, :mernp1oy$ clata~driven clls.tody manage.me.or

ptacuces, ihQl1Jdio1:rstate-Pf~art asses$maot ih$truments'tO ascertain :e.aclf
frimate's risks and ne-eds to infbrm custody. assignments !aridtefertals to
preventive programming; ·among other strategies. During Fiscal 20131 these
methods helped·toreduce the numberof:Jhmate~on~lnmate;,1ncidents by 105; or 3
perqenti nie r~te ofinclcfenJ$ per t 00() stc:1y1;1d nearly pq11sta.ot with c:ll] iPqre~$El
of Q,~o dY.e.Jo ;a slight dec:rea$e io the E1yer;:(g:e;cff:lilY•PoPl.!l!:1.t19n. Ttie IPW rc1t(:)

•.ofcserious injuries to inmates·l:ls a. resultpflr:imate~o.n-iomateinbidents alsoremained
nearly constant, 'i11creasfng. s.Oghtly by 6.Q!:t:from 1.sapet1 ,oooADP to 1A~'.
·

30

th~ s;afety ot staffJs critical and the Oepartment,mak~$ ew~ry eff!'.>rtto ensore<thatth'e

to

workforce. basthe training and tools nece$sary peiforl:rrtlieirdutlesJH a safe:and.
•secure manner•. The,vast maJorlty'of ihtnattll:1$Saults dn staff.(96 percenttre~.vltecUr:i.
no, iriJ1.,1r:y, 9rm1nprJnj(!ry, WhichJ~ classified •EIS ahy,,contact thafr~quJr!:ld rto,thing .mpre:•
Jhan over-t.he-counter freatmentto staff; The rat!:) ofserfoµs i11J1.,1tles to. staffas a· result
o.f intnattfassaults decrease.ct nea(ly 2(fpercept; from 0;27r,et 1.;000 ADP to o.20 per
t,000 ADP,, althougtl the. tpta( nYroQerof Jnroate·.assaults on staff, physical contac£th1;1t •
includes th.e. throwing Of <>bJectsJose b¥77 :incidentsi or l2 percent,:

·-i;,;;,~~:,~. .,.;. . .

,;.i;~;.;.•
The IJepa:rtmenf disciplines'jnmatl:3S \J\.1110 ·assaqlt ~ta(f or otherW1$e•vJola:te::theJa:WANhile
in custody andpursul';l~ their !=l(te~ts;aod pr<:>iec4tiori Wthe district attorney, Arresis-0Qhmat1;1,s (p~J~ii-1,>,a~IecJ ()tirnln.il

misconduc(lncr~ased ~:$. pernem to\798 arrests irtFiscar2013_; up from 6S0il) Fiscal 2012.The rno.stcorntno.11reasons
fqrJail-:b~s.E!!'.! arrests· ofiotnates.1nvo1v.ed .·possession ofc9ntr1:1~and:(i-nost'frequerit1y; weapons}, . assaults ,on·staff and
Qb'structlon of s:ovemmentadininfstratlon.
.
.
..

Seatches•area cruc:lattqol'it:i !'llJ:tiril~inlng j~fl safety; The oepartmentconductecJ g~.$~7more•s§arnhes'in FisoaL2013, a
10:.percE1nt•i1JC:~l:l$6:frorn·.•2z$,501. Jo. Fiscal. 201:2 to· 247;868 ifff=iSCi;ll. ?"Q1$:.the. i11c:rei:l~e:in searches of the . physicatplalit:
recJµc:e.!:I the nut:nberof jail-based weapons,:and the use.<>ffull bQdylmaglng ofat::dsKi.hniates reduced the number of
manufactured weapohs.(e.g., blades; fazors) tound.JThet1cfWeret2,t.62we·aponstecoVered in Fiscal 201S yern1,1~i;2;324Jn
Fiscal2012,.a 7 percent tf;)gµption.
·
Therew~re threEl 1'.10\1"'1'li;lt1Jri;.d deatheJh c:bstbdy during the reporting period.Therewas onea.$c~pe;,tbe inmatewas
~ppreh¢ndecl wifhoufinc:iderifand returned to custody,
Pedi!rm~i:tce.•lndk:afors
..

FYO!i.

Adinlsslons

526 ' 642
650 , '798
,... ···.: •i ............,. . .
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G◊~l 1b: Ensui'e•that use.offorcei is authori~e~ a11<IJtppr,:qpri~~El.

It is departmental' poliqy tr,:rusefqrce only wMo neces$'ary to. maintain the safetyandsecurity ofthe jElil,5i Where fOt~
is warranted; t,he t>ep~rtrnerit seekst('.). use theJeasrrestrictlve means• possible to Elchteve q9mpli~ri~,Jn Fis¢At2Q1 Si
9$ percen(()f the .totaL2~99J· l.lses-,otForcetesu1ted in•. noJnjury_,or a·minorJpjury.. 43perc:Imtno injury.·1:1nd 62 percent
rflil'.lo(injl!ry - to either the bfficetorinmate. The remain11)9 fqµr perc:e11h0Hh~ vs.es offorce •'!:l:St":year required'treatment
to either•tlie.officer or the inmate•beyqnctover-the~c:qµnt¢Cfrre.t !:lid. Nota.bly, the rate otuses of forceoi'.esultiligJn serious
injUfy fen,a. percent.in Fisqal ~()JS ftQt:h J;9;Jhcid!':iht pet 1,000AOP .to 0.92 inciderits pef 1.,00dADP. The rate 9(9$es
ofJoraeresultjrigJnno inNry'i,ncreaaed 27.percent, from 7.2 per :t,000ADPin Fiscal 2012 to 9,} peir t,0QQAPP In
·F'.i!ilC!:l[?Qj~. th~ os.e of ch~o,ical agents.to achievecompliance,which is among ·i~~ :l~ast resfrfotite rnethi;Jds available,
1npr!;l~Sed·1:>y:ao ·percent dutin{tFisca12013.
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The ·ploporticm of inmates With mentathe'alth diaghci$escontioL1esJo rlse. ln'.Fis'oal'2013j 3~ p'e•rceot.t,r OQC's a?etage
daily population had a mental health diagnosis, up from 33 percent in Fiscal 2012 and i:1,ppreoiably highefthan the

pE;3r.centc1ge t:1 fewyec1rs c1gq,, Concern a~gut t/'i.e loc:reasfng ,prevalenceJmd severity c;,f mentc11 lllnes1;1<in the qitys inmat~·f
pe>pi.ilafie>n te~rtcrthe fPrrnati:on ofthftMaYCirjs $te¢r!ng comrnitt~e:()n dltyWi~,e ,J.u$tl(:1e and MentaJHe~IJh ih ~'CH?. ¢ne·
:of the Comrnittee:'s recom/liendatlons:was· tcrestablish resoorqe 'hlibs 111. e.aoh. e>fthe five boroughs t<rdlvette(igitile,

defendants from Jail to treatrrtent in the 'community; Funding has been 'secured and·a hl.ib wm open· and operate ht each of

lhe4ive counties oMheCity by the end of Calendar 2013; .

.

.. ,

'iln i:ri~lnf ¢0:!la~ora(i.oni qc1¢an~ the;Oepa,ftooeot,PfHeaith and··M~mt~.1 Hygiene cl~veiopecl ~9.pew. prqgramsJ9r•rn\:lt1tally
:111 tnmates: the c11nfcal Alternative·to>POliitiVe $egregatlo1r(QAP$), :rorserioQsly rnemallY minmates w,ho incutlnfractibns
and Restricted Housing Units (RHU)fot trtoseWith:h'on~sfirious mental health diagnoses Who Incur itiftactions: DOC' and
DOHMH piloted two Restrictive Housiri9Unnsi,one,forcadt11ts'ln Fiscal 2013 and'one::foradolescents in Fiscal 2012.The
:~HU isbothAheplacewherethe penalty of punitive segregation is imposed•andathree~phase behaviorafprogram is
prqv!ged l:>y ctlln,l9eil 1?fE1Jt 'll)tegfclff<:»:~1-lt,l isth.e 9PP.Qrfun1tY t<:1 e.ar,;i p~e>gre~$ive!Y n1ore out->of'-ce(rttmebeginnlng,the ffrsJ

' wee1<Jt1thEfprq9r~rn;11n,d an early (orcondlUonal) <:ll§cl)arge;RrllJ is:~eing expancfed to serve €ill lri(ragtEl(j non-seriously

rnemaDyJ11 inrnatE:!s.

CAPS is .atheraP!:30tic' pro~ram provided lh .a·. secutEi! s'e,ttin9 :and notalptihitiv~ placertie,nt The len~thoftime thata
,seriously mentantm Inmate remains 11n the unit Js based,LJpdn their need for. thdivlduanzedJreatmeht provided bymental
health professionals. ,000,has secured fundingfromthelJSOepartmentofJustice's,National lnstitute··ofCorrections to
· evaluafe·the effici:!CY of U1;1 reforms.
.

c11n1c:n.vaitihtftimes•increased from 28Jo 35 minute$, a 25 percemlnGrease, the JncreaseJn waiting tlinesais in part due to
·tr change 16 policy,regardirig hoW inmates are pr,oduced:to clinics'to' addtess$afety .i:::oncerns associated wi.th uriescocted
movement. Inmates are now escorted ln,groups.to the clinics; rather than allowed to walkto the clii'licindivldually and
vnescorted, WcJl}ing Jimes ov~rali. Increased :becau.se there ar~ m.ore peoplt:l in the waiting room atoneflme, rather· than·
spre~d (luf qverthe co~ts,e.pf a c!,~Y, .,POC c:;onti11U~'to,mpnifor:thistrenc!!Wi{h'the·ge>al of bcJlanc:iog:e1pprQpfiat~,waitihg
i1mesw1th f~cilitYS~¢qdty,

·

·

·

•· Pei:(orrnanc13 J11dfoators
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,Inmate health clfnlc visits

,92,558'
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3?:Q%
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Neotraf
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Slightly mar~ thart~.·p~rc:ent.ofJaUqe11swere unavallabfe.duringfl~q{ll'.2Qf3, 1JpJrQtt1
t:.8 percetRin Fisc:a'I 20t2,.dueto<an increase in preventtve and emergen~y work
orders•during fiscal,2013.As 00C1s fac!/itie1:1 cQntintiEftC> age, o.oc reorganized its
support services and fac:U,ity rnalhtenanc$ operations, to cehtralize·thernonitorlng, of
outstandl11g l}fOrk ordets i'(od the deployrrrent,onradespersons,to effeqtrepairs more
rEJpidly department~w1de·.

Inmate P<1ptilat1011 and length ~f~liiy

Perfortnarn;eJndfll,;llors

'FY1Q
0,9%

. ~~l~-~~lls u~~y~ilabl¢ (s~o_riil?~ ~!pair)(%) .

"T .. ~a°4

*Pi>liul~Upri iis petcentofCi!Paci~(%l ·
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FY11.
l:2%

FY12

FYf3

FYl3,

Fj1~

l8%

3;1%

1';()%'

tMi;:

89~·

96%,

96¾

!14%.. ; . 92%

i.

,:,, ,::.,

$q~.I1~; l;n$ute: timely transf)ott'ofinmates.t<> cgu~~ tllrcpqgboL!Uhf ¢Uy;
In aadUIM<to,providr11g,safe lilO.d .secµre d~terition for inmate1:1, the Department is atsoresponsiblefor tra!l~portLi:ig i,nniates,
to court ih a sare ;ancl time!Y fisbion,, the,Oepartmentdelivered 94,9 percent of on.-triaHn,mates t,o court o,n Jim,e iii i=1$cal
2013; down s,llghtlyJrom 96,9 percentln Fiscal 2012 and slightly below:Jts target. The primary reason fqrthe\:lecrease
WB,!3a 7 percent year-over;.yeardecllne in on"11rhEi producUon:to ~t*en Jtslaryd d'ourt$;Thenansportatio~:Dlvi$1oh
h~s l,mpJernenJes:I 1:fc;it}'.Wlde Jtnprovementplan for t=iscal 2-0:t4 thi:itJs expecte<t to improve.orHitne courtproduction
~~~
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Pert'or111Mcll fn<itcatocs
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tr:Ohitri~tinmales ileiiveted Joco~rt;o,n~rne (04)
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'FY11

FY12
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9M%

,9t5%

96:9%

94:9%

besi~d'l

F)'14 • ,Dlr~Ji~ ::Sy(T~nd·

~$.o¾ · · o~.~~t ,,:.Ht i:.cti~.lrj!L'l

S~r'{ic~ 2: .'Prer>ar~tlnmates,f.or'teturn:to•thelrneighborhoods••as:tivil:a,n~ ;coriJrilJUtih" IUQfrtbets.
~oal 2a; Prep11re ~f$ many, inmates. as possible for sµQp.f#S~fuJ r~,e~se through p,artrcipatiQll in<sk1Us~buildh1g.
proijrams includihg educationat· opporjµnitit!s,Jo.bs1ra1n1os. behavioral interventions arid ,mental lje;:11m

services.

'

The .o~partmenfcont!nvl!Jt1Jt1:1 worktoreduce recidivism. Ourin1;1 Fiscal 2013; .· ooc iotrQqq~e#• tl)e .Ind ivi~1,1~ji:z¢~
Co.rr,ectloQ.AQhievement•Network·•.(f..QAN). 1-CANJs a.jail-base(:l.·CQJ1l!11Ynity·termJrY•Pr¢gr~mJor•bQth.,Pre-trial and
sentenced. inmateswim tne:highest. riskforreadmlsskm the· c:ltyji;i1ls, the OeP.artrnent awardediperforrriadce•based
contracts to c:Qmmttriity,,based providerts tq r~aqythe ppp41ati'on fPr.their .release from jail to the community,qy conne,cJ!~g
them to employment,.educatior ,and• sli~stcl(loeclbl.!$e ~nd rnent~l~ealth seNices consistent with their assessed .neElcf_fpr
intervention anci risk pf rec!dri,is.sion.whi!e h'icarcerated. Since itsJmplementation in February 291$.; l~QAN ha:ll~rrolle.d
,8t!ffndividµ1:1Js. 't~e prggrarn is currently offered il'l 7 Jails'with:full system-wide rollout:during Fi~c:1;11 ,2014, 1-:CAN is
e><pected Jo reduce.recidlvism,by 10 percent.
·
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Performance Jodi~tors
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i-CANWorkshops.

NA
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''*.Cnllcii fndicaidr .•fiAr: infians llotAvaitable in ihis iuport ii 1t shows deslred diiedioo

Goat2br Reduce:idleness by Increasing himate.•participatlon in rrta.ndatedJii'ld•t)ther progratn$lSel'\iice$ ,at1cf

1

activities.

...

.

.
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The Q<:JPilctrnent E1q~<:Jd.•$EJV,El(~I il'l1t.latryes.gElare~ f<>~c1rdr(:ltj\,lqi119;ic:lJenEJss while.• ~lso :provi~ing,skill+buitding
·ptogrilromJng, e$peciatt9"fotthefado.t~1:1.¢€)11t·1,01tul.a.tlo11:; The Qepartm~ntand. ilS"P.artners iJttPli:im~nted t~e•AdoJescep(
£3ehaViotal Learntng. ~xpe.rience,(ABLE)J>togram department-wide, which ~rovides Moral ·RecqnatiPri "rtierar:1r(MRT) ·
progtartimlrig to i:llliadotescentinmates:ih ofdei' to.develop 'betterji:lil~based.b'ehaviors.a}id: reduc.e•recldJvlsr:ri, ThaABLE
l~itiative fs:fundecf by afirst-of~its+kind Soclal.lmpactBondas a part of the Mayoris Young,Menis hiitiatii/e (YMl);,ln.
fisc~l•.2.01,~; '.c!PPr9,xim1;1tely ·1.,pQO !3.dQJestenJswer~ s.ecyed.~y,A!:3);.J;,iE:ffort.s J9·enh1;1119,···.·13duc:ational·oufoomes·forthe
adolescents hf;lve:afs(J.b$en plltiri plac~Jointryw/ththe Departrnerit.q(1=duca.ti.on,J11e E~st'R"iverA~derny, the DQE,
sohoot.onRikers Island.awarded 14 Retients diP.lomasclastyear,Jhe'mostiri.the.schQOl's hi.story.

Other approachestoacfolescent manaf:)emenfinclude reassigning youth who had been:ih large dormitbries:tos'n:i'aller
celIJiqusfng un1t1:1; adding c:orrep(lpn .offl9erit~mcf C:!;lpt~lhs tp erth!'lnQe. ho1.1sirig :area supervision and:deslgnated a deputy
warden, .qrnl;,1,rdsp:erson, .and i11jegritY'¢0,tiJroi ()fflcert°-. a49m~nt'ove~fo:M. ·rn 54pporfqfeduc:atio.n prngram.sfQr:.t~e
adblesPE3ritpqpu11:1tion1:ooc estabJi~hect an earlier eve·ntntl cutf~W'fp; ·ensyre that attqJe1:1¢enisJ;lte we11-re,s1ei;:1Jqr~9ty901:
and issUedtinifofros··tobe.·worri oya1r:youth.:AriAncentive$ystem:.encourages'Y<iuth to pa:rticipat~ 10.·~d.ll'.catioo a~tiVlti~s
and., includes the desl9natlon·,otschodlasa WotKMsfQnmentiiqualifyhig adolescents.•to work and earrfwagea/Thase•
.refo'rms; alarm With the ABLE Initiative; contributed'to a15 percent reduction in inrnate•Cit'i+inmateJlghts In Fiscat20l3;
· ,'-\g9ltiorialJc:l,IC:lRE!i,;$ nidu¢ti911 C:lltprts•in9!udiap1:1rtic::ipation in skllf'..bullding.activlties; including workforcedevelopment
progrl:lrnming, lite.racy 9n(l. •adYl(C:l.ducatiqnopport4niiiE!S., .h9rtiqJ.1.ltµrean<:l f1:1rr:n t1:1lnJng··a11d: qthE!r·vo~llonalJraining
opp()rttrr:tities.,OtJ ariygive'f.i day·ti:i Fiscal 201~. apprq~lmate!IY 1.~tsJnroates (1b;fi perc::E!nt) participate~ 111 ~iklll-buitijirig
;1;1ctivities·, •up;sfightl,Y'fi'om. Fiscat2ot2.
•Peif'ormance Indicators
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Sehlice 3: Provide cor:rectton-related:.servic:es•a:ndirtformatio1tto the public~
Goal 3a: 'P'r:ovide tlmelynotificationsto crime Victims.

\/19\irn l~11mtitic.ation ~n~ ~otiflcatipl) Eve.ryday (\IJNE) regi 9,tr1;1tiqns ,i;IE!elil)e<,l gy more than 7percent from Fiscal 2012
tq FISc.fll 20}3, inpflrt. due to .reductipnsJn b<>Jh inm~ter aqmJSqlo:ns anfth~. !ilverage daily popyll:ltiorr. 'VINl:. con~rmed
notificationsincteased.by3perc~ht to 17;396Jtom Fi$Ctd.2D1~ to Fispat 201$'.,
Actual

Pi!rfotmance Jrtdicat9rs

FY69
FYJO•
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Th13·•1p.diVil:JQc1Jized·•q;orrei::ti91:rAchlevement (\Jetwork'(l1CAN)Js·ajall.;bas'ed.·.c.6mmuhi\yfeeritry program·tailored
fowarq~ ir,i'itlate~rwith..the highest risk. fotread~issiori lo thei'i::ify Jails. this :initiative.· isJhe,succes.sor tq. QQ,Cis·
Rlker's Island DJschE:irij~ Enhancement{RIDE)lprogram, and serves boJh d1:;1tf.lir1ed a11<;1 sentenped ppptil~tl.oM;
Tlie Qepartment:'replaced its:RIDIE community:re;centry.indi_qa(o~swlth new 1-0AN iOdii:/atorsfo Porrespond With this
1Wo{lram c::hange, :.including the new qrltl91:1i lndlpat"Qr'H:;AN enrPllments\
···

•

Th.e pe,:i~iimentad~l:l!:i ti:ie foUoWing: indicators: 'Accidents 'invotvihg City vehicles/ Wor~place injuries reported; ·c;tnd
'Acpi~ent~ inY<:>IYirig inmates.;
,
.
.

ForaddltionaLagency performance.stat\s~l9S, plef.lsevlsit:
• Seiect annual indicators;
··
.htfp://www1nyc;gov/htoolldoc/lltml/stats/doc.•. stats,'shtml·.
;f e>rmort3 iritorrnation
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Neutral . J

:D/E.-Pt.\RTM ENT :C)F
" COflR E'C Tl;o;N: Jps<aph Ponte;: ,ommiss'iQJl~r
f.()CUJS ON :ec.1u1ry
pl&ced in Pepartrnent:of Cqr_reC,tiqn (bQc:,)
custody come from some of New York CitY's lowest income. 11eighborhoods;
including .the:sovth Bronx, central Bro9kly11, .oorth¢rr:t Manh,m~n cincl_ ec;1~tE!t11
A dlsprop9rtionc1te number of p¢opie

Queens. E:fforts to improve jail conditiC>ns and inmate outcomes therefore
Jnhetetitly i;lclvante the city'.s ccmcerns about eq l'Jity.. DQC tortentlY operates two
rnajorre~entcy irjitiat,ive~ -ge§ig11edt9·redqq~. reddivi~m"'-'-the Adolesfer,t B~havioral
Leaming l:xpedence (ABLEl for younger inmates.and,the-individualized Correction
Achievemi:mt Network (l~CAN) 1pr aqµlts• at the highestris,k· 9f gqrnlQg bac:k: into
tustbdf---and coliaborates With the oepartrnentof Health and Mental Hygierie
pr9\/1~e cilscharge pJanning: rpr ihmates wi'th ·a mental' h~_c1lth 'oiagnqsls; The.
Departrnent c1lso,fadlitates.near1y t,600:weeklyvisltsjo helpJnmates maintain.
contac;t With'family and lovEra::ones:Wh9ican s1.1pp9rt th~m fpl19.vvir:rg thein~tgrri
to the community; ooc:Js part of Mayor' Bill de Blaslo'sra·sk.Fotte on,B'ehavioral
Health and,the CtirnJhal Justice ~ystem, vvbi,ch; :as parfPf its efforts,Js \:leveloping
strategiesfo.'improve mental health car'e,,services.Ior rnenta!ly;,m people ihVdlVed

,o

in the jvstice wstem, ind!Jt;-J.iog th,oseJncqst<:>gy.Wifttan agditlona1.$;atmllli<>n:In
safety funding authorized for Fiscal 2015, the Department has begun im·plemeriting
signifk:antnew measv:res~. inclvd.ing speciallzed houslhg fqr 1ne.ntc:11ly iJIJnmatesi:
which are expected to reduce violence: and improve long:..tefm irimate•outcomes.

. . .

.

. .

..

.

SERVICE 1

'.P.-QVlde .a saf~ ~nd:•$e(ur~ e.nVfr911mertt ·for inmat~s. staff
and host ·communities.

·Goal• 1a: Ensure :the sec:utity and :safeiy: of ihmate:s ih D.OC custoqy.
<'Spattb Ens.ureJh§tus~ offorce is•authorized and appropriate,
Goal 1c Provld~Jntnates,wlth timely ac;cess·: to b~alth:se,rvlces.
Clpak1 q Mi:!xirnize fa~q ccipacity anc:I addr,iass ceUmain_t~nan~e anc:I. repairs: ih
a timely manr:let
G9aF te. E,nsure:tih;ielytrnnspo.rt ofinn,ates·tocourts thrq_ugn9L1Hne <:it,y.
SERVICE 2 Prepare inmates. for return to-tliefr. .neighbcirhoPd$ as .:1vif
aQd colJ~ri~ut,ing

members.

·,·

.Gtial2c:1 Prepare as many inrnatesas. possible forsuc:cessfutrelease thro@fr
participation iq .sk'U.ls·building programs ini:tu(;!Jng educ;;itional
oppb(tur\itfes, Jobs training, behaviorai :intervehtions aticl' mental
beaJtb services.;.
..
Goat2b Reduce .idleness by.increasing lnrna.te.particJpat!on in mandated and
other programs, services and activities,
··
'Provide cqrrectii>n~relat~d senli<:es ~nd inlotm~ti<>o t9 th¢ ..
public;.

Goa[3a. :rrovioe1t/melynot/fkat/ons·to ctiruevic:tirn$,

SERVlCE
t
,,
..

.......

'.·.·

....

; .. .

Provide is~feanc:f:ie~~,reeh\fll'~nm:erit'for inmates( staff Md:host communities•

~nsuretheseq.rritY<'!nd s.afetyofinmates irfDOC custody.,

:ouriog F1stai 2014theDepc3rtrnent c1drnittect17,'141 inmates,:a s.~: percent

,cJe~m~ase/from the $J,'75,8admitted:,dutihg Fisca12013. The avE!rage dgily
poplilatron ,(ADP} ""as 11 A0:8, :rfown from ll.827 ln Fiscal 2013, The
,aver<;1ge, length ofstay foninmates admitted cJuring -tfte, fis,c?JLYeclr was 54
,aays; up'from$~\dc1ysduring the ye~Nigo Period. JrtFisca.l 2014 38,perc:ent
of the.ADP had diagnosed mental Wn.eiis, $S percentwereJn-costody .or1.a
,yiolentf~lol"l'y·top c::harge.,anc120.,perce11twere:valldated members:ofsic4rity··
risk. groups•.. This,compo;ires witb ~,tfpen;ent,3S percent: and t'7 percent,
respedive,IY, in Flscat 2ot3. Nlnety-three petcent ofthe ADPwc1s niclJ~ ,c1nd
seven percent femc1l,e, The medic1n- age for anfinrnatein custocly in Fiscal
'201'4 was 34.2, years tomparedWith 33;8:years'in Fisq:ifl013:

A rise :pfJG pettentitJ'the numherof lnmate.:on..Jnmate,;fights and:'a 2~
percent ihcreasefo sla5hinWstc1b~ing.lncidents c:ontril:>uJecJ to'the rise. in
the overall number of violent inmate-on-inmate incidents, the :rc1.te of
sefiou~ injuriest9 1nmc1teS,clS aaresQlt pf r1violent ihmatetori-inmateiridcie~t
, focreased, from L4 per 1,000 ADP fo t.8,: :a 29 percent increasr:\ '<:>veri!U
incidents. involving aqdlescent lnrnates decreased: ts, percent it1Fistat201k
:the Department disciplines inmate,s i,yfiq ?SScllflt s.t?!ff\md pwsves their

anesti:!ncf, prosetQt1on,by,the districtattorh'ey: Atrests of inmates forJail..,

·bas:edcrirriit\'a.l••rhisconduct'lncreased,,45'per<::ent c:lpririg··the·.repprtit:tg;p(;iriocJ'
vvith QQS c!r.t(:StS' in FiSC,al )014, UP from 798 .in Fiscal 2013. The. most
.common reasons forjail~basecJ c1rre:sts>of Jnrnc;1tes Jnvorvett pPssessit?n of

c:ootr!lbi:!Ocl, ass,i:!\Jlts on•staffa.nd obstruction of',~overnmentadmlnistratlon.

More searches of jail. cel!scre,c.:qveredmprn weaPCinsa'dudhg flscat:2O14, The
btrpc1rtment Cbnducted,251 ,343:'searches ,during •Fiscal2d l4, 8 QPff pen:;e,ot
increase from Flscc;1f :201 3. Oqring the: repqrtiog period,,, the Department
recovered'Z.,348 Weapons,i ah increase ofnineJierqmtJrom Fisc;c1I 2p:,s,
Seripus injµ:des:to

uniformed staff as a result ofinmate assai.iltsihcreased

m,rn 648 to7S2.. Assaults .qn stc;1ff~nGornpc:1ss ?111 physical contacts of\any

kind wl.th a 'On]formed •employee. Additionally, assaults on civilian staff

increased from 1no 54. 'lnrn,?teswith arnental illnl:!ss cJiagnosis areJnvolved
in dispropQrtionally moteVioleritinddents betwe~Ji'inmates arid IAllth st;,iff,
many ofthese ihc:igents9c.:c4r in medlc:al'fa<;ilities fnthe'jails, To reduce
these incidents, ode has been actively working With the bepartmem. qf
Health arid Mental Hygiene, ([)OHMH), Its conectionc1i health provk!er and:
,the unions rE!presebting heaithcare staff to make physical plarit changes in
aU fadlitiesto imprqve, sc1Jety1 Seq1rity awarenes$seminats are t<;>bdutted
vvitb'health staff inall fadlitie'S:. TheDepaittmenfWill continue,tc,wqrkwith
all involved to.ensur1rthes<;1fety ofaffstafffi!ndJnmqtes fn ou.rfacilities:

and
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•enswrn that1.1seqf force ls .au.thqrized and appropriate;
tnclden\$ arn:1.aJl€!gr:itlo_l'lS'Ql use of force. Increased :by nearly'24 percent durihg Fiscal 2014, MdrEtincideots of Oepartme.11t
use 'of force resulted in injudes to those 1nvohied, the :rate of serious :inj1,1rles resulting;from :Qep~.r.tm~nt' 1;1se Qf fqrce
in<:r.ec1sed:fr9m 0;92, irl Fi.sc:~12013 tel L18 in Fiscal 2014,aueto;a:is;percentihC(ease inthenumber.oltliese inddents;in
!fiscal 20J4 from 129 incidents to '161 .incidents:. the nombert)f:vses of.forq~rns1;1!fing Tn nq lnji.lrydhcr~c1sec:J,4Q PE1rcentj
from. T1i~4.(nFJsc1;1l 2013to t,80§ fn. Fisca12014•.. Thentirhbetbf ·uses of fotceorta.dolescent inmates. dedihed:signlfitantl9
during the, fJMI ql..iacter .of thE! fjs¢al Year, '.ft.om 1$4' to 7$., \JIJbere fcm;e is wc1rrc1nted, 'the Pepc1rim~mt qse!i'tbe le~st
restrictive means possit?le to achieve compliance;: notablY,'the use Of haridheld chemical agents: (Ot sprc1y) iriireased by
'ZS percenf i!lFiscal ~()14;
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· Provi.de in mates vvith timely;aq:ess:tqhealth services.
Inmates witha•,menfal. health diagnosis'toristitute a:1arge and 9t0Wi119 pr0,p¢,tip)'j ofthe· pQpUlat,011; in (;\JStoqy.:As◊fJqne·
i.014,. 38 percer'lt;of D.OC's avetage dailypopulatiqrrha~. ·a mer.ital' health diagnosis,,, upfrorn 37 percent in Fis~al 2013:and.

the highestrate since· the .Department bega6trackihgthls inforroa.tion in FJ$c~l i.Qb4.'Io a\:ldressthe;o~E@i .ofthiigroWi()g;
proportiim:of theJail populatiori; bQC a,nd POHMH develc>p.ed twi:i ,new programs for mentalltiU inmates: the CUnicaf
Alternative to Punitive5egregati6h .(CAPS) is for seriouslytnentc;1llyill inmates who lntQr infrc1giomand new·Restrictec{
H.ou~ingl.Jriits:(Rf-lU)ic1reofor thQse With 'OPn,.serlQlls rnentaFtlealtb diagoqses·whoihcur :infradions..
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.Maximize bed tapatityahd address cell maintena.nc:~ an,cl repairsln .a timely mannet
popula,tion a.s a.p~rc~nt·of tapacitftontint.red to dediheduririg Fiscal2014,fo 86 percent;while feWE!{]c;1ffwll~ w~r~
unavailable due to repairs.
·i>erformance·•rndicators

Ai:tual
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Jafl~~Us \lflavallaliie(sbort,ter~·,epair) (%):
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Ehsutetirnely trahsportof inmatE:Js'tb courtsthroughoutthe City.
Feweron+trial inrr1?1tE!s WE!rEl qf;livElr€ld 19 <:QJJt.too~tirne for the fi.fth conseeUtive'}fear in Fiscal 20t4; on-time d~liveryof
these lhtnatetto touitmissecl the tatgetof 95 percent.for the. second corisElcq~ivE! year. PQC has eni:!~led c:! mal"lagernent plantoens1.1xgon-tirne ~O!-lrt:arrivals 9Pjng forward; l11mat¢s;arestaged.earlier, Buses•departon schedule and ad"
cJ.lti.onafb(Jses a.re deployed·when;necessaryto·•trahsport inmates .auwi<:le of theexjst)ng scihed~l.e, pot. nptifies·Jµqges
·anytime•itis anticipate<:! tbatc:!n:iin,nate wiJI iqe:late for c1 ,sdiedufed court .appeara'nce to:allow for othElr busihess•to ·
;proc:eeo before the· ihmate,arrb/es.
··

.· . r.
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•SERVICE: 2 Prepare fomates ·for return 'to their neighborhoods ·as civil ~nd ~ontdfo.1iiog··membets~
,Prepare.:a~.many inrna,tes·aspossibfoJotS.QC:i::essfulteli:i~Sethrough pattidpatiorf in:skills-buildlng programs
ir1d1:1din9:edud1tional opr5drtunities,jobs tralning, be.h~iyjqr,al lnfe,yentiot1s ancl m.ental he~lth seNrcEis,
ihe'bepadme,,:rtcontinues itsworR:to reduce teddivism.Jn February 2013, DOC introduced the lndividualized tom~q{iqn
.AchievernentNetwork .(l~CAN).J-CAN is ajaibbasedq:>mrr11Jnity reentry prqgrc1m fqr :bpth pnHriaLand sentenced inmates
Witl1 tpe highestrisk fpneac/11:11$:;ion tC> the city jails. As ofJuiie. ?Ol4., there Were4A08 hCAN enrollmen,s in J,pl30
workshops,Whidfprovlde skiU4:iuilding; cognitive behavloral.therapy,Jo~ re;;idlnesstraini,ngano family· reunifi.eation support.
The Df:!pilrtmentarjtic:ipates thc;1t this:programwill serve at least2,270.irimatesJ>eryeat
·
··
.A.dolescehtinmates are:c111 rec:eivin9 <;pgriitive: beh.;111ioratlht:iraptvla the A8LE·.pro·gram, Furided:. bY the•firSt~ih-fhe~nat/on
Sodal Impact Bol'ld, this .program provides ·adoleSc'ent inmates'(aged 16 and l7)with skills and tqpl~tq better man.@e
theiremotions·and b~ha.vlpr. The prpgra.m~Wh!c:h. went to~cale ii) January2(:)B~ ·served ·1,24S·.new inmates.during Fiscal
:2014. In addition,the Departmeht has undertaken a comprehensive adolescent managEirnerits~ratEigy clesigr:iedto bet:ter
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rnanagethe.vourig:peoPle in• its custody With fmproved.tustodyrrnanagerne1,:t practices, smaller irirnate,tqsstaff ratios 'and
increas.ed pr()gramrning opti,pns,
·
·
·
·
f>erforman,e lndkators
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:Reduce idleness by increasing lrimate participation in mandated arid tither pfogtams, servk:es

and a~Mties,

·

· ·

·

:Mqre in_r:ni:lfes Pi:U'tkipatec:f invocational•skUlstrainingduring Fiscal 2014 as the Oepaftmehffocuseson• irtcreaslng·ihmate
access;to Job: training and worl<fotce development s.ervic:es; Inmates. ate :provided with
bearing co1.1rs.e~ to·help prepare ih.ern tq:e!)ter~he workJor9;11lJPQQ/e:lec1~e;

tralAing :progr<1rns and certificate~
·

Average daily school attendance declined <by 24 percent, primarily as a result of'a 32 :percent decrease hi •adolescent
admissions thatbegan:in January iota andJ1 change in New York Staie li:!W i.nApri1'2Q.J4'thafl<>were~lh¢ a9e:Qfaqulthopd
in a Jail f1"9m thE! ih.mate's• 19th :birthday:to his or her 18th birthday.. The Depatt'mentWas required to s~parate 18:year olds

.from both a:dalescents•and·adults in orderto·c:ornplywith loc:al Stcindat.ds:.i:mdthe:•resultwasashort~tEi!rrnqeqeaseJn schoql
attenqap~Ei as'18.year g!c:I inrnatEis exercised theirrlghttcrrefuse school services, :DOC and ifa.'partrie'ri; atthenepartment
ofEducation· (DOE) expect school attendance arnbl')g·theyc>ung adUlt(aged 18 to.i 1)popt:1lc1tlonto itnpfove iti:Ftsc:al 4,01 ;$.
•.
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Per/orman'ce Indicators•
Desired •·

,Ay,efagi:~ail;nl/~~er•of (ritn~iesJn vp,l;sitipnal .skillsJrail)ill~ .
prog/~!i'.i~
•Averag~ dailyattendariceiri school programs
-,1iJnm11tes parUdpating.in,s~llls-buildiog·a~tiviil~s/dis~harge pian•
· ning(¾l
'"'<'
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.SEJ~\/JClf3
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• • • • " . , • • •,

FYiS .. pir,e~{io~ )"S~f;r:~<l ,

JY14
193

161

814

'182

'204

J . '216

,Provide correction,.related services>and iriforination;to the

pubik;

Provide time!y notifications to crime victitns.

NeWYorkers'obtain. lnformationregarding;incarcerated lriTT1i:ites·thto11gh the•Vic#rnlcl!:lJ1fiflc:.afipntiJ1d'N¢tifi~atiqn.Eve,ry<:f1:1y
(V!N~)servic~. VINE r~gistrations lncreased slightly from Fiscal 2013:.to Fiscal 2014. VINE cbhfirmed notifitationsHricfeas'e'd
by 6 perc:entto t8A4S,from flst1:11 ·io.i2toflsc:a(2QJ3.
Actual

.Performance lrrilkators
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~Y14
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Wt.im.1<lentjfi¢~.th;in.No\ific~tionEver.yday(VINE)'system registta-,

VINE·con11rmednollfications
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··

!'
24;553 "

'32,308

'20,558

.16;111

14/m ·

·1s,291

32;6Q4 '·
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111,44?
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~p •.
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;down
.tiow!'I

Performance Indicator~
Di!Wi!d

FV!O
~A

• Collisliins involving•dtyvehldes
.,,.Wor~pl,ace inju.rles:reported
.
.....

FY14

FY15
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Dke,tfon . SytTrend '

Dbwn . JlA '

NA

it

o.own

NA,.;)<,;-~i

NA
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Down

NA

·.•·✓ -,<<.

Deiitedc •:

customer EMerJ~nt~

F,Yj()

LettersrespondeiJ to in 14 d~Ys{%J ·

es.a¾

E•m~lis re.spondedtofo

98.0%

14 days(%)

FY15

}Y14

:

Directiotli syr Trend ;
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Up
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N11ut,ral

A(iENCY RESOURCES·
FYIO

Exp11nditures($p·qo;0,do)I , .. , .. ,
s-1,ci1i;f
· R!!veMWCSPQO,oop)
· :• s;i~.1
.:r>e.rionnei <'-'nifOrmed)'_:
". Bi772 .J>~r$<i6r\~l(~iv]iianl
iOliettillil!pald ($OO0;.0OQ)

·f

_ .•. ,.. , . .;,

i,444,

.

$9M

Fyir

)I

$1;045.1 ":;

· i2£~ · · ·
8~456

1A2~
$1'~;1t

j·
:lt
•,,1.· ·

j ,

Actoa).
f(12

t1,o~u
J'~4A

Plan'

fY1~ .. ,i
'·$1.090.9

}

si~i·'.·r

·~r,S4Q

1,459 .

S1j4:t,.

j,)94

:ii~4.6 .

Capiial commftm~nts (so9~;000)
S67.5
$69.0 j
$95A
$104.2
•Authorized Blldget ~~\1¢1
"NA" - N0,t,\y~il~~!f! 1r \?iffl?/JO.f~ · • .. ,..• ,. l~~~~ri,dlt~ii~.inE!~~¢}JJf~pJs:•

/!.y1s

FV14
$1,105'.7

s1;O1os

$1,0?5,5

Si},7
e,~2:2

$ih&

sitt

a;as~

,~;)Q~:

1,.!197

1;1335

1;656

:s116.l

$74.6'

$S3A'

$124,7

$948:J

.S67B.~

NOTe,NO'RT'l-lY CHANGES, .Abtl.lTtONS .QR lDELETl:ON:S .iif
None;

AODJTIONAL'RESOUR'CES
• Sele.ct annuaUOJ.ficcitors:

t1ttp://WYYW.-PYC.99Vlhtrnl/doc/html/statsldoc__stats;shtrnt

For more Information on the agency, pledse· visit: VV\iV\iv.riyc.govrdoc,

i

,Siyear Tl'end

.. , N~u!ra!
Neutral

,...~t01.~t .·
Neutral

D:;EPt\RT'MENT OF
( ORR E(.TfQf\J Jos'eph Ponte, Con1missi011er
FOCUS ON EQUITY
The, Department' of:correction ls·· committed to enhancing ·safety.- lmpttNio~JaU
conditic;,11s, qlld promgtJngpetter 9t.itcornerf<>r inmates; which:c;1dy~n1ces equity
fofall NeWYorkers. ooc has embarked upon a" 14~point AntiNiolence: Reform
Agen.1:fa ·to lmplemeotsignifict,tnt. new:rneasure:s:that:willteq.~qe 11iple11ce within·its.
facilities, increase safety for all staff.andinmates, ahd'ultimatelychange:thecuiture:
to bettensddressthe needs of inmates !it ,:1ll:Jevels'and.improve long~term iomatEr
gqtcgmes; DOC has inir,lementecf numerous: initiatives to,support adolescent
. .andyoung· adult populations, transgenderE!d inmates and inmates w.ith mental.:
bealt!tiss.QeS; ar,,,-teff as the general pqpyJ~tigr'r'in cus,tqciy,Jn,cluding; revisi11g tne,
Departmeht'sipOnitivesegtegation policies; increaslngstaff~ta;intnate ratibs; and
. :impr(l~ipg and E!xPanqiog E!Gi,t:J«::c3tipnaLprp9rc:1mrnih.g;;subst~nqrab,use tre<!trnent
ahd discharge planning~ ooc has made sigi,ificanttornmitmentsto 1mpr0Vi~g
pbyska!Jind. mentai.·healthcarefor••inma.te.s•. eegioning Jr:i .t\!Jgl1st• 20 t ?ithe,Hec!lth·
aand Hospitals Corporation (HHC) ,assumed operation ot healdtaridmental health
servkesJn the jails. HHC'WiU collaborate with DOC to provldedischi:lrge planoi119.
'for inmates with a mentathealth diagnosis and improiief co·ntilitiityofcate. And, as:a
a,partner·;n Mayor Btll de:e1asio'sTask'Porceon·•aehavioral Heatth·•cind.·tfie.c::rir:o.inal
Justh;:e.'iSystem, DOC collaborateswith::other agency stakeholdetsandJflehavioral.
M1:1Jth exp.ens to 0deveri:m ·strategies to improve mental: health care .services for
·people involved intheJustice,system, ihdudihglhbsein cust&iy; DOC Will ColitinOe
.to buUd:on all these effo.rts ~rid pursue:i~ f:ltoaq.er refQrm•agenda to create. s.cifer
jails forboth inmates and.,staff.. ·
··
1

OUR SERVfCE5 A'Nb iOAlS
S~RVic~. i . PrQvi~~)~. safe. anc;t· i~ciµri; ~111iironm~nftq£ inmat~si :$t~ff ·
and hnst corrl'tnttnities~

Gpc11:1a
Goal 'tb
Goal fo
Goal ld

~ns1.Jre the secl!rltY and ~clfety ofinmatesJn :00~ c:t:Jstc:,qy.
Ensure thatuse of:force is authorizedandapproptiate~
Provide inmates with timely .access:\P health service~,

Maximize'bed capatity.andaddress cell maintenance and repairs in
a timely rnanrtet.,
Gocil 1e Ensure timely transport of inmates to courts throtighoutthe City.
SERVICE 2 . Prepi;\r~ info~iesfQr ret~rntoth~i'r n~igh!)oi'hp()d$as tlvff
and contributing members~
··
Goal 2a Prepare as many irm:iates:as possible for successful release thtougf}
part.icjpation. ill :skms.. building programs·.induding educatiohal
opportunitie$,Jobs training, l:>ehaVioral interventicms and mental
he~lth .service~.
··
Goal 2b ReduteJdleoess:by increasing 'inmate partidpation in rttaodated and
·gtber Rr9grc1ms, s~.rvices'and activities•.
SERVKE B. ·Ptovid~ ,orr~ction-r¢iated s~~vk~s·•and lnfotinatiphtoth~.• ·
publi(:.

Goal aa· Provide timely notifkations to:cdtne victims,
p~PA~TlvlENT()F qORREClJQN

I P~ge 81

SERVI c.E 1• .'Provide·~ s~feittd $eCUl'(fenvironm~nifof {nm~tes,Sti:lffatid hciit c:oriimurilti~.Si.
Ensure the security'iihd safety ofihmates ht b6C custody.

ll'l flscal::20.t~ •. D@C iill'.lmitted p1,6n inrn~t¢S,· a:1z;3 percedtdecrea$e
s·incesfiscal20l4. Th1s loweraomissionrate contributedlba decrease
in Average· o~ny Popt,dati◊11 (Ab!.,) front tlAOS Jn Fiscal :2014 to.
J0;740Jn Fisq~l 2QIS, rimres.entitig a gq perael'lf qeqease in ADP.:
However, in this -same time period,- the average length of stay for
inmat1as ioc:;re~sed f.r<,)rn,54Jto S.5,7 d:ays.

Inmate Population and'tengthof:Stay

0

The Oepartment works to promote .safety in the jailsi in ·part .by
identifying inmatesJnsecuritytisk gro1,1ps (SRGs),.• a.nd•assignshousi11g
areas c,1rid seryices lo tl}ese inm~tes acc:qrdJ@ly t9 :Prev.er:it viplent
foddents. In Fiscal 20:15, the percentage :of 5RG inmates. increased
from $.lperc:enttQ 11\& perc:entc:ompare.d tothe prioryear; At the

.·same time, there was an increase; in inmates>Wlth a mental health
.cliagnosi$ frotr1~8 perc:eritto41 percent

Despite tbg clec:reaSJI ii) APP; t.here was·. an: in:crei3se, in fightfas,sault
infractions frofrf8;827 the previous yeattd .9;424 in Fiscal 2015,. ·an
increase of 6.8 percent. s.,abpipg• and slas~lrtg inckJents also r9se
.from as: to 10s in this same time period, while inmate assaults ori
·siaffiocreqsed!:>Y $ t perce11t. tr:rac:Jdltloti; the rnte :ofvi9Jent:incidents
among: inmates ·and between .inmates and staff increased by lS
perc;~mt ~nd-46 percent respec:thtely l:>etween Fiscal 2014 and Fisc:f;ll
201-s:AHhe -same time, the rate of serious inJoriesto inmates-from
violent iiJdderits betweer1 fnrnates inc;reased by rtearly 38 p,ercent,•
while the rate. of serious· injuries· tb>staff from incidents between
inmates.·and staff dedinedi~y p:$rcent

IIAveraQ.e D1:1ily inmate Population
"'=••c"'"Lijhgth ◊l~tay Paw

V!qltmt)Q,c:Ideni,$ (tn(),otlllv.t~t~.p~r1~99o·Abe).

to

The DOC is implementing ongoing reforms and traihibgsto reduce
the: number of vib,lent fr1cidents within its lc:!dJitles. )n parti~ular,,

improvin,g dlhical mental health .services ·has shown prtirtifse: in:
·addtessin
inmates
... ····· ,9 ·thfs:issu:e
. , ····· ' as
... ··•
......·....with
·.....a:rnentat:health
······ .................... ·...diagM1sis'terYd
.
•'
to be irwolv~d in di~prop9rtionate!Y moreviolentinddents, Improved

·mental. heidth servkes\contributed to;the redtJction of lnrnate self~-

IJ.~rm. vvith. nq sµi~ig~s t~king_ plaqrJn the yeijr. Dqc;:·h?s oeveloped··a·

nev1.tdassffkatlontooi•ahdihousingprocess to enstite: proper·nousirig;..
·st~ffihg; and ~i;irn t<> iOITlifltes·thwughqut the. system . .POC:/s pilqt,

.

. . .. fYJ.. · . · ..... ....·· .. fYfS
•■ inm~te,,m,inmai!:l••nt:1~,,1s 11rom,;1iE;-ao-s,af(.ioc//i~nis,

effortusii"l.9:the•new·ciassifk:ation tootis'intended todentonstrate the:
effecti\leness·.Pf this strategy; Adf.lltionaf ly,• the•DePiflctrpentJs improvi11g
-access to.work, education, and recreational programmihg to reduce idleness, vvlikn ultimately reduces incidents. A partkular
foc:us of this eff9rthas ~een qn the;aqqle~cent gnq yqµqg adultpopµl~tJoci, aswelta,~ E:!ffOrt?'to c:ot1solidate such re.forms
in model facilities.

Target
~V··:·:·

fr~L .·.· ·

12;790 : 12,287

••

. ,, , .,, ,

w:siirious injury· to:lnmate(s}:as a.resuif of violent inmate•otiinmate.inodents (monthly fote per 11.000 ADPl
._,.
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(~~~thrtrat~per 1;000 A~P)
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Down

9;424

8;827

iii.a . i .. 995 .•. 79{ •
:cifi;P.~fII~~~. ~§T:~: B1.~#:i.'.]~11~ii, ., is~.11s
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*Inmate assliulto1rstaff(rnonthlytate pen;ooo ADP)
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*Setrous Jiljury to .staff.as a resoltof.lnmate<assault on.staff

o✓ <> •. ;.,,,.·,~ •• · ; .. :

,,,,'.~<?¥;°',,, .t NA
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*Violeli).inmate,on-inmatE!
ADI'l
. .. .
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.Aver~ge d~ili/tC1/lolation
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*Escapes
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NA

Ensure:thaf use offorce is authorized and appropriate·.

The 'l:?epartmeot'ffbCOS Qri mlnirn1ilngf Use• qf for.<e ·that invoJYe$ ,physlcal aitercations incl.u.descpng9.jng 'fo1toings" for
cor~eGtlonaJ offitef$JO ensure that ~se pfforcejs only applied whennecessary and the. mostapproptiate mea6s are used to
resolve situations While rec:lucihgJisk c;,f ihJury to staffand inmates i3like;Jti Fiscal :201s, 1.Jse offorce inci,~entsvvith seric;,us
jpjllry•,q.edio~cl: by}A p1m:;egti and: µse 9ffprc:e,incklents with no ·injury increasedJ:,y 45 pefcent. These results:are Ji'artly.
due to :inc::re~sed de~escalatlon tr~:fhlog ao.d better te$p,ons:e p,rOtQCols th<itfQcus 911 immediate eogagementth.at a110Jd~

prqlgnge<:i pbyslcal.:-i,1 lterc:a.ticm'. A,dqitionc;1Uy, there was. a nearly 4CJ:percentdecrease in use of force· Within th1:tadoles.terit
fi:!cllity; dfrectly a.ttributabteto increased training; stMfio.9 ratios and programming related; t<> tnis P◊PQfaJiori> IM toJal:
opmll.erpfini:idents qf confirmed µ~es qf force ir,cre~sedby nearly 17 perhenffo.4~409. lnddents:that'in'cliide allegcitiohs
ofuse of forc::eiotreased:by about 14 per<:eht sio<:e Fiscal ,20'14.
·
··
···························.

Perrormailce Indicators
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NA
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4,221
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NA
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Provide inrnates'Withtlrnely.actess'.toJiealth.services,
lnfisca.l 201~. 41 percentof inmates had a mental health di~gno.sihanuml>erthat ha.sgrowrroverihepasttfve ye,;ns;
As'such,. one t:ondnuestodmplement responsive diJ1ical seMce.s. Jn :addition to the existing Clinical Alternative to Punitive
segregation: (CAPS) pr.ogram ,.and Restrtcted flous(ng Uni:ts (RHU), the: Department h<'lsfmplernented tM Program to
:Accelep:1te C:lirik:al ;ffecti.veness (P.ACE),unit., These u!'lJt.s proyiqe inmates with p,revent,ive; therapeytic care intended to

proactivelyredute h1cidertts relatedto,v1olent behaviotbyJn·matesretelvlng mentaLhealth services. since Fiscal20l4, the
number of inmate health, clinic visit$ increasec,ffrom 77,$2!ito 81,873, and average cllr,iqwaitlng tirne dec;;re~sed.frqm'4,1
to34 minutes. As part of the transition of co'rrectio.nal health services'to. HHC, oocwill continue: collaboration betwe.en
<;:orrectional and healthcare $tc1ff to ensure that inmate needs are effecliv<:?Jy communicated• a11d necessary services c:1re

,made accessible.

·

.. : . ., ... , ..

Performance 'Indicators
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Inmates with a serious mental health cliagnosis (% ADP)
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10;2%

FY15.
-:41 :Oo/u

fY!5
*·

Desired·
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FY1.6
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)p,3ii ]~Ji~(' ·; )~,664
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28'

~yrTr~nt:.

t·

,f ,.y.w,.',m,"."•,;

µp

Newal

3.5

Maximize bed capacityahd address: cell maintenance and repairs in a timely mannet,

Populatlon 'ciS a perce.ntage of capc1clty continue!'./ to dedin.e :in fiscal :iots to 80 percent, while fewer'w1 cells. wen~
unavaUabl~ due to repairs.
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EnstJm ·timely transport• oflnmc1tes tq covrts thrpllgho1.1tthe City.:
OO't: has . enadeda:management plant?iirriprove•the on'-tirhe deliVecyofJnmatesto court. The percent of on-trial:bimates
delivered to coo.rt on~time in Fiscal io15 wasJbwet .than' in previous year'$ ,am:t feU .under the 1arget Qf :95 percent. An'
inq~~sed number of :individuals faUing within more spedalized•subpopulatiohs (EhhiMced Restraints, Separatibhsi:Mental
Health designations) require more·:extensive,seatchprocedures· prior to transit in an ettorbto curtaU·violence. Delay$ tend
to res1J,lt as mea$ures to combat violence are balansed against expediting transportati'on bf inm'ates to court. DOC 'notifies:
jodges any tlme it>Is: a11tidpated thatJin itimc)te Wil[beJate for: a schecf1,1le'd •co1Jtt',app¢ar~nceJo aJlqwJor<>th~r busines,s
to pr9qeed befqre the inmate arrh,es-.As part ofthe new managementplafit inmates are staged earlier,: buses dep'a'ifoh
schedule, and ;;1dditionalcboses are deplo,yed When necess,oy t.o tra.nsportJnrnateS'\5Ut$icle•o.ttbe existio~ s~h~d1,1]e,
., ... v,
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SERVl<;g 2· Pr¢pareJnmates forretubi to their neighborhoods as·civil andcontributing members.
Pr:epc:1re at many· inmates•as••PQssiblefor·.successfUI te.lease:throUgh• partidpatfon. ,frskills.'"bUilding:ptogtams

iridudirig ·edi.lcationi;1J;,qppor1:yniti.es jobftrc:1friing;. behaliioralJnterventiqns ang mentaLbealtffsen,ites;
1

EdUeationaF:attailiffieht, skifls·develqpmentr and.beha\li6ral modification are critii:altprer:.idivismrecjuqipn. A_s.s.uch~ ooc
hi;ls]nqeased the]rq::essipifity of'Hs progrc:1rnming cJncl services to inmates, Specifically,. DOC hafcornro1tted; to expanding
the hours of a\lailable:programming qptfoos to s hoyrs for<:111 inmc1tes:cJS part ofits 14-poin( refPrm agendc1, !thas already
el<pc:11'ld~t1·hoursforJts ad~l~sce11rpopufotiot1· and·serectpopulatiohs ih its model housih!:1 Units andwiltbroaden this effort
to ·otherinmafa~ overtl:i\;l llextyear,
. .
·rhe. lndividualcarrettion.Athievement Network( or·l~CAN,·wc1s•i,:itroqyc:ec:l, i11fel:>r11c1JY. 201Sia$,c1J;:iil-~a~.ecl<;omm4tJiWre~
epti:y ptoQram {Qr inma.teswlth the h\ghe~triskft>r r,eadmlssionto cltyjails·. The number of Workshops· provtdedhasgfown
drahiatitaUy from 1r,sao:in Fisqil 2014tp 2,0~? In Fisc:aJ 201 s, pr9v)dl119 inrnaJes wJth·>a wider vatlety of e.d\Jcatio,~al and'
workf(jtcetrainlr1g.• opportunities; Jn,.addltion to cosniti\te behavioral therapy.
·
Working tT. ,Qut,. a new green technoJo.gy rerentry program wa.s irnplernented in 2015, in parti,ershlp With STRIVE
,lhtethatiohal, the New York City Department of Education! and Hqs,to~ Community: C.c;,Jlegei•This inr:wvative program
proviges, a cornl:>!n~tion af ltitensiv(r pre-tele;:)se progr;m,ming as .well as one month ofprogramming Jn the tommunify;
This program has.effectively connected 1,t .gradµatesofthe p~ggram tp:jnternship·qpportunifi~$'Wiih employment partners
indoding P&A Electric; Project Renewat., and Envirolutiort
·

lo :cicl.qJtio_n,. c1U adqle~cent; inmates cc:mtinuecl tQ.receive••.cognitivec'behav,oraltherapy through the Adolescent Behavloral

Leaming Experience (ABLE).prografn.Fferei inmates 16 and .17 are provided with tools andresotJrc;:est9 beftermclnage their
empfipns ar1d l:iehavi9r$,WhilelheABtE program ended on August3:1, 2015, the DepattmenthasbUiltnewpattner:Ships
with the CityUriivetsity :ofNewYorl<fo ptovide. adolescentswith expam:led :sklU--l:>a$ecl.c!nQ certificatiqn trainlngprogrclrrlS,
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Reduce ·jdleness by inc:reasJn9: inma.ti::!; pcirtic;ipation i.n mandated anil other pto~rarns;. :services

and•activlties,

· ··· ·

··rro.mFisc~L2Q14.to•fiscal . 2P1'5·, the pE:ir®ntage .ofinmatesparticipatin9.In:$kills,.f>utldin:g activities a.nd'dlsthatge planning
ihcreasedfroni .10:3 percent to . ·10.5 percent. lncreasinfrthe number ofworl<shqps.avajlabl~:as• weff cisJhe :div1:?rsJty ll1Jearnfng .
opportunities has c:c;intriboted to .growing partic:ipation. ·With •access to 'More. workforce, development and certification
ac:tjuisitk:,n,opportunities1 the average daily null'lber ofi11ll'latesin yoc:ati9na1·skills tr.ainfrigprogrcims· iocre;:)secfpy.) 9·percent
sinc:.e Fiscii!h2014,.
puring .Fiscral io 1$, adolescent adrnlssic,ns to jail declined by ·~6 percemcoll'lpareclto flstal 2014. this contributed to the
3Tpercerit recluctlon fn average daUy attendance. ih sc:hoorptograms during the same;period.
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SERVI CE '.{. ·•Proviij~ cqrre~jgn~rel;;1ta~s~rvit~sand' infqr111atlPn tp thg P~.lilit.
·P;rovjcl~ timely notifiq1tiqns'tpqimeyiqJrns:.
TheVictitrtldentifkatioh ahd Notification Eyetyday (VINE) service p'rovides New YorkerS"Witn accessto crime and release,
.•informationregardin9Jh(:arceratecl•inmate$; Whil.e there·was.a,minor decline fhVINE,.registrations.frorn.F1scal 2014--,t◊,Fis(:aj·
2015/ VINE confirmed notifications 'increased by about$ pen:ent,
.,
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DEPARTME.NT :()F
COf{R\E.CT.10 NJosef;)h Ponte, con:i:mJs1>io1,$t
FOC.Us OM iEQUrtY

·,.

QOCis c;9rnrnitt~c:I tg e,nhq11,cing safety1 irnproviqg jail conditio'r'E; and promoting·

betteroutcomes· for ihmates, Which advances eqliitY for an NeWYorkers. ooc

h9~•embarked,: upon i:l. ·14'.•PPlr:itAnti~Vi()leo,c;~ .RefQrnJ A9~11c:l.a ·to· rnc:luct; j~il
violence, Increase saf~ty for,staffand inmates· and ultin'lately change: the culture:.
tq 'bettflt•<1dt/res}. the; Met/s of staff and. inrni!\tes and,JrnproveJ011g-terrn inr11at~
•outcomes.. In ·Fiscal 2016; theDepartmenrsaw areduction in serious ViolentEfand

.:,,::oMe:tted signftlcantly, r,rore inmates: wrth tc>mprehens,iveJe~entw· service:s,· Its
appr9ac:h fbcyses on gender•. and age-responsive services/ mental health needs:
·ro. grammln·
·· unitlve
..and'
. vcrationa1•
. C ..... .... and
. ... educational
. .. . . .... ·p
........ JI··;··The,
.·......De,p·artment
...... , ended
., .. ,. . · .... .p,
.·. , .....
.~~gregc1tlon foraU inmates t~ ;~rid und~r·and :Significantly reduced its utilization
for. r9-2'1 year bid inmates: YoUh~fadLllt~1.• the m~jodty of.Wb◊rli• c:\te now ht:)used
at the G~qrge MoJc:6.an: t>etention (:enter (GMD,C>> now beneflt from program•
specific hotising. The Accelerated Program I.Jrtit(APU), pllo1edAn fiscal 20l5, h~s

been e><pancled to serve apprc,i:cimafely twq.;~hirds of f~e inmates. atthe George R.

Vierno•Cehter(GRVC), with an additional 12 units now.open atthEf Anna M, Kross

center(AMKC)•.tMAPU modefapplies.an'adyan<:edtisk'level <:l~~sifiqition system,
improved stafftraining,andstaff-t6~inmate ratios, ehhah(edphysical infrastructure
Jfnd expanc;leo progrc1rnmlng· for frimc1tes ·to cre~te more sfc1ble hou.sing units;
Additkinal,y,·Withthe success of •the collaborative dinicaLandtorrectional approach
in the Program• for:Agc;elerated C.linic:c1I Sffectil.(enE:lss(PA<;t:).:\mifs. atAMkt, this
model has also·been expanded to GRVC. to . better addressthepopulation's,groWiriQ
mentc11 healtfoneeds.,

OUR :S'E:RVIC:ES AND (iOALS
Provicle.itsafeantfse(Z.ure ~nvfro11ntentf,:it inmates, staff

SERVICE 1

;,1,11<:f

,hostcpQ:100,u~itiesi,

Goal Ta Ensure the security and safety of Inmates k, o.oc· q.1.stodl,,
Goc1l lt1 Ens11re tht1J yse;of: fo.rc:eJis c1gthorlzeg<ancf appr9priate,
Goa11c Provide inmates With timelyatcess tohealth services.
<Soal 1d Mc1xltnfze bec:l capac:lty and address c:ell maintenancecand repairs i.n
atimely, manner.
··
Goal 'le EtisoreJin,elytranspprt ofJnmates tp cpllrts;thrp1,1ghqufthe:City;
$ERV1,t;:E,:,2 Prepare inmates.for return to'their heighbothoodsas civil
and. contribotJ.t:ig m~ml,ter5,.
··
Goal 2a Prepare as many inmates a's possible for successful release through

pattidpation: Jn skHls~blJilcling prpgrams Jnd1,1clJ!)g :e~µc:ational
oppori:unitieS; jobs traihiqg; behavioral iiitetventiohs,.ahd mental
health :servit¢$.
Goal 2b Reduce idleness by increasing inmate partidp'ation in mandated and
. . <:>therprpgrqms, $ervit¢s and activiti¢s,
Si;RVICE :l Provide correctiom·related services arid ihforrnatiohto the
1

pu.biic.
c:5qc1J 3a •prpvidg fimf:!ly notifications to crime victims,,
DEPARTMENT QFi'.:QRREC:rtQN

f Page.79

..
'Ht)VV \/VE PE'f{PQRMED IN: PISCAL:2016
se:RVlCE 1 Provide a safe ancf'sect1te er1vfri:mmehdor·fomates, it~ff ~rn:1,hi>stt:cittimunlties. '•
Ensure the security and safety ohnrnatesAnDOC.custddy.
While the in-cus!oc:Jy average daily population (ADP) droppeffto
S'eriQq!!i ~nJury,tQ. $taffa$,a.fte!!iUlt:oflnmate•
A$$a,ql1;_00 ~taff (mon~hlyr"'te per 1,9«>9 APP)
·9,790 in Fiscal 201.!5,. a· 4A per2ent decrease from the previous
fiscal. y1:1ar; ·the Percenti;lg~ :of th€!' popplatlgrr io a. ·sec4rity Rlsk
6.'3~
Group (SRG) o'rdiagnose.d with a, mental. illness both Jrtcteasecl
srnce :fi$c13( tors, the SJ~G population now .cqmprises lS.3
percent ofthe population, .UpJrorn 11 ;8 percent last year, and the
population with amentalihealth diagnosis is MW 4Z percent, up
from 41 percenlthe:previous·fiscalyear::Both groups·are involved
frt disproportionately more Violent Indl:fents - SRG'-'assodated
'lhm<!tes:·wereibyglved inmgretl"ra.n half gfj~Jtinc:ig~ntsjn·•fisc~I
201frwh11e 'those diagnosed with' a mentaUllness were. involved
in more; than three~qvarters of Jail incidents,: DOC Is wqrking tP
address the challenges• with the SRG :Population through the
:c:ippropriclte: identific.;ation, classification ancf hot1sin.9 ,9f inmates
accordingto specific risks and needs.
·
lndJcc1tors,of viole11ce>cm1ong inmates worsened in Jlscal 2016,
There was i 193 percent inerease lri inmate fights: and.' a 21,.3
per<::ent Increase, :in :stal:>bings 'i,ipd slashif'l9S q;irnpar,eq .to tp1f
,
y;otent 1oc:ident~
..
previous :fiscal year. ·o.urin9, Fiscal 2016, the Department began
"(monthlYti'.it~ piji'. 1,00Q AQP)
arnbitio,ustesting ofnew alternatives including tbe bo\Ji!ng:of all
yourig .adultsin ·onEffaciiitY (GMDC). Young adoits contribute to
.a msproportionate numtierof !ncigentsand.the c:onc:entta.tiQn of•
this pqpuJation:has increased:•.intidents<Jn GMDC.
111.o'rdet to ensure,safetYfotall inmates and staff;.the Department
bas• placeg. ·a pflQtitycoo arrestJn,g c1n,c:I pros,~cutj~g< inrnale?: who
assault.staff members. Arrests :of inmates for jail~based criminal
rnlscgr:tduct im:rea,sed PY' 9,~,$ perc:erit 111 t=lsq1J ~OJ~; While
1he nufob~r of seafc:hes-:":aanduded declined by seven percent,
·vv¢apon:s recovered .as .c1• restjlt qf these seiltChes,: incr(i!as¢q: PY
st.El percent The Department has been working:to' addressthe
::-srnt1991Jo·g of contraband ,by• both. Inmates. c1nd visitor$ 'thr949h
the addition of. new surveillance cameras;. improved techholOgy
and heightened front gate procedures incltJ.dihg more,sear¢hes
·FYi.4
cinct new search tacti<,i However, the. cdetedion .can be best
•
lnmawonfinma1:e !n~/clentli
.atcbrrtplishedtlirougb.the citifitation of body scanner technology,
which curr~ritly .fE!ffi9ins.,prohil?ite~ for non;.;medical use,byNew
!rimatE!•l'.lJ'h~t~ff··inci.~~·11ts
'York State.Jaw.
The•. rate of-Violenrinrnate-ondnmate;incidents• inttea~ed tiY,2f5,~;
per(:entln Flsqil 4()1•6,Jtom_.37 •.~ to 47:._8_,per 1;0.QQ A.DP. -iince·tne implementation . of•,its·•·Reform-Agenda:i. ooc .cdntiriues
:to.•ron ·outstaff trainings.in sObJetts ·such as cttsls mMagemeht,de~escalc1tlon, cognitivebehavioralther1;1py and appropriate
use ofJorce to. enhance safety both 5taff .al')g inmates to (:urhviolence and serious irijuries. Inmate assaults on,staff~
including both unlfo(med· and. dvilian staff.per 1,000.ADP, declined by 8, 1;percentfrorn 8.6 irf Fisc:ai .2015 to t.g irlFis(:al
2016 and $erious injuries to staff as a resqlt of inm.ate ass?1J.1lts cJeqeased byAz,.9 percent durilig the rep6rting pedod;
,Additibnallyi4he rate of.serious ihJ.Ury:t6 inmates •as::a:result ofinmate~on..inrnattf vlole11t {ndoents' remafoed stable fr◊m
the preVio.usfis§al •year.
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Ensurethat µse qffqrc,e Js,aµt,hori:?:ed and appropriate.
lri Fisc:ar2016,. the rate af'use. of force incidents with. serious injury decfine'.d by mote· than 42 percent, ·from: f.J,4. to 0,.6-6
per 1,,000.ADf>, Th:e rat~ oflnc:ldel1~'9f µsegff.qrcewitb rni11orinjµry,declin~cf:by,1 .2'percentandthe ·rate ofiricidehts
with no injury increased by 27.6 percent Atthe same:tihie, thetotal number ofinc:1dents ·of use offorce intre.ased .by 7.9
pe:r<::ent, ftorn 4,409 to-4:7'56 ovetqlJ.trhls.Jhcrea$eWa$ drivenJri large;pa,rfbY'a $7-.1 percent increase 'in incidentsCwith the
adolescent population. enhanced trainings have be'eh effective at fmpr.oving response·protoc:ols thatfocus on· immediate
ehg~gement and avo.idprolongeq physical altercation; rJiming toimin!mize u,se of force that involves physical. altercatiohs,
ensure that ~se c>ffor'ce is 6nly' applied when necessal'y and ensure thatthe.most appropriate n:ieans are used to resolve
situatiQr1swhile're(fµc!ng rJsk pf injqry,tostaftiind inmates,alike,iWher~rtqrce iswarranteq,,theDepartrnentuses the least
restrictive means possibleto achieve compliance.
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Provide: Inmates with timely a:cc,ess to health se:rvices,

While theperc:entage ofi11rnates dlc1gr:iosed with a. seri<>PsrneritalJllnessremained stabl.egt11 PEm:ent; th~ Depa~ment

has continued.toexperiente a steady:ihcrease, in the percenta.ge ofihm:atesWith a rnental heaith diagnosis. currently; 42

percent 9f the in~cµstody popolationJalls in•thls ccitegory. ·oespJte:these dsi11g r1tJrnbers, frtrn~te t\inlbvisJt5;dectea$eij f¢r
the first time inthreeyears, dropping by 4,1 . percentsihc~ 'Fiscal201 fo This drop:ih clinic visits coincided withJeaucetl clinic:
Waiting tirnesi which averaged :34 minutes hl eiscatzors and decreased by 11,6.perceott◊ 28 minutes in Flstal 20Je, Aside
frorn-r1rqvicJing ac:c:ess,tq servic:es Jn the tlinic:tthe.PE!Pcirl:tnent hc1s fqcqseq cm preventive and ,()11goi11g wreJ~rqygh c:Jinical
units.such ·as PACE and Clinital':Alternativeto Ponitiize :Segregation (CAPS);. detoxtinits and rtW!ntal. bealthprograrrtming
sut::h as ad Jherapy i:111<:f t;;<:>4ns~ling. These pJogram$ have,'1:ie11efit~dfr<:>m tbe strong p;>lli:ibQratJve effqtl,$ of NY¢ H~~lth
+ Hospitals;.·the Departmentof Hlealth arid Mental Hygiene (DOHMH), and DOCi .as well as tHe healthci:ite!,sociaLservii:e
and t::orri:lt::tioo'al staff thatrnanaSi:l :and irr:iplemMt~h¢se ptogrnms. · ·
·
·
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Maximizebed··capadfy and·.addresSce11•:maintenance·and·repa·irs ih··a.ti'mety,·manner:

.Both· pqpt.Jla~iqO. ::is a percentage. <:>f capc;icity ~md th.e nl.Jm~er ofjai(cells unavailc1ble dµeto r,epainemain~dst,eadyatJ3d
percent.and 2.;Jtpertenti respectively. As a part of.the .Cify!Hive year,aapital plan; the DepartliientJs Working to improve
facilities' ·adherence t<:>;riteJ1nq life s;;1fetycodeswhil¢::also:repairing af\q enhan.cio,g\priodJy•hqqsing areas; ·
·
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~nsµreJimeJy trnnsport qfJnmates to cqt.Jri:S thro1.Jgho1.Jt the City;

TimeJy transpor:fof inmates to court tontlnuedtoworsen for.mostof Fiscar2016,The. pel'<ent;:ige·:of inmatesqeHveted to
.Cot.Jct.on t1mewasonly 84perc:e11t for the periQdi cornparecf to ~();!;> percent in Fiscal .,20 ts. As:Jn the past,. challenges. haye
partiallybeen·,due:to:ifnlricrease in•inmates'talnn•g·within•·spedaiized subpoptilations:•indUdingmental healttrdeslgnations,
enhancedtestraints i:ind:segatatkms; whkhresulb.Jnihe;need for m~te e>1tensivese~rch proqidYresprior to transl\Jn .an
efforttcrcurtail vio.lence.Additionally,. an· ongoing ·c:hallenge'is' Pfoblematic inmateswhoHntentto~al~· create delaysin order
to,~void'trials. 'While the pette11tage of inmates .delivered to cot,iit on time ranged betweeti 1.7 percentancl J3!ilpercent
.between July 2.01:5 and 'M~y••2016; new .efforts in. June. brought timelycoutf prddt.Jdioh ab0Ve1 tatg.et af95..5 percent.
Together; tM, Criminal JuStice 8µreau (CJ8) ,and the Tr~ns·pprtatiob. Pivlsi9n i'.tnplero~nt1:Q iii ihre~•prong~,q •appro~~h 1q
iJ:TlprqyE! cpurtprodudio,r1, Toe. n~w appmach combines improved m6nitdririg.6foh-fria1Jnmafos ·arid fomliiunicatiohwitli
facility rnani:IQElf'S, survE1illahGe of ont-trl~FinmatE!$amlrnorE!: bµse~and timely.departµrE!s\oJ~n$Pre tiO}E!IY ½owt.arri\/iil.lSi
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SER\/ICE 2.

Pi'el)i:11'¢ itlrtiqtes for retUtn•t~ th~iineT~,hb6rhoodiM dvJfand <.:OhtribQti119 ti1¢rtilieri'.
l'repare as rnc:1nyJr1rnates as pq,ssJl:!le forsuf.:cessfµI release tl1roqgh partidpiltion:'in s~iJls,;l;Jt1Udi11g :programs
ihdUding educational opportunities,Job:s training; behaviora·1 interventions and mental health.services;

As a part of its reform agenda, theDepartmentiscexpanding proI1rams and servfces to improve educ~tionatand vocational

gpp_qttqn ifies forlntnate:s as wen i:JS enhc1nt:e. mental bec!lth s~rvicesJo. be.tter facilitate SUt:t:essfu1Je•Emt1y'i11to the JX>mmunity;
As suth1 theDepartment, in collaboration With the Fortune Society and Qsoorne Assotiatio;,;. significantly expanded •the

lndiVidUi:il cbrrnctio11 At:hievement Network tl~CAN).prograrn :in fiscal 2016. FCAN is a Jail~b~:i:sed.communlt,y re~entry
program designed to reduce recidivism through targeted. discharge planning that supports inmafos in obtaining GED.f
finding ernp.loyrnentan.d: treating ,substance• abuse, issues. WhUe the prograo, ,origfnally served emit those inmates ·at
the highest risk:of recidivism; Jthas since ,expanded to:serve-those atmedi4m riskas well. With these new criteria for
·participatlbn ~nd::acfditibnal funcfo,g frornthe .• iviayor·~ Taskforce .@ a:ehavioraf:ble;;iltfrand•.c:titnihal JU$tice, l~CAN isnow
. playing aJni:ljPrtole il'.l the overall pr99rammatl~.exPa.nsion ~tAM!<~; 'GRVC'., and Qtherfatillties. SinceFisci!I Z:015; refe,m1ls
increased bY 72.6 percent, enrollments intreasedby843 percent andWotkshops increased by21 s percent.

l•CAN Referral$

Jlr I-CAN Enrollments

.
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Redut~ '.idleness by increasing inmate partidpati.on in mandate.cl and other:pr¢gr;:ims, :services

ancl c1gi:yj(iesi

·

··

·

·

In Fiscal 2016, in support of the Departrnent's new young adult ihitiatives:vvhich seek to signifftantly•redoc:eboth punitiile
segregatlon,anq hoµse,all.youngJ;icfylts in oneJacility~ fqq.15 w,as pla~E!q on largetingthifpopulatipnfgp,qcatiorial§.~llls:
training opportun·ities ih an,effoitto reduce idleness:and intldehts in these :housing uliits. Typically, vocational trainihg;
progra.rns such as fooc;l• hi;tndler c::ertification cqurses accornrni:1c;la.te up tq 'SQ stuclents per cla.ss; HPWe\ler; irrthe. YPP09
adult units, classes only accommodate 12 students. Due ttnhese sighlfic:antfy smaller class sizes, which wo()ld require 4
times ~sm~ny dassesfor y<:>ung ;:idults't9 qffset the le>wer partkipati.onrates,. t.hePepartment expe(ieoced anll,.7 percent
·dec:reasein the average dally number of inmates in vocationaLskills traihirtg programs; Also doe to these smalJer class s'izes,
inm.a.tes participating in5killsbuil,qin~ agivlties qec.linedto8.f per<;gnt..:notmeetingthe. Pepa.rtmeot',s 1. Qp~(C(;!nttarget
AsyoUhg adult housing begihs to stabilize and J'tlore courses cartagain be offered to the general population, Which din
acc::ommodate hiQher num~ers·of partidpallts,_the. I)Ote~pe~J$ thesenqmberstq inqe.ase..
··
·
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Provide correctfon ..related services ahd information to the public~

Prbvide timely notifications to crime victims.
The Victim Identification and. Notification 1:veryday.(VINE) service provides Nevv'Vorkerswith acce$s to crime, andJelease
information regardlog incarceri:lted Jnm~Jes1 There: was a. l.9 percent· increase in VINE registrations from Fiscal 2015'· to
Fiscal 2016. and a 13;8 pertehtinerease in· VINE confirmed notifications during the same Ume period.
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'Actiial fJriandal.llmounl~for 'the mbstcWrentfls£lil year.are nofyeffin'al;fin,al fiscaJyeaf il1tual~, ·trl:im ili,eCoihpiti)ller'~ Comprehen$lve'AnnU~I Flrianq~I R~port; vvill be·
reported Ii!' tlie oexfPMMlt Rl!fer.to the ~Indicator Deflriltions• at riyc,gov/rnmr for'di!talls, .• .1Authorited·Budget level
.. ~Expenditures include all funds' ...
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NOTEWORTHY CHANG:ES,. ADDITIONS OR D.ELETlONS: ;
None.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
,. SE!leg ann_tJal ir:idi\::cttP[:s: .·

.

.

, .,

http://wWW1 .rwc:90Ws1te/dpc/apouttd◊<hst~tisti¢s.p·~ge,.

For morE!informatibn Qi'lthe.agen(:y, pliease vi$it: ,www;nyc,gov/'dp<':\

:DEPARTM EINT Q:f
·( 0 RRE CTl ON Joseph Po:rrte, Com•missiQner
1

FQ:CUS 01\1. EQ:UllIY
1

DOC :i$ committed to enhandng s:afety; iimproving jail"c:o,r:1dJtipns and promoting

f;>ettenreentry oL1,comesJor inrriates1 which,advances equityforali New York¢rs,
Fo.r: the pasttwoyears, th'e DO<::'·has b.een unqerfg,kfog a,shlft ip cultqre:/gt,Jided
by atrc1nsfC>(n1atiye 1.'4"P9intAnti-Niolence 'R<i!form •Agenda, Which seeksto reduce
ja'il violeoce,Jhtrease safety tor and better acldh:!ss the neeqspfstf.lffand inmates
and improve Jong"'.term iQo,gtli! 91,1w:ime.s,. ln sllpport of thls agehda, thit ooc
tailors l'.lausirig; staffing.ancl programtning to the ag¢-, gem:ler-.and·healtb-s,peqiflc
tieedsof th!;!. Llniqµe popolatipns In.: crusto4Y;: tbe Pepartment ·1s restructuring
housing to, ensure improved safety/ orfet''altetnativesto punitive segregation. cind
ensure,age-appropdate services.• Employing enhanced/ an\i ~mplified ·r~c:ruitment·
effqr~i :DQ(; 'has also,been securing improved staffing ·,evels'.for each· houiing:
arec1·to ensure betterstaffto inmateJati.os :ancJ approprf~te steffing'for lntensiv~
progrnmmJqg effor~; The past three graduating dasses:bf the DOC Academy have
been· the larg,estin history, with ovef'70(tgrc1dµ.ates in. the m.ost re~entdass.the
Oep;irtmeotis.•alsolmplernentingtargeted training.efforts'lnduding Mental.:Health
First Aid to, ptovide d:itk:erswith the skills :neede"d to t?etter identify -~ncJ :acJ.dress•the
o~eds pfuofq9epopulations •.•By moving:awaytrbrhone~siz1Hits-all tespo'ttsesand•·
offedngtargetedtrainlng andsetviq:isto.pp.t stc1ff and'inrnates, the Depa,Wpent
is·sU!=(;essfully reducing1seribus violehce'in its restart a'reas and. better meetingthe
needs ofthose irt tio,e:: tLJstody.
.

Provide a$are arid ,sec:ure,(;!nvironment forinmates;·· staff

a~lhost coffirnui,ities. ···· ·· · · · · ·· ·

GOalla
Goat lb
Go1;1! 1c.,
Goal 1d

~nswre Jbe ~E!curity ,1;1,nq, i:;c1f~zy ofinmates:ln DOC custody;Ensutethatuse of force is authorized and appropriate.
Provi~e inmate$WiJh timely aC!=0S$.ti;rhe;;ilthservices;

Maximize bed capacity and addtesstelfrnaintenahce an&repairtin
athne!y·m1;1nnet
·
<Soar1e Ensure· timely traris.p(?rt of itirnat¢$ tq<qurts Jhrp4gboµtthe Ci,ty, .
SERVI CS 2 Prepl;lre.it1miite$fQ1' r:.~·tt.1rntq th~frriefo~~o(he>ods,its civil
and contributihg members.
Prepare as manyinrnates•as pqssiple forsµc~essfllJJelease thrqugh
participation in skills-btiildihg programs lnduding educational
opportunities, Jobs trc'!foi11g, •behavioral jnterveriti'cll'is and mental
health services.
Goal,2b Red.µceiclJeness by,rncreasing i,r:1mateparticipati9n in mandated and
otb~(prqgrarns, services abd .Activities.
5}ERVIC~ i ProvicJ,ir:>ire<;t)pn~rl:,}1:a·~~d services and informatioriito the

public~

Goal'3a Ptovid~JlrnE!ly nptificationstq i::tiroevictlms;
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• In ordertcrehhance safetffor l:>o,th staff rJtJd. inmates, Q(JC hastohtinued'to toll out reforms and lraihingstqJinprove

responses to maladaptive' behavior throt\ghcrisis management J:1nd .d¢:esc;;dation, 'JhtQ1Jgh tr~lofog In MermifH~alth
First Aid; Cognitive S~haviQral Therapy,. t>i.al~cficat :B.ehavior Therapy aM other interventiqns; (:;qrre~tion;.1t Officers
workihQWlth speda'l ,p'opulatiohs are no"V !:>etterequJppec;l tp, resporrd• to. in:Cidents;·Thtough targeted·training;the
DeprJrtmenf has.,'a(hieved improved :staff~Jomate interactions interms .of c;r,isis management c:le-escal,:iti.on, conflic;t
resolution and,general cornm·ynicatlon;Thesebave cornbined':to stabHize inmate assaults on staff,as the number .:ind,
rate ofasS&(Jlts on staff tetnained unchanged at 341' and ~.8 per 1,QOdADJ>,Jespecti\tely;a during the firstfoutmohths
•Of Hscaf2017.
·.
··
··

•• •. vvhjieir'ithatea'ssaults on staff h.:ive.sta.biUzed•. jail~bas~darrestsoflnrnetesjncreasedby·three.percenUrotlllastyear,!Jh,f

Md"~AUI~ an ~ff.~ilesea~H•:tdhllhued,ro drop ~y etg~!percenij,the.•f~clin)

"'"··::::::::::.:.:::::•::::::::-·::·······"'······

.~~"9,...;

;;..,:.,_;;;;.;.......,.....···

r·t:<tbfi!iO;to

··········· .. ·.·....... .

pli01tiVe segreg~tih;n fofthese populc1tions has contri1J11te~I tpJnitial spikes irtviblence. However, as the DOCt:ontihue.s
•to ~eveJop 1tstherapeuti~rJlter,;ic1tiv~ho.u.sing options,the.pepartmen·t expects'~p:s~eqqs.itive··outcomes.)n;:96J!1teffipt··

pi1i¥1iliiiliiiltW11rr1t~~so/ ·····i,onl{cyQ:::,t:1lliitt;t!!t

•Ift};i . ..

dJ: ·. . ..... ·.·• he Oepartrnent js,adJ1.1:stihg this modelfo irnpiementYOLlr)Q a.qll[t bqusi,rig q]ily fotth6se wh6 ate in lower~
risk tlassifkat:ions.: interested in progr~m, ming: clnd •educa.tioO and/or areJn :a lterrl'ative haUsirfg Uil itsJor. infractions', :fi:>r
theretnaincler,•the Depattment.hasfohtinue·dto.explore the11s.eofblE!nded hqusing (c1 rnix of c1dultsand youog ado its);.
which has $hovv:n more. syccess ln ·redyc;i@ violence; Wbife t~e number and rate per l,OOO ADP of viofemtinrhate-onihmate lntidehts increased duting·thistime period, tbe nyrn1:>er ofserl()qs inJt:1rles, to i11mc:1te.s-as· a.resl/lt of assaults and
fights decrecl~ecl bynihep.ercentdueto·the, implementation bftbe lnc:ideorcommand system (ICS), whi~h hasleftq
improved response..
·
··

•• ~!nee. the implementation of the.Oepartrnent'satiti~violeh:Cereform agenda, there has alsq been r;1fqcusqnstaffttc1ining
ih behavioral interventions, de~esc;alatlon .ancl petter response pr¢tocqls• thatfocus .on immedi~te engagement ·arid
.:ivoidingpr.olongedphysicalaltercati'on.·These:trainings aim.tominimizeuseoflorce that involves ph,ysig?I a.ltercatlons.
ensure that Use of force is only cipplied when necessc3ry and assure that the most apptQpdate means are used to
resolvr: sitL!i:itions, While redwdng risk ofinjufy to staff and inmates alike. Where force iswarranti:~, th!:!: Dep.artment
uses,the least restrictive means pos,sible tq c:1<:hieye, c:omplia,nce; notably; h~ndheid chemkal agents.'These measures
hr)Ve 'resulted in signitlcant teductiOhsJn. uses of force resulting .in serious and minor inJuiy, Compared to the. s.a,me
time. period last year, uses oHor,cE?With $(:ri9t1s ,injury a,ncJ. ll~~s offor7e.vvith• r-nin◊t ir,j1,1fyper l;OOO ADPdeclined. by
17. P:rcent. cl{ld 1apercent .respectively.· •. Use~?pf,forc~}Nith"ho ,in}Ury• per:.r,090. Ar5J?:incre~sei:Upy;J~f~l:·•·p~rtent:while··
totaliuses9f;fpr,c,:~;;gf.;gl/h(:.c:tby;six•p~rg~pt::O.OC: hasalso finalized new·useofforcepolicies andtraillingsin line with

us Department of Justice recommendations. tbe riew,poilcy will be effem.\ye in:septE)mber-2011. D1Jringthefirsffot.rr
·months of'tlsc;:l:lJ 2ot1( OQC' l;>gganlrl:linihg: ~taff in the· new po.licy and defensive tactics;

• \Jllhilethenun1ber ofinmate health cUnitvisitsdecreasedJ:~ydnly,2',6' perceodromthe S/:lnle timeMriod lastyepr,the
average dintc waiting dme dec:re,:ised by Z.4 peroent,Jrc,m-3.~:,t:riim1tes t<> tS mh;i,lJte.si lr, Sepfembe(the fadlities' ·clinics
implerr1m1te9 dc1i,ly ·.shiftme~tings between .not: and NYC Health .j. Hospitals (H + H) thatenal:il.¢toe· c;orn.munic/;ltic;m
of:pribrity as· well as the staffin·g siJpporttequited, With the.goal ofidentifyJng·the lhdivi.dqafathi:lt need to be seen and
.ensuring 'they are seen /:lS Q?idilyas POS~ble.Thro~gh·these·efforts; . as. Well as:shirting to,:a tl~H~SC◊r:t pol.icy fqn;ertafi:1
•areas,and classifications to.go to the clinks, waiting.times have;improv,ed by:i4pen:enl, ·1n addition Jo,~ervi~es;provided
In the clinic, DOC and H + H continue. t9.' fqcq$ <:>n de"elopfng' /:lryd expanding collabbrative programs. tharpromote
preventive ~mcl ongoing care such as the Program to Accelerate Clinital Effettiven.ess (PACE); .Clfniccil Alternatives to
Punitive. S.egregatlon,-(CAPS), and su&sta.nce: niis1,1se treatmentthr@gh AiRoc1d Not Taken (ARNT).
• Through 1nte11$iye·•efl'.Q.rts. tq frnpro11e the tirrigly trl:lnspqrt of inmates to court,, ooc achieved a.1 o:7·percentage point
'improverrieht .ir1.oh-tirne court delivery, upto 98 ..3 percent,.VVhile there l:\gVtt~een cc,w11:pr9du(;tion challeflges,· oyer the
p'ast few ye/:lrs,t'1e Pepc1rtm·erilpl~c:ecl l:l majqrJqqJ~'PU prqquc:tionbeginnin_g in lat~Fiscal 2Ol6rdedicatihg a Hureau
Chief t<>'the initiative. Through improved tn6nitdring ofo1Hrtal inmates antf cotnmuntcatlorx With fa~ility managers,,
sorveillahte. of on~tti~J ihrnate,s c1n(f moti:l\l:>LJses, th~ .Depi:lr((r)ent el\<;eedetj If$ target of 99 ,pettent on"time coo rt
arfiyals. l)lJ(ing·ttn:ieswheD itls·antictpatedtnatan inmateWill•.be iat~ tora.,schedule'd coort appeatante; pQ't .notlfie$
Judgesto allowfor other businesstoptoteed befo-r,ejne inmate a.rrJves;
·.,

• A key component of fhe Department's :reforrn agencJa :is .cJevetoping vocational, educational ai:ld ment~I health
progrcJrnming to improve reentry·.outcomes . In 0newithcthis goal. the Department, fo <;ql!~borntion with the fortune

sodettancl'Oshorne .ts.ssociationiexpanded·tl\e l,C:AN. prqgram,in Qc:tober. 201.s. The program now plays a majorrole
in,the:.Anna M. Kross Center,(AMKC); GeotgeR. Vietno cente:r(GRVC), and GMD<;:~·where:stc1ffmem~ers baveb.eeo
aooedto:ptovtcle setVkes in new1y:<;ree1teq 1-.CAN h<>uslng\c1rec1s,i1J1Js expansion has resulted ih a167 percent ihc:rease
•in enrollments and a 1 B percent ihtrease in wotkshops cornpl:ltedto the same.:timefre1.me la.styear. Higher inciq.!:!nt
levels Jn •the Robert. N. [)avor~n Cprnplex (RNPG) and GM.DC cpntributed to a 9;8 percent decrease:'.in the average
daily attendanceiin school programs~ As the· Department continues to developjts. alternatives to punitive segregati-on
for the aclolescent ancl young aqultpqpuJations;Jncident levels,are expected'fostabilize1 .enablir\g nigher daily school
attendance.
.·
·
·
··

•• Comp~ted to JUiy through October of fis<:al' ZO.ff5, there was ,a l;~~ .perc;ent inareaseJh the ,average daily' number
qf inma.tes:J11voq1ti9n.al·skHI~ traihi'ng· programs. This cati be attributed'to th¢. 1;.C:AN expan$i:or:tas well .a5twq new
departrri'ental Initiatives -. Jnctustry Rec<>gnized training'(lf{'t) and Tfa;ging Fl!Wres, !RT offers adolescents and y<1ung
·ado[ts certification courses sqch gs OSHA1food handler;afictCP8,whife Trading lfOtUres Qfferslntnat¢s, intrqdU,q.qcy
coorses•ih'varioustrades:sucha~."<::<1ypentry, costnetPfogy, cµlina.ry.f:!rt:S, ancl ~asicele@riqwqrk... 1n addition to,expahdirl,9
.progrc1mrnin~·· the 9epartrnent•isw9rkl.ngfo.ensurethatprbgrahiscaretailored'to'the.age- and he~ltb" specific'.h~eds .c>f
··the. ·µbp'ulationsin custody. Througb:the'.hOU$ing <>f yoµn~ ado_ltsjn <;MD~1th~,pepartm!:!11t ha~,q~veloped.pwgratn"
spe.dfic housing, thatad<Jres$es the qolque a~velopmental1. educational .and VotatiohaL needs ofyoqng' adults. Th~se
hb~sing units offercup to 40 :hours perweek in.progratnmiog, ~uc;b as hlghschopl ,qiploma J>requivalency education,
•highe.r educati<1n, animaltraining, anc;!h9rti,¢1,dtqral education. Individuals'. ih MebtaLObservatio'h (MQ)'housing ;are al$¢
offered clihicaLarid straumcHnto:niied programtnfn9iintludfng::art·therc1py; petth~raPY anq 13cting,a11d vyriJirig classes.

Sf:R\!ICij . ,

Provide.a s~f~ ~n(l.~ecµre ~nvirqn111¢1frfi~r}hltiijtes, stiiff and host communities..

Ensure the: security ·!'1nd $cifety qf inmatetin b6c custody.
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VIOLENCE ON ThE STREETS OF NEw YORk CITY IS dEALT wITh
BY ARRESTING ANd SEGREGATING ThE PERPETRATORS FROm
ThE PuBLIC ANd SENdING ThEm TO JAIL.
BuT whAT hAPPENS whEN ThESE PERPETRATORS CONTINuE
TO COmmIT VIOLENCE IN JAIL?
PuNITIVE SEGREGATION IS A JAIL wIThIN IN A JAIL.
IT ENABLES CORRECTION OFFICERS TO SEGREGATE VIOLENT
OFFENdERS JuST AS ThE POLICE SEGREGATE VIOLENT
OFFENdERS ON ThE STREETS OF NEw YORk CITY,
whEN ThEY mAkE ARRESTS.
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INTROduCTION

IT’S BEEN SAID THAT “THE
DEFINITION OF INSANITY IS
DOING THE SAME THING
OVER AND OVER AGAIN AND
EXPECTING A DIFFERENT RESULT”
the department of Correction is still attempting to resolve the issue of jail violence through the creation of
so-called specialized housing units/programs. However, regardless of whether we call them restrictive
housing units, enhanced supervision housing, enhanced housing, transitional-restorative units, secure units,
or enhanced supervision re-start, they will not address the core issue at hand-jail violence.
the department of Correction thinks that the mere creation of housing units/programs with elaborate names
somehow means they are creating something new. they are not. they have not changed anything during
the last four years and continuing these failed programs, while expecting a diﬀerent result, is the deﬁnition
of insanity.
Second, despite the fact that these units and other “reform policies” have been in place for four or more years,
very little progress has been made to ensure jail safety (Mayor’s Management report 2013-2017). Correction
oﬃcers, staﬀ, and inmates continue to be assaulted at alarmingly high rates on a daily basis without
accountability or sanctions placed upon violent oﬀenders (federal Monitor’s reports i-iV).
the department of Correction has been unable to lower the jail violence across every major category (Mayor’s
Management report 2013-2017). despite the failure of these policies, the department of Correction continues
to stand by them and has not developed any new or eﬀective initiatives to eﬀectively reduce jail violence.
thus, the department of Correction has failed to learn from recent history and it continues to repeat its mistakes
at the expense of Correction oﬃcers, staﬀ, inmates, and the public.
the Mayor's continued failure to listen to these sound recommendations from law enforcement experts
and the boots on the ground is directly connected to the continued increase in violence in our jails.
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RIkERS ISLANd
& NEw YORk CITY JAILS
9 RIkERS ISLANd FACILITIES
1. rndC: The robert n. davoren Center

6. oBCC: The otis Bantum Correctional Center

2. emTC: The eric m. Taylor Center

7. wf:

3. gmdC: The george motchan detention Center

8. rmsC: The rose m. singer Center

4. AmkC: The Anna m. kross Center

9. grvC: The george r. vierno Center

5. niC:

west facility

The north inﬁrmary Command

IN AddITION TO ThE 9 JAILS RIkERS hAS:
• Power PlAnT
• gArAge
• gAs sTATion
• CAr wAsh
• fire resPonse uniT
• mediCAl uniTs
• BAkery

• CenTrAl lAundry
• TAilor shoP
• PrinT shoP
• A k9 uniT
• sTore house
• APProximATely
1500 PArking sPACes

BOROuGh FACILITIES
Brooklyn deTenTion ComPlex (BkdC)
mAnhATTAn deTenTion ComPlex (mdC)
Bronx CourTs (BxCTs)
vernon C. BAin CenTer (The BArge) (vCBC)
Queens CourTs QdC)

hOSPITAL uNITS
elmhursT hosPiTAl Prison wArd (ehPw) Queens
Bellevue hosPiTAl Prison wArd (BhPd) mAnhATTAn
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A GLImPSE OF RIkERS ISLANd & NEw YORk CITY JAILS
FY17
2017 Admissions .......................................................................................................................58,226
numBer of rePeAT offenders................................................................................................41,545
AverAge dAily PoPulATion......................................................................................................9,000
inmATes in seCuriTy risk grouP (% AdP)...............................................................................14.7%
JAil-BAsed re-ArresTs of inmATes .........................................................................................1,126
PoPulATion is on TriAl ...........................................................................................................85%
AverAge lengTh of sTAy..........................................................................................................60.7 dAys
PerCenT releAsed To The CommuniTy ..................................................................................76%
rikers islAnd ............................................................................................................................420 ACres
inmATes TrAnsPorTed To And from CourT dAily...............................................................1,000
inmATe visiTors Per dAy ..........................................................................................................1,600

POPuLATION dEmOGRAPhICS FY17
AGE

NEw AdmISSIONS

AVG. dAILY POP

% OF AdP

16-17
18-21
22-25
26-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60-69
70+
unknown

332
1,381
1,967
2,181
4,033
2,597
1,981
348
39
86

143
947
1,373
1,321
2,440
1,560
1,240
226
21
5

1.5%
10.2%
14.8%
14.2%
26.3%
16.8%
13.4%
2.4%
0.2%
0.1%

BOROuGh OF ARRAIGNmENT
Brooklyn
Bronx
Manhattan
Staten island
Queens
other

NEw AdmISSIONS

AVG. dAILY POP

% OF AdP

3,107
2,304
4,538
728
2,606
1,662

1,720
1,458
3,010
319
1,571
1,198

18.5%
15.7%
32.4%
3.4%
16.9%
12.9%
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NEw YORk CITY dEPARTmENT OF CORRECTION

uSE OF FORCE
fy feBruAry 2017 - feBruAry 2018

2017 YEAR IN REVIEw

FYTd
2017

inmATe violenCe - slAshings/sTABBings

133

ToTAl use of forCe "A"

156

ToTAl use of forCe "B"

1,239

ToTAl use of forCe "C"

2,221

ToTAl use of ChemiCAl AgenTs

2,280

AssAulTs on sTAff inCidenTs

642

use of forCe "A"

28

use of forCe "B"

295

use of forCe "C"

319

use of forCe ‘’A’’ –sTAff inJuries

24

use of forCe ‘’A’’ –inmATe inJuries

27

serious inJury To inmATe By inmATe

152

ToTAl # of inmATe fighTs

4,702

infrACTions for inmATe on inmATe AlTerCATions

9,694

AssAulT on sTAff w/o uof

438

sPlAshing

744

sPiTTing/sPAT

268

uof sTAff - sToP inmATe fighT

1,727

CriminAl ACTs - on CiviliAn sTAff

121
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3 ACTuAL uSE OF FORCE INCIdENTS
*uOF (A)

inCidenT dATe
03-13-2018

reQuires mediCAl ATTenTion Beyond over The CounTer AnAlgesiCs
(lACerATion, PunCTure, frACTure, suTure, inTernAl inJuries)

JAil
grvC

AT 1911 hours, in housing AreA 19B (AdulT/mo), inmATe mCmillAn (Blood, enh, resT Cl23) wAlked uP To
offiCer And sTruCk him severAl Times in The fA CiAl AreA. As A resulT, A use of forCe oCCurred wiTh
The Below lisTed sTAff, This inCidenT is ClAssified As An “A” use of forCe. video surveillAnCe: yes/
ChemiCAl AgenT (oC) uTiliZes: yes. inJuries To CorreCTion offiCers (Co A) lACerATion To The fACe (Co B)
sPrAin wrisT, inJury To inmATe ConTusion To The nose

*uOF (B)
inCidenT dATe
03-02-2018

AdminisTrATion of minor firsT Aid
(suPerfiCiAl Bruise, sCrAPe, sCrATCh, minor swelling)

JAil
mnCTs

AT 1625 hours in mAnhATTAn CourT new Admission Pen #2, inmATe huggins (srg Blood, Cl, 7, AmkC, new
Admission) wAs Being esCorTed By offiCer To Pen #2, when The inmATe Threw PunChes TowArds The
offiCer, noT mAking ConTACT, As A resulT, A use of forCe oCurred wiTh The Below lisTed sTAff, This
inCidenT is ClAssified As A “B” use of forCe, video surveillAnCe: no/ ChemiCAl AgenT (oC) uTiliZed: no
inJury To CorreCTion offiCer or inmATe.

*uOF (C)
inCidenT dATe
03-12-2018

no inJury
JAil
oBCC

AT 1515 hours, in housing AreA 5 souTh (AdulT/ gP), inmATes henry (nsrg, Cl.19) And CooPer (srg-Blood,
iCr, Cl. 28) were involved in A fighT, offiCer ordered The inmATes To sToP And wArned ChemiCAl AgenT
(oC) would Be uTiliZed. The inmATes did noT ComPly. As resulT, A use of forCe oCCurred wiTh The Below
lisTed sTAff. This inCidenT is ClAssified As A “C” use of forCe, video surveillAnCe: yes/ ChemiCAl AgenT
(oC) uTiliZed: yes. no inJury To CorreCTion offiCer or inmATes.
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ANALYSIS OF VIOLENCE ON RIkERS ISLANd FOR FISCAL
PERIOd FEBRuARY 2017 - FEBRuARY 2018
in 2017, Correction oﬃcers had in its custody approximately 65,000 inmates who were housed on rikers
island and other new york City jail facilities. out of the 65,000 approximately 41,000 were recidivist (arrested
2-9 times that same year).
tHere were APProxiMAtely 3,616 USe of forCeS (wHiCH rePreSentS leSS tHAn 6 PerCent for tHe
Period in QUeStion) witH tHe following BreAkdown: 156 ClAss (A) use of forCes, 1,239 ClAss (B)
use of forCes, 2,221 ClAss (C) use of forCes.
Correction oﬃcers used Chemical Agents a total of 2,280 times which resulted in no injury to inmate or
Correction oﬃcers. Between february 2017 and february 2018, there was a total of 642 Correction oﬃcers
assaulted by inmates. 28 of those assaults were Class "A" Uses of forces resulting in Correction oﬃcers being
sent to the hospital for lacerations, punctures requiring sutures, fractures, internal injuries, broken orbitals,
fractured jaws, broken/fractured noses, sprain of the hands, wrists, shoulders, ankles, back injuries, or missing
teeth. Some were the result of an out right attack on Correction oﬃcers by an inmate or inmates, while most
are assaults resulting from Correction oﬃcers intervening in inmate ﬁghts or altercations. A total of 1,727 Use of
force involved Correction oﬃcers breaking up or stopping inmate ﬁghts.
there were a total 438 incidents of inmate assault against Correction oﬃcers where no force was used by
Correction oﬃcers. Correction oﬃcers were splashed a total of 744 times with urine, feces and other unknown
liquids by inmates. Correction oﬃcers were spit/spat on a total of 268 times by inmates. inmates usually spit in
the face of oﬃcers. these numbers do not include civilians. there was a total of 121 criminal acts (which includes
assaults, splashing and spitting) against Civilians staﬀ.
during this same period, there were 4,702 inmate ﬁghts in total. over 152 inmate on inmate Serious injuries
and 133 incidents of inmate Slashing and Stabbings, mostly committed by adolescents, mentally ill and high
custody inmates.
in fy2017, Adolescent inmates (16-21 year olds) who despite comprising only 1,713 of the total inmate population,
are a group with higher than average lengths of stay in custody, more serious criminal charges (charged with
one or more felonies), the top charges being (robbery 1 and 2 and Murder 2) and a higher level of involvement
in jail incidents. Since January 2018 to date there has been more than 150 Use of force involving 16-17 year olds
(mostly involved Correction oﬃcers breaking up inmate ﬁghts).
in fy2017 inmates identiﬁed as members of security risk groups (Srg), which include gangs, represent
approximately 14.7% of the population and are involved in about a quarter of all jail incidents. High-custody
inmates, identiﬁed as having a high propensity for institutional violence, but are involved in close to half of all
jail incidents.
Correction oﬃcers have been successful in running one the best operation in our profession. new jails and
shutting down rikers won't do anything to reduce the violence in the jails, if Correction oﬃcers are not allowed
to enforce the law behind bars.
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on march 17, 2018, J’von Johnson, an inmate housed in an enhanced supervision housing unit at the
otis Bantum Correctional Center, who is charged with murder and three assaults, lashed out and
attacked a Correction oﬃcer as he was completing his tour.
The inmate threw scalding hot water on the oﬃcer and then proceeded to punch him repeatedly. The
oﬃcer was transferred to the emergency room at new york Cornell hospital and was treated for 1st
and 3rd degree burns and a broken nose. This same inmate was responsible for assaulting
another Correction Oﬃcer just last year in the same exact housing unit.

J’VON JOhNSON (Age 21)
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RK

inMAte

deTAils:
Street CHArge:
murder (A felony)
CHArge:
AssAulT-2nd degree (d felony)
CHArge:
AssAulT-2nd degree (d felony)

This inmATe CAnnoT Be PlACed in PuniTive segregATion And his Privileges CAnnoT Be eliminATed
BeCAuse he’s 21. BuT when he wAs ArresTed By The nyPd for his sTreeT Crimes, he wAs removed And
segregATed from The generAl PuBliC. when senT To surrounding CounTies is PlACed in segregATion
more resTriCTed ThAn new york CiTy.
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Age 18

INmATE BuRNS

Age 18

INmATE FRANCIS

deTAils:
Street CHArge:
Crim Poss weapon-2nd degree
C felony

Age 18

INmATE wATSON

F
YO

INmATE ESPINAL
Age 18

deTAils:
Street CHArge:
Attempted roBBery
3rd e felony
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This inmATe CAnnoT Be PlACed in PuniTive segregATion And his Privileges CAnnoT Be eliminATed
BeCAuse he’s 21. BuT when he wAs ArresTed By The nyPd for his sTreeT Crimes, he wAs removed And
segregATed from The generAl PuBliC. when senT To surrounding CounTies is PlACed in segregATion
more resTriCTed ThAn new york CiTy.

deTAils:
Street CHArge:
Attempted murder
B felony

NE
W

deTAils:
Street CHArge:
Attempted murder
B felony

ThE FOuR INmATES whO ATTACkEd
OFFICER SOuFFRANT

The injured oﬃcer, Jean souﬀrant, 39, fractured his neck and was treated for bleeding on the right side of his
brain.

on february 10, 2018, the inmate and Bloods gang member, steven espinal, walked up to the uniformed oﬃcer
in a vestibule of the george motchan detention Center and punched him, knocking him to the ﬂoor. within
moments, four other inmates rushed the oﬃcer, kicking and pummeling him for about eight seconds until two
correction oﬃcers came to his aid, including one who used pepper spray, according to a video of the attack.

muLTIPLE INmATES ASSAuLT
CORRECTION OFFICER
FRACTuRING hIS NECk
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USE OF FORCE ''A''
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INmATE ASSAuLTEd A FEmALE
CORRECTION OFFICER,
Ill
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BREAkING hER NOSE
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while attempting to break up a ﬁght between multiple inmates at the george r. vierno Center, on march
8, 2018, a Correction oﬃcer was punched in the face by inmate xavier Blount. she was sent to the
emergency room and treated for a fractured nose.

BLOuNT, XAVIER (Age 21)
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inMAte

deTAils:
Street CHArge:
Crim Poss ConTrl suBsT-3rd B felony
Street CHArge:
Court order
Street CHArge:
AssAulT -2nd d felony

This inmATe CAnnoT Be PlACed in PuniTive segregATion And his Privileges CAnnoT Be eliminATed
BeCAuse he’s 21. BuT when he wAs ArresTed By The nyPd for his sTreeT Crimes, he wAs removed And
segregATed from The generAl PuBliC. when senT To surrounding CounTies is PlACed in segregATion
more resTriCTed ThAn new york CiTy.
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INmATE ASSAuLTEd A
CORRECTION OFFICER,
Ill
uIt: SLAShING hIm ACROSS hIS FACE
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After refusing to return a hot pot of water to a Correction oﬃcer, inmate Benjamin mcmillan assaulted
the Correction oﬃcer in a housing area at the george r. vierno Center on march 13, 2018, The Correction
oﬃcer was slashed across his face and sent to the emergency room.

mCmILLAN, BENJAmIN (Age 61)
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inMAte

deTAils:
Street CHArge:
AssAulT -2nd d felony
Street CHArge:
oBsTruCT governmenTAl Adminis
A misdemeanor
Street CHArge:
Attempted AssAulT-1sT C felony

This inmATe CAnnoT Be PlACed in PuniTive segregATion And his Privileges CAnnoT Be eliminATed
BeCAuse of his ClAssifiCATion As A “menTAlly ill” inmATe. BuT when he wAs ArresTed By The nyPd for
his sTreeT Crimes, he wAs removed And segregATed from The generAl PuBliC.
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hOw dOES NYC dOC hANdLE
VIOLENT 16-21 YEAR OLd INmATES?
since the elimination of punitive segregation in nyC jails for the Adolescent population,
the department’s solution for handling this population is to transfer them to the
surrounding counties such as suﬀolk, nassau and Albany.
Currently, the nyCdoC has approximately 40 inmates who are transferred to surrounding
counties at a cost of approximately $150 per day.
These surrounding counties all have punitive segregation, but most are called
administrative segregation.
when doC inmates are transferred to the outside counties they are placed in
administrative segregation because these counties don't want to expose their population
to this population of inmates.
The BenefiTs of nyCdoC TrAnsferring inmATes To oTher JurisdiCTions:
1. we can have them placed in punitive segregation but not by us.
2. it separates this violent population from nyC Correction oﬃcers, Civilians and inmates.
3. this population becomes someone else's problem.

The downside To TrAnsferring This PoPulATion of inmATes:
1. it costs the city approximately $150 per day that they're with the outside counties.
in addition to the $247,000 it costs to incarcerate them annually.
2. it gives the appearance that nyCdoC and nyC cannot handle this population of violent inmates.
3. it creates a hardship for the family members to travel to visit them.
4. the additional costs involved with nyCdoC personnel who's responsible for All transportation of
picking up and delivering these inmates for all hearings and court appearances in nyC and returning
to them to the outside counties.
5. it forces their lawyers or legal representation to travel outside the city.
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mr. de Blasio said during his weekly appearance on ny1 that whatever
validity there was to their claim about punitive segregation being a
deterrent, “soliTAry ConfinemenT, unforTunATely, eATs AwAy AT
The humAn soul. so i undersTAnd how frusTrATing iT musT Be
for offiCers who feel ThAT sense of dAnger, And we feel for
Them, we wAnT Them To Be sAfe And ThAT’s why we’re invesTing
And we’re going To mAke sure They’re sAfe, BuT soliTAry
ConfinemenT is noT The Answer.”
- Bill de BlAsio, new york CiTy mAyor
former doC commissioner martin f. horn believes that the policy shifts and the recent spike
in inmate violence are connected. “iT’s CerTAinly PArT of The sTory,” he says, adding
that de Blasio and his team “mAy hAve Tried To ACComPlish Too muCh, Too fAsT.”
“in many jails throughout the u.s. and even within new york state, prisoners are not routinely
out and about for more than an hour a day. new york City is an anomaly by providing that
prisoners are allowed to "lock out" of their cell for up to 16 hours a day. The minimum
standards of the state Commission on Corrections that govern the operation of the City's jails
and those of all other jails in the state nowhere require that length of "lock out" time. only
new york City aﬀords that "privilege" to its prisoners.

- mArTin horn, former doC Commissioner
new york City department of Correction“The ﬁrst step to reducing uof incidents is to reduce inmateon-inmate violence. we still have signiﬁcant improvements to make, particularly in preventing
stabbings and slashings.” “The department has consulted with the nunez monitor throughout the
implementation of the young Adult plan and has advised the monitor of the facts and circumstances
set forth above. The monitor and his team of experts - who have experience eliminating the use of
punitive segregation in other jurisdictions - have continuously advised the department on the need
to be thoughtful and deliberate in our approach to punitive segregation reforms and have cautioned
that moving too quickly towards the ultimate goal of ending punitive segregation can undermine the
success the department has already achieved through reforms to the management of this population.
The monitor has advised the department the variance request is consistent with sound correctional
practice and that he believes it represents the most reasonable and prudent approach in light of the
current facts and circumstances.”

- JosePh PonTe , former doC Commissioner

“for all of the successes, we still have a long way to go. There are still too many
oﬃcers being assaulted. There are still too many uses of force and ﬁghts. There
are far too many stabbings and slashings.”
“for every 10,000 Correction oﬃcers across the country, there are 254
workplace assaults and violent injuries. That is 36 times higher then the rate
for all American workers. how many of you in this room today would continue
to go to your place of employment everyday if those numbers were associated
with your profession?”
- CynThiA BrAnn, CurrenT doC Commissioner
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“An eﬀective way to reduce uses of force is to reduce the number of
inmates ﬁghts. we also realize that, as a department, we need to be
ﬂexible enough to revisit policy decisions tha have been made in the
past, determine whAT is working well and whAT is noT, and
amend those policies as needed. This includes issues such as
punitive segregation, managing the mentally ill and adolescents, and
basic custody management practices.”
- mArk CrAnsTon, former ACTing doC Commissioner

"segregation has been and will continue to be a tool that is
necessary to manage legitimate safety concerns. reforms in
the use of this practice will only be successful if the safety of
inmates and staﬀ is maintained or improved in the process.”
- dAn PACholke, former CAndidATe for doC Commissioner

“i understand that that minimum standards for incarcerated persons are necessary
for the operation of a humane jail system, but i think it is time to determine if the
opportunity exists to establish--within the framework of those minimum standards-graduated sanctions that are proven to increase public safety and reduce violence.”
“Correction oﬃcers must be empowered to prevent, reduce and stem violence on
rikers by employing swift, certain and immediate response to incidents that do not
rise to the level of a criminal oﬀense but still has the eﬀect of disrupting order.”
“however, i CAnnoT ProseCuTe our wAy ouT of The violenCe And
dysfunCTion of rikers island jails. Prosecution should be the last resort.”
- dArCel ClArk, Bronx CounTy disTriCT ATTorney

“Protecting inmates is our legal responsibility
but protecting Correction oﬃcers is our moral
and ethical responsibility.”
- JosePh Borelli, CiTy CounCilmAn
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“let’s not forget today, let’s not forget
tomorrow, let’s not forget next year. Ten years
from now sounds nice, but it may never
happen and if it doesn't happen, what do we
do about the safety in rikers island?”
PAul vAllone, CiTy CounCilmAn

simPly PuT, PuniTive segregATion is A JAil wiThin A JAil. it is a public safety
imperative that punitive segregation be permitted as a disciplinary tool for
repeatedly violent inmates who put correction oﬃcers and other inmates in
harm’s way, regardless of their age. rather than completely removing it from
the disciplinary toolkit, this punishment should be judiciously applied with
oversight that takes mental health imperatives and violent behavior into
account. we cannot and will not accept an either-or proposition between justice
and safety. in the nation’s second-largest jail system, we must have both!
eriC AdAms, Brooklyn Borough PresidenT

“if i’m going to choose between the good guys
and the bad guys, i’m going with the good guys.
inmates should be treated humanely, but when
they attack correction oﬃcers, there has to be
very serious repercussions.”
John flAnAgAn, new york sTATe senATor & senATe mAJoriTy leAder

The city and agency went far beyond the court consent
degree “which includes the elimination of
Punitive segregation”
sTeve mArTin, indePendenT moniTor
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ThERE ARE FOuR PRImARY wAYS TO
REduCE/CONTROL JAIL VIOLENCE
FIRST
disciplinary Sanctions- penalties for inmates when
the rules are violated, regardless of their age.
SECONd
the ability to use punitive segregation for inmates
who are guilty of committing violence regardless of
their age.
ThIRd
re-arrest inmates who have committed criminal acts
while incarcerated in the city's jails.
FOuRTh
Stronger charges issued by the district Attorneys, like
gang assault and gang- related violence, and if and
when convicted, consecutive sentencing.

c

c

c
4

c
4

Two of the four of the above policies are actually happening.
it is obvious that the jails in the surrounding counties already
implement recommendations #1 and #2 in order to keep the
violence down and the jails safe.
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CORRECTION OFFICERS’
BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION, INC.
“PATROLLING THE TOUGHEST PRECINCTS IN NEW YORK”

PROPOSALS
COBA PROPOSAL #1
DISCIPLINARY SANCTIONS
ON INMATE PRIVILEGES
COBA PROPOSAL #2
RESTORATION OF PUNITIVE SEGREGATION
IN LIMITED CIRCUMSTANCES
COBA PROPOSAL #3
INMATE IDLENESS REDUCTION
COBA PROPOSAL #4
OTHER DISCIPLINARY SANCTIONS
COBA PROPOSAL #5
A SUMMIT OF ALL STAKEHOLDERS
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COBA PROPOSAL #1

DISCIPLINARY SANCTIONS
ON INMATE PRIVILEGES
in an all-out eﬀort to reduce violence while holding inmates accountable for committing crimes and
infractions during incarceration, CoBA recommends placing disciplinary sanctions upon inmate privileges.
we recommend that the department of Correction task managers eﬀectively and judiciously utilizes the
existing inmate discipline measures and analyzing their eﬀectiveness. they should begin tracking CoBA’s
proposed sanctions the same manner to those indicators tracked on the Monthly facility Management
reports so that their eﬀectiveness can be comparatively evaluated. the use of CoBA’s proposed inmate
disciplinary sanctions will serve as a powerful deterrent - the sheer perception to the inmates that it is just
not worth it to engage in such activity. if inmate disciplinary sanctions have their desired eﬀect, we can
envision a department with less restrictive housing, greater compliance, fewer injuries to staﬀ and inmates,
and a real change in morale and culture. implementing these disciplinary sanctions may even have an
impact on recidivism.

LIST OF INmATE PRIVILEGES

• to watch television ..............................................................................................4
• Utilize the telephone ............................................................................................4
• Shop in the commissary ......................................................................................4
• receive a contact visit from family, friends and otherwise ................................4
• Attend recreation 1 hour each day......................................................................4
• Attend law library ................................................................................................4
• Access to religious Aﬃliation and services ........................................................4
• Access to haircuts (Barbershop or Beauty pallor) ..............................................4
• right to send and receive mail, publications, magazines and packages ........4
• opportunity for gainful employment ..................................................................4
• Ability to have money placed into their account ................................................4
• Mechanic Program................................................................................................4
• Cooking Program ..................................................................................................4
• Sports Programs....................................................................................................4
• oﬃcer Assistant ....................................................................................................4
• Maintenance..........................................................................................................4
• religion ..................................................................................................................4
• empowerment groups..........................................................................................4
• Job Preparation ....................................................................................................4
• gym ........................................................................................................................4
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A FEw EXAmPLES:
VISITS
we must consider that certain aspects of the Board of Correction Minimum Standards and directive 2007r-C,
“inmate Visit Procedures,” eﬀectively work against the department and its eﬀorts to deter violence and directly
puts staﬀ, visitors and members of the public at risk. the department cannot limit or deny a visit to an inmate
or visitor unless the criminal act is committed (or expected to be committed) in conjunction with a visit.
we can only limit or deny a visit if a litany of parameters is met and then there is the appeal process where
the Board too often acts as an inmate/visitor advocate rather than an objective entity.
the Board must relax the constraints put on the department and permit it to temporarily suspend visits
even in cases where the inmates oﬀending act is not directly or indirectly in conjunction with the visit. this
type of inmate disciplinary sanction will serve as a powerful deterrent. this will help to send the message
that it is just not worth it to engage in acts that violate inmate rules. it may even have an impact on recidivism.
That would be a great joint Board of Correction-Department of Correction initiative that would have a direct
impact on safety. The impact we can have here is beyond measure.
TELEPhONES
let’s consider telephone use by the detainee population. the Board mandates that detainees be permitted
one call per day at a minimum of six minutes per call. Beyond the right to speak by telephone to counsel,
phone use is a privilege. this privilege should be curtailed when inmates commit acts of violence. Such
actions would serve to deter violent criminal activity.
The dePArTmenT should Be ABle To deny or limiT ACCess To TelePhones for
rule violATions.
hAIRCuTS
Currently, the Board of Correction mandates that inmates must be aﬀorded haircuts. it does not, however,
stipulate where and when these haircuts take place. the department of Correction should be able to remove
the privilege of taking a trip to the barbershop.
we reCommend ThAT when found guilTy of rule violATions, inmATes Be ChArged for
hAirCuTs exCePT when going To CourT.
COmmISSARY
Commissary access is a privilege. immediate sanctions should be enforced to deny commissary access to
any inmate who commits any act of violence, Commissary access should be limited to personal hygiene
products. Such denial should be extended for violent acts committed during a denial period.
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RECREATION
Currently, the Board of Correction mandates, “recreation may only be denied only with an open conviction of
an infraction for misconduct on the way to, from, or during recreation.” this rule is outdated. As a deterrent to
violence, the department needs to have the ability to deny or limit recreation for any violation of inmate rules.
we reCommend The dePArTmenT of CorreCTion hAve The ABiliTy To deny or limiT
reCreATion As A disCiPlinAry sAnCTion for violATion of inmATe rules And regulATions.
LAw LIBRARY
the CoBA does not seek to limit or deny any inmate the right to legally defend him or herself. we believe
the Board’s current rule that inmates be permitted access for at least two hours each day the law library is
open to be suﬃcient. Currently, the department of Correction may only deny access to the law library for
disrupting the orderly function of the library or using it for a purpose other than for what it is intended.
even if an inmate is prohibited from physically accessing the law library, the Board permits the department
of Correction to develop alternate access to legal materials for eﬀective legal research. the department of
Correction needs more latitude to eﬀectively deter the violent inmate.
we reCommend The dePArTmenT of CorreCTion Be ABle To deny or limiT ACCess To The lAw
liBrAry for rule violATions even if suCh violATions do noT oCCur in The liBrAry iTself.
dISCIPLINARY SANCTIONS FOR SPLAShING ANd SPITTING INCIdENTS
while no crimes against a Correction oﬃcer should be tolerated, particularly egregious and sadly frequent
crimes are splashing and spitting incidents. to be clear, these are incidents where inmates assault
Correction oﬃcers with hot water, saliva, urine, semen, and feces. the Board and the department must
take these incidents seriously and impose serious deterrence measures like the above proposed inmate
disciplinary sanctions. the department of Correction needs to be able to sanction an inmate’s use of
telephone, recreation, visits, law library, and haircuts when an inmate subjects our staﬀ to potential
pathogens. Inmates who splash or spit on staﬀ should be denied everything except basic minimum
standards for a ﬁnite period of time. only this way will the department of Correction be able to truly stop
the increasing incidents of spitting and splashing.
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COBA PROPOSAL #2

RESTORATION OF PUNITIVE SEGREGATION IN
LIMITED CIRCUMSTANCES
the City of new york widely publicized its goal of “reforming” the department of Correction. one of these
“reform” measures was to eliminate the use of punitive segregation —— a tool widely misrepresented as
solitary conﬁnement —— for 16-21-year olds. the use of punitive segregation or the adult inmate population
over age 21 was also severely limited. We do not seek to debate the pros and cons of punitive segregation.
However, the elimination and limitation of punitive segregation has directly led to an increase in violence
(as reported in the Mayor’s Management report 2013-2017). the problem is clear: in an unbelievable display
of poor management and oversight, both the department of Correction and Board of Correction eliminated
punitive segregation — an eﬀective violence deterrence tool — without a plan to ﬁll the void that was left.
the department of Correction failed to implement any alternate measures that could eﬀectively deter
violence and violation of the rules. Programs such as Secured Unit, ESH, the Transitional Restorative Unit
(TRU) or Second Chance are void of any real or eﬀective disciplinary sanctions and fail to address the
underlying reason for why an inmate is being placed in such programs or units. Thus, the Department of
Correction’s mission to reduce the use of unitive segregation has actually empowered inmates to further
commit crimes while incarcerated, because they know that there is no further penalty, accountability, or
deterrent to their unlawful behavior beyond being detained in jail or criminally prosecuted.
CoBA recommends that the department of Correction consider reinstating some form of punitive
segregation for 19 to 21-year-old inmates in very limited circumstances — against those who commit serious
oﬀenses. we recommend this measure be used only when absolutely necessary and for the shortest
duration and in the least restrictive manner possible. we also ask that its use be coupled with what we refer
to above as “inmate disciplinary sanctions.” for example, if inmate disciplinary sanctions don’t work, then
and only then, should punitive segregation be used on inmates 19-21 years of age. Further, if punitive
segregation doesn’t work, inmates (regardless of age), should be removed from our custody and turned
over to the DOH/MH or a separate facility should be created to house them. this facility should be
operated by the doH/MH and other health care professionals with Correction oﬃcers providing security
and escort only.

COBA PROPOSAL #3

INMATE IDLENESS REDUCTION
As an incentive and deterrent, CoBA recommends that the Board of Correction consider standards for
idleness reduction for inmates. too often department of Correction programs come and go with little
measurable eﬀect. in fact, the department of Correction implements many of its programs in a bubble.
further, we understand that the department of Correction has earned a less than optimal track record for
submitting Monthly Management reports in a timely and accurate manner and has been reluctant to enact
measures to truly measure program eﬀectiveness. we urge the Board of Correction to hold the department
of Correction accountable for that.
If programs are to be continued, we need programs that will stand longer than any one administration
and provide stability for staﬀ and inmates. the department of Correction should mandate programs that
foster teamwork and good sportsmanship.
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COBA PROPOSAL #4

OTHER DISCIPLINARY SANCTIONS
there are many other disciplinary sanctions such as 1. Being locked in their cells for 4, 6, 8 hours or an
entire tour. 2. receiving a non-contact visits for a speciﬁed number of times and other disciplinary sanctions
to be explored by all parties involved.

COBA PROPOSAL #5

A SUMMIT OF ALL STAKEHOLDERS
while we believe that our overview accurately reﬂects how to improve the security and safety for Corrections
oﬃcers, staﬀ and inmates alike, it is time for all stakeholders to be in the same room, at the same time to
discuss these issues of great importance. through real conversation and dialogue, we are conﬁdent we
can obtain great results and stop the insanity.
in closing, we urge you to say “yes” to true progress as embodied in CoBA’s proposals. These proposals
are the real deterrents. These proposals are real measures that will eﬀectively curb jail violence and
increase safety. These proposals will, if given a chance to succeed, will have a tremendous positive
impact on the new york City department of Correction. Please give these proposals serious
consideration.
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"EQUITY" BEFORE SECURITY

-

ARE THE MAYOR'S CORRECTIONS POLICIES
MAKING NYC JAILS LESS SAFE?

Glullant 1994•2001

Bloomberg: 2002•2013

de Blaslo: 2014-Present
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DKember 2014
de 8Iasio ~dministration
t~kes punitive segregation
off the table for
16• 17-year-old inmates

de 8Iasio administration
announces new use-of-force
restrictions for corrections
officers, including a ban on
'high-Impact' force

June 2016

Octolar 2016

de 8Iaslo administntion
extends the prohibition on
punitive segregation to
1e-yea r-old inmates

de Blasio adminis tration
bans punitive
segregation for inmates
aged 19-21

while the most recent Mayor’s Management report admits that reducing punitive segregation appears to
correspond to a rise in inmate violence, the report argues, circularly, that the successful diversion of
nonviolent oﬀenders from jails has concentrated the population of violent inmates, thus leading to more
violence: “there is an increasing share of people in custody who face felony charges and have gang
aﬃliations. these inmates are signiﬁcant drivers of jail violence.
the core function of city government is to maintain security. in city jails, that task falls to new york’s Boldest,
but the mayor’s progressive policies have altered the conditions in which they work—and data show that
these policies have failed. will de Blasio heed the counsel of those doing the job and reverse course? not
as long as he puts “equity” before security.
Rafael A. Mangual is the deputy director of legal policy at the Manhattan Institute for Policy Research,
where he writes and researches in the areas of criminal justice reform and crime.
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tHe nyC dePArtMent of CorreCtion
source nyC department of Correction
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McNulty v. Chinlund, 87 A.D.2d 707 (1982)
448 N.Y.S.2d 895

87 A.D.2d 707
Supreme Court, Appellate Division, Third
Department, New York.
John J. McNULTY, Jr., as Sheriff of Albany
County, et al., Appellants,
v.
Stephen CHINLUND et al., Constituting the New
York State Commission of Correction,
Respondents.
March 18, 1982.

Synopsis
County sheriffs brought action against State Commission
on Corrections seeking declaratory and injunctive relief
with respect to certain rules and regulations promulgated
by Commission covering six different subject areas
concerning county jails. On motion of defendants for
partial summary judgment, the Supreme Court, Albany
County, Edward S. Conway, J., 108 Misc.2d 707, 438
N.Y.S.2d 734, granted motion, and plaintiffs appealed.
The Supreme Court, Appellate Division, held that genuine
issue of material fact existed as to validity of regulations
governing contact visitation for all prisoners in facilities
under plaintiffs’ jurisdiction, precluding summary
judgment.
Judgment reversed; motion denied.

West Headnotes (1)
[1]

Judgment
Particular Cases
In action brought by county sheriffs for
declaratory and injunctive relief with respect to
regulations covering six different subject areas
concerning county jails, genuine issues of
material fact existed as to validity of regulations
governing contact visitation for all prisoners in
facilities under county sheriffs’ jurisdiction,
precluding summary judgment.
2 Cases that cite this headnote

Attorneys and Law Firms
**895 Peter R. Kehoe, Troy (Thomas Mitchell, Troy, of
counsel), for appellants.
**896 Robert Abrams, Atty. Gen. (Lew A. Millenbach,
Albany, of counsel), for respondents.
Monroe County Legal Assistance Corp., amicus curiae,
Ian C. DeWaal, Rochester, of counsel.
Before MAHONEY, P. J., and SWEENEY, KANE,
CASEY and LEVINE, JJ.
Opinion
MEMORANDUM DECISION.
*707 Appeal from a judgment of the Supreme Court, 108
Misc.2d 707, 438 N.Y.S.2d 734, at Special Term entered
June 2, 1981 in Albany County, which granted
defendants’ motion for partial summary judgment.
In June, 1976, defendants promulgated, pursuant to
subdivision 6 of section 45 of the Correction Law, certain
rules and regulations covering six different subject areas
concerning county jails, one of which involved contact
visitation (9 NYCRR Part 7008). Plaintiffs, 51 county
sheriffs in New York State, commenced this action on
November 19, 1976 seeking declaratory and injunctive
relief with respect to those regulations. A preliminary
injunction against the enforcement of the regulations was
in effect, having been granted by order of Special Term as
to some of the regulations and extended by this court as to
the other *708 regulations (McNulty v. Chinlund, 62
A.D.2d 682, 406 N.Y.S.2d 588). After defendants served
an answer on April 6, 1979, they made the instant motion
for partial summary judgment on the issue of defendants’
regulations governing contact visitation for all prisoners
in facilities under plaintiffs’ jurisdiction.
Special Term granted the motion on the ground that the
Court of Appeals decision in Cooper v. Morin, 49 N.Y.2d
69, 424 N.Y.S.2d 168, 399 N.E.2d 1188, cert. den. 446
U.S. 984, 100 S.Ct. 2965, 64 L.Ed.2d 840 resolved any
triable issue of fact which may exist. Special Term’s
judgment also dissolved the preliminary injunction.
However, plaintiffs took the instant appeal and obtained
an automatic stay (CPLR 5519, subd. [a], par. 1), which
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this court refused to vacate.
The sole issue upon appeal is whether the decision in
Cooper v. Morin (supra ) resolved all issues of fact which
this court found to exist in the present case with respect to
contact visitation regulations (see McNulty v. Chinlund,
supra ). We find, contrary to defendants’ position, that
Cooper is not controlling. Briefly, in Cooper, female
detainees in the Monroe County jail challenged that jail’s
rule which limited them to noncontact visits. The Court of
Appeals rejected this local rule, holding that pretrial
detainees are entitled to contact visits of reasonable
duration as a matter of State constitutional right. Further,
the Court of Appeals dismissed Monroe County’s
argument that financial considerations justified the rule
(Cooper v. Morin, supra, pp. 81–82, 424 N.Y.S.2d 168,
399 N.E.2d 1188). However, Cooper did not concern or
address the validity of 9 NYCRR Part 7008, which is,
inter alia, the subject of the present action. Moreover,

Cooper did not hold that maintenance of
security is, as a matter of law, an insufficient
basis for denial of contact visits. Cooper held
that a policy of noncontact visitation with
respect to pretrial detainees is unreasonable
unless supported by a strong showing of
necessity. In this regard, the Court of
Appeals merely found that financial
considerations alone could not amount to
such a showing. Thus, Cooper does not overrule this

security risks, financial
hardships, health and fire
hazards.
Administrative
agencies
can
only
promulgate rules to further
the implementation of the
law as it exists, and they
have no authority to create
a rule out of harmony with
the statute or statutes being
implemented (Matter of Jones
v. Berman, 37 N.Y.2d 42 [371
N.Y.S.2d 422, 332 N.E.2d 303]).
Under the allegations of the
complaint, it is possible that the
plaintiffs may establish facts
indicating that certain parts of the
regulations conflict with their
statutory duty of safekeeping **897
of prisoners confined to their
custody.

(McNulty v. Chinlund, 62 A.D.2d 682, 688, 406 N.Y.S.2d
588, supra.) The judgment must, therefore, be reversed.
Judgment reversed, on the law, with costs, and motion for
partial summary judgment denied.

court’s prior observation in the instant case that:
All Citations
[t]he plaintiffs in their complaint
have * * * alleged facts which, if
proven,
establish
that
the
regulations
adopted
by
the
grave
defendants
create
End of Document
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Unreported Disposition
(The decision of the Court is referenced in a table in
the New York Supplement.)
Supreme Court, Albany County, New York.
ONTARIO COUNTY and Ontario County Sheriff
Philip C. Povero, Canandaigua, New York, 14424,
Plaintiffs,
v.
Phyllis HARRISON–ROSS, M.D., Individually and
as Commissioner; New York State Commission of
Correction; Medical Review Board of the New
York State Commission of Correction; State of
New York, Defendants.
No. 2898–11.
|
March 7, 2012.
Attorneys and Law Firms
Eric T. Schneiderman, Attorney General, (Adele Taylor
Scott, of counsel) Albany, Attorney for Defendants.
Michael C. Reinhard, Assistant Ontario County Attorney,
Ontario County Attorney’s Office, Canandaigua, Attorney
for Plaintiffs.
Opinion
RICHARD M. PLATKIN, J.
*1 This is an action brought by plaintiffs Ontario County
and Ontario County Sheriff Philip C. Povero (“the
Sheriff”) seeking a declaration that the Final Report of the
New York State Commission of Correction in the matter
of the death of Bruce Morgan, an inmate of the Ontario
County Jail (“the Final Report”) is invalid. Following
joinder of issue, defendants move: (a) to convert this
action into a special proceeding brought pursuant to
CPLR article 78 and, upon conversion, for dismissal
pursuant to CPLR 3211(a)(5) and (7); or (b) in the
alternative, for summary judgment pursuant to CPLR
3212.

BACKGROUND
The New York State Commission on Correction (“the

Commission”) is an Executive branch agency established
to “visit and inspect ... all institutions used for the
detention of sane adults charged with or convicted of
crime” (New York State Constitution, art XVII, § 5). The
organization, powers and duties of the Commission are
prescribed in article 3 of the Correction Law. Among
other things, the Commission is charged with “mak[ing]
recommendations to administrators of correctional
facilities for improving the administration of such
correctional facilities and the delivery of services therein”
and “promulgat[ing] rules and regulations establishing
minimum standards for the review of the construction or
improvement of correctional facilities and the care,
custody, correction, treatment, supervision, discipline, and
other correctional programs for all persons confined in
correctional facilities” (Correction Law § 45[2], [6] ).
While the Commission is authorized to prescribe rules
and regulations governing correctional facilities, the
Commission’s authority to enforce such rules and
regulations is highly circumscribed:

In any case where any rule or
regulation promulgated by the
commission ... are being or are
about to be violated, the
commission shall notify the person
in charge or control of the facility
of such violation, recommend
remedial action, and direct such
person to comply with the rule,
regulation or law, as the case may
be. Upon the failure of such person
to comply with the rule, regulation
or law the commission may apply
to the supreme court for an order
directed to such person requiring
compliance with such rule,
regulation or law. Upon such
application the court may issue
such order as may be just and a
failure to comply with the order of
the court shall be a contempt of
court and punishable as such.
(Correction Law § 46[4] ).

Correction Law § 43 establishes a Medical Review Board
within the Commission. Pursuant to Correction §
47(1)(a), the Medical Review Board is charged, inter alia
with investigating and reviewing the “the cause and
circumstances surrounding the death of any inmate of a
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correctional facility.” “Upon review of the cause of death
and circumstances surrounding the death of any inmate,
the [medical review] board shall submit its report thereon
to the commission and, where appropriate, make
recommendations to prevent the recurrence of such deaths
to the commission and the administrator of the
appropriate correctional facility” (id. [1][d] ). In addition,
the Medical Review Board shall “[i]nvestigate and report
to the commission on the condition of systems for the
delivery of medical care to inmates of correctional
facilities and where appropriate recommend such changes
as it shall deem necessary and proper to improve the
quality and availability of such medical care.” (id. [1][e] ).
*2 On or about December 31, 2009, Ontario County (“the
County”) reported to the Commission that inmate Bruce
T. Morgan hung himself on December 25, 2009 and was
declared dead after being transported to a local hospital.
In September 2010, following an investigation, the
Medical Review Board (“the Board”) issued a preliminary
report of its findings to plaintiffs for review and comment.
On or about October 2010, the Ontario County Attorney
submitted written comments and objections to the
preliminary report. Among other things, the County
acknowledged the Board’s authority to investigate and
review the cause of inmate Morgan’s death and to make
recommendations to prevent similar deaths in the future.
However, the County took issue with many of the Board’s
preliminary conclusions and maintained that it would be
substantially prejudiced in its defense of a civil action by
Morgan’s estate if the Board’s report were published as
written. At a meeting on December 2, 2010, the Board
rejected the County’s objections and voted to close the
report pending the Commission’s approval of the report.
The Commission voted to approve the report for public
release at a meeting on December 21, 2010. On December
24, 2010, the Final Report was endorsed on behalf of the
Commission
by
defendant
Commissioner
Dr.
Harrison–Ross and forwarded to the County. The Final
Report identified certain deficiencies in the County’s
provision of health-care services to inmate Morgan. In
addition, the Commission made recommendations
intended to prevent future inmate deaths. By letter dated
June 7, 2011, the County’s Department of Mental Health
advised the Board that it addressed all of defendants’
recommendations.
In the complaint filed in this action, dated April 25, 2011,
plaintiffs assert that the Final Report is “invalid and
unenforceable”, challenge the factual findings and legal
conclusions set forth in the Final Report, argue that the
Final Report “contains numerous allegations of
wrongdoing and legal conclusions that are questions for

determination only by courts of law”, and argue that
defendants acted in excess of their jurisdiction.
Defendants answered the complaint and now move for
conversion and/or dismissal. At the request of plaintiffs,
oral argument was held on the motion on March 2, 2012.
This Decision & Order follows.

ANALYSIS
Defendants first maintain that this action should be
converted into a CPLR article 78 proceeding and
dismissed
as
barred
by
the
four
month
statute-of-limitations prescribed in CPLR 217.
Alternatively, defendants argue that even if the Court
declines to convert this action to a special proceeding
brought pursuant to CPLR article 78, the action
nonetheless is time-barred under CPLR 217.
“In order to determine the Statute of Limitations
applicable to a particular declaratory judgment action, the
court must examine the substance of that action to
identify the relationship out of which the claim arises and
the relief sought” (Solnick v. Whalen 49 N.Y.2d 224, 229
[1980] ). If the court determines that the underlying
dispute can be or could have been resolved through a
form of action or proceeding for which a specific
limitation period is statutorily prescribed, that limitation
period governs the declaratory judgment action;
otherwise, the action is governed by the residual six-year
statute of limitations (CPLR 213[1] ). “Here, the question
is whether the four-month Statute of Limitations period
applicable to article 78 proceedings should be invoked”
(Save the Pine Bush, Inc. v. Albany 70 N.Y.2d 193, 202
[1987] [internal citations omitted] ).
*3 It is apparent that the allegations of plaintiffs’
complaint could have been raised and resolved in a CPLR
article 78 proceeding. “Relief previously obtained by
writs of certiorari to review, mandamus or prohibition
shall be obtained in a proceeding under [CPLR article
78]” (CPLR 7801). Thus, in an article 78 proceeding,
courts may consider: (1) “whether the body or officer
failed to perform a duty enjoined upon it by law”;
“whether the body or officer proceeded, is proceeding or
is about to proceed without or in excess of jurisdiction”;
and “whether a determination was made in violation of
lawful procedure, was affected by an error of law or was
arbitrary and capricious or an abuse of discretion” (CPLR
7803[1–3] ).1

Plaintiffs’ principal complaint is that
defendants acted in excess of their legal
jurisdiction by, among other things,
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exercising disciplinary or accusatory powers,
issuing mandated directives and policy
changes, and usurping the role of the courts.
These allegations all raise questions in the nature of
prohibition and fall squarely within the literal language of
CPLR 7803(2). Allegations that defendants omitted
relevant facts from the Final Report, took certain facts out
of context, failed to adequately consider the objections
made by plaintiffs in response to the preliminary report,
used inappropriate language in the Final Report or
otherwise committed errors of fact and law in preparing
the Final Report raise questions subject to review under
CPLR 7803(3), the so-called mandamus-certorari
borderline. And while plaintiffs’ complaint briefly adverts
to a claim of unconstitutionality, it is apparent that any
such claim is not directed at the constitutionality of any
law, rule or regulation, but rather at defendants’
application of its enabling laws and regulations. As such,
the challenge is “available as a question for review in
such a proceeding under the third question authorized by
CPLR 7803 whether the determination was made in
violation of lawful procedure [or] was affected by an error
of law’ “ (Solnick 49 N.Y.2d at 241).
As all of plaintiffs’ allegations are cognizable under
CPLR 7803, the Court will exercise its discretion to
convert this action into a special proceeding brought
under CPLR article 78 (CPLR 103[a] ).
“A CPLR article 78 proceeding must be commenced
within four months after the challenged determination has
become final and binding’ or, put another way, when it
inflicts an actual, concrete injury’ upon the petitioner”
(Matter of Town of Olive v. City of New York 63 A.D.3d
1416, 1418, 881 N.Y.S.2d 228 [3d Dept 2009] [internal
citation omitted] ). Here, the Final Report was adopted by
the Commission on December 21, 2010, and it was signed
by Commissioner Harrison–Ross and transmitted to
plaintiffs on Friday, December 24, 2010. While
defendants argue that the Final Report became final and
binding and inflicted the alleged injuries upon plaintiffs as
of December 24, 2010, the record is devoid of proof
establishing “when [plaintiffs] receive[d] oral or written
notice [of the Final Report], or when [plaintiffs] kn[ew] or
should have known, of the adverse determination”
(Matter of Singer v. New York State & Local Employees’
Retirement Sys., 69 A.D.3d 1037, 1038, 891 N.Y.S.2d
742 [3d Dept 2010] ). Under the circumstances, the record
fails to conclusively establish that the instant proceeding,
which was commenced on April 27, 2011, is time barred
under CPLR 217.
*4 However, the Court concludes that the branch of
defendants’ motion seeking dismissal of the complaint on

merits must be granted. Whatever the
admissibility and relevance of the Final
Report in civil litigation against plaintiffs, a
point upon which this Court expresses no
view, it is apparent that the State
Constitution and Correction Law article 3
give the Commission and Board broad
authority to visit and inspect correctional
institutions, make recommendations to
improve the delivery of correctional services,
establish
minimum
standards
for
correctional services, investigate and review
the cause of inmate deaths, and make
recommendations
to
prevent
similar
incidents in the future.

the

The statutory power and duty of the Board and
Commission to determine the cause of an inmate’s death
and to report thereupon necessarily carries with it the
jurisdiction to render opinions as to whether lack of
compliance with established laws, rules, regulations,
minimum standards promulgated by the Commission,
policies or procedures played a part in bringing about
such death. In addition, the power to issue

recommendations directed at preventing
similar incidents in the future carries with it
the power to recommend establishing new
laws, rules, regulations, standards, policies
and procedures or strengthening existing
measures. The fact that defendants’ opinions regarding
the factors that caused an inmate’s death and their
recommendations for reform may have collateral
consequences in a civil litigation does not and cannot
deprive the Commission and Board of its statutory
jurisdiction. Nor does it entitle plaintiffs to compel the
Commission and Board to rewrite its Final Report so as to
remove criticism of the County for failing to provide
mental health diagnosis, evaluation and treatment services
to the subject inmate “[d]espite nearly constant
complaints of mental disorder symptoms while
incarcerated” (Final Report Finding No. 1).
In this connection, the Court finds plaintiffs’ reliance
upon Lombard v. Wasser (104 Misc.2d 883, 429 N.Y.S.2d
161 [Sup Ct, Monroe Co, 1980] ) to be unavailing. In
Lombard the court found that issuance of directives and
formulation of policy were outside the Medical Board’s
jurisdiction, concluding that the Board is subsidiary to the
Commission and limited to the powers granted it under
Correction Law § 47. However, this is not a case where
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the Board usurped the powers of the Commission. Rather,
in accordance with paragraph (1)(d) of the cited statute,
the Board reviewed the cause of and circumstances
surrounding the death of the subject inmate, submitted a
report thereupon to the Commission and made
recommendations to prevent the recurrence of such death.
Plaintiffs have failed to demonstrate that the Board acted
in excess of this statutory jurisdiction.

under CPLR Rule 2220. Counsel is not relieved from the
applicable provisions of that Rule respecting filing, entry
and Notice of Entry.

Likewise, plaintiffs’ submissions fail to identify any
procedural errors committed by defendants in carrying out
their responsibilities. Nor is there proof that the factual
findings set forth in the Final Report are arbitrary,
capricious or lacking a rational basis. Further, plaintiffs’
argument that defendants issued mandated directives and
policy changes is unripe for judicial review in the absence
of any application for judicial enforcement (Correction
Law § 46[4] ) and, in any event, is patently lacking in
merit.2 Finally, plaintiffs have articulated no coherent
theory upon which the Court could conclude that
defendants committed an error of law, including the
alleged constitutional violations.

Affirmation of Michael F. Donegan, Esq., dated October
25, 2011, with attached exhibits A–K;

*5 Based on the foregoing, it is ORDERED that the
branch of defendants’ motion seeking conversion of this
action to a CPLR article 78 proceeding is granted, and
upon conversion, the complaint is dismissed in all
respects.
This constitutes the Decision and Order of the Court. The
original Decision and Order and materials submitted for
in camera review are being transmitted to counsel for
defendants. All other papers are being transmitted to the
Albany County Clerk for filing. The signing of this
Decision and Order shall not constitute entry or filing

Papers Considered:
Amended Notice of Motion, dated November 18, 2011;

Plaintiffs’ Memorandum of Law, dated November 22,
2011;
Verified Answer, dated October 25, 2011;
Defendants’ Memorandum of Law, dated October 26,
2011;
Affidavit of Michael G. Reinhardt, Esq., dated November
23, 2011, with attached exhibits A–I;
Defendants’ Reply
December 6, 2011;

Memorandum

of

Law,

dated

Affirmation of Michael F. Donegan, Esq., dated
December 6, 2011.
All Citations
35 Misc.3d 1204(A), 950 N.Y.S.2d 724 (Table), 2012 WL
1058142, 2012 N.Y. Slip Op. 50551(U)

Footnotes
1

This case does not implicate CPLR 7803(4), which governs review of administrative determinations made following a hearing
required by law.

2

It is further noted that the County takes the position that it adopted of the recommendations set forth in the Final Report, which
arguably renders this issue academic.

End of Document
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Commission of
Correction

THOMAS A. BEILEIN
Chairman

THOMAS J. LOUGHREN
Commissioner

April 28, 2017

Mr. Joseph Ponte, Commissioner
New York City Department of Correction
75-20 Astoria Boulevard, Suite 305
East Elmhurst, New York 11370
Re: Substitute Jail Order-NYC DOC
Facilities as SJO alternate housing
Dear Commissioner Ponte:
The New York State Commission of Correction has determined that effective
immediately, no New York City Department of Correction facility shall be considered suitable to
serve as an alternate housing location for inmates from outside the five boroughs, pursuant to 9
NYCRR, Part 7030, Substitute Jail Orders.
This decision by the Commission was based primarily on the extent to which numerous
findings of non-compliance with regard to 9 NYCRR, Minimum Standards Parts 7000-7070, first
reported to the department during or before 2016, remain as open violations.
Given the critical security nature of the operations associated with these findings,
coupled with the extended period during which no substantive, department-wide corrective
actions appear to have been implemented, the Commission of Correction concluded that this
restrictive step was both appropriate and necessary.
The following findings are a sample of the open violations referenced as being the basis
for this decision:
Part 7003, Security and Supervision
7003.3 (a) findings related to the abandonment of housing area
security post and failing to maintain active supervision.
7003.3 (e) findings that electronic recording devises are not in use
7003. 8 (f) personally owned firearms are not subject to mandatory
inspection

Part 7022, Reportable Incidents
7022 (a) NYC DOC failed to comply with mandatory reporting of incidents
for two month period in 2017

80 South Swan Street, 1ih Floor, Albany, New York 12210

I 518-485-2346 -

phone

I 518-485-2467 -

fax

I

www.scoc.ny.gov

-2-

Part 7063, Chemical Agents
7063. 5 (c) chemical agents was being issued to correction officers whose
training certification had expired
Department officials are advised that upon their implementation of the required remedial
actions, SCOC will initiate a reevaluation plan of those related operations in order to determine
their level of compliance. SCOC remains committed to working with NYC DOC officials in an
effort to ensure that all department facilities operate in a manner that is safe, secure and
compliant with all mandated state standards.
Sincerely,

Thomas A. Beilein
Chairman

Section 7006.1. Policy, 9 NY ADC 7006.1

Compilation of Codes, Rules and Regulations of the State of New York CurrentnessTitle 9. Executive Department
Subtitle AA. State Commission of Correction Chapter I. Minimum Standards and Regulations for
Management of County Jails and Penitentiaries Subchapter A. Minimum Standards and Regulations Part
7006. Discipline (Refs & Annos)
9 NYCRR 7006.1
Section 7006.1. Policy

In order to promote the safety, security and welfare of all inmates and staff within local correctional facilities, the chief
administrative officer of each facility shall establish and maintain a system of inmate discipline designed
to set standards of appropriate behavior, encourage self control and punish misbehavior fairly, impartially and consistently.

Credits
Sec. added by renum. 5100.7, Title 7, filed June 26, 1976; amd. filed June 9, 1987; repealed, new filed Aug. 3, 1992 eff. Aug.
19, 1992.
Current with amendments included in the New York State Register, Volume XXLII, Issue 4 dated January 29, 2020. Court
rules under Title 22 may be more current.
9 NYCRR 7006.1, 9 NY ADC 7006.1
End of Document
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Section 7006.2. Facility policies and procedures, 9 NY ADC 7006.2

Compilation of Codes, Rules and Regulations of the State of New York CurrentnessTitle 9. Executive Department
Subtitle AA. State Commission of Correction Chapter I. Minimum Standards and Regulations for
Management of County Jails and Penitentiaries Subchapter A. Minimum Standards and Regulations Part
7006. Discipline (Refs & Annos)
9 NYCRR 7006.2
Section 7006.2. Facility policies and procedures

The chief administrative officer of each local correctional facility shall develop and implement written policies
and procedures consistent with this Part.

Credits
Sec. filed Aug. 3, 1992 eff. Aug. 19, 1992.
Current with amendments included in the New York State Register, Volume XXLII, Issue 4 dated January 29, 2020. Court
rules under Title 22 may be more current.
9 NYCRR 7006.2, 9 NY ADC 7006.2
End of Document
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Section 7006.3. Rules of inmate conduct, 9 NY ADC 7006.3

Compilation of Codes, Rules and Regulations of the State of New York CurrentnessTitle 9. Executive Department
Subtitle AA. State Commission of Correction Chapter I. Minimum Standards and Regulations for
Management of County Jails and Penitentiaries Subchapter A. Minimum Standards and Regulations Part
7006. Discipline (Refs & Annos)
9 NYCRR 7006.3
Section 7006.3. Rules of inmate conduct

(a) The chief administrative officer of each facility shall develop written rules of inmate conduct which contain a
list of all rules and regulations governing inmate behavior.

(b) The rules of inmate conduct shall include:

(1) all chargeable offenses;

(2) the range of punishments that may be imposed for each violation, consistent with the seriousness of the conduct
prohibited; and

(3) a detailed description and an explanation of the facility’s disciplinary procedures.

(c) Each inmate shall be provided with a copy of the rules of inmate conduct upon admission to the facility, and a copy shall
also be maintained in the facility law library.

(d) Non-English speaking and illiterate inmates shall be assisted to understand the rules of inmate conduct.

Credits
Sec. filed Aug. 3, 1992 eff. Aug. 19, 1992.
Current with amendments included in the New York State Register, Volume XXLII, Issue 4 dated January 29, 2020. Court
rules under Title 22 may be more current.
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Section 7006.7. Administrative segregation pending a disciplinary..., 9 NY ADC 7006.7

Compilation of Codes, Rules and Regulations of the State of New York CurrentnessTitle 9. Executive Department
Subtitle AA. State Commission of Correction Chapter I. Minimum Standards and Regulations for
Management of County Jails and Penitentiaries Subchapter A. Minimum Standards and Regulations Part
7006. Discipline (Refs & Annos)
9 NYCRR 7006.7
Section 7006.7. Administrative segregation pending a disciplinary hearing

(a) An inmate who threatens the safety, security, and good order of the facility may be immediately confined in a cell or room
pending a disciplinary hearing and may be retained in administrative segregation until the completion of the disciplinary
process.

(b) Within 24 hours of such confinement, the inmate shall be provided with a written statement setting forth the reason(s) for
such confinement. Upon receipt of the written statement, the inmate shall be provided with an opportunity to respond to such
statement orally or in writing to the chief administrative officer.

(c) The chief administrative officer shall review the administrative confinement within 24 hours of such confinement in order
to determine if continued confinement is warranted, and thereafter at intervals not to exceed seven days. Any such review
shall be made by the chief administrative officer in writing, shall state the specific facts and reasons underlying the
determination, and shall be maintained as part of the centralized record required by section 7075.6 of this Part.

Credits
Sec. filed Aug. 3, 1992 eff. Aug. 19, 1992; amd. filed May 21, 2019 eff. June 5, 2019.
Current with amendments included in the New York State Register, Volume XXLII, Issue 4 dated January 29, 2020. Court
rules under Title 22 may be more current.
9 NYCRR 7006.7, 9 NY ADC 7006.7
End of Document
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Section 7006.9. Disciplinary sanctions, 9 NY ADC 7006.9

KeyCite Yellow Flag - Negative Treatment
Proposed Regulation

Compilation of Codes, Rules and Regulations of the State of New York CurrentnessTitle 9. Executive Department
Subtitle AA. State Commission of Correction Chapter I. Minimum Standards and Regulations for
Management of County Jails and Penitentiaries Subchapter A. Minimum Standards and Regulations Part
7006. Discipline (Refs & Annos)
9 NYCRR 7006.9
Section 7006.9. Disciplinary sanctions

(a) If the charges against the inmate are affirmed as a result of the hearing, one or more of the following sanctions may be
imposed based upon the inmate’s past record and the severity of the offense:

(1) counsel or reprimand;

(2) loss of one or more specified privileges for a period consistent with the facility rules of inmate conduct for the
particular offense(s);

(3) restitution for the loss or damage of property made from existing or future funds in the inmate’s account;

(4) restitution, not to exceed $100, for facility expenditures related to the medical treatment of facility staff, make from
existing or future funds in the inmate’s account;

(5) confinement to a cell, room, or in special housing for a period consistent with the facility rules of inmate conduct for
the particular offense(s), subject to the provisions of section 7075.4 of this Title;

(6) loss of a specified period of good behavior allowance, subject to restoration pursuant to applicable laws and
regulations; and/or

(7) loss of up to one hour of weekly visitation for a period consistent with the facility rules of inmate conduct for the
particular offense.
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(b) The hearing officer may hold the commencement of a sanction in abeyance for a period up to 30 days in order to assess
the behavioral adjustment of the inmate. At the conclusion of such period, the hearing officer shall determine whether the
sanction shall commence in whole or in part or shall be suspended in whole or in part.

(c) If an inmate is found guilty of a charge of misbehavior, a disciplinary surcharge not to exceed $25 may be imposed upon
the inmate in addition to the sanctions authorized pursuant to subdivision (a) of this section. All moneys collected shall be
deposited in the county general fund and not specifically allocated to the facility.

(d) The chief administrative officer may, at any time, suspend a sanction of confinement imposed pursuant to subdivision
(a)(5) of this section, in order to assess the behavioral adjustment of the inmate. At any time during such suspension,
confinement may be reinstated at the discretion of the chief administrative officer.

Credits
Sec. filed Aug. 3, 1992; amds. filed: July 28, 1998; May 18, 1999; Dec. 27, 2006 eff. Jan. 17, 2007; amd. filed May 21, 2019
eff. June 5, 2019.
Current with amendments included in the New York State Register, Volume XXLII, Issue 4 dated January 29, 2020. Court
rules under Title 22 may be more current.
9 NYCRR 7006.9, 9 NY ADC 7006.9
End of Document
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STATE OF NEW YORK• EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
STATE COMMISSION OF CORRECTION
Alfred E. Smith State Office Building
80 S. Swan Street, 12th Floor
Albany, New York 12210-8001
(518) 485-2346
FAX (518) 485-2467

CHAIRMAN
Thomas A. Beilein
COMMISSIONERS
Phyllis Harrison-Ross, M.D
Thomas J. Loughran

.luly28,2014
Honorable Joseph Ponte, Commissioner
New York City Department of Correction
75-20 Astoria Blvd.
East Elmhurst NY 11370
.l\otice of Violation: 9 NYCRR Par1 7006 - Discipline
Dear Commissioner Ponte:
It has come to the attention of the Commission of Correction that the New York
City Department of Conection has a large number of inmates who, despite being found
guilty of violating one or more rules of conduct and receiving a disposition that includes
a period of punitive cell confinement, remain in the general population of various
Department facilities well beyond the adjudication of their disciplinary charges.
For the purpose of clarification, the inmates being referenced here are those who
have been afforded due process through a properly conducted disciplinary hearing,
subsequently found guilty of one or more rule violations and given a disciplinary sanction
that includes being placed and kept in their individual housing units apart from the
general population of the facility.
Violation

The Commission views this situation to constitute a violation of 9 NYCRR Part 7006
Discipline which states in pertinent part:
§7006.J Policy. In order to promote the safety, security and welfare of all
inmates and staff within local correctional facilities ... a system of

inmate discipline (shall be maintained) ... to set standards of appropriate
behavior, encourage self-control and punish misbehavior fairly.
impartially and consistently.
Delaying imposition of sanctions indefinitely undern1ines hoth the legitimacy of the
Department's disciplinary program and the ability of staff to meaningfully enforce the
Departmem·s rules of inmate conduct. It by no means punishes misbehavior fairly,
impartially or consistently. Allowing violent and otherwise serious rule offenders whose
offensc(s) vvanant confinement a\.vay from the general population to continue at large in

An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer
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the general population threatens the general safety and security of the facility and the
well-being of inmates and staff alike.
While 9 NYC RR, § 7006. 9(6 ), docs permit a hearing officer to hold the commencement
of a sanction in abeyance for a period up to 30 days in order to assess the behavioral

adjustment of the inmate, indefinite suspension clearly was not the intention of the
hearing officers in the cases referred to here. The Commission interprets its regulation to
mean that timeliness is an essential element of due process, fairness, impartiality and
consistency. There can be no reasonable penological objective or administrative rationale
that justifies the current practice of delaying the start of cell lock-in sanctions for over
800 inmates.
Please be advised that Correction Law§§ 137 (5) (6) and §500-k authorizes the
Commissioner of the New York City Department of the Correction to house inmates in
the manner necessary for purposes of maintaining order and discipline, including cell
confinement. Moreover 9 NYCRR § 7006. 7, Discipline, provides for administrative
segregation ( confinement) pending a disciplinary hearing for any inmate "who threatens
the safety. security and good order of the facility ... "
Please nole thctt ~~ 13 7 (5) (6) pertains to the treatment of inmates in a state
facility and is incorporated by reference in §500-k as being applicable to inmates
confined in jails. This latter section further stipulates that the repo1iing requirement
contained therein appertains to the State Commission of Correction.

Action Required
The New York City Department of Correction shall submit to the Commission of
Correction a plan describing how inmates found guilty of violating Department rules of
inmate conduct and subsequently given a sanction that includes punitive segregation cell
confinement time shall immediately begin serving that portion of the sanction, except in
cases where the hearing officer orders that the cell confinement portion of the sanction
be held in abeyance in the manner prescribed in 9 NYCRR, §7006.9(h). Within the
narrative of the plan, NYC DOC shall include the number of inmates currently in
general population, or other forms of special housing, that also have a period of punitive
cell confinement as part of a disciplinary sanction that is being delayed due to current
dt~partmental policy.
Department officials shall further ensure compliance with 9 NYCRR, section
7006. 7 for all individuals charged with a rule violation and who are identified as being a
threat to the safety and security of the facility during the period immediately following
the alleged incident. Such individuals may be immediately confined pending a

3

disciplinary proceeding. Officials shall document with a written statement the reason(s)
for such a determination.

Inmates cell-confined for a period in excess of 24-hours is entitled to:
A shower and access to shaving facilities once every three days;
one hour of daily exercise;
a daily health check by medical staff, the findings of which the department
must submit in a weekly report to the NYS Commission of Correction
regular visitation pursuant to 9 NYCRR, section 7008.3 unless the
imposed sanction includes the loss of up to one hour of visitation per week
pursuant to 9 NYCRR, section 7006.9(a)(7). (visitation shall mean contact

visitation unless otherwise noted)
The required plan for addressing the issue pertaining to the commencement of
cell confinement time shalJ be submitted to the Commission on or before August 27,
2014.
The Commission of Correction shall continue to work with the New York City
Department of Correction to further address this and other areas of compliance concern.
Please feel free to contact my office if you have any further questions regarding this or any
other matter.
Sincerely,

Thomas A. Beilein
Chairman
cc:

Errol Toulin, NYCDOC
Ron Greenburg, NYCDOC
William Benjamin, SCOC

To whom it may concern,
When responding to this letter, I am requesting that you enclose this tracking

slip. This will assist my staff to direct this matter to the proper person for
action and will help track the flow of infonnation between the Commission
and your agency so that all correspondence can be handled in a timely
manner. Thank you for your cooperation in this matter.

Mailed :7/28/2014
Required Return Date: 8/27120 l 4
Access Number: 5035
Agency: New York City Department of Correction
Ref: Notice of Violation: 9 NYCRR Part 7006 - Discipline

Notes: Kinney

Thomas A. Beilein
Chairman
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SUPREME
THE STATE
NEW YORK.
YORK
SUPREME COURT
COURT OF
OFTHE
STATE OF NEW
BRONX - lAS
IAS PART
PART 26
COUNTY
COUNTY OF BRONX
OFFICERS' BENEVOLENT
BENEVOLENT
CORRECTION
CORRECTION OFFICERS'
ASSOCIATION, INC.,
INC., and
and NORMAN
NORMAN SEABROOK
ASSOCIATION,
SEABROOK
Plaintiffs,
Plaintiffs,

Index No. 24054/2016E
24054/2016E
Index

MEMORANDUM
MEMORANDUM
DECISION/ORDER
DECISION/ORDER

-against-.
-against-

CITY
NEW YORK,
CITY OF NEW
YORK,
Defendant.
Defendant.

Ruben Franco,
Ruben
Franco, J.

this declaratory
judgment action,
action, defendant
defendant moves
moves to
to dismiss
dismiss the Complaint,
Complaint, pursuant
pursuant
In this
declaratory judgment
subject matter
matter jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, andCPLR
and CPLR 3211 (a) (7), for failure
failure to .
to CPLR
lack of
CPLR 3211 (a) (2) for lack
of subject
state a cause
of action.
Plaintiffs seek a d~claration
declaration that
that defendant
defendant violated
violated Labor
Labor Law
Law 27-a
27-a by
cause of
action. Plaintiffs
failing
place of
of employment
employment free froni
from recognized
recognized hazards
hazards that
that
failing to furnish
furnish correction
correction officers
officers with a place
likely to cause
cause death
death or serious
are likely
serious physical
physical harm
harm to them
them....Plaintiffs
Plaintiffs request
request that
that defendant
defendant provide
provide

all correction
correction officers,
who are not part
part of
of the Emergency
Emergency Service
Unit (ESU),
(ESU), but
but are assigned
assigned to
officers, who
Service Unit
guard
violent inmates,
inmates, the type of
of training
training and equipment
equipment that
that ESU
ESU correction
correction officers
officers
guard particularly
particularly violent
receive,
including spit-masks,
spit-masks, mittens
mittens and enhanced
enhanced restraints,'
restraints, and that
that until the training
training is
receive, including
provided, that
Corrections Officers
provided,
that ESU
ESU Corrections
Officers guard
guard the violent
violent inmates.
inmates.

Plaintiffs
Plaintiffs also seek for

defendant to promulgate
promulgate and
defendant
and implement
implement an appropriate
appropriate Workplace
Workplace Violence
Violence Prevention
Prevention Program
Program
(WVPP).
(WVPP).
The Department
Department or'Corrections
of Corrections (DOC)
(DOC) trains
trains correction
correction officers
officers !n
in various
various disciplines
disciplines for
The
weeks or 640 hours
hours at the inception
inception of
of their
their employment.
employment. Only
Only 40 hours
hours of
of the training
training is
16 weeks

~\
,,.----..,.,

devoted to instruction
instruction in crisis
crisis intervention,
intervention, verbal
verbal de:.escalation,
de:.escalation, and escorting
escorting inmates,
inmates, many
many of
of
devoted
whom have
have problems
with mental
mental health,
health, drugs,
drugs, and violence.
violence. The
The ESU
ESU is an elite
elite corps
corps of
of
whom
problems with

correction
correction officers
officers created
created by DOC,
DOC, who
who receive
receive additional
additional training
training in advanced
advanced defensive
defensive tactics
tactics
with protective
equipment not available
available to all correction
correction officers
officers including
including
and are provided
provided with
protective body
body equipment
helmets, chest-protectors,
chest-protectors, arm
arm and
and shin
shin guards,
guards, and stun
stun shields,
shields, which
which serve
serve to minimize
minimize the risk
helmets,
of injury
injury from
from violent
violent inmates.
inmates. They
They are trained
trained in relevant
relevant tactics
tactics for handling
handling assaultive,
assaultive, and the
of
most violent
violent inmates.
inmates. Less
Less than
than 200 (.02%)
(.02%) of
of the approximately
approximately 9,000
9,000 correction
correction officers
officers are part
most

of
of ESU.

It is alleged
alleged that
that the ESU correction
correction officers
officers are not always
always available,
available, and their
their

unavailability leaves
leaves noh-ESU
non-ESU correction
correction officers
officers who are inadequately
inadequately trained
train~d with the
unavailability
responsibility of
of handling
handling dangerous
dangerous inmates,
inmates, who may
may cause
cause very
very serious
serious injuries
injuries to the officers,
officers,
responsibility
other inmates,
inmates, and staff.
staff. These
These incidents
incidents could
could be prevented
with the proper
training of
ofnon-ESU
non-ESU
other
prevented with
proper training
correction officers.
officers.
correction
Policies, procedures,
staffing and
and other
other controls,
controls, discussed
discussed in the implementing
implementing regulations
regulations
Policies,
procedures, staffing
of the WVPP,
WVPP, have
have not been
instituted in order
order to evaluate
evaluate the types
types of
of inmates
that pose
of
been instituted
inmates that
pose the
greatest risk
risk due to their
their viciousness
viciousness and
and aggressiveness.
aggressiveness. Examples
Examples of
of behavior
violent inmates
inmates
greatest
behavior by violent
include serioust
serioust assaults,
assaults, punching,
kicking, slashing,
slashing, stabbing,
stabbing, flinging
flinging of
of urine
mine and feces,
feces, setting
setting
include
punching, kicking,
destroying property.
fires, and destroying
property.
Defendant argues
argues that
that the court
court lacks
lacks subject
subject matter
matter jurisdiction
that plaintiffs'
request
Defendant
jurisdiction in that
plaintiffs' request
relief is tantamount
tantamount to asking
asking the court
court to
management of
of the DOC
DOC in contravention
contravention of
of
to assume
assume management
for relief
that the judiciary
should no,t
not preempt
municipalities in
Il}anagement and operation
operation
the principle
principle that
judiciary should
preempt municipalities
in the Il}anagement
of municipal
municipal agencies.
agencies. Defendant
Defendant a:lso
also contends
contends that
that plaintiffs'
cause of
of action
action is not a cognizable
cognizable
of
plaintiffs' cause
claim because
because the
the New
York State
State Public·
Public. Employee
Employee Safety
Safety and Health
Health Act
Act (PESHA)
(PESHA) does
does not
claim
New York
2

cover injuries
injuries sustained
sustained in the line of
of duty
duty and WVPP
WVPP does·not
does 'not prqvide
right of
of action.
action.
cover
prqvide for a private
private right
Defendants also posit
that their
their discretionary
discretionary decisions
decisions related
related to staffing
staffing and
and training
training of
of law
Defendants
posit that
enforcement professionals
cannot be considered
considered to constitute
constitute a recognized
recognized hazard
hazard under
under PESHA.
PESHA.
enforcement
professionals cannot
This court
court is called
called upon
llpon to determine
determine whether,
whether, from the facts alleged,
alleged, DOC
DOC has complied
complied
This
PESHA and WVPP.
WVPP.
with PESHA
Whether a court
court ha~ the power
entertain a case is a question
question of
of justiciability.
power to entertain
justiciability. In Matter
Matter
Whether
o/New
State Inspection,
Sec. '&
Council 82, AFSCME,
of
New York State
Inspection, Sec.·
& Law
Law Enforcement
Enforcement Empls
Empts .. Dist. Council
AFSCME, AFLAFLCuomo (64 NY2d
238-239), th.e
the Court
of Appeals
Appeals noted
noted that
that "Justiciability
"Justiciability is the generic
generic
NY2d at 238-239),
Court of
CIO v Cuomo
term of
of art which
which encompasses
encompasses discrete,
discrete, subsidiary
subsidiary concepts
concepts including,
including, inter
inter alia,
alia, political
political
term
questions, ripeness
ripeness and
and advisory
advisory opinions.
opinions. At the heart
heart of
of the justification
doctrine of
of
questions,
justification for the doctrine
justiciability
canon that
that the pow'er'
of the
may only
only be
justiciability lies the jurisprudential
jurisprudential canon
pow'er ·of
the judicial
judicial branch
branch may
exercised in a manner
manner consistent
consistent with
with the 'judicial
'judicial function"'
function'" ((citing
o.fState
Comm.,
exercised
citing Matter
Matter o.f
State Ind. Comm.,
Cardozo: J.).
224 NY2d
NY2d 13, 16, Cardozo:
motion pursuant
Complaint must
must be liberally
liberally construed,
construed, the
CPLR 3211 ((a)
a) (7), a Complaint
On a motion
pursuant to CPLR
allegations therein
therein must
l11ustbe
accepted as true, the plaintiff
must be given
given the benefit
of all
factual allegations
be accepted
plaintiff must
benefit of
favorable inferences
inferences therefrom,
therefrom, and.the
and.the court
court must
must decide
decide only
only whether
whether the facts
facts alleged
alleged fall under
under
favorable
recognized legal
legal theory
theory (Miglino
(Miglino v.
v. Bally
o/Greater
any recognized
Bally Total Fitness
Fitness of
Greater NY,
NY, Inc., 20 NY3d
NY3d 342
v. Dow
121 AD3d
AD3d 548 nSf
2014]). Defendant's
Defendant's basis
[2013]; Lee v.
Dow Jones
Jones & Co., Inc., 121
Ust Dept
Dept 2014]).
basis for
asserting that
that plaintiffs
state a cause
cause of
of action
action is that
that PESHA
PESHA does
does not
not cover
cover inj)lries
inj)lries or
asserting
plaintiffs fail to state
hazards from risks
risks unique
law enforcement
enforcement work
work including
including injuries
injuries sustained
sustained in the line of
of duty.
hazards
unique to law
Labor Law
Law §~ 27-a
27-a (PESHA),
(PESHA), provides
safety and health
health standards
standards of
of public
provides for the safety
public
Labor
employees. Paragraph
Paragraph (a) (3) states:
states:
employees.
3

.'

.

.

'

~

.

employment
employees, employment
of its employees,
to ~ach of
furnish. to~ac:h
3. Duties.
employer shall: ((I1))Jurnish
Every elTIployer
Duties. a. Every
are causing
that
hazards
recognized
from
free
are
and a place
of
employment
which
recognized
hazards
that
causing
which
place of employment
which
and
employees and which
its employees
harm to its
or
likely to cau'.se
cau'se death
death or, serious
serious phy~ical
phy~ical harm
or are likely
of its
health of
lives, safety
will providereason~ble
safety or health
adequate protection to the lives,
provide reasori~ble and adequateprotecti6n
under
promulgated
standards
health
and
safety
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Barr, Targeting Anti-Semitic Crimes, Enters Bail
Reform Fray
The attorney general levied federal hate-crime charges against a woman accused of anti-Semitic
assaults, including one after she was released without bail.

Attorney General William P. Barr met with Jewish leaders in Brooklyn on Tuesday to pledge the
support of federal prosecutors to combat anti-Semitic crimes.Credit...Mark
Lennihan/Associated Press
By Jesse McKinley and Michael Gold
•

Jan. 28, 2020

• • In the month since New York enacted a sweeping series of changes to its bail laws that have
set thousands of defendants free pending their trials, many law enforcement officials have urged
lawmakers to reconsider the law.
The roster of prominent critics includes Dermot Shea, the New York City police commissioner,
as well as Richard P. Donoghue, the top federal law enforcement official in Brooklyn.
Opponents have seized on defendants recently released under the new bail laws who were
rearrested on suspicion of committing new crimes, including several anti-Semitic incidents.
The most prominent of those instances involved Tiffany Harris, a Brooklyn woman who
allegedly slapped three Orthodox women in late December. Ms. Harris was released without bail,
only to be arrested a day later for assaulting another person.
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On Tuesday, Ms. Harris’s legal woes intensified as Attorney General William P. Barr appeared
in Brooklyn to announce federal hate-crime charges against her, promising “zero tolerance for
this kind of violence.”
“This will not be an isolated case,” Mr. Barr said during a visit to the Boro Park Jewish
Community Council. “We will move aggressively if we see this kind of activity.”
Mr. Barr did not specifically mention bail reform, but his citation of Ms. Harris’s case will
undoubtedly give new ammunition to its opponents, and could increase pressure on lawmakers in
Albany to make modifications.
Numerous lawmakers in the State Senate and the Assembly — both ruled by Democrats — have
indicated that changes need to be made, but leaders in both chambers have said it is too soon to
make broad judgments on the law, which went into effect on Jan. 1.
Gov. Andrew M. Cuomo, a third-term Democrat, indicated last week that while he anticipated
some changes to the new law, any revisions needed to be carefully considered since the previous
cash bail system was “repugnant to justice.”
“You look at the consequences from the change and you address them — which we are all open
to doing,” Mr. Cuomo said. “But let’s do it intelligently and not politically or in some knee-jerk
fashion.”
The new law was passed by lawmakers last spring, as part of a raft of progressive legislation that
aimed to modernize the state’s long-stagnant criminal justice statutes. Under the new law, judges
are not allowed to set bail for a long list of misdemeanors and nonviolent felonies, including
many instances of burglary, robbery, drug offenses, assault and arson.
Bail originally was used as a way to guarantee that defendants returned to court for trial, but
activists say the system had been corrupted and abused by law enforcement to unfairly jail poor
defendants while releasing wealthy offenders.
That paradigm found a vivid, and tragic, example in 2010 when a Bronx teenager, Kalief
Browder, spent three years on Rikers Island because his family could not raise $3,000 for bail.
The charges against Mr. Browder, who had been accused of stealing a backpack, were dropped
for lack of evidence in 2013; he later committed suicide.
But as soon as the new bail law took effect, critics began highlighting a parade of instances
where recently released defendants allegedly committed more crimes once freed.
In one example, a man who had been charged with stealing or attempting to steal from four New
York City banks was released without bail; hours later, the police said, he robbed a Chase bank
in Brooklyn.
“No sound, rational and fair criminal justice system requires the pretrial release of criminal
defendants who demonstrate such determination to continuously commit serious crimes,” Mr.
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Donoghue, the United States attorney for the Eastern District of New York, said after the suspect
was rearrested earlier this month.
Ms. Harris, 30, still faces a number of state charges, including assault, attempted assault,
harassment and menacing. Police officials said at the time that Ms. Harris admitted to slapping
the three women because she believed they were Jewish.
According to the federal complaint, Ms. Harris attacked all three women within a 10-minute
period at around 12:40 a.m. on Dec. 27 in Crown Heights, a neighborhood in Brooklyn with a
large Jewish population, “because of their actual or perceived religion.”
Two of the victims were wearing clothing that made them identifiable as Jewish, an F.B.I. agent
wrote in the complaint. In the second attack, Ms. Harris approached a woman who was walking
with five other Jewish people, hit her on the back of the head and uttered a profane, anti-Semitic
remark.
Ms. Harris’s lawyers reacted angrily to the federal charges levied against her, which carry a
maximum prison sentence of 10 years. They said she was “being used as a scapegoat for the fearmongering surrounding bail reform,” adding she was currently hospitalized and “not endangering
anyone.”
“Many members of the Jewish community have spoken out against the use of incarceration in
her case, including one of the victims,” said Lisa Schreibersdorf, the executive director of
Brooklyn Defender Services. “I don’t know how this can been seen as necessary or even
humane.”
The change to bail is seen as a signature accomplishment of the Democratic-led State
Legislature, pushed by a passel of young progressives who have often challenged mainstream
Democrats like Mr. Cuomo to move further to the left. They have urged their colleagues to resist
rolling back any portion of the law.
Another measure adopted last year to fix what lawmakers considered flaws in the criminal justice
system — the creation of a Commission on Prosecutorial Misconduct — suffered a setback on
Tuesday when a state court judge ruled that the commission violated New York’s Constitution
because it “diminishes” the judiciary’s role in disciplining attorneys.
It was unclear what impact the ruling would have on the future of the commission, which had not
yet taken shape.
A spokesman for Mr. Cuomo, who expressed concerns about whether the panel would withstand
a legal challenge even as he signed the bill to create it, said that the governor’s office was
reviewing the decision. A spokesman for Carl Heastie, the Assembly speaker, did not
immediately respond to a request for comment.
As for the bail changes, many who have criticized them have asked lawmakers to give judges
some discretion in seeking bail in cases where defendants pose a perceived risk to the public.
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“The N.Y.P.D. believes significant bail reform can be achieved, as long as judges are granted the
discretion to remand suspects whom they determine to be genuinely dangerous, including
chronic repeat offenders,” Commissioner Shea wrote in an Op-Ed for The New York Times.
The New York City mayor, Bill de Blasio, also has suggested that changes to the new law may
be necessary, saying on Tuesday that he has spoken to Commissioner Shea.
“We’re going to address the challenges we face,” the mayor said.
Reporting was contributed by Luis Ferré-Sadurní, Emma G. Fitzsimmons, Edgar Sandoval, Ed
Shanahan and Liam Stack.
Jesse McKinley is the Albany bureau chief. He was previously the San Francisco bureau chief,
and a theater columnist and Broadway reporter for the Culture Desk. @jessemckinley
Michael Gold is a general assignment reporter on the Metro desk covering news in the New York
City region. @migold

De Blasio intervened in prosecution of
accused anti-Semitic attacker Tiffany Harris
By Rebecca Rosenberg, Julia Marsh and Bruce Golding
January 5, 2020 | 10:15pm | Updated

Bill de Blasio Getty Images for Festival People
Mayor Bill de Blasio intervened in the prosecution of an accused anti-Semitic attacker — leading
to her lock-up in a psych ward — because she was generating negative publicity for his
administration, The Post has learned.
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Brooklyn’s supervising judge was forced to hold an unscheduled hearing late on the afternoon of
New Year’s Eve after City Hall contacted the state Office of Court Administration about Tiffany
Harris, 30.
Harris’ repeated release from custody after back-to-back arrests late last month — including for
allegedly slapping three Orthodox Jewish women and shouting “F-U, Jews!” on Dec. 27 — had
made her a symbol of revolving-door justice amid the state’s new bail reform law and de
Blasio’s gift programs for newly released jail inmates.
The administration flipped out when it learned that Harris had allegedly pinched a social worker
Dec. 30 after she was let loose under supervised release following her second arrest, said a
source familiar with the matter.
“The Mayor’s Office was deeply concerned after learning that she was not in compliance with
her supervised release and her erratic behavior was continuing,” the source said. “They reached
out to the court, who then calendared it to further investigate.”
A transcript of the court hearing shows her public defender complained to Judge Michael
Yavinsky that news coverage had led the Mayor’s Office of Criminal Justice to contact both her
and Brooklyn Justice Initiatives, which was responsible for overseeing Harris.
“The mayor of the executive branch of the government got involved because of a press case,”
said Lisa Schreibersdorf, founder and executive director of Brooklyn Defender Services.
The state’s bail reform law — which eliminates cash bail for all misdemeanors — was set to take
effect New Year’s Day, she noted.
De Blasio has criticized aspects of that law, but has also offered incentives — including gift
cards and free Mets tickets — to encourage defendants to show up in court.
“We’re on the cusp of reform taking place in a few hours from now, and that was not the press
they wanted, so what they did was they tried to find a way to intervene in the court process in a
different branch of government, getting everybody involved in trying to address this,”
Schreibersdorf said.
Schreibersdorf — who appeared in court without Harris — decried the notion that her client’s
next appearance should be moved up because of outside intervention.
But Yavinksy said he would still issue a bench warrant for Harris’ arrest. She was nabbed by city
sheriff’s deputies at a Brownsville hotel around 10:15 p.m New Year’s Eve, then ordered held
the next day for a 72-hour psychiatric evaluation at an undisclosed facility.
She has since been admitted for mental health observation “at the discretion of her doctor,” said
a source familiar with her care.
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De Blasio spokeswoman Freddi Goldstein said Sunday, “It is our job to help ensure supervised
release works as it should.
“In that vein, we spoke with the Office of Court Administration after Ms. Harris’ assessment was
left incomplete to determine next steps and discuss how to handle situations like this in the
future.”

Tiffany Harris indicted on felony hate-crime
charges — but still won’t face bail
By Andrew Denney, Emily Saul and Rebecca Rosenberg
January 14, 2020 | 2:36pm | Updated
Enlarge Image

Tiffany Harris Rashid Umar Abbasi
The Brooklyn woman accused of assaulting several Jewish victims — only to be released twice
thanks to new bail laws — has now been hit with felony hate-crime charges, The Post has
learned.
But the new raps are still not enough for a judge to impose bail on her under the controversial
state “reforms.”
A grand jury in Brooklyn Supreme Court indicted Tiffany Harris on three counts of felony
assault as a hate crime Jan. 7, court records show.
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The 30-year-old was initially facing misdemeanor charges for allegedly slapping three Orthodox
Jewish women in Crown Heights on Dec. 27 while shouting “F-U, Jews!”
Harris walked free under the state’s new soft-on-crime law, which bars judges from imposing
bail in most misdemeanor cases and some felonies.
Within days, she’d been arrested — and released — again for allegedly assaulting another
Jewish woman in Prospect Heights.
She was arrested a third time on New Year’s Eve for allegedly blowing off an appointment with
social workers and was finally held for a psychiatric evaluation.
Harris is now scheduled to be arraigned on the new indictment Jan. 22 before Brooklyn Supreme
Court Justice Danny Chun.
But the upgraded assault charges aren’t bail-eligible under the new regime, either — so she will
likely walk free once more.
Mark Bederow, a criminal-defense lawyer and former Manhattan prosecutor, told The Post that
authorities’ hands are tied from keeping her locked up, despite her alleged repeat offenses.
“If she continues to just get arrested and the law does not recognize that she can be held unless
she demonstrates persistently that she won’t come back to court, then prosecutors can’t do
anything,” said Bederow, who is not involved in Harris’ case.
The lawyer said that the only thing that would land Harris behind bars is if she is convicted and
sentenced to serve time.
“The law is designed not to incarcerate her before she is convicted,” he said.
Noting that the troublesome bail law officially took effect New Year’s Day, Bederow added,
“Today is Jan. 14, and it’s already clear there are problems with [it].”
Harris’s lawyer did not respond to requests for comment Tuesday.
The Brooklyn District Attorney’s Office declined to comment.
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